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Abstract 
 
Since the nineteenth century, communities connected to the railways industry have 

and continue to show a strong interest in their history and heritage. While historians 

of technology and industry are increasingly examining the wider impact of these 

inventions and innovations, there is room to analyse how the different facets of the 

railways have impacted social relationships and encounters, and how this self-

reflection has been translated into commemorative practice. Examining the different 

customs and traditions that were created to celebrate railway history, and signalled 

toward its developments in the present and future, offers a unique insight into how 

the past has shaped and reshaped the identities of railway communities and the 

industry more broadly. 

Commemoration, or the performative use of history and social memory, is the 

central concept of the thesis. This involves a number of revolving spheres of actions 

and thoughts that come together to define and shape the functions of these practices. 

Focussing on this practice as a social phenomenon, this thesis examines the forms 

and functions of commemorations of the British railway industry from the nineteenth 

century to the early twenty-first century.  

Taking examples from a range of communities and geographical locations, it 

analyses how and why narratives about the history of the industry have been 

strategically mobilised through commemorative practices, from larger national 

practices down to the cultures that functioned for smaller communities. These 

include commemorations by and for railway companies and unions, personal 

celebrations of friends and colleagues, events organised for enthusiasts and interest 

groups, commemorative practices about and supported by heritage organisations, and 

celebrations of symbols of the industry. 

Overall, this thesis argues that commemoration is an important tool for 

socialising the narratives and temporality of British railways, and illuminates how 

and why communities associated with this industry engaged with their shared 

history. 
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Introduction 

 
Made vivid again, here is something that transcends Nature, an amazing work 

of man.1 

For two hundred years railways have been a consistent and expanding feature of the 

British landscape. Following the opening of the Stockton and Darlington Railway in 

1825, arguably the first railway in the world, the British rail network rapidly 

expanded, with fifty-four Acts of Parliament to construct lines passed over the next 

ten years alone.2 In the twenty-first century, they have developed in scale and design 

to become one of the major ways to carry people and goods across Britain. More 

than simply the permanent way that connects vast settlements across the country, and 

the rolling stock that travels along it, they have enabled a range of tangible and 

intangible developments to the nation. The influence of the application of this 

technology on the economic, political, social, and cultural intricacies of British 

society have been numerous, and have connected and divided people as they have 

developed and changed.3 Railways are not entirely a modern phenomenon, with 

more primitive versions of this form of transportation having been used as early as 

the sixteenth century.4 However, from the nineteenth century they became ‘a 

defining feature of the modern world and an archetypal symbol of progress and 

confidence in technological modernity’.5 While there have been peaks and troughs in 

 
1 Simon Bradley, The Railways: Nation, Network and People (London: Profile Books, 2015), 551. 
2 Michael W. Finn, Economic and Social History of Britain Since 1700 (London: Macmillan 
Education, 1975), 105. 
3 Michael J. Freeman, Railways and the Victorian Imagination (London: Yale University Press, 
1999). 
4 Michael Lewis, ‘Wooden Railways’, in The Oxford Companion to British Railway History, eds. 
Jack Simmons and Gordon Biddle (Oxford: Oxford University Press: 1997), 567-8. 
5 George Revill, ‘Railways’, in Patterned Ground: Entanglements of Nature and Culture, eds. 
Stephan Harrison Steve Pile, and Nigel Thrift (London: Reaktion, 2004), 84. 
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this confidence in the industry and what it represents, it continues to shape and 

connect a broad range of communities on local, regional, national and international 

levels – from those working in and for the industry, to the travelling public, to those 

who enjoy them for leisure and educational purposes – into the twenty-first century.  

Since the nineteenth century, and with a strong presence of interest in and 

enthusiasm for all aspects of its history and technologies, railways have signified 

more to the British public than a mere means of conveying people and goods from 

one location to another. They have been celebrated for what and who they represent 

as much as what they have achieved. Progress, development, and improvements in 

functionality, efficiency, profitability, design, style, and comfort have been weighed 

and measured regularly throughout the industry’s history. Commemorative practices 

have been important ways to bring attention to these achievements, with a range of 

aspects of the industry’s history forming the basis for the central subjects of their 

narratives – from the individual pioneering engineers and their inventions and 

improvements to railway technologies, to the wider networks of people working for 

the industry who found central elements of their personal and communal identities 

therein. Over time, different groups – businesses, workers, local and regional 

communities, enthusiasts, and museums to name a few – have laid claim to aspects 

of the industry’s history, and have found meaning in this past in relation to their 

present identities and what they hope to become in the future. By mobilising 

commemoration in innumerable ways, the celebration and communal remembrance 

of Britain’s railway history has shaped popular narratives about the industry while 

bringing together people with common, and oftentimes strategic, interests in its past, 

present, and future.  
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Though there is a substantial amount of research on both commemoration and 

railway history separately, very few scholars have converged the two to understand 

the uses and purposes of celebrating the industry’s history.6 Further, where it has 

been examined, it has been situated as one part of broader areas of study, such as 

Christine Macleod’s analysis of the celebration of British technological heroes, or 

Ben Roberts’ examination of the uses of local civic ceremonies in the North East of 

England.7 This thesis will not contradict the findings of that research, but instead 

aims to build upon it and situate the analyses of the railway hero or local celebrations 

of historic railway lines, for example, within the specific context of a long history of 

commemorative practices devised for the British railway industry. Therefore, as a 

unique forum for commemorative practices to function within, this thesis argues that 

there is a necessity to examine how the styles of performative acts to remember and 

celebrate the past were designed for the British railway industry more specifically. It 

examines how commemoration has served the British railway industry and its 

communities from the nineteenth to the twenty-first century. It will achieve this by 

analysing the forms and functions of these commemorative practices, what purpose 

celebrating the past served the ‘present’ and predicted for the ‘future’, who these 

practices were used by and for, and how these cultures shaped popular perceptions 

about the nation’s railway history.  

 
6 See for example Christine MacLeod on engineering heroes: Christine Macleod, Heroes of Invention: 
Technology, Liberalism and British Identity, 1750-1914 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2007). Also see Ben Roberts on the use and purpose of the S&DR celebrations: Ben Roberts, ‘Civic 
Ritual in Darlington and Middlesbrough in Comparative Perspective’, (PhD thesis, Teesside 
University, 2014); Ben Roberts, ‘Income Before Identity: Railway Celebrations, High Business and 
Local Commemoration in Darlington, 1825-1925’, (conference paper, Social History Society 
Conference, University of Leeds, 25 March 2013); Erin Beeston, ‘Spaces of Industrial Heritage: A 
History of Uses, Perceptions and the Re-making of Liverpool Road Station, Manchester’, (PhD thesis, 
University of Manchester, 2020); Jack Simmons, ‘Rail 150: 1975 or 1980?’, The Journal of Transport 
History 1, no. 1 (1980), 1-8. 
7 Macleod, Heroes of Invention; Roberts, ‘Civic Ritual in Darlington and Middlesbrough in 
Comparative Perspective’; Roberts, ‘Income Before Identity’. 
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Due to the extensive use of commemorative practices within and connected to 

this industry, the thesis concentrates on a sample of the ways the history of the 

railways has been used in different social contexts. The examples chosen therefore 

do not represent the entire scope of commemorative cultures connected to this 

industry. For example, the remembrance of accidents and war commemorations have 

not been included, and there are only brief examinations of railway enthusiasm and 

international commemorations. However, having selected varied and evidentiary 

well-supported examples from the mid-nineteenth to the twenty-first century, this 

thesis will demonstrate the diverse uses and manipulations of railway history by 

different communities and institutions, both within targeted pockets of time and 

across broader temporal lapses. The examples chosen intersect both in terms of the 

areas of the industry’s past they commemorate and/or the types of commemorative 

practices used to celebrate them. However, analysing them as separate though 

interconnected cultures allows for a clearer understanding of how they function 

within particular sets of circumstances. Overall, this research contributes to the study 

of commemoration and memory, and the social history of the railways by 

interrogating how, why, and for who such a nationally important industry has been 

consistently celebrated through commemorative practices since the nineteenth 

century. 

Structure 

The thesis is broadly divided into two parts. Using a longue durée approach to 

analyse change or stasis in the narratives about the past and the types of practices 

used, the first part examines the development of commemorative cultures from the 

Victorian period up to the twenty-first century. Further, it examines how practices 

were mobilised within different temporal and situational contexts by and for a range 
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of groups and communities. It will study the historical uses of commemoration by 

examining the foundations of different styles of practices and the narratives about 

the industry’s impact, people, and technologies, and how these commemorative 

cultures fed into later practices. The second part will examine how these 

commemorative cultures, built on the foundations of both a longer history of the 

railways and the range of styles of commemorative practices used in the past, 

function more specifically in twenty-first century contexts. It will argue that the 

application of railway history, through the continued use of commemorative 

practices, demonstrates that the industry’s past still has relevance in the twenty-first 

century. Further, it will argue that the commemorative practices of the previous 

centuries are not wholly unique to those time periods, and similar styles of 

remembrance still have their uses in the twenty-first century. 

Following a survey of the literature that has provided the analytical and 

methodological tools to interrogate the central themes of the thesis in Chapter 1, 

Chapter 2 examines the public facing, round-numbered anniversaries of the Stockton 

and Darlington Railway (opened in 1825). Celebrated as the ‘first passenger railway 

in the world’, the chapter analyses the manipulation of this origin story by railway 

companies, trades unions, governmental bodies and interest groups on the jubilee 

(1875), centenary (1925), and sesquicentenary (1975) of its official opening. It will 

show how the organisers of these events used a series of components to convey core 

narratives about the past, present, and future of the railways to advertise the success 

and progress of the industry. 

Shifting from the celebration of the technological aspects of the industry to the 

early pioneers who were instrumental in shaping it, Chapter 3 examines the 

commemoration of railway ‘heroes’, with a focus on the contrasting creation, 
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development, and treatment of the reputations of two early railway engineers, 

George Stephenson and Richard Trevithick. This chapter contextualises the 

commemorative cultures used to develop and sustain the reputations of these heroes 

within a wider understanding of how the British railway industry impregnated and 

was celebrated in different regional, national, and international communities.  

Moving from large-scale, public practices to those enacted in more private 

internal settings, Chapter 4 examines how commemorative cultures were designed 

and functioned within two separate, though intertwined, railway communities. 

Closely examining the monthly company magazines for the staff of the Great 

Western Railway Company, and the weekly newspaper for union members of 

Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants, and later the National Union of 

Railwaymen, in combination with surviving material cultures of commemoration, 

this chapter provides an insightful window into the conventions used to celebrate 

staff, union members, and the institutions’ histories. 

Opening the second half of the thesis, to contextualise commemorative 

practices in the twenty-first century, Chapter 5 examines the National Railway 

Museum, York and Locomotion, Shildon as products of, spaces to stage, and 

enablers of commemoration in the twenty-first century. As perhaps the most 

important national forums for caring for, displaying and interpreting the history of 

the railways, they have played a crucial role in supporting a range of 

commemorative practices both within and in collaboration with the museums.  

Examining how the history continues to impact the industry in the twenty-first 

century, Chapter 6 analyses how the past has been mobilised in the recent 

rebrandings of two rail franchises to pre-nationalisation company names. It will 

examine the motivations for, and contexts in which, First Great Western became the 
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Great Western Railway (2015) and Virgin Trains East Coast changed to London 

North Eastern Railway (2018), to what extent they used elements of their historical 

counterparts to shape their new brand identities, and how commemorative practices 

were used to support and showcase these identities. 

Returning to the historical moment analysed in Chapter 2, Chapter 7 

interrogates the planning for the Stockton and Darlington Railway bicentenary, due 

to be held in the North East of England in 2025. It will examine to what extent large-

scale commemorations of the railway industry are interconnected with the changing 

role of history and heritage in the twenty-first century, where policy makers, funders, 

and regional, national, and international stakeholders use the preservation and 

celebration of the past to foster regeneration and create lasting change to a locality or 

region. Because this is an ongoing process and cannot yet be viewed with the benefit 

of hindsight, it will more closely analyse the planning processes of these 

commemorations. While temporal, political, social, and economic contexts may be 

different, this chapter demonstrates that retelling the achievements of British 

railways of the past through commemorative practices is still a strategic process used 

to enact change in the present and to plan for the future.  
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Chapter 1: Railways and Commemoration 

 
The ‘memory boom’, stemming from the development of ‘new social history’ in the 

1960s and the ‘cultural turn’ in the following decade, was characterised by a popular 

‘renewed enthusiasm for popular culture’ and a shift in scholarship in several 

academic fields to examine this phenomenon.1 This led to a steadily growing body of 

scholarship on commemoration covering a diverse scope of themes, topics, time 

periods, and geographical locations.2 This ranged from larger concepts of politics 

and nationhood, examinations of the remembrance of war, difficult histories, and 

heroes, the celebration of artistic and scientific achievements, and local and civic 

community events. There are very few studies that focus on the functions of 

commemoration in scientific and technological forums, and most importantly the 

majority of these sparse studies do not examine the railway industry. This thesis 

argues that there is a wealth of examples of social engagements with the railways 

and their histories through commemorative practices by and for local, national, and 

international communities.  

Commemoration is connected to arguments about particular definitions of 

highly charged terms such as memory, myth, identity and ownership. Further, the 

range of commemorative practices examined in the thesis sit at the intersection of 

multiple disciplines: history, heritage studies, public history, technology studies, 

business and institutional studies, social sciences, and material culture. While the 

methodological tools used have therefore been pulled from broader literature that has 

 
1 Jeffrey K. Olick, Vered Vinitzky-Seroussi, and Daniel Levy, ‘Introduction’, in The Collective 
Memory Reader, eds. Jeffrey K. Olick, Vered Vinitzky-Seroussi, and Daniel Levy (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2011), 3-4; Joan Tumblety, ‘Introduction: Working with Memory as Source and 
Subject’, in Memory and History: Understanding Memory as a Source and Subject, ed. Joan 
Tumblety (Abingdon, Routledge, 2013), 1, 3. 
2 Ibid., 3. 
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directly and tangentially informed the arguments of this thesis, the research has 

primarily been informed by academic approaches to memory and commemoration. It 

is therefore necessary to review a sample of the scholarship that has informed the 

theoretical approaches of this thesis. This literature review breaks down the different 

components of commemoration to show how this has informed the analysis of this 

thesis. It concludes by demonstrating how this research is situated in a forum of 

growing academic interest in studying the railway industry as a space for social and 

cultural engagement. 

1.1 Defining Commemoration 

The conceptualisation of commemoration is bound with the study of memory. 

Memory studies are situated in many fields including the social sciences, humanities, 

business studies, neuroscience, and psychology.3 To fully appreciate the complexity 

of the ways the British railway industry and its history intersect through 

commemorative practices, it is important to examine the study and conceptualisation 

of memory in the fields of humanities and social sciences. Because commemoration 

by its nature requires more than one person to engage in remembering the past, the 

following review focusses on theories and uses of ‘collective’ rather than personal, 

singular memory. 

The early twentieth-century sociologist Maurice Halbwachs’, in his On 

Collective Memory (1950), first developed the term ‘collective memory’.4 This work 

informed subsequent scholarship outside the discipline of psychology, which had 

previously dominated memory studies. Halbwachs situated memory within social 

 
3 Ibid., 1-2. While the studies of memory in neuroscience and psychology are acknowledged, these 
fields are beyond the scope of the analysis of this thesis. 
4 Maurice Halbwachs, On Collective Memory, trans. Lewis A. Coser (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1992). 
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experiences as an active process. He argued that memories are created through social 

encounters which consequently become forums to ‘recall, recognize and localize’ 

individual memories in group settings.5 Further, he delineated the forums for the 

situation of memory as ‘historical’ and ‘autobiographical’.6 The former is rooted in 

tangible records of events, while the latter is formed through personal, lived 

experiences.7 He noted that when autobiographical memory is shared in social 

situations, it can be open to distortion to ‘give them [the memories] prestige that 

reality did not possess’.8 Further, because autobiographical memories are constantly 

at risk, they need to be transferred into historical memory to be preserved. While, as 

argued by Paul Connerton, Halbwachs’ work provides a useful framework for the 

transference of memory, he did not go further to suggest how memory outside 

personal experiences is transferred in practice.9  

Exploring the use of memory in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Eric 

Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger’s edited collection, The Invention of Tradition 

(1983), shed light on how modern ‘traditional’ practices were formed, and the extent 

to which they relied on the use of collective memory.10 The collection of essays 

demonstrated how traditions that ‘appear or claim to be old’ were in reality 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries inventions.11 In his opening introduction to the 

collection, Hobsbawm defined these ‘invented traditions’ as being formed from 

selective narratives of the past that are cemented in collective memory as a seamless 

 
5 Ibid., 38. 
6 Ibid., 29. 
7 Ibid., 84. 
8 Ibid., 51. 
9 Paul Connerton, How Societies Remember (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 9. 
10 Eric Hobsbawm and Terrence Ranger, eds., The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983). 
11 Eric Hobsbawm, ‘Introduction: Inventing Traditions’, in The Invention of Tradition, eds. Eric 
Hobsbawm and Terrence Ranger (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 1. 
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continuity from this past – be that true or a fabrication – through the repeated use of 

symbols and ritualistic practices.12 He argued these practices were modern responses 

to different social, economic, political and cultural factors that disrupted the 

continuity of historic ‘customs’, or because the customs needed to be adapted within 

these new contexts.13 He delineated ‘invented traditions’ into three separate, though 

overlapping, categories. First, those that aim to establish or symbolise the ‘social 

cohesion or membership of groups, real or artificial’.14 Second, traditions that served 

to legitimise ‘institutions, status or relations of authority’.15 Finally practices that aim 

to ‘overtly and tactically’ impose social norms and values to establish authority as a 

form of social control.16 While commemorative practices do not feature heavily 

Hobsbawm and Ranger’s collection of essays, this work encourages a multi-

disciplinary approach to analysing the range of forms and functions of developing 

and sustaining ritualised practices, and emphasises that the past is an integral part of 

creating these traditions.17  

One of the most comprehensive and influential surveys of the uses of history 

and memory is Pierre Nora’s three-volume collection, Lieux de Memoire or Realms 

of Memory, published between 1984-1992, which located the functions of the uses of 

the past in different contexts within French society.18 Importantly, these volumes 

 
12 Ibid., 1, 4. 
13 Ibid., 1-2. 
14 Ibid., 9. 
15 Ibid., 9. 
16 Ibid., 1-2, 4, 8-9. 
17 Essays within the collection that examine aspects of commemorative cultures: David Cannadine, 
‘The Context, Performance and Meaning of Ritual: The British Monarchy and the “Invention of 
Tradition”, c.1820-1977’, in The Invention of Tradition, eds. Eric Hobsbawm and Terrence Ranger 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 101-164; Eric Hobsbawm, ‘Mass-Producing 
Traditions: Europe, 1870-1914’, in The Invention of Tradition, eds. Eric Hobsbawm and Terrence 
Ranger (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 263-307. 
18 Pierre Nora, ‘The Era of Commemoration’, in Realms of Memory: Rethinking the French Past, vol. 
3, eds. Pierre Nora and Lawrence D. Kritzman, trans. Arthur Goldhammer (Chichester: Columbia 
University Press, 1996), 618.  
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went further than Halbwachs and Hobsbawm by examining specific forms and 

purposes of commemoration. In his essay, ‘The Era of Commemoration’, Nora 

defined the ‘passage from the historical to the remembered and the remembered to 

the commemorative’ as a process that ‘radically inverts’ common understandings of 

the history (historical) and memory (remembered), ‘culminating’ in the creation of 

commemorative practices.19 Where history is a critical framework that transmits 

‘verifie[d] memory’ through institutions of learning, and memory is the situated in 

the traditional reconstruction of the memories of communities marginalised from 

national histories, Nora argues that commemoration is: 

the concentrated expression of a national history, a rare and solemn moment, an 

invariably difficult form of collective return to the sources, a symbolic 

affirmation of ancestry, a choice of heritage for a form of transmission, a bridge 

between the past and the future.20 

Commemoration therefore uses threads of memory in the present that can be 

connected to the past outside lived experiences. Importantly for the analysis of this 

thesis, he also argued that commemorative practices, rather than the past informing 

the present, impose new meanings on and often ‘confuse’ the messages of the past 

when they are situated in the context of the present.21  

Concurring with Hobsbawm’s arguments regarding the divisive uses of history 

and memory, Nora further suggested that commemoration is an active and selective 

practice that ‘seeks out dates and figures to commemorate, that ignores and invents 

others, sometimes artificially manipulating dates… and sometimes accept[s] dates as 

 
19 Ibid., 626. 
20 Ibid., 626. 
21 Ibid., 618. 
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given but altering their significance’.22 In this way, the present ‘disposes’ aspects of 

the past that are not useful for the narratives societies want to tell.23 Crucially, he 

reminded us that history presented through commemoration cannot be viewed as 

what the past was, but rather what the past is in the specific context it is activated 

within. This manipulation of not only the past, but of the past’s functions in the 

present, was an important trope of this collection of essays, and is something that 

will also become evident through the examination of commemorative practices in 

connection to the British railway industry.  

This manipulation of the past and the uses of memory have also been viewed 

with a level of distrust. For example, David Lowenthal has been particularly critical 

of the usefulness of ‘heritage’ as a tool for studying the past.24 He argued that it 

‘succumbs to falsehood’, ‘thrives on ignorance’, ‘uses historical traces and tells 

historical tales’, and is ‘immune to critical reappraisal’.25 As such its distortion 

means it should not be trusted as a way of understanding the past. Scholars like 

Lowenthall have therefore critically viewed the relationship between ‘heritage’ 

(related to memory and myth) and ‘history’ (truthful accounts of past events).26 

Additionally, Nora unpicked how history is oftentimes viewed in opposition to 

heritage.27 In his essay, ‘Between History and Memory: Les Lieux de Memoires’, he 

provided a series of definitions as to how and why these different mechanisms for 

understanding, engaging with, and disseminating the past have been viewed as at 

 
22 Ibid., 618. 
23 Ibid., 619. 
24 David Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country – Revisited (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2015), Kindle Edition; David Lowenthal, The Heritage Crusade and the Spoils of History 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998). 
25 Lowenthal, The Heritage Crusade and the Spoils of History, 121. 
26 Tumblety, ‘Introduction’, 7-8. 
27 Pierre Nora, ‘Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire’, Representations, no. 26 
(1989), 7-24. See also: Tumblety, ‘Introduction’, 7-8; Geoffrey Cubitt, History and Memory 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2007), 45. 
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odds with each other in academia, usually with history being held in higher regard 

than memory.28 To Nora, memory is open to manipulation and comes and goes when 

it is deemed necessary, bonds all historical periods together, implies a specific 

ownership to an individual or wider communities, is something that can be engaged 

with physically, spatially, or through ‘gestures’ and ‘images, and is ‘absolute’.29 In 

contrast history makes the past ‘problematic and incomplete’, requires it to be 

analysed and criticised, claims ‘universal authority’ over and ownership of it, views 

the past by its relationship to time, and is ‘relative’.30 While at opposing ends of the 

scale, history (an academic concept) and heritage (actively engaging with the past 

through lived experiences) by these definitions are equally problematic, and 

therefore need to be critiqued carefully. 

Martha Vandrei, in her examinations of the development of written and artistic 

retellings of the story of Boudica over the longue durée, called into question this 

often-drawn distinction between professional history as ‘truthful’, and popular or 

public forms of history making as ‘falsehood’.38 She grounded her analysis heavily 

in the concept of ‘historical culture’, or ‘non-specialist engagement with the past’.39 

She developed her own research on this historiographical practice from other 

historians of ‘historical culture’, including Daniel Woolf who defined the concept as: 

the complete matrix of relations between past, present and future that includes 

but is no longer limited to the formal historical writing of that era, a matrix that 

includes elite and popular, narrative and non-narrative modes of representing 

 
28 Nora, ‘Between History and Memory’. 
29 Ibid., 8-9. 
30 Ibid., 8-9. 
38 Martha Vandrei, ‘A Victorian Invention? Thomas Thornycroft’s “Boadicea Group” and the Idea of 
Historical Culture in Britain’, The Historical Journal 57, no. 2 (2014), 508; Martha Vandrei, Queen 
Boudica and Historical Culture in Britain: An Image of Truth (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2018), 8. 
39 Vandrei, ‘A Victorian Invention?’, 490. 
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the past, that is manifested not merely in texts but in types of behaviour (for 

instance, the use of time, or the celebration of anniversaries and birthdays) and 

that, even more importantly, is subject to social and commercial forces that, as 

much as the traditionally-studied intellectual influences, conditioned the way in 

which…  [people] thought, read, and wrote about the past.40 

Vandrei argued that by continuing to distinctly separate these forms of ‘historical 

production’ as professional and public or popular history-making, practitioners of 

academic history wrongfully uphold the presumption that those who have produced 

history outside institutional settings, such as folklore, commemorative practices, and 

oral histories, did not employ similar skillsets to trained historians or that they 

searched for the ‘truth’ of the past.41 Importantly, she highlighted that, instead of 

dismissing the outputs of ‘historical culture’, we need to examine and synthesise 

them to understand wider ‘practices of knowing, interpreting, narrating, and creating 

that constitute our making, and making sense of, the past’.42 This thesis strongly 

agrees that there is a need to deconstruct and question how ‘non-academic’ 

individuals and groups have formed their versions of railway history, and 

disseminated this through a range of commemorative practices, crucially without 

assuming those constructing these narratives were devoid of an academic skillset. 

Critiques of how historians use memory range from the field treating it with 

suspicion to academics approaching it too theoretically. For example, in the opening 

essay of Jeffrey K. Olick, Vered Vinitzky-Seroussi, and Daniel Levy’s edited 

collection, The Collective Memory Reader, the authors argued that historians do not 

 
40 Daniel Woolf, ‘Disciplinary History and Historical Culture. A Critique of the History of History: 
The Case of Early Modern England’, Chromohs 2, (1997), 2. See for use in Vandrei’s work: Vandrei, 
‘A Victorian Invention?’, 490; Vandrei, Queen Boudica and Historical Culture in Britain, 12. 
41 Vandrei, ‘A Victorian Invention?’, 502; Vandrei, Queen Boudica and Historical Culture in Britain, 
13-14. 
42 Vandrei, Queen Boudica and Historical Culture in Britain, 15. 
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use collective memory in the same way as sociologists.43 They stated that while the 

field of sociology examines ‘collective memory’ within questions of identity and 

identity-politics, historians’ analysis has been primarily ‘epistemological’.44 Further, 

Geoffrey Cubitt, whose work they cite as an example of the ‘epistemological’ use of 

memory, in his work History and Memory, encouraged a cross-disciplinary approach 

to the study of memory to provide a more comprehensive survey of the landscape of 

the relationship between these two larger concepts.45 He recognised that though 

historians would not deny the importance of memory in their research, they also 

would not choose to include it as an ‘ingredient’ of their enquiry.46  

Additionally, Raphael Samuel stated that, stemming from Hobsbawm and 

Ranger’s Invention of Tradition, ‘historians have become accustomed to thinking of 

commemoration as a cheat, something which ruling elites impose on the subaltern 

classes’.47 He argued that historians have claimed that commemoration has been 

applied as a ‘weapon’ for social control and consensus using ‘mythologised’ 

retellings of history, and that ‘heritage critics’, such as David Lowenthal, Robert 

Hewison, and Patrick Wright, have attacked it as a nostalgia-based industry that has 

sanitised the past.48 Samuel is correct to argue that commemoration has and 

continues to be treated with suspicion by academics who are seeking some form of 

truth, and aim to identify how targeted activations of the past are manipulated and 

used as a means of control. While the suspicions of these academics regarding 

 
43 Olick, Vinitzky-Seroussi, and Levy, ‘Introduction’. 
44 Ibid., 4. 
45 Cubitt, History and Memory. 
46 Ibid., 3. 
47 Raphael Samuel, Theatres of Memory: Past and Present in Contemporary Culture (London: Verso, 
2012), Kindle Edition, 17.  
48 Ibid., 17; Robert Hewison, The Heritage Industry: Britain in a Climate of Decline (London: 
Methuen London, 1987); Lowenthal, The Heritage Crusade and the Spoils of History; Patrick Wright, 
On Living in an Old Country: The National Past in Contemporary Britain (London: Verso, 1985). 
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commemoration are not unfounded, research into this performative form of social 

and cultural memory critically interrogates the forms and functions of these 

practices. Scholars do so by unpicking the complexities of the use of selective 

elements of history and memory, show how this affects collective, popular 

understandings of the past, and demonstrate how these cultures are carried forward – 

both in design and content – beyond their conception point.  

1.2 Situating Commemoration 

Building on Halbwachs’ theory of collective memory, the central thesis of Paul 

Connerton’s How Societies Remember (1989) was how these group memories are 

‘conveyed and sustained’ in practice.49 Examining the functions of memory and 

memorialisation within different types of communities, he argued that while 

concepts of personal identities and subsequent social order are built from collective 

memory, in practice they are transmitted and sustained through embodied 

‘performances’.50 Taking the historically implied onus away from our engagement 

with the past primarily through documentary images and texts, he stated that people 

‘no longer believe in the great “subject” of history’ or ‘master narratives’, instead 

choosing to engage with the past in the context of ‘contemporary situation(s)’.51 On 

commemoration as an embodied and performative mode of transmission of 

memories ‘in and as tradition’, he argued that ‘commemorative ceremonies prove to 

be commemorative only in so far as they are performative; performativity cannot be 

thought without a concept of habit; and habit cannot be thought without a notion of 

bodily automatisms’.52 For Connerton, and as a central theme of this thesis, 

 
49 Connerton, How Societies Remember, 1. 
50 Ibid., 2-3.  
51 Ibid., 1. 
52 Ibid., 4. 
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commemoration is therefore predicated on habitual, embodied performative acts 

based on elements of social memory.53 

One of the most influential works on the application of history and memory, 

Samuel’s Theatres of Memory (first published in 1994) also removed history from 

the oftentimes ‘esoteric’ academic study of the past, and examined it as social 

process.54 Taking the embodied experiences of the past further than Connerton, and 

viewing them as ‘social form[s] of knowledge’, Samuel argued that we are living in 

a time of ‘expanding historical culture’, and that the public’s engagement with the 

past is becoming increasingly relevant in spheres ‘that would have been thought 

unworthy of notice in the past’.55 This includes public engagement with the past 

through living history, genealogy, and costumed dramas to identify just a few. 

Recognising that the past is an active component that shapes our present, rather than 

a solely passive product of academic study that gets called upon when we need it, he 

argued that history is shaped and reshaped repeatedly, using collective memories to 

recall the past through a range of different practices. As will also be seen in the 

context of railway commemoration, Samuel importantly demonstrated that the 

formation of our identities in the present is predicated on experiences and knowledge 

of the past expressed through lived experiences in different ‘theatres’ of engagement. 

Further, he noted that examining the remembrance of the past through 

commemoration can reveal more about the context in which they are mobilised 

rather than about the past itself. 

A core component of this thesis is the analysis of how selective retellings of 

the history of the railway industry have been used to serve a diverse range of 
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communities connected to the industry. Peter Carrier (1996) argued that 

commemoration has two broad functions – to be ‘either coercive or critical’.56 As a 

coercive device, commemoration both uses the past as a model for the present and 

gives it retrospective significance which may only hint to its actual perception at the 

time. In a critical guise, commemoration can serve as a space to question, scrutinise, 

and re-evaluate the ‘moral authority’ of the past that has been celebrated.57 He 

further suggested that commemoration (physical or intangible) is used to ‘revise or 

consolidate a popular myth in the present, to reinterpret a past event within a new 

historical context, or even consign sets of undesirable elements to oblivion’.58 

Carrier therefore recognised, but did not sideline, the manipulation and distortion of 

the past that is likely to occur when it is reinterpreted for different purposes. 

Therefore, while criticism that these distortions of the past lead to widespread 

misunderstandings and myths, the selective retelling of the past through 

commemoration can reveal other important things. First, what are the lay perceptions 

and commonly shared meanings of the past. Second, what elements of the past are 

significant to different groups and societies. Finally, the function of these events, 

such as validating cultural values or political loyalties of the present using the past.59  

John Gillis’ edited collection, Commemoration: The Politics of National 

Identity (1994), politicised commemorative practices of the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries.60 In his opening essay, Gillis argued that commemoration is ‘by 

definition social and political’, because it was ‘largely for, but not of, the people’ by 
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including (or forgetting) the memories of individuals and groups.61 Therefore, while 

commemorative practices appeared on the surface to be democratic, they were 

ultimately under the control of elite groups. Further, Nora argued that the political 

nature of commemorative practice in the twentieth century stemmed from almost 

contradictory developments. On one level, the ‘interpretation and meanings of 

commemoration’ were controlled by ‘private groups, political parties, trade unions, 

and other organizations’.62 At the same time, national commemorative practices 

became more fluid, and less of a ‘militant expression of the unity of a single group 

and more a matter of pluralistic unity of the many groups with conflicting agendas 

that constitute a democratic polity’.63 Therefore, while commemoration remained 

politically charged, there was a diffusion in the types of agents in control of its 

styles, narratives, and uses. Additionally, Gegner and Ziino’s edited collection, The 

Heritage of War (2012), raised important questions about who creates and 

contextualises the production of heritage, and how its dissemination is affected by 

different political or cultural contexts over time.64 Examining how cultural memory 

has been shaped by war, and the subsequent practices used to remember it, the 

collection of essays demonstrated how several versions of narratives of the past 

‘compete for dominance’ in different regional, national and global contexts.65 The 

underlying ‘politics’ that dictate the design and functions of commemorative cultures 

is a central theme of the analysis of this thesis.  
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Using the wider conclusions of this literature, and in order to fully understand 

the nature and purpose of these practices within the British railway industry, it is 

necessary to define the separate analytical tools that shape the forms and functions of 

commemoration. 

1.3 Analysing Commemoration 

This performative act has been activated in a variety of contexts with different 

motivations and purposes. Because, as demonstrated, the term commemoration has 

been defined and utilised in different ways, the innumerable uses and styles of these 

acts therefore need to be unpicked to find the most effective methodological 

frameworks to analyse how commemoration functions within the context of the 

British railway industry. Three separate though interlocking themes define the forms 

and functions of these practices: the construction of narratives; the temporal 

interplay between the past, present and future; and the agency behind the 

development and use of commemorative cultures.  

1.3.1 Narrative 

The narratives constructed about and using the past through commemorative 

practices are open to diverse interpretation and manipulation. The rhetoric, 

definitions, and narratives surrounding these practices need to be interrogated to 

most effectively understand how they are shaped. For example, how the term 

‘Industrial Revolution’, of which the railways were a central component, is 

understood and defined may affect the tone of commemorative events related to this 

phenomenon. Ben Russell suggested that narratives about the Industrial Age, from 

the late eighteenth to the nineteenth century, moved from more conceptual 

understandings of progress, such as how it brought about social and economic 
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change, towards how this period could be defined by great men and the machines as 

physical manifestations of their achievements.66 Additionally, Christine MacLeod 

argued that inventors acquired a heroic status in the later part of the nineteenth 

century, creating a ‘new kind of hero’ based on invention rather than military or 

political achievements.67 With this, their inventions became ‘an emblem of 

progress’, and were ‘seen as a powerful catalyst for economic, social and political 

change’.68 The physical relics were therefore viewed as ‘industrial shrine[s]’.69  

As will be demonstrated in this thesis, as narratives about the course of British 

industrial progress changed, those organising commemorative practices celebrating 

the railways also resituated different elements of their history as the focal points of 

their central narratives.70 As railway technologies in Britain developed from the 

nineteenth to the twenty-first century, what were considered pioneering or critical 

historic and ongoing feats of innovation shifted, and in turn changed to what extent 

commemorative events reflected – or in fact were a part of creating – these 

milestones through the celebration of elements of the industrial past. Therefore, the 

different commemorative narratives about the progress about railway technologies 

cannot be viewed as a pure continuum, using the same anchor points of progress to 

demonstrate positive change. Instead, by critically assessing nineteenth and early-

twentieth century thoughts and feelings about technological development, the 
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subsequent loss of industrial fervour in the later twentieth century, and a growing 

and sustained nostalgia for the rail technologies of the past following the loss of 

steam, we can think critically about the tone and presentation of these narratives of 

industrial progress.71 

Narrative is a central component of commemorations and changes as the past 

is revised, reinterpreted, or edited through different practices.72 Charlotte Linde 

argued that narrative is a ‘discourse unit’ built on two proponents – first what has 

actually happened in the past, and second what is meant by those who create the 

commemorative narrative using the past to show its significance in that particular 

context.73 She demonstrated that stories are therefore an important format for 

‘proposing and negotiating’ identities.74 Further, as argued by Joan Tumblety, 

commemorative events must be viewed as a product of their time rather than 

exercises in simply ‘tracking changes and continuities’.75 This is important because 

accommodation needs to be afforded for the different uses of narratives that 

encourage communities to remember by merging individual experiences with the 

‘circumstances of recall’ of the past.76 Narratives are therefore formed by imposing 

crafted meanings on the past, which makes it necessary to understand the 

contemporary issues surrounding commemorative practices and how the history of 
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the original event was shaped by the intentions of those organising the 

commemorative events.77  

Dominque Pestre inferred that the use of these stories in commemorative 

settings ‘universalize today’s practices’ through different modes of transmission to 

legitimise our actions in the present.78 Using these narratives in performative acts to 

recall the past therefore helps to maintain both the values of, and a sense of order 

within, different communities.79 However, while they can be used to encourage a 

sense of order, the core narratives of commemorative practices are not without 

contention. Identifying that commemoration is a ‘modern innovation’ that became a 

common practice in the nineteenth century and continued well into the twentieth 

century, Roland Quinault argued that what he termed the ‘cult of the centenary’ was 

the product of both fashion and competition, where the staging of centenary events 

led to a ‘snowball effect’ and other communities began to emulate and provide 

greater spectacles through the celebration of the past.80 This growth in the use of 

commemorative practices inevitably led to discordant ways communities 

remembered the past. Warwick Frost and Jennifer Laing highlighted that while 

checking historical records can legitimise the uses of the past in the present, disputes 

still occur over what happened in the past, and in some instances when it happened. 

They stated that by ‘using the past to satisfy present goals, organisers may find that 

their interpretation of history is contested by other stakeholders who hold a different 
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view’.81 For example, Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent, in her article on the 

commemorations of Antoine Lavoisier, demonstrated how his role in the Chemical 

Revolution became a ‘complex set of representations between local cultures’, 

because academics and the public held different views about Lavoisier which they 

communicated through the centenary celebrations of his achievements in the 

nineteenth century.82 It is therefore important to consider the influence of 

commemorative narratives in different temporal and geographical contexts using a 

variety of commemorative practices, and how these narratives are constructed. 

Commemorative ‘components’ are critical building blocks that string together 

the core narratives of events. Examining these components can demonstrate how 

‘speeches, parades, performances, the dedication of monuments…, street parties and 

dinners’ are combined to form the commemorative events.83 Kenneth Foote and 

Maoz Azaryahu stated that public memory is the product of the different mediums 

through which the past is presented or represented.84 Further, Yiannis Papadakis’ 

research on politicised commemoration in Cyprus argued the combination of 

different ‘components’ of a wider commemorative narrative – be this within a single 

event or type of commemorative media, or across different geographical or temporal 

locations – function to ‘articulate a certain story’.85 The reworking of these 

components can therefore form a narrative based on the same ‘history’ but with 
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different consequences for its reception and purposes.86 Agents may develop this 

narrative over a short period of time for a specific audience, or contribute to a 

narrative that is recycled, revived and built up over time for new or wider audiences. 

Analysing the role of commemoration, James Wertsch and Doc Billingsley also 

found that a range of components and different types of heritage are brought together 

to construct a legitimate representation of the past.87 It is therefore important to 

interrogate what elements of the past were used, how they were filtered through the 

motivations of those recalling it, and what components were used to communicate 

the narratives. As will be explored in this thesis, conventions used to create the 

commemorative narratives about a particular area of the industry’s history were 

recycled when creating narratives focussing on different elements of its past. The 

reworking of these components can therefore lead to a narrative based on the same 

history, but have different consequences for its reception and role in the present and 

future. Further, conventions used to create the commemorative narratives of one part 

of the industry’s history were mapped onto new commemorative events. 

1.3.2 Temporality 

Temporality is an important feature of commemorative practice. Ann Rigney argued 

that memory fits within what she calls the ‘original plenitude, subsequent loss’ 

model.88 Defined as a concept that has long been used to explain popular memory 

formation and promulgation by academics like Halbwachs and Nora, this model 

argues that memory, based on a plenitude of experience, is at its fullest in the past, 
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but as time passes and the lived experience is diminished, methods of preservation 

are required to keep the memory alive.89 Further, Foote and Azaryahu stated that 

achieving this, specifically through memorialisation, requires ‘the actualization of 

the past in some form of contemporary experience’.90 Joaquim Wolschke-Bulmahn 

argued that people are encouraged to engage with history through commemoration 

due to their preoccupation, ‘consciously or unconsciously’, with their identity, origin 

and how they fit into the past, present, and future of society.91 In turn, 

commemoration is situated within a framework that pulls together these three 

periods of time.  

Ludmilla Jordanova explained that although the commemorations of a 

particular subject could happen at any time, this is not the case when addressing 

publicly significant events.92 Instead anniversaries tend to be centred on ‘round 

numbers’ – fifties, hundreds and multiples of these.93 She argued that ‘time has to 

elapse, and the precise amount of time has to be appropriate, even decorous 

anniversaries are all about intervals’.94 So not only does the original event has to be 

significant, but so too does the year, month, date, and even hour and minute of the 

commemoration. While Frost and Laing agree that commemorative events require 

two set features – having something important to remember and a ‘special date’ that 

dictates when they are performed – they identified two levels of anniversary 

celebrations that run parallel to two levels of interactions with memory. First, events 
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celebrating shorter anniversaries that are likely to include the involvement of people 

who have personally experienced the ‘original incident’.95 Second, the round-

numbered anniversaries where special dates provide a ‘form of authenticity’ and 

credibility to staging the event, and render it worthy of celebrating in the present.96 

This thesis argues that while many of the commemorative practices examined are 

grounded in the remembrance of ‘special dates’, there are numerous other instances 

in the history of the railways that are celebrated based on contributions to the 

industry and its associated communities that are subsequently not predicated on 

specific lapses in time between historical moments and the present. 

Using large-numbered anniversaries could arguably be an arbitrary attempt to 

define the present in relation to what has preceded it. For example, Frank Ankersmit 

claims that the use of round-numbered dates as the justification for staging 

commemorative events could be viewed as senseless, as this is based on the ‘fact that 

we have five fingers on both our hands’, and therefore has little do with the rationale 

behind why we are remembering the past.97 However, Nora infers that another factor 

needs to be in play when considering at what junctures we should engage with and 

celebrate the past. He argues that we commemorate the past when there is a breaking 

point between one period of history and the next, and that we create ‘lieux de 

mémoire, sites of memory’, because there has been a ‘fundamental collapse in 

memory’ and ‘milieu de mémoire, real environments of memory’ no longer exist.98 

Therefore, choosing these significant temporal spaces between events in the past and 
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the present can instead be viewed as a way of re-centring communities in their new 

contexts. 

Gillis argued that in the nineteenth century, one of these breaking points 

occurred as a result of the ‘disruptive nature of their [the British] Industrial 

Revolution’, and therefore laid the ground for a rise in commemoration practices.99 

However, he also inferred that the reason for such a high concentration of 

commemorative practices in this century was not simply due of this break, but 

occurred because there was ‘an intense awareness of the conflicting representations 

of the past’.100 Therefore communities aimed to assume dominance and ‘make its 

version the basis of national identity’ through commemorations.101 However, the 

relationship between the past and the present can be also be analysed as an 

interconnectedness between history, the contemporary context of the 

commemorative practices, and importantly the events that happened in between.  

Majken Schultz and Tor Hernes, in their examination of the reconstruction of 

LEGO’s identity, argued that we need to view ‘identity construction from the 

perspective of an ongoing present’, which allows us to more effectively understand 

the ‘temporal dimensions’ of identity formation or reconstruction.102 Further, Cubitt 

argued that the shape of the present is affected by the events leading up to it, as it is 

predetermined by a ‘complex set of connections and interactions’.103 Alternatively, 

therefore, the past in this sense is ‘constructed through the complex mixture of 

reflection and recollection, research and imaginative representation’.104 Therefore, he 
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argued that these two definitions are not mutually exclusive – rather the past that is 

constructed in the present is not imagined, but instead selectively uses elements of 

this past to make sense of the present, though it is not seen as a continuation of these 

past events.105 He acknowledged, however, that our relationship with our past cannot 

be simply expressed in this way, and that history is a tool to understand the 

relationship between these two ways of thinking about the past from the hindsight of 

the present.106  

This relationship is complicated further by the addition of a third field of 

temporality. Commemoration and memory are situated at the intersections of time 

and space which concertina the past, present and, importantly, the future. Frost and 

Laing argued that commemorative events ‘remember the past, they occur in the 

present and they contemplate the future’.107 Here, commemoration is viewed as 

serving the future both as a way of projecting what will occur based on the progress 

from the past to the present, and to consciously leave traces of the events to be 

engaged with by, or benefit, future generations. Lynette Spillman, in her examination 

of commemorations in the relatively nascent nations of the United States and 

Australia, found that national identity was understood as both a ‘version of the past 

and a vision of the future’.108 Further, she stated that these nations expressed identity 

in terms of their progress since important ‘founding moments’ in the past from 

which they could predict a trajectory of the same type of progress into the future.109 

This analysis is equally applicable when examining the purposes of commemorating 
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British railways. As an industry that is only two centuries old, this thesis 

demonstrates that commemoration was regularly used as a tool to express the 

progression that had been achieved since its earliest achievements in the nineteenth 

century to solidify its position in the present as an important and relevant modern 

invention, and to further suggest how it would continue to develop into the future. 

1.3.3 Agency 

Agency is the final central concept of the design and functions of commemorative 

practices. Ankersmit argued that, at its base level, commemoration is the collective 

and active performance predicated on the lived experience of an engagement with 

the past in public, social settings.110 Unlike the remembrance of personal memories 

as a solo act, or written histories that require the author to separate themselves from 

the subjects of the past, communal human agency is the defining level of 

commemoration, as ‘it is we who commemorate something and we commemorate 

the past only because of what it means to us’.111 While technology is a defining 

feature of the railway industry, the uses of these technologies are situated in 

interactions between the technology and the people who create, innovate, work with, 

and consume it. Therefore, the commemoration of a technology-driven industry, in 

turn, requires the same types of active, communal engagements with its history. The 

levels of human agency of these practices can be broken down into two different, 

though overlapping, groups – organisers and the witnesses or audiences of 

commemorative practices. 

While not commonly analysed in historical studies of commemorative events 

or highlighted as an important feature of the analytical framework, the planning 
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processes of commemorative events determine both what narratives and components 

are used, and signal towards the strategic interrelationship between the past, present, 

and future. Further, evaluating planning as a core component of these processes, and 

by its nature the human agency steering the commemorative practices, can allude to 

the intended outputs and the audiences the organisers aimed to reach. Don 

Handelman argued that examining planning processes allows for a greater 

understanding of the meanings and purposes of commemoration than could be 

achieved by only examining the end product and subsequent legacy.112 Further, he 

suggested that a comparative approach of the different practices is necessary to 

understand the specific nature and meaning of each commemorative component to 

the organisers and their intended audiences.113 Concurrently, Quentin Stevens, Karen 

Franck and SueAnne Ware, in analysing the planning and commissioning of 

publicly-accessible memorials in Canberra and Melbourne, identified key stages of 

decision-making that ‘determine the form and scope of stakeholder [organiser] 

participation in each decision’, and illuminate what meanings they carry for the 

different stakeholders.114 They highlighted that while the case studies they examined 

demonstrated democratic participation in the design, location, and meaning of the 

memorials, the range of ‘stakeholders’ led to complex and conflicting memories and 

interpretations, which ultimately led to the creation of memorials that represented 

singular rather than collective, public identities. This thesis, where the sources 

permit, interrogates how the organisers shaped commemorative practices throughout 

the planning processes, which highlight the reasoning behind their decision making 
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and conflicts that may have arisen. Further, using this methodology is important to 

assess how effectively the final outcomes of the commemorations projected the 

narratives the organisers aimed to convey to their audiences. 

Commemorative practices are designed to encourage participants not only to 

think but also to feel something about the past. Jordanova suggested that while the 

‘commemoration industry’ aims to sell the past to their audiences, it also ‘invokes 

emotionally charged subjects, such as memory and remembrance’.115 Further, 

Ankersmit argued that while trying to recreate the past cannot also recreate the 

feelings of the original event, those engaging in commemorative practice instead 

develop feelings about the past or what he calls ‘feelings about feelings’.116 He 

further suggested that these ‘secondary’ feelings can be stronger than what people 

felt during the original event.117 This therefore may leave commemorations open for 

the organisers to manipulate how the participants relate to the past. Frost and Laing 

argued that ‘commemorative events are typically planned with the intentions of 

affirming and reinforcing a sense of heritage and identity’.118 In order to create and 

cement a memory of the original and commemorative event, the participant associate 

with them through the process of ‘solemn reflection, or celebration, or both’.119 This 

can then make them feel a range of ‘individual’ or ‘shared’ emotions. 120 Therefore, 

commemorative events may be organised to encourage a certain type of emotional 

response instead of being a natural way of actively engaging with and remembering 

the original event. This however may only be successful with a select number of 
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people, as they will connect their personal experiences to how they remember and 

feel about this event. Participants may also react in opposite ways to what was 

expected or hoped for by the organisers. Overall, the organisers have a large role in 

what narratives are portrayed through commemoration, and have the power to 

suggest who or what are the important figures in these narratives.121 

The ‘participants’ of commemorative events are central to determining how 

they are organised. They are defined here as people or groups that have a connection 

to or vested interest in the celebrations both as organisers and observers. 

Observational participants can be further broken down into ‘actual’ and ‘virtual’.122 

This sub-division defines them respectively as those who took part in the events 

where they physically and temporally occurred, and those who engaged with them 

through secondary means of communication such as newspapers, magazines, and 

television programmes around the time of the event or after without actually having 

participated in the embodied performance.123 Ann Rigney and Joep Leerssen argued 

that commemorations can be defined as ‘inward-looking (consolidating bonds within 

the group) and outward-looking (sending signals across national and regional 

borders)’.124 The former types of event are likely to involve more embodied, face-to-

face gatherings, while the latter rely more heavily on what Benedict Anderson 

termed ‘imagined communities’.125 Defined by Anderson as the product of the 

growth of nationalism, these communities are ‘imagined’ because, while the 
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members do not interreact in embodied settings, the members share a communal 

national identity that is supported by the development of mass media.126  

While this delineation into ‘inward’ and ‘outward’ looking practices is 

applicable to elements of this research, Rigney and Leerssen’s framework needs to 

be adjusted to analyse how commemoration functioned within certain railway 

communities examined in this thesis. In conceptualising the idea of a ‘railway 

family’, Hannah Reeves argued that members of early twentieth-century railway 

working communities were largely ‘imagined’, because they were part of an industry 

that geographically covered the whole of Britain, which made it impossible for 

employees and their families to meet all of the other members who were part of this 

same community.127 This idea can also be mapped onto the analysis of inward-

looking commemorative practices where different railway communities celebrated 

themselves and their past to consolidate bonds within their groups. Using Rigney 

and Leerssen’s framework as a basis, the thesis will therefore explore both how 

commemoration functions for wider, public participation as well as, primarily in 

Chapter 4, how they serve more insular communities. 

1.4 Social and Cultural History of Railways 

Much of the scholarship focussing on the railways, both popular and academic, has 

examined the technical and organisational elements of the railway industry. 

Conversely, the academic study of the social elements of railways has a rather 

sporadic history. As predicted by Samuel, following the rise of academic interest in 

social and cultural history in the 1960s and 1970s, there was a subsequent surge in 
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interest in how the public engage with the past, including, in part, the socialisation of 

the railways.128 First published in 1965, Terry Coleman’s The Railway Navvies 

examined the social and communal aspects of the largely historically invisible and 

transient community of ‘navvies’ or ‘navigators’ who were principally responsible 

for the construction of British railway in the nineteenth century.129 Coleman 

examined the navvies not only by their role in the construction of the railways, but 

also illuminated the social intricacies of their communities. Stepping back from the 

social history of the railway worker, and including analyses of the navvies as 

Coleman had done, Michael Freeman’s Railways and the Victorian Imagination 

(1999) dedicated a chapter to the role of railway workers, but primarily examined 

their occupational roles rather than their social interactions.130 

Further research in the late 1990s and early 2000s, however, continued to 

examine the social dimensions of the industry. For example, though notably 

political, David Howell’s examination of railway trade unionism in Respectable 

Radicals (1999) analysed interactions between railway workers in this communal 

setting.131 Examining the role of ‘nostalgia’ in privatised British railway companies 

from 1993-1999, Tim Strangleman’s article, ‘The Nostalgia of Organisations and the 

Organisation of Nostalgia’ (1999), identified how the past was actively used by both 

the wider workforce, and more importantly on ‘managerial and political levels’.132 

Further, Diane Drummond’s Crewe: Railway Town, Company and People, 1840-

1914 (1995) examined the localised and social impact of the railways on Crewe, and 
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demonstrated how its presence as a primary industry in the town ‘created cultures 

and social groupings within local society’.133 Finally, Helena Wojtczak’s 

Railwaywomen: Exploitation, Betrayal and Triumph in the Workplace (2005), using 

a combination of documentary evidence and oral histories, examined the role and 

treatment of female railway workers.134 

From a museological and public history standpoint, though Jack Simmons’ 

Transport Museums (1970) examined how the history of transport was displayed 

within the institutions charged with the care of their physical and written remains, he 

did not go further to suggest how the public engage with these spaces of memory.135 

Reviving the interest in the role of transport museums as spaces to engage with the 

past, Colin Divall and Andrew Scott’s Making Histories in Transport Museum 

(2001) examined how the public engaged with and found meaning in transport 

history, including that of the railways, through the interpretation of museum 

collections.136 

More recently, research has examined how the public engage with railway 

history. Examining the more modern concepts of interactions between the railways 

and their admirers, Ian Carter’s British Railway Enthusiasm (2008) delved 

specifically into the development of the multifarious world of enthusiasm for British 

railways.137 More than merely the oftentimes mocked ‘train spotter’, enthusiasm has 

and continues to be experienced through writing and reading popular literature on 
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railway topics, building model railways, collecting railway-related objects, literature 

and ephemera, preserving old engines, steam tours, and memberships to specific 

interest groups.138 In this work, Carter produced a well-rounded study of the 

complexities of a broad community with a common and strong love for historic 

railways of every era of its history. George Revill’s Railway (2012) drew together 

the cultural concepts of the railway industry, demonstrating that this technology is 

more than the rolling stock, buildings, track and other physical structures that make 

it function in practice.139 He argued that positively charged cultural, symbolic, and 

emotional interpretations of the railways have been tactically ‘mediated’ through a 

range of vehicles including, posters, guidebooks, television programmes, artwork 

and fiction.140 Though not examined in any detail by Revill, commemoration is yet 

another form of highly mediated and publicly accessible engagements with railways, 

and one that almost exclusively projects narratives that are tailored for specific 

purposes and audiences. Importantly, he also highlighted the interconnectivity of 

different aspects of the industry that make it a more effectual agent in societal 

developments than it had been publicly viewed as thus far: 

the pioneering qualities of its technological apparatus extends well beyond such 

isolated and heroically represented artefacts. As an icon of the modern world 

the railway’s importance also rests on its collectivity: machines, workers, 

structures, finance, route ways and various means of recording and decision-

making assembled into functional networks of communication. The railway’s 

innovative organizational cultures have had deep ramifications in wider 

society.141 
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Finally, in Simon Bradley’s extensive examination of several aspects of the railway 

industry in his The Railways: Nation, Network and People (2015), a full chapter is 

dedicated to railway enthusiasm.142 While he documents actions that have been 

defined as commemorative within this thesis – for example the symbolic naming of 

locomotives and trains – he does not discuss these practices in this way. In fact, the 

term ‘commemoration’ is not used in the body of the text. This type of engagement 

with the past in the present is arguably one of the most important forums for 

understanding diverse, popular engagements with the past in broader temporal 

contexts than just the later twentieth and early twenty first centuries. This book, 

however, was written for a general rather than an academic audience, and thus does 

not go far in analytically reflecting on the content Bradley presents. 

While there is a range of scholarship covering a wide range of themes and 

communities related to the railways, arguably much of research into the social 

history of this industry has largely been encouraged by collaborative doctoral 

research between higher educational institutions and the National Railway Museum 

(NRM) in York and the other museums in the Science Museum Group (SMG). 

These research projects have been useful for informing the content and 

methodological styles of this thesis. To date, much of this cultural and social 

research has focussed more specifically on railway marketing and place selling. Alan 

Bennett (2000) examined the cultural role of the railways, specifically how Great 

Western Railway literature and visual marketing, such as guidebooks and posters 

from the interwar period, were used as tools to market ‘place’ in the Western region 

of British railways, and contributed to an identifiable sense of ‘Englishness’.143 
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Matthew Thompson (2011) also analysed how Great Western Railway company 

literature contributed to discourses of cultural representations of the definition of 

‘Englishness’ in the early twentieth century.144 Finally, Alexander Medcalf (2012) 

examined the role of photography in marketing the Great Western Railway between 

the early twentieth century and the Second World War.145 

More recent research projects have branched out into other forms of social and 

cultural history. Mark Lambert (2016) reflected on the ‘relationship between 

technology and people’ by analysing the development of the railway preservationist 

movement, and the role of museums in collecting and displaying relics of railway 

history in post-war Britain.146 Shifting from a descriptive account of preservation 

and collecting, and the cultural and social aspects of the memories and emotional 

experiences of travel, Lambert examined how static objects – namely steam 

locomotives – were given cultural meanings as they ‘gained, or re-gained, the very 

sense of regional identity that British Railways had erased, and in part became the 

focus of ‘localised cultural consciousness’ within the wider post-war cultural 

context.147 Closely examining a range of literature produced by and for railway 

workers from 1900 to the nationalisation of the railways in 1948, Hannah Reeves 

(2018) examined the concept of the ‘railway family’, an imagined community born 

out of the geographically diverse scope of employees within single companies.148 

Analysing the internal, social dynamics of the railway companies – as with other 

industries discussed above – reveals much about the wider effects railways had on 
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the lives of working communities, and how they functioned to consolidate identities. 

These themes are particularly pertinent for this thesis. Finally, Erin Beeston (2020) 

examined the preservation of Liverpool Road Station in Manchester as a museum of 

the city’s scientific and industrial history.149 As the ‘oldest station in the world’, she 

analysed how commemorative practices centred around this site as a first passenger 

station, though for only a fourteen year period of time, produced the limited 

understandings of this station over its one hundred and forty five year working life as 

a station for freight transportation.150 This thesis therefore sits within the framework 

of a broader shift in research about the social and cultural aspects of the railway 

industry encouraged by collaborative research that makes use of the vast collections 

within these museums. 

While this literature highlights that there are rich cultural and social aspects of 

the railways that have been explored, there is undoubtedly space to examine the 

cultural and social functions of commemoration more specifically in connection to 

this industry. 

1.5 Methods and Sources 

Commemorations of elements of the past can be characterised by large temporal 

breaks between purposeful activations of the past, but also by more sustained public 

recognitions of, and engagements with, the past over longer periods of time. As 

argued by Vandrei in her examination of the posthumous development of Boudica’s 

publicly-recognised identity in Britain, it is critical to view representations of 

historical moments and figures over the longue durée rather than ‘privileg[ing] the 

study of… one period over another’ to most effectively understand how any former 
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representations of the past may have influenced later ones.151 This approach provides 

a clearer perspective on the construction of commemorative narratives, and the 

components therein, allowing for a consideration of both original historic sources 

and any preceding cultural outputs and products. This too has been an important 

methodological framework for this thesis. The two hundred-year context of the 

history of this industry has been broken down into moments of functionality, where 

the past was used, reinvented, and reinterpreted as people died and new memories 

were created. This thesis involves a number of revolving spheres of actions and 

thoughts that come together to define and shape the functions of commemorative 

practices, and brings them together in a creative mix. Casting the net widely 

temporally and thematically, and using a range of sources, this thesis shifts fluidly 

between the broad and the specific uses of the past through commemorative 

practices. Focussing, as set out in the literature review, on the construction of 

narratives about the past, present and future of the industry by and for different 

communities, this thesis examines how commemoration socialises the memory and 

temporality of the railway industry. A range of methodologies and sources have been 

used to most effectively support the analytical framework of each chapter. 

Chapter 2 examines the large-scale commemorations of round-numbered 

anniversaries. The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) anniversaries in 1875, 

1925 and 1975 have been chosen as case studies to analyse how large-scale 

commemorative practices have been moulded over time, with features that are 

specific to their temporal contexts. Focussing primarily on the events organised by 

railway companies, planning documents, namely minutes of meetings between the 

organisers, have been used to examine the intended purposes of the commemorative 
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events and how the commemorative components were created and organised. By 

analysing why and how the organisers used versions of their history through 

different commemorative practices to celebrate the S&DR, this will shed light on 

what public or professional identities about the present and future the railway 

companies aimed to construct or enhance.  

A combination of written, ephemeral and physical sources have been examined 

to analyse the actual narratives and commemorative components that were employed 

during these celebrations. A recurring theme throughout the thesis, objects and other 

physical traces are important elements of commemorative practices that require 

critical examination. Marius Kwint argued that objects are important in connection 

to human memory in three ways. First, ‘they furnish recollection’ as they create an 

image of the past in our minds.152 Second ‘they stimulate remembering’ of important 

moments in the past as well as small, more personal memories.153 Finally, they ‘form 

records’ of our individual experiences.154 As such these objects are therefore more 

than a passive, non-conscious item and, as Bernard Herman argued, should be seen 

as ‘interactive’ with the ability to become ‘imbued with an array of potential 

meaning’.155 Further, as argued by Cubitt, different types of objects can stimulate 

remembering.156 So certain objects are created specifically to memorialise the 

events, while others are created for different purposes but become directly associated 

with the acts of remembrance.157 The former types of objects take the form of 

statues, plaques, and souvenirs such as coins, medals, first day covers and 
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commemorative books. The latter, which is particularly pertinent for the analysis of 

this thesis, take the form of relics of the railways such as locomotive engines, which 

were situated within the events as components to convey commemorative narratives 

in this new context. 

Finally, this chapter examines newspaper reports, cartoons, personal diaries, 

and parallel but separate commemorative practices to ascertain the reception of these 

events by the public and other communities connected to the railway industry. These 

sources are useful for revealing the actual reception of the company-led celebrations 

rather than the ‘official’ reports that inherently lauded the success of the 

commemorations. It is important to note, however, that wider audience responses to 

cultural products, including commemorative practices, are difficult to ascertain. 

Peter Mandler used the term ‘throw’ as a measure of audience responses, which he 

defined as ‘the conditions not only of its [cultural product] production but also of its 

distribution and reception’.158 Christine Grandy importantly stated that our 

understandings of the complexities of this ‘throw’ are partial due to the lack of 

available source materials that illuminate both noumenal and phenomenal responses 

to these products.159 Therefore, while we may know the level of ‘circulation’ of 

cultural productions, audience reception is in reality largely absent from our 

analyses.160 Additionally, she stated that we, as historians, cannot assume with any 

certainty the acceptance or rejection of cultural products from the sparsity of source 

material because: 
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the silences of majority audiences in the past may… point to the complacency 

of pleased acceptance and privilege. Perhaps culture seemed to raise less 

response from those best served by it, and perhaps it even mattered less to those 

groups who saw their own identities reflected back at them within it. This 

silence may show us persistent historic patterns of pleasure, rooted in privilege, 

that are disturbing; the pleasures of violence, of sexism, [and] the deep appeals 

of aspirational culture.161 

Further, we cannot expect that the public were able, or had the inclination, to express 

their opinions in accessible evidentiary forms.162 Therefore, while this thesis aims to 

draw out the non-official receptions to the anniversaries, or those from people who 

were not invested in or part of creating the commemorative cultures, it recognises 

that quantifying widely common or complex popular responses to these practices is 

an inherently flawed practice. 

Using the early railway engineers George Stephenson and Richard Trevithick 

as case studies, Chapter 3 analyses how commemorative cultures were used to 

celebrate the people who were deemed instrumental in shaping the industry. They 

have been chosen due to the parallel – temporally and professionally – natures of 

their careers. Though the extent of their individual impact on the development of 

industrial technology has been the subject of much debate, and they have different 

degrees of local and national renown, there are key similarities in the mediums by 

which their reputations were developed, even if their legacies were divergent.  

Christine MacLeod has undertaken detailed and comprehensive research on the 

formation of a new breed of hero based on aptitude for invention and innovation 
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during the nineteenth century – as industrialisation grew, technological modes of 

transportation spread, and discoveries in science and medicine brought about 

positive change – and how these reputations were developed and sustained up to the 

early twenty-first century.163 Macleod’s work provided an important basis, in 

particular, for the examination of railway engineering heroes in this thesis. First, her 

research identified a plethora of different styles of commemorative practices that 

were applied to celebrate a range of British technological heroes from the beginning 

of the nineteenth century to the early twentieth century. Second, she provided a 

timeline over this period to trace peaks and troughs in the public interest in these 

heroes. Finally, she highlighted that different communities’ interests in these heroes 

were not homogenous, and that celebrating these heroes served different purposes 

for these communities. Both Stephenson and Trevithick were used as examples 

regularly in her analysis of the different contexts in which the reputations of this new 

type of hero were activated, some of which will be discussed in this thesis.  

As argued by Vandrei, there is benefit in examining ‘individual historical 

examples’ in order to illuminate ‘a highly complex and potentially abstract cultural 

process’.164 This chapter therefore does not aim to replicate the well-established 

work of Macleod, but will instead more directly compare different commemorative 

components used to celebrate these heroic figures by and for communities connected 

to the railway industry. Further, it contextualises the remembrance of these railway 

engineers within the commemorative cultures of this specific industry, rather than 

those used to celebrate a range of famous British men in the fields of science and 

technology more broadly. Looking at local, national and international examples, 
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again using a variety of written, physical, and ephemeral components, the chapter 

analyses examples of similar forms of commemorative practices and events used to 

celebrate both engineers to compare how the same styles of practices functioned for 

each engineer, what narratives the ‘champions’ chose for their protagonists, and how 

this contributed to popular understandings of their lives and reputations.165 

Using similar methodological tools to Reeves, Chapter 4 uses a close reading 

approach of the Great Western Railway Magazine and The Railway Review to 

examine how commemoration functions for internal railway communities.166 The 

Great Western Railway Magazine was selected because of the longevity of the 

company name (1835-1947), as well as its size and geographical spread across 

Britain. When analysed in combination with the railway union newspaper, The 

Railway Review, the publications also reveal how commemoration functions within 

two distinct, though interconnected, railway communities. Specialist magazines 

relating to the railway industry – such as The Locomotive, The Railway Magazine, 

and The Railway Gazette – have not been included for the purpose of the analysis in 

this chapter. These types of publications tended to contain more technical 

information about the working environment than the rich commemorative content 

found in the Great Western Railway Magazine and The Railway Review. The 

potentially selective recording of these events and the editorially curated written 

accounts are acknowledged. Further, gauging the readership of these magazine, both 

of the staff and unions members and of their families who were also encouraged to 

read them, is difficult as there are no clear records of sales remaining. Where 

possible, the publications will also be examined in combination with surviving 
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material and ephemeral traces. The chapter concludes with an examination of a 

private and rather esoteric source of Great Western Railway staff memory entitled 

Enginorum. In contrast to the official company and union publications, the analysis 

of the practices within this collective diary, collated by and for the staff in the Great 

Western Railway’s Drawings Office Staff at Paddington Station, illuminates some of 

the private commemorative cultures within a much smaller workplace community. 

The scope of the publications examined ranges from their first volumes in 

1880 (The Railway Review) and 1888/1889 (Great Western Railway Magazine) to 

the nationalisation of the industry in 1948, with samples of volumes chosen at five to 

ten-year intervals. Further, the volumes of both publications in 1911, 1919, 1922, 

1923, and 1926 were examined specifically to analyse how commemoration may 

have changed during periods of amalgamations and strikes. Choosing this parameter 

allowed for a more detailed examination of how the content developed, became 

reactive, or remained constant over different points of activity and inactivity in the 

railway industry. Though the periods of heightened commemorative activity, 

including the workers’ strikes in the early twentieth century, show the importance of 

the publications as forums to solidify collective identities and loyalties within the 

company and unions, the apparently less active periods are equally important as they 

show what narratives and commemorative activities were used more consistently to 

sustain a sense of group cohesion.  

The analysis will focus on the general workforce rather than the more famous 

individuals whose records of their lives and commemorative events were also 

reported in other forms of publications like local and national newspapers. This is to 

better understand these varied communities at all levels within an organisation, and 

in doing so analyse what types of commemorative practices were used by railway 
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workers and their affiliates, who was involved in these practices, and how these 

practices were used to celebrate the past, present, and future both of sections of the 

workforce and the company as a whole.  

Shifting temporally to an examination of how commemoration functions in the 

twenty-first century, Chapter 5 analyses the role of museums in staging and 

supporting commemorative practices. Two museums in the Science Museum Group 

Consortium, the National Railway Museum (NRM) and Locomotion, are used as the 

primary case studies. They have been selected primarily because they house the most 

nationally significant collections of railway history. Additionally, they have 

noteworthy connections to the history of the industry, the preservation of railway-

related collections, and earlier commemorative practices in the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries. 

The analysis of the contribution of these museums to commemorative practice 

is divided into four parts. First, how and why the museums were formed. Second, 

how important dates in the history of these institutions have been celebrated. Third, 

how they contribute to the commemoration of important dates in the history of the 

railways by staging events at their sites. Finally, how, as the official ‘keepers’ of 

relics of the industry’s history, they have supported the preservation of one of the 

nation’s most important engines, Flying Scotsman. A combination of sources has 

been used to analyse the themes of this chapter. Unlike the previous chapters, this 

chapter heavily relies on digital media including websites, digital articles, and 

television programmes. These have been used in combination with official museum 

reports, event programmes, and in some instances personal observations of events 

attended by the author. 
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Chapter 6 uses the case studies of the more recent rebrandings of British 

railway franchises to historical identifiable company names: First Great Western to 

Great Western Railway in 2015, and Virgin Trains East Coast to London North 

Eastern Railway in 2018. The chapter examines how commemoration was used as a 

marketing tool to solidify these new identities and promote their developments. 

These are extremely interesting cases for comparison as they have used elements of 

the historic companies that formerly traded under these names in particularly 

different ways to most effectively showcase their new identities in the twenty-first 

century. The chapter will analyse what elements of the historical companies they 

used to reidentify themselves, including branding styles, and notable engineers and 

technologies, then in turn how, as in Chapter 2, they used these elements of the past 

to market the franchises and their new technologies, and suggest how they will 

continue to progress in future. 

As many of the developments in the processes of these rebrandings were live 

issues over the time this research was conducted, I was able to follow the 

commemorative practices as they occurred which shaped my analyses and 

conclusions accordingly. Additionally, I attended some of the events staged by 

Virgin Trains East Coast and London North Eastern Railway in the North East of 

England, and therefore made more extensive use of personal observations about the 

franchises’ commemorative practices. This chapter again heavily relied upon digital 

resources, including newspaper articles, the franchises’ websites and online-

accessible annual reports, and social media platforms including YouTube, Facebook, 

and Twitter.  

Chapter 7 returns to the same historical case study of Chapter 2, but instead 

will analyse the preparations for its bicentenary celebrations that are due to be held 
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in 2025. The planning for these celebrations is examined, in part, in conjunction with 

the former S&DR anniversary celebrations to evaluate how the design and function 

of these commemorations have shifted to fit within twenty-first century social, 

political, and economic contexts. The chapter will demonstrate that these local and 

regional commemorative events will differ quite dramatically in comparison to the 

earlier anniversaries in terms of both the structure of the organising committees and 

the audiences they aim to attract. While the former celebrations of the S&DR were 

largely planned by the railway companies, governmental bodies, and civic elites, a 

range of stakeholders – including local authorities, museums, interest groups, and 

businesses – now have organisational control of the design and outcomes of the 

bicentenary. Further, these stakeholders aim for the celebrations and the long-term 

outputs to appeal to and function for both local communities and tourists to 

implement social and economic change in the region. To assess these shifts, this 

chapter will analyse the following elements of the bicentenary that have been 

identified: the stakeholders involved in planning and running the celebrations; the 

support the bicentenary is affording to local history and heritage; how improvements 

to the local area for the bicentenary will benefit local communities as well as 

encourage sustained levels of international tourism; the creation and branding of the 

new central narratives, or ‘Grand Narrative’, of the S&DR; designing the 

commemorative components to present the ‘Grand Narrative’; and finally what the 

organisers expect of the long-term legacy of local developments brought about due 

to the bicentenary. 

The different themes to examines these questions were devised from a range of 

source materials. However, one of the most important sources for the analysis of this 

chapter is a series of interviews that I conducted with some of the members on the 
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Railway Heritage Board (RHB) who are working together to organise the 

bicentenary celebrations. By collecting my own data through interviews, I was able 

to ask more targeted questions about the planning process of the commemorative 

components which was not possible when examining the earlier celebrations. While 

the interviews conducted for this chapter are not, by definition, typical ‘oral 

histories’, in that they did not require the participants to recall their own historic 

experiences in the past, it was certainly important for me to use the same types of 

techniques developed for oral history interviews to most effectively collect the 

information I needed from the interviewees.167  

Interviewees were selected following my research about the bicentenary and 

their organising RHB. Two sets of the five interviews were conducted with two 

participants in the same interview where they represented the same organisations. 

Though a recorded group discussion with all the participants was considered, this 

method was not chosen as it would have been logistically difficult to bring all the 

participants together, may have discouraged the participants from speaking freely, 

and the conversations may have been dominated by certain participants. The 

participants were contacted in advance and given information on the research project 

as well as a consent form to fill out and sign. Dependent on the availability of the 

participants, the interviews were conducted in person at an agreed location or over 

the telephone. The interviews (both in person and by telephone) were recorded using 

Sonocent audio recording software on both my portable computer and smartphone to 

ensure I could most effectively listen back to the interviews. I then transcribed the 
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full interviews from these recordings to examine the conversations in conjunction to 

identify themes for further analysis. 

Alessandro Portelli identified important elements of collecting and using oral 

histories as a source that are pertinent to the methods used here. First, that ‘oral 

sources are oral sources’.168 Though it was crucial to transcribe the interviews to 

effectively identify the content of the conversations, Portelli highlighted that the way 

the participants respond – the ‘tone and volume range and the rhythm of popular 

speech’ for example – is important, and not transferrable into the written records.169 

My interviews required the participants to question and synthesize their involvement 

in the planning of the bicentenary, to what degree of success they felt their planning 

was achieving both the RHB’s and their own institutional aims, and finally how 

effectively they were working towards both increasing public engagement with the 

history of the S&DR as well as developing long-term benefits for those living and 

working in the region. Therefore, for my own purposes, it was crucial to be able to 

listen to not only what the participants said, but how they conveyed their thoughts.  

Second, that the type of information collected from the interviews ‘depends 

largely on what the interviewer puts onto it in terms of questions, dialogue, and 

personal relationship’.170 Further, he stated that the interviewer needs to be able to 

create a balance between free-flowing conversations and rigid questions and 

answers.171 The interview process was therefore reflective for both the interviewees 

and myself. Having reviewed and kept up to date with any available public material 

on the bicentenary plans – including attending public consultation events and annual 

 
168 Alessandro Portelli, ‘What Makes Oral History Different’, in The Oral History Reader, eds. 
Robert Perks and Alistair Thompson, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2006), 33. 
169 Ibid., 34 
170 Ibid., 39. 
171 Ibid., 39. 
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anniversary celebrations arranged by members of the RHB – I was prepared with 

pre-determined questions for the participants. However, using the advantages of 

recording technology, I was able to concentrate on the conversations, and respond to 

different points that were raised with further questions holistically rather than losing 

focus by transcribing pertinent responses by hand.  

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Portelli stated that interviewers are 

equally important participants in the creation of oral histories: 

it is the historian who selects the people who will be interviewed, who 

contributes to the shaping of the testimony by asking the questions, and reacting 

to the answers; and who gives the testimony its final published shape and 

context.172 

I therefore had be cognisant of the role I was playing in my interviews to avoid, as 

much as possible, tainting the participants’ thoughts about their planning practices 

with my own preconceptions. Considering this role further, in terms of my ‘personal 

relationship’ with the participants mentioned by Portelli, I had to understand and 

tactically utilise my position as the interviewer as both ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’.173 

Defined by Susan Burton as the inclusion or exclusion from ‘membership to various 

groups including family, university, company and nationality’, I found myself 

positioned as both.174 Belinda Bozzoli’s examination of the collection of oral 

histories for the University of Witwatersrand’s Oral Documentation Project (1979) 

found that, when interviewers have commonalities with their participants, ‘sufficient 

 
172 Ibid., 40. 
173 For an example of work looking at the ‘insider’/‘outsider’ interviewer, see: Belinda Bozzoli, 
‘Interviewing the Women of Phokeng’, in The Oral History Reader, eds. Robert Perks and Alistair 
Thompson, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2006), 155-165. 
174 Susan K. Burton, ‘Issues in Cross-Cultural Interviewing: Japanese Women in England’, in The 
Oral History Reader, eds. Robert Perks and Alistair Thompson, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2006), 
166. 
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similarities between them [interviewer and participant]… lend authenticity, richness, 

and depth to what is being said’.175 Looking at my role as the ‘outsider’, because I 

was approaching the interviews from an academic standpoint by foregrounding my 

role as a researcher for the University of York and the NRM, I did not have a direct 

‘membership’ to most the participants’ groups, and could have been seen as merely 

an observer. However, I was also afforded, with most of the participants, the position 

of an ‘insider’. Having an interest in and knowledge of the history of the S&DR, its 

commemorations, and their plans for 2025, as well as a connection to an institution 

that fosters the dissemination of railway history and heritage meant that I was able 

(and in fact invited) to talk more freely about the intricacies of their planning 

strategies.  

To exemplify this, I was able to build a very comfortable rapport with one 

participant, Dr Sarah Price, Head of Locomotion (a part of the Science Museum 

Group with the NRM), as we had a common interest in the commemorations of the 

S&DR (past and present), both had a background as an academic researchers, and, at 

the time, held roles connected to communicating railway history for the Science 

Museum Group. In contrast, it was more difficult to draw out a conversation in my 

interview with Nina Harding from the rail technology company, Hitachi, because 

there was little she was permitted to disclose (or they did not have concrete plans at 

that stage) to fully discuss the company’s role in the bicentenary to someone she 

appeared to perceive as an outsider. Though I perhaps expected my ‘outsider’ role to 

hinder the participants from fully opening up about their experiences, the duality of 

being an insider and outsider meant that most of them were willing to quite freely 

express themselves about their own practice and that of their RHB colleagues. 

 
175 Bozzoli, ‘Interviewing the Women of Phokeng’, 158. 
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Concurrently, they saw my research as an opportunity to reflect on their own 

practices by having a person who was associated with an academic institution as well 

as a museum of railway history critique their planning. My role as the interviewer 

was therefore important for reaping useful information to enhance or help question 

any publicly available, official written sources about the bicentenary. 

Because the outcomes of these celebrations have not yet been realised, this 

chapter relies heavily on planning documents, online sources, and the interviews 

with select members of the organising committee for the bicentenary. While it has 

been acknowledged that this chapter is examining commemoration from foresight, 

its primary aims are to interrogate the planning processes and what elements and 

stakeholders are coming into play that may affect the shape of the celebrations in 

five years.176 Using these methodologies of research and data collection, this thesis 

argues, are critical in allowing historians to reflect on the organisational structures 

and methods that go into history-focused commemorations. 

1.5.1 Working in Collaboration with the National Railway Museum 

It is important to note that working in collaboration with the NRM has strongly 

benefited the scope and development of this research project. As demonstrated 

earlier in this chapter, research is a consistent and increasingly important element of 

the NRM’s agenda. Their support of doctoral research projects has opened up new 

levels of academic engagement with the museum’s diverse collections that are 

fruitful for building and developing a picture of the diversity of stories that can be 

told about Britain’s railways.  

 
176 See for example Don Handelman’s work on the importance of interrogating the planning process: 
Handelman, Models and Mirrors. 
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The partnership afforded me staff-level access to a greater range of collections 

and expertise, and in turn allowed for a more holistic approach to working with their 

source material beyond searching the publicly accessible catalogues. The wide-

ranging fascination with celebrating and remembering the past, and the subsequent 

collecting and preservation of these commemorative traces, is perhaps one of the 

reasons why so many of them have survived, which both researchers and the NRM 

can now draw on. The staff at both the NRM and Locomotion also had strong levels 

of knowledge about their collections and railway history and heritage more broadly, 

and efficiently guided me toward a variety of different sources, both within and 

outside the museum, that have informed much of this thesis. Additionally, the staff 

provided sources created by and for the museums, such as planning documents, 

event programmes, and visitor surveys.  

Being affiliated with the NRM also enabled me to form the important 

connections I needed for my research with groups and individuals outside the 

organisation, including other transport museums and archives, railway companies, 

and interest groups, which were crucial for developing, in particular, the later 

chapters of this thesis. Finally, which again has been pertinent for the analysis of the 

second half of the thesis, staff at the NRM ensured I was kept up to date with any 

upcoming commemorative activity and allowed me access to some closed events, 

making it possible to draw personal conclusions about events as the researcher rather 

than solely through second-hand accounts.   
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Chapter 2: Public Facing Commemorations of the Stockton 
and Darlington Railway 

 
[E]very fifty years since it opened in 1825 the Stockton and Darlington Railway 

has been celebrated publicly as the pioneer of all subsequent railway 

development… and as the harbinger of a technological revolution by virtue of 

its employment of locomotive haulage.1 

On the 27 September 1825, engineered by George and Robert Stephenson, the steam 

engine Locomotion No. 1 ran along a set of tracks from Heighington to Shildon 

drawing thirty three wagons filled with coal, flour, workers, as many spectators who 

could hold on, and the railway coach Experiment carrying committee members and 

officials.2 This moment marked the opening of the Stockton and Darlington Railway 

(S&DR), and for some, this very small and now defunct line signalled the beginning 

of the railway age as the first passenger railway in the world. Though some did, and 

still do, consider this line to only be the precursor to the real first modern railway in 

the world, the Liverpool and Manchester Railway (L&MR) that opened five years 

later, the underlying features of the S&DR – a steam-powered engine for conveying 

passengers and freight – can be viewed as the beginnings of what Britain continues 

to rely on for a large proportion of its transport.3 As such 1825 has been an important 

historical moment to measure commemorations from for nearly two hundred years. 

Focussing on celebrations organised by the railway companies, this chapter 

 
1 Maurice W. Kirby, The Origins of Railway Enterprise: The Stockton and Darlington Railway, 1821-
1863 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 1. 
2 Stockton-on-Tees Railway Centenary Committee, Stockton and Darlington Railway, The Centenary 
of Public Railways: At Their Birthplace, Stockton-on-Tees, With a Brief History of the Town Prior to 
and Since 1825 (Stockton-on-Tees: Published under the authority of the Stockton-on-Tees Railway 
Centenary Committee, 1925), 61; ‘Railway Centenary Supplement, 1825-1925 – Opening of the 
Stockton & Darlington Railway’, Northern Echo, 3 February 1925, 21. 
3 Kirby, The Origins of Railway Enterprise, 1-3. 
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examines the commemorations of this historic railway line on the jubilee (1875) by 

the North Eastern Railway Company (NER), centenary (1925) by the London and 

North Eastern Company (LNER), and sesquicentenary (1975) by British Rail (BR). 

In one of the most extensive examinations of the opening of the S&DR, and its 

jubilee and centenary anniversaries, Ben Roberts argued that these events were 

steered heavily by the railway companies who valued the commercial output of the 

celebrations above developing the local expressions of civic pride and fostering the 

area’s social identity in connection with the railway industry.4 Further, in an article 

questioning which anniversary should be celebrated as a ‘first’, Jack Simmons 

analysed the sesquicentenary both the S&DR (1975) and the L&MR (1980) to 

consider whether either of these historic railways were deserving of the credit as the 

first railways in the world.5 From a business history perspective, Maurice Kirby 

focussed on the entrepreneurship, business acumen, and economic elements of the 

S&DR, its technology, and the people who helped create and sustain it.6 While Kirby 

recognised the importance of commemoration in developing and cementing the 

commercial images of the railway companies controlling the S&DR, analysing the 

different commemorative components of the anniversaries shows that they were 

more than merely marketing opportunities.  

This chapter analyses the celebrations through a different lens by examining 

how the narratives about the past, present, and future of the railway industry were 

constructed by the organisers for their selected audiences, and how these narratives 

 
4 Roberts, ‘Income Before Identity’; Roberts, ‘Civic Ritual in Darlington and Middlesbrough in 
Comparative Perspective’. 
5 Simmons, ‘Rail 150’. 
6 Kirby, The Origins of Railway Enterprise; Maurice Kirby, ‘Quakerism, Entrepreneurship and the 
Family Firm in North-East England, 1780-1860’, in Entrepreneurship, Networks, and Modern 
Business, eds. Jonathan Brown and Mary B. Rose (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1993), 
105-126. 
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were supported, conveyed, and pulled together using different commemorative 

‘components’.7 Further, it will demonstrate the role of ‘movement’ in relation to 

these ‘components’. In this context ‘movement’ is a useful tool for examining how 

narratives were used and disseminated in three different ways. First, how physically 

moveable objects such as locomotives were used to support the commemorative 

narratives. Second, how the core narratives were transferred across different 

commemorative components within one event to reinforce the messages the 

anniversaries were trying to convey. Finally, how narratives and styles of 

commemorative components from one event were reused in different contexts that 

were temporally and/or geographically further away from former celebrations. The 

recycling and reworking of narratives and commemorative practices allowed the 

organisers to tailor the anniversaries for their own agendas and their audiences while 

building on established historical narratives of the S&DR. Commemorative events, 

written material, and both moving and static material cultures worked in 

combination to support and thread together the narrative of the history of the S&DR 

and the railway companies.8 In conjunction, these separate commemorative 

components conveyed and reinforced the narrative that has been crafted by the 

important stakeholders in the creation of these celebrations. The style and narratives 

of these components were reused and reformed for each of the following 

anniversaries, but the surrounding economic, social, and political factors affected the 

way they were reshaped. 

 
7 Papadakis, ‘Nation, Narrative and Commemoration’, 253. 
8 David Gobel and Daves Rossell, ‘Introduction’, in Commemoration in America: Essays on 
Monuments, Memorialization and Memory, eds. David Gobel and Daves Rossell (London: University 
of Virginia Press, 2013), 2. 
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Unlike highly emotionally or politically charged commemorations, such as 

those for the remembrance of war or nation, those connected to the railways may not 

suggest any overt conflict over how their past is used for present purposes. However, 

as demonstrated in Chapter 1, this conflict can occur due to the variety of 

stakeholders, and the narratives can be contentious depending on the elements of the 

past used and the types of participants the anniversaries claim to represent.9 While 

this chapter primarily focuses on the railway company-led celebrations, it also 

analyses examples that subverted or challenged the commemorative narratives 

passed down through the successive companies that claimed ownership of the 

S&DR. These tensions were evident in connection to the S&DR celebrations 

resulting from the selective narratives chosen by the railway companies. Criticism of 

how the S&DR was celebrated by the companies was expressed through satirical art 

and literature, and the organisation of separate commemorative events by and for 

different participants. These organisers developed alternative narratives that either 

came into direct conflict with those the companies conveyed or developed ones that 

ran tangentially to them. The role of the participants in shaping the commemorative 

narratives must therefore be analysed to ascertain the function of the celebrations. 

The chapter will not try to ascertain the credibility of this railway line as a 

‘first’, but instead demonstrate how the different organisers of the anniversary 

celebrations developed and used this origin narrative since 1875 through large-scale 

commemorative practices to cement bonds and identities, and to market themselves 

to their audiences.10 The forms of commemorative practices and the narratives 

chosen were affected by the groups using the past to mould their present or future 

 
9 Frost and Laing, Commemorative Events, 15. 
10 There have been many debates surrounding what British railway can be called the ‘first’ based on a 
range of criteria such as locomotive use, types of tracks and usage for example. 
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identities, and by those they aimed to present it to.11 What is clear from the 

narratives of the celebrations is that they were used to demonstrate both a 

continuation of the quality of their work from the earliest of railways, as well as 

showcase the new and improved versions of the industry at each commemorative 

juncture. Overall, this chapter will argue that there are both ‘coercive’ and ‘critical’ 

elements to the anniversary celebrations and their commentaries.12 Using a range of 

similar or enhanced commemorative components which fed into successive 

commemorative practices, the railway companies used the past to enhance new or 

develop their identities for strategically selected audiences, while other communities 

and their representatives used techniques to challenge or change the official 

narrative.  

2.1 The Creation of the S&DR 

An Act was passed to begin the construction of the S&DR between the town of 

Stockton and Witton Park Colliery on 19 April 1821.13 At the beginning of the 

nineteenth century, canals were the primary system for transporting goods.14 In 

September 1810, at a grand dinner at Stockton Town Hall, following the ceremonial 

first cut in the River Tees to open up the estuary, Leonard Raisbeck initially 

proposed that a railway or a canal should be created for the transportation of goods 

between Stockton and the Witton Park.15 A survey undertaken by John Rennie in 

1812 confirmed, as was also found in an earlier eighteenth-century survey, that a 

 
11 Wright Dupree, ‘From Mourning to Scientific Legacy’, 2. 
12 Carrier, ‘Historical Traces of the Past: The Uses of Commemoration’, 444. 
13 Kirby, The Origins of Railway Enterprise, 37. 
14 Ibid., 37. 
15 M. Heavisides, The History of the First Public Railway: (Stockton & Darlington) The Opening 
Day, and What Followed (First edition, Stockton-On-Tees: Heavisides & Son, 1912; Reprint, 
London: Forgotten Books, 2015), 11. 
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canal would be the most economic decision.16 There was no activity as a result of 

this survey until the need to consider a better form of transport was revived at a 

formal meeting held in July 1818 at Stockton Town Hall to discuss whether a 

railway or canal would be more appropriate.17 The committee of the newly formed 

S&DR largely comprised of Quaker businessmen, with the Pease family becoming 

particularly influential in the company.18 They achieved this by injecting a large sum 

of money into subscriptions to raise the remaining funds for the required four-fifths 

of the capital requested by Parliament before the Act could be considered or 

passed.19 This move meant the Pease name, Edward in particular, became 

synonymous with the S&DR, with the line becoming popularly known as ‘the 

Quakers’ Line’.20 The first Act was passed in 1821 to build the new line with the 

goods originally hauled by horses.21 However, in 1823 a further Act was passed 

allowing the company to use locomotive engines.22 The official opening was 

attended by railway workers, management of the company, and both national and 

international potential investors.23  

Despite what has developed as a popular narrative of the S&DR, it was not the 

first public railway line, and not the first to be sanctioned by parliament nor to use a 

steam-powered engine.24 However, as argued by Simmons, its flaws and limitations 

 
16 Stockton-on-Tees Centenary Committee, Stockton and Darlington Railway, The Centenary of 
Public Railways, 24. 
17 Heavisides, The History of the First Public Railway, 15-16. 
18 Kirby, The Origins of Railway Enterprise, 36. 
19 Ibid., 36-7. 
20 John Thomas, The Story of George Stephenson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1952), 51; Kirby, 
The Origins of Railway Enterprise, 37. 
21 K. Hoole, Stockton and Darlington Railway: Anniversary Celebrations of the World’s First Steam-
Worked Public Railway (Clapham: Dalesman Publishing Co Ltd, 1974), 7; ‘The Railway Jubilee’, 
The Railway Times, 2 October 1875, 948. 
22 Hoole, Stockton and Darlington Railway, 7. 
23 Simmons, ‘Rail 150’, 4. 
24 Heavisides, The History of the First Public Railway, 14; Kirby, The Origins of Railway Enterprise, 
1. 
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were equally as important as what it achieved. It demonstrated what improvements 

could be made by engineers, the S&DR company, and other companies that would 

be established both nationally and internationally.25 Therefore, its crafted historical 

importance is a result of perpetuation of the myth that it is the first railway in the 

world, with celebrity personalities, both human and material, acting as instrumental 

vehicles for carrying these messages forward through commemorative practices. 

2.2 Organisers, Audiences, and Narratives 

Commemorative events are built from the ‘goals or objectives’ organisers want them 

to achieve.26 The symbolic meanings of the celebrations differ over subsequent 

commemorative periods as the organisers shape the narratives about the past both to 

reflect their own identities and situate the past in the present for their selected 

audiences.27 The anniversary celebrations of this line occurred under three different 

types of organisational structures of the industry. In 1875, Britain’s railways were a 

complex network of railway companies of varying sizes and importance. The NER, 

created in 1854, absorbed the S&DR with many other smaller lines in 1863.28 In 

1923 the railways were amalgamated into the ‘Big Four’ – Great Western Railway 

(GWR), Southern Railway (SR), London, Midlands & Scottish Railway (LMS), and 

the London & North Eastern Railway (LNER).29 This shift meant that by 1925 the 

NER, and as such the S&DR, were part of the LNER. Then in 1948, Britain’s 

railways were merged into the nationalised British Railways (BR), with the 

government holding a large portion of control over developments in the industry 

 
25 Simmons, ‘Rail 150’, 4. 
26 Frost and Laing, Commemorative Events, 11. 
27 Ibid., 11. 
28 Kirby, The Origins of Railway Enterprise; Charlie Emett, The Stockton and Darlington Railway 
175 Years (Stroud: Sutton Publishing Limited, 2000), 89. 
29 A. J. Mullay, Grouping Britain’s Railway: Creating the “Big Four” in 1923 (Easingwold: 
Pendragon Publishing, 2018). 
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until privatisation in 1993.30 With these amalgamations, the anniversary celebrations 

were headed by the successive owners of this section of the national network, and 

the S&DR’s origin story consequently became a part of these larger company and 

national histories. However, the purpose and narratives of these celebrations led by 

the companies were not homogenous across the three anniversaries. They were 

headed by different organising committees and groups who affected what narratives 

were used and how commemorative components were deployed to tell these stories 

to the attendees. The followings sections will examine the connections between of 

the aims of the organisers, the audiences they wanted to reach, and what narratives 

about the past, present, and future of the S&DR and the industry more broadly were 

used by the railway companies to enhance the story of the progress of British 

railways. 

2.2.1 Jubilee, 1875 

The jubilee celebrations of the S&DR in 1875 were spearheaded by the directors of 

the NER. At their biyearly stakeholders’ company meeting earlier that year, Henry 

Pease, the chair of the NER’s Darlington Committee, proposed that the 50th  

anniversary of the S&DR should be celebrated.31 A committee comprised of well-

known men from the Darlington branch of the NER was created to organise the 

celebrations, including several members of the Pease family, who worked in 

conjunction with the Darlington Town Council and Joseph Pease Memorial 

 
30 From 1965-1993 ‘British Railways’ traded under ‘British Rail’. For more information on BR see: 
T. R. Gourvish and N. Blake, eds., British Railways, 1948-73: A Business History (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1986); Terence Gourvish and Mike Anson, British Rail, 1974-97: From 
Integration to Privatisation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002). 
31 J. S. Jeans, ed., The Railway Jubilee at Darlington, September 27th and 28th: Reports of 
Proceedings and Opinions of the Press (Darlington: E. D. Walker, 1875), 3; J. S. Jeans, History of the 
Stockton & Darlington Railway: Jubilee Memorial of the Railway System (First edition, London: 
Longmans, Green, and Co., 1875; Reprint, Ilkley: The Scolar Press Ltd, 1974), 305; Kirby, 
‘Quakerism, Entrepreneurship and the Family Firm in North-East England, 1780-1860’, 121. 
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Committee.32 Arguing that the operation and use of public railways began in their 

town, Darlington Council felt it was their ‘duty’ to be involved in NER’s plans for 

the anniversary.33 The Joseph Pease Memorial Committee’s plans for the unveiling 

of a statue of Joseph Pease, an active promoter and director of the S&DR, in 

Darlington predated the S&DR preparations. However, this ceremony was almost 

immediately added to the programme of events for the jubilee.34 As will be 

examined, in this adjusted context the statue aimed to demonstrate how the Peases 

were consistently key players in the history of the railways from 1825 to 1875 by 

memorialising a member of the regionally famous family in line with S&DR 

jubilee.35 

Brad Beaven suggested that during the late Victorian period, the urban elites 

strove to develop their own ‘sense of civic identity’, which was in part enabled 

through the staging of commemorative events.36 However, Ben Roberts argued that 

although the localised and civic nature of the celebrations was inferred through these 

events, they primarily acted as vehicles for national and international economic and 

political gains.37 As the main organisers of the celebrations, the NER used the 

history of the S&DR and its jubilee as a platform to craft a positive and progressive 

narrative showcasing their public, professional identity.38 Further, as stated in The 

Railway Times report of the event, though the locality was as important as the 

 
32 Hoole, Stockton and Darlington Railway, 14; Jeans, The Railway Jubilee at Darlington, September 
27th and 28th, 3. 
33 The National Archives, RAIL 667/165, ‘Minutes of Meeting of Committee to Celebrate the 
Railway Jubilee’, 26. 
34 Jeans, The Railway Jubilee at Darlington, September 27th and 28th, 3; RAIL 667/165, ‘Minutes of 
Meeting of Committee to Celebrate the Railway Jubilee’, 4-5. 
35 Roberts, ‘Civic Ritual in Darlington and Middlesbrough in Comparative Perspective’, 168. 
36 Brad Beaven, Visions of Empire: Patriotism, Popular Culture and the City, 1870-1939 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2012), 13. 
37 Roberts, ‘Civic Ritual in Darlington and Middlesbrough in Comparative Perspective’, Ch. 5. 
38 RAIL 667/165, ‘Minutes of Meeting of Committee to Celebrate the Railway Jubilee’. 
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physical space where the S&DR had been conceived, ‘the names most honoured 

were those of the men by whom it had been reared and nurtured, and whose 

sponsorship and care had ensured its success’.39 The key narratives were therefore 

used to celebrate the progress of the railways since the opening of the S&DR and 

key people who had enabled its creation and development.  

The audience for the commemorative events was chosen carefully by the 

committee. Invited guests included regionally, nationally, and internationally 

important political and economic people. Local reporter J. S. Jeans, who was 

entrusted with writing a history of the S&DR and the jubilee celebrations, listed the 

guests as: 

chairmen and secretaries of all the principal railway companies in the world, the 

members of Parliament, bishops, mayors, and town-clerks on the North-Eastern 

system, and the principal industries in the North; and last, but not least, the 

members of the present Cabinet, and the members of the Government of Mr 

Gladstone.40 

Further, in a speech by Henry Pease at the jubilee evening banquet, Jeans described 

the group of invited guests as ‘comprised in its influence and extent a larger 

representation of the wealth, the commerce, and the national progress of England 

than had probably ever gathered outside the house of Parliament’.41 Having such a 

strong political, economic, and notably national guest list was quite unusual for the 

late nineteenth century, and likely reflects the perceived importance of the event.42 

Further, while celebrating a specifically local achievement, the anniversary was an 

 
39 ‘The Railway Jubilee’, 949. 
40 Jeans, History of the Stockton & Darlington Railway, 307. 
41 ‘The Railway Jubilee’, Leeds Mercury, 28 September 1875, 5. 
42 Quinault, ‘The Cult of the Centenary’, 322. 
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opportunity to showcase historic and current influence of the NER in national and 

international contexts.  

The celebrations were an opportunity to cement bonds between the company 

and important players in the government, and British and international industries by 

showcasing their technologies, industrial facilities, and economic success. For 

example, those invited from the railway companies across the Britain and Ireland 

were chosen on the basis of their economic importance. The number of 

representatives permitted to attend the celebrations from each company was based on 

their capital: 

Where the capital of the Company is not less than £2,000,000, Chairman, 

Deputy Chairman, Manager, Secretary and Engineer to be invited. Under 

£2,000,000 and not less than £1,000,000, Chairman or Deputy Chairman and 

Manager or Secretary and Engineer, £1,000,000 and not under £500,000, 

Chairman or Deputy Chairman and Manager or Secretary, and where the 

Capital does not exceed £500,000 Chairman or Deputy Chairman only.43 

Additionally, shareholders of the company were given free passes to the events.44 

This demonstrates that the celebrations were used to promote the present and 

potential future business prowess of the NER. There was also a specific interest in 

developing international relationships demonstrated by a long list of international 

attendees including representatives from European, Asian, and North and South 

American railways.45 It is arguably important that there were several representatives 

 
43 RAIL 667/165, ‘Minutes of Meeting of Committee to Celebrate the Railway Jubilee’. 
44 Ibid., 17. 
45 Jeans, ed., The Railway Jubilee at Darlington, September 27th and 28th, 29. 
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from the continental railways from France.46 This is interesting because in the 1860s 

there was a high volume of industrial strikes in France, Belgium, Switzerland and  

Germany by the workers of various trades.47 This is suggested to have led to strikes 

occurring in Britain as well, including the twenty thousand engine drivers in London 

who struck work in 1867.48 Though not overtly stated, the jubilee celebrations may 

therefore have been used as a platform to strengthen connections between British 

and international railway companies to help combat workers’ unrest.  

It was clear that local people and railway workers were only permitted to 

participate in a small proportion of the jubilee events. Shown in programmes and 

personal accounts, this included public processions and the unveiling of the Joseph 

Pease statue, and decorating the town for the invited guests.49 Events were also 

arranged to include the local people in Darlington to celebrate the jubilee separately 

from invited guests. As will be explored, the types of entertainment organised by the 

jubilee committee were chosen to most effectively convey their core narratives about 

the NER’s economic and technological strengths which were primarily aimed 

towards their invited guests. 

2.2.2 Centenary, 1925  

The organising committee of the ‘official’ centenary was headed by the management 

of the LNER, with the Chairman of the company and Conservative MP William 

Whitelaw as the chair, and the Pease family still being represented fifty years later 

 
46 Ibid., 29. 
47 Knud Knudsen, ‘The Strike History of the First International’, in Internationalism in the Labour 
Movement: 1830-1940, eds. Frits van Holthoon and Marcel van der Linden (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1988), 
312. 
48 Ibid., 312.  
49 Andrew Stove Private Collection, Theodore West, ‘The Railway “Do” at Darlington’, 1876. 
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by Arthur Pease.50 Planning began in 1923, with the committee was divided into 

London-based and York-based meetings in August 1924.51 The former was tasked 

with organising an exhibition in Darlington, while the latter dealt with any local 

arrangements with organisational input from the regional authorities of Darlington, 

Stockton, and Yarm.52 The minutes from an LNER Directors’ meeting on 6 July 

1923 stated that the company was approached first by Darlington Town Council to 

inquire as to their plans for the centenary.53 Chief General Manager of LNER, Ralph 

Wedgwood proposed that: 

arrangements should be made in conjunction with the Darlington Town Council 

and other local bodies to suitably celebrate the Centenary and… Directors were 

appointed as a Committee to act in concert with the Town Council and any 

other public body interested.54 

At an initial meeting on 20 December 1923 between the LNER Special Committee 

and a deputation from Darlington, the Mayor asked for the company’s assistance in 

holding and arranging local celebrations for the centenary, also suggesting they 

should involve the other Big Four companies and international railways ‘including 

those of the United States and Canada’.55 

In line with the former jubilee celebrations, Darlington civic representatives 

were keen on preserving the narrative of the town’s importance in the history of the 

S&DR and industry more broadly. This was certainly at the expense of recognising 
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the role of the other regions, Stockton, Yarm and Shildon, that the S&DR line 

served. For example, in December 1923, the Mayor of Darlington stated that ‘this 

celebration [the centenary] should be at Darlington, which was the recognised 

birthplace of railways’.56 However, with Darlington holding less control over 

LNER’s plans for the centenary, the geographical range was extended beyond the 

town to include places that had a strong connection to the line. While local authority 

figures of Darlington had been approached directly to be involved with the 

celebrations by the centenary central organising committee, Stockton Town Council 

and Yarm Parish Council appealed to the LNER organisers for their localities to be 

stages for the commemorative events.57 In discussing the dispersion of the narrative 

of Darlington as the primary location in relation to the S&DR, and recorded in the 

minutes of a meeting on 23 December 1923 between the Special Committee and 

Stockton Town Council, the Mayor of Stockton said the Council wanted to ensure 

that centenary celebrations were held in co-operation with LNER ‘as the town where 

the first rail was laid’.58 The response from the Chairman was that they would ‘take 

some steps to celebrate the occasion in the district in which the first Railway was 

constructed’.59 Unlike Stockton, Darlington, and Yarm, Shildon Urban District 

Council’s request to send a representative to discuss the celebrations with the 

committee was declined.60 Though not stated, this decision to include Yarm and 

exclude Shildon from discussions about the centenary planning appears to have been 

because the latter did not fall along the direct line between Stockton and Darlington 

that would be used for some of the commemorative events. More so than during the 
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jubilee, LNER organised a series of events that would accommodate both their 

invited guests and the general public. However, the local authorities of Stockton and 

Darlington also organised their own events that were held in tandem with the official 

ones that celebrated their local communities as much as the centenary. 

There were four key elements of the celebrations that would shape the central 

narrative of the LNER-organised events. First, by the 1925 celebrations, the 

passenger use of railways was gradually in decline.61 Reasons for this included 

concerns over their safety, supposed poor treatment of their employees, problems 

with the height of rates, and strong competition from the automobile industry.62 As 

such, the ‘official’ celebrations were used to project a forward-facing outlook on the 

railways by showing that they had a future, represented modernity, and that they 

were an equal contender in the battle for passenger transportation both in Britain and 

internationally.63 The commemorative components therefore needed to demonstrate 

the innovative and progressive nature of railways which was be achieved by showing 

their development since 1825. Second, which had been set up during the jubilee 

celebrations, was the prominence of Britain in the history of the railways and as such 

solidifying the S&DR as an important ‘first’. Branding it as the first passenger 

railway in the world, the centenary celebrated the people who created and developed 

the S&DR. Third, arranging the attendance of the Duke and Duchess of York to 

perform official duties for the centenary suggests the committee assumed more 

national interest in the importance of the celebrations.64 Finally, the centenary had to 
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function as both a celebration of British railways and its impact more globally as 

they had to accommodate their international guests attending the International 

Railway Congress (IRC) from 22 June to 4 July 1925.65  

Though there were discussions over whether to hold the centenary celebrations 

in September, it was decided that they should be held in June/July to work in 

conjunction with the IRC which was held in England that year.66 The IRC 

Association was established in 1885 stemming from the jubilee celebrations of 

Belgian railways that year.67 Delegates from nineteen countries attended the jubilee, 

representing one hundred and thirty one different railways.68 It was reported that this 

initial meeting was so successful that the delegates agreed to form an association to 

hold similar meetings in the future.69 The IRC was a platform for companies across 

the world to discuss concerns about, and suggest improvements for, private and 

government run railways. The venue and date of the IRC was changed from Madrid, 

1927 to London, 1925 as the centenary ‘justified a special gathering’.70 As a result, a 

strong international thread was woven into the core narratives, and specific events 

were arranged to accommodate the congress delegates on the final day. 
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2.2.3 Sesquicentenary, 1975 

The 150th anniversary was an opportunity for BR to showcase their technology and 

transport services to their national and international passengers or ‘consumers’. The 

structure of the organising groups for the sesquicentenary was more complex than 

the previous celebrations. Notably, local authorities had a more intensive role in 

organising a sizeable proportion of the anniversary events than the former 

celebrations. There was a national British Railway Central Committee headed by the 

BR, and a regional committee called the Stockton and Darlington 150th Anniversary 

Joint Committee that planned the majority of the regional events. The regional Joint 

Committee, formed in 1971, was led by local councillors from Teesside and 

Darlington, and representatives from museums and preservation societies in the 

region.71 It was expanded into a series of sub-committees – Finance, Events, 

Publicity, Research and Preservation, and local committees for Stockton, Darlington, 

and Shildon.72 Along with the Chair, Secretary, Public Relations Officer, the 

Museum of British Transport representative, and industrial boards, BR were invited 

to be part of all of these sub-groups.73 The Joint Committee, represented by their 

chairman Alderman J. Tatchell, in turn were part of the BR’s Central Committee for 

the anniversary celebrations, chaired by BR’s Controller of Public Relations and 

 
71 The National Archives, AN 156/1000, ‘Stockton and Darlington Joint Committee: Meetings and 
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Publicity Eric Merrill.74 The Central Committee co-ordinated the commemorative 

components staged across Britain.75  

Initial suggestions for celebrating the anniversary by BR began as early as 

1970, and lower levels of planning by the Joint Committee and BR separately were 

occurring until a more formal meeting with around forty ‘interested parties’ on 21 

February 1973.76 This meeting was important for developing the formal planning 

and working groups – Public Relations and Publicity, Technical, Passengers, and 

History – and tying together the local and national celebrations. Crucially, this 

meeting included choosing the name ‘Rail 150’ with the tag line ‘Passenger 

Railways 150th Anniversary’, as well as setting out the central narratives the 

committees wanted to project through the celebrations.77 Unlike the previous 

celebrations, the branding of the event did not overtly state that this was the ‘first’ 

railway in the world. In line with the narrative of the celebrations, discussed in a 

meeting of select members of the BR Board three days prior to this, it was agreed 

that the anniversary should, with ‘some element of historical interest’, be ‘forward-

looking in theme’ to ‘benefit the image of B.R.’.78 The coordinated meeting minutes 

stated that: 

the commemoration should not be predominantly nostalgic… [I]t could safely 

be assumed that BR would wish to show that the Railways in this country has 

kept pace with scientific and industrial development.79 

 
74 AN 156/1000, ‘Stockton and Darlington Joint Committee: Meetings and Correspondence’; The 
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Though the local committees celebrated the anniversary by largely looking back at 

the history of the S&DR, BR were more cautious about reflecting too significantly 

on the past. BR at this time, as coined by Tim Strangleman, were highly 

‘nostophobic’, meaning they had a rather deep disregard for the past and actively 

tried to avoid engaging with it in how they defined themselves and the progress of 

British railways.80 In this context, BR were nostophobic because they were under 

pressure to present the railways as modern and forward-looking, and were actively 

trying to disassociate themselves with their past. Focussing on the past for the 

celebrations was viewed negatively, and therefore affected the central narrative 

conveyed through their commemorative components. 

This forward-looking theme was evident in the proposed designs for the 

anniversary symbol by James Cousins (BR Director of Industrial Design), which had 

less visually obvious connections to the history of the S&DR or the industry. One 

proposal showed the front of a High Speed Diesel train with the number ‘150’ to 

mark both the anniversary and to focus ‘attention on the 150 mph train of the 

future’.81 A later proposal in a similar vein represented the ‘front side view’ of a 

High Speed Train (HST) with ‘150’ underneath the sole bar, but this was rejected as 

it did not include any overt BR branding.82 The accepted design showed the years 

1825 and 1975 interspaced by the BR’s international logo because it ‘could be used 

for all requirements’.83 It was used with and without the ‘Passenger Railways 150th 

Anniversary’ tagline at the bottom in both a horizontal and vertical form (figure 

2.1).84 Both the proposals for the symbol and the final design demonstrate how BR 
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used the branding of the event to draw particular attention to present and future 

railways with more subtle indications of its connection to the past. The focus was 

instead placed on the idea of increasing speed and the development of technology 

while connecting BR to both their national and international audiences through the 

anniversary’s branding.  
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Figure 2.1: Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) BR symbol for S&DR 150th anniversary, 
1975.85 

 
85 AN 156/987, ‘General Correspondence’; The National Archives, AN 156/1015, ‘Logotype: 150th 
Anniversary Symbol’. 
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Without the central narrative focussing on the S&DR as a ‘first’, this certainly 

calls into question what made this event worthy of commemoration. With ongoing 

debates at the time about the S&DR primarily having revolved around it being the 

first ‘public’ railway, there were certainly other forms of rail travel offering 

passenger and freight services that featured in much earlier railways. To combat this, 

and despite BR’s reluctance to focus on the past, the committee felt the need to be 

prepared to academically defend celebrating the S&DR as the ‘first’ passenger 

railway. The historical backing was supplied from Charles E. Lee’s Early Railways 

in Surrey, despite the fact that he argued the S&DR did not deserve the amount of 

fame it had accrued, and W. W. Tomlinson’s appendix piece in The Official Railway 

History of the North-Eastern Railway.86 Eric Merrill stated on behalf of the Central 

Committee that, from these two sources alone, ‘any historian would have great 

difficulty in satisfactorily disproving the authenticity of the occasion’.87 BR therefore 

took what was necessary from a storyline about the history of the industry to justify 

their expenditure, while shifting the focus from a remembrance of the past to a 

demonstration of the present and a projection of future technologies as the central 

narrative for their commemorative components.  

To accommodate their primarily public audience, the sesquicentenary events 

ran from the spring of 1975, building up the number of events in the holiday months 

of July and August, to the actual anniversary date in September.88 BR aimed to use 

the anniversary to attract both high levels of national and international tourism 

because they would have benefited from discretionary tourist passenger travel. 
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Further, as stated in the minutes of an early Central Committee meeting in 1973, 

they came to a consensus that: 

the theme of the celebrations should emphasise the need for railways more than 

ever – a forward-looking approach, but based on a historical background 

without which it would be a difficult package to sell at home and abroad.89 

The celebrations therefore had to function for both an enthusiast audience as well as 

an opportunity to promote BR. Financial streams for the celebrations came from both 

BR and the Joint Committee separately. BR designated £87,000 for the various 

elements of the celebrations while the Joint Committee contribution was much 

higher at £188,000.90  

Income to offset the large expenditure for both groups therefore needed to be 

attained from the public paying to attend the events and through sales of 

commemorative memorabilia. To achieve this, they created a range of promotional 

material from printed programmes, brochures, leaflets, and their logo stickers, as 

well as posters and displays for banks, tourist offices, and travel agents, and 

advertising campaigns for local and regional newspapers across the UK and the 

British Transport Authority (BTA) ‘In Britain’ magazine.91 They related the scale of 

international attendance they wanted to achieve to the former anniversary 

celebrations: 

These celebration of the Stockton and Darlington Railway should match those 

of the jubilee and centenary, which attracted world-wide interest. If this can be 
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achieved again, the British Tourist Authority has indicated its willingness to 

invest £200,000 in overseas advertising.92 

They therefore worked with the BTA, who were part of the Central Committee, to 

create packs which were sent out to BR overseas offices to attract tourists from 

America and Europe, as well as the English Tourist Board to organise three domestic 

tour packages for British and international tourists.93 These tours included Railway 

Weekends ‘at selected centres’, ‘programmes for visiting sites of transport history 

primarily in the North East and Yorkshire’, and ‘“Railway Holidays” for travellers, 

holidaymakers and enthusiasts’ to visit ‘railway and historic attractions in 

Northumbria and North Yorkshire’.94  

This investment to encourage overseas tourism was undertaken as it would 

benefit BR by increasing passenger use of their Sealink and Seaspeed transportation 

to attend the events.95 Tied to their need to encourage high levels of tourism, there 

was criticism over BR’s intentions. This focus on ‘profit’ was raised in The Northern 

Echo, with a quote from Councillor Peter Freitag of Darlington stating that: 

British Rail is going to get the benefit of carrying thousands of tourists to the 

area for the celebrations and yet it is making no effort to contribute itself. It 

doesn’t seem to be interested in anything unless it’s financially beneficial to 

itself.96 

Therefore, despite bringing people into the region, the concern was that it was BR 

and not the local areas of the North East who would really benefit from these 

celebrations. Overall, by thoroughly promoting the anniversary celebrations both 
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nationally and internationally, BR ensured they could strategically use the history of 

the railways to widely distribute their forward-facing narrative of ‘scientific and 

industrial’ development to advertise their transport services to potential customers. 

2.3 Commemorative Components 

The organisers of the respective anniversaries used a series of commemorative 

components to convey and solidify their central narratives to appeal to their selected 

audiences. Though they were tailored to their specific temporal and geographical 

contexts and their chosen narratives, there were commonalities in the types of 

components employed. This section will examine each anniversary separately to 

demonstrate how the respective commemorative components worked in tandem to 

support the central narratives, while drawing links back to the styles and functions of 

the preceding celebrations. 

2.3.1 Jubilee 

NER-led events for the S&DR jubilee were held in Darlington on 27-28 September 

1875, focussing specifically on the anniversary date itself. To prepare for their 

visitors, the town was ‘dressed’ for the occasion with floral arrangements, bunting, 

signs, illuminations, and an ‘Avenue of Venetian pillars that stretched along Victoria 

Road’, each one ‘capped with a large banner’, much of which was prepared by the 

local people of the town.97 One of the NER banners was entitled ‘Pioneers of 

Railway Enterprise’, with the names Stephenson, Meynell, Flounders, Pease, 

Kitching, Gilkes, Mewburn, Dixon, Backhouse, and Macnay on side scrolls.98 These 

men were instrumental in the founding of the S&DR, demonstrating that business 
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acumen and engineering skill were important features of the narrative. Several other 

banners were designed by the local people and placed on their properties, with 

simple captions including ‘welcome’, ‘NER’, and ‘No. 1’ (referring to Locomotion 

No. 1).99 Others were more intricate, including decorations by Theodore West, a 

draughtsman at the North Road Shop in Darlington, who wrote a very detailed, 

illustrated account of the celebrations. For example, as a member, he assisted in the 

decoration of the Railway Institute on North Road, erecting banners with the mottos 

‘Knowledge is Power’, ‘Perseverance Conquers’, the double entendre phrase ‘Take 

Care of No. 1’, and a final banner that celebrated engineering and innovation (figure 

2.2).100 The illustrations on the final banner lauded particular engineers: Watt for 

inventing the stationary engine, Stephenson for the locomotive, and Fulton for 

introducing steam navigation. Further, the visual combination of historically 

important figures celebrated the ingenuity of the engineer and the technical skill of 

the builders. Additionally, West decorated his own house with international flags and 

a personalised banner stating ‘we celebrate a peaceful victory, a boon to all classes 

and all nations’ (figure 2.3).101 This celebrated both the ‘victory’ of the successful 

application of engineering innovation as well as how it positively affected all types 

of people across the world. The themes celebrated through the decorations erected by 

the local people, which were not required but encouraged by the local council, fed 

into the wider narratives the NER expressed through their own commemorative 

components. 
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Figure 2.2: Banner hung outside the Railway Institute entrance, North Road, Darlington for 

the S&DR jubilee, 1875.102 
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of Theodore West’s house, decorated for the S&DR jubilee, 1875.103 
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The subsequent series of events organised for the jubilee included: a 

procession from Darlington’s market place to the North Road Engine Works to open 

an exhibition and back to the site of the statue unveiling; an exhibition of locomotive 

engines and ‘other objects of interest in connection with the railways’; the unveiling 

of the Joseph Pease statue organised by the Memorial Committee; the presentation of 

a portrait of Joseph Pease to the town of Darlington to be hung in Darlington 

Council’s Chamber; a banquet on the 27 September for their invited guests outlined 

above; two firework displays on the evenings of 27 and 28 September; and finally 

‘excursions to places of industrial, topographical, or antiquarian interest’ on 28 

September.104 More specifically for the local people, a general holiday was also 

declared from the 27-29 September by the vice chairman of the NER, Henry Pease, 

and a ticketed ball was held, and a ‘Tea Meeting’ organised for Sunday School 

Children in Darlington and the neighbouring areas on 29 September in the same 

space.105 While the events and entertainments were organised for a combination of 

the local people and invited guests, the jubilee could be viewed as having three 

separate parts – the commemoration of Joseph Pease open to all, the celebration of 

the S&DR and the NER to a select group of invited and influential guests, and 

finally a holiday period and events for the local people that appear almost entirely, 

aside from the exhibition they could visit, separate from the railway history 

celebrated during the jubilee. This muddling of events makes it important to 
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differentiate between what components were about the S&DR and NER, what 

components happened because of the jubilee celebrating the railways, and in turn 

what narratives these components were used to convey. The following analysis will 

therefore concentrate on the commemorative components that focussed more directly 

on the history of the railways – the exhibition, the statue unveiling and portrait 

presentation, and the banquet and fireworks on 27 September. 

Visually displaying technological progress was an important commemorative 

aspect of all three anniversary periods. One of the most successfully received and 

widely attended events of the jubilee, the exhibition very clearly demonstrated a 

narrative of progress from the opening of the S&DR to the NER in 1875. Held in 

NER’s North Road Engine Works in Darlington, and aiming to emulate The Great 

Exhibition at Crystal Palace in 1851, the organisers wanted the exhibition to 

showcase this progress of railway technology commencing with the ‘primitive and 

simply constructed’ Locomotion No. 1, ‘the father of locomotive engines’, and 

building up to the NER engines from the ‘present time’ that were still working on 

network around the country.106 This included examples of their modern local 

passenger, express, and minerals and goods trains to highlight the types of rail 

services NER could offer both locally and nationally by 1875.107 In this context, the 

rolling stock acquired a new temporary meaning to support the commemorative 

narrative set up by the organisers. This narrative was solidified in a speech by the 

local MP, Henry Pease, at the exhibition opening as he stood in the cab of 

Locomotion No. 1: 
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like many of you who have had very good parents it [Locomotion No. 1] has 

been succeeded by engines which in some respects exceeded their parent. 

You… will be extremely interested with the marked progress in the construction 

of locomotive engines from the time when this was constructed.108 

The rhetoric employed suggests an almost human lineage between the S&DR and 

NER. The remainder of the speech made particular note of the continuing financial 

and technological strength of the NER.109 The exhibition therefore used the narrative 

of NER’s history since the S&DR as a marketing tool to convince potential 

economic or political allies of their importance in this industry. Further, both the 

exhibition and the rhetoric used to explain it by Pease illustrated the progression of 

rail technology since 1825, the continuing success of the NER in the present, and 

importantly a direct connection between the S&DR and the new company in charge 

of that line.  

The unveiling of the Joseph Pease statue was a central and heavily attended 

feature of the jubilee, celebrating Pease, alongside railway engineer George 

Stephenson and Joseph’s father Edward, as the hero of the celebrations (figure 

2.4).110 Organised by the Joseph Pease Memorial Committee, and paid for by public 

subscription, the bronze statue had four panels commemorating notable phases of 

Pease’s career: his commitment to education (top left); his anti-slavery stance (top 

right); his political and parliamentary career (bottom left); and his entrepreneurial 

work in the mining and railway industries (bottom right) (figure 2.5).111 The 
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ceremony also included the presentation of a portrait of Joseph Pease to the Mayor 

of Darlington by the chairman of the Memorial Committee to be hung in the Council 

chambers.112 Roberts argued that because the statue unveiling was such a central 

feature of the celebrations, the narrative of the railways was sidelined during the 

jubilee.113 However, though the railways were only one aspect of Pease’s statue, the 

ceremonial opening perhaps says more about how the NER wanted this memorial to 

fit into the narrative of railway development in Britain. For example, the Duke of 

Cleveland, whose predecessor had been a staunch opposer to S&DR being built 

through his land and nearly grounded its creation, agreed to officially unveil the 

statue.114 He spoke very highly of the opening of the S&DR by Edward Pease and 

George Stephenson, and the work Joseph Pease undertook to ensure it continued to 

be successful: 

although this anniversary is rightly celebrated with the pomp and circumstance 

becoming its importance… it is right to recollect the services of one who has 

been so deeply connected with the [railway] system; and I feel confident that it 

is no empty pageant, but that all those who attend to-day bear in mind the 

character and the services of Mr. Pease. They assemble to-day to bear testimony 

to the services rendered alike to his townspeople, to the county at large, and to 

the country.115 

Pease’s statue could publicly and overtly convey a narrative with a lifespan beyond 

the celebrations about the importance of Joseph and a range of aspects about his life 

and career, while simultaneously connecting the elements of his identity and his 
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family’s consistent dominant position in North Eastern railways to the S&DR and its 

anniversary by staging the unveiling in line with the celebrations.116  

 

 

Figure 2.4: Unveiling of the Joseph Pease Statue in Darlington, 27 September 1825.117 

 

 
116 Roberts, ‘Civic Ritual in Darlington and Middlesbrough in Comparative Perspective’, 168. With 
the range of aspects of Pease’s life represented in the statue, it was restored in 2007 and re-unveiled 
for the bicentenary of the Act abolishing the slave trade: ‘Statue of Joseph Pease’, Listing, Historic 
England, https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1322930 (accessed 20 December 
2019). 
117 National Railway Museum, NRM – Photographic Collection, 1997-7245, ‘Collection of 
Photographic Prints B&W, ex-BR Headquarters, York’. 
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Figure 2.5: Postcard of the Joseph Pease statue and engravings on the four sides of the 

plinth.118 

 
There were concerns, however, in the press and in private, that there was no 

clear sense of who or what this event was intended to celebrate.119 In reference to the 

speeches, West wrote that there was a ‘rather awkward mixing up’ of whether the 

unveiling was celebrating Joseph Pease or in fact his father Edward and other 

railway pioneers.120 Further, in one of many critiques of the celebrations in the press, 

the Joint Stock Companies Journal, a publication aimed at business investors, argued 

that the jubilee was ‘not the opening of the railway, nor its celebration after half-a-

century, but the smiling visage of the City potentate that will have “marked an 

epoch”’.121 This demonstrates both how commemorations can be ‘hijacked’ for other 

purposes as well as how apparent this action was to contemporary audiences. The 

accompanying rhetoric used also did not effectively explain the relationship between 

the statue and the jubilee. This is perhaps because, unlike the exhibition, this 

 
118 West, ‘The Railway “Do” at Darlington’, 45. 
119 ‘The Stockton and Darlington Festival’, 650; West, ‘The Railway “Do” at Darlington’, 48-49. 
120 West, ‘The Railway “Do” at Darlington’, 48-49. 
121 ‘The Stockton and Darlington Festival’, 651. 
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unveiling was not originally intended to be combined with the S&DR anniversary. 

Therefore, though this commemorative component had a clear connection to the 

S&DR’s history, the memorial was used instead to consolidate and retain the Pease 

family’s power, Liberal politics, nonconformist religious beliefs, and both theirs and 

Darlington’s industrial and financial prowess, which sat uneasily within the narrative 

of the anniversary of the S&DR. 

The penultimate event organised for the anniversary date was the banquet 

solely for invited guests and, at specified times, the press. Held in a marquee erected 

at the south end of the town, the space had a range of decorations linking to the 

history of the S&DR and the ‘marked progress’ of the railways up to 1875.124 The 

head tables on each side of the marquee were decorated with confectionary 

representations of Locomotion No. 1, ‘with all its feeble prophecies of the growth 

and the future greatness of engineering skill’, alongside a modern engine ‘with its 

almost perfect workmanship’.125 Further, a cornice supporting canopy boards behind 

the chairman and vice-chairman’s table was decorated with images of Locomotion 

No. 1 and ‘its modern compeer’, with dates 1825 and 1875 placed above each engine 

respectively and the S&DR motto (periculum privatum utilitas publica – translated 

as ‘at private risk for public service’) in between them.126  

The speeches and toasts gave the organisers the opportunity to highlight the 

importance of both the S&DR and the NER stemming from the origins of the 

railway system aimed towards their important political and industrial guests. Along 

with a lengthy breakdown of the financial success of the original railway and 

 
124 Andrew Stove Private Collection, ‘Plan of the Town of Darlington, 1875’. 
125 Jeans, ed., Railway Jubilee at Darlington, September 27th and 28th, 26; The National Archives, 
RAIL 667/459, ‘Jubilee: Admission Tickets, Guide Book, Concert Programmes, Seating Plan etc’. 
126 Jeans, ed., Railway Jubilee at Darlington, September 27th and 28th, 26-27. 
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improvements in rail technology, as he had summarised during the exhibition 

opening, Henry Pease spent a large portion of his speech at the banquet defending 

the claim that the S&DR was the first steam-powered passenger railway in the 

country. In order to solidify this narrative, Pease used the platform to curb any 

challenges to this narrative by stating that the L&MR’s claim to the title was 

unfounded as the S&DR had opened five years prior to their railway, and had ‘made 

use of locomotives & carried passengers for the whole of that period’.127 Further, in 

line with the narrative of the exhibition and the decorations in the marquee, Pease 

lauded the ‘wonderful industrial changes brought about by the system’ and 

benefitted ‘the local domestic requirements’ of Stockton, Darlington, Yarm, and 

Auckland, and concluded with how the S&DR was the beginning of wide-scale 

national transportation for goods and passengers up to 1875.128 Pease’s speech was 

one of many during the banquet that spoke positively of the railway industry, past 

and present, and the people who were instrumental in its development.129 The 

rhetoric used was not without further criticism from West, who suggested that, once 

again, the speeches and toasts made it unclear as to what or who the assembled 

guests were celebrating: 

Was it the real ‘Pioneers’ notably Edward Pease the shrewd Promoter, George 

Stephenson the shrewd Engineer & Francis Mewburn their equally astute 

solicitor or was it to include the one whose statue was that day unveiled & 

hence all the notable men of his era with whom the present generation in 

Darlington are far most familiar. The Promoters certainly had no clear lines on 

 
127 Andrew Stove Private Collection, ‘27th September 1875 – Envelope containing Henry Pease’s 
Hand-written speech (15 pages) and notes for the Jubilee Banquet’. 
128 Ibid. 
129 ‘The Railway Jubilee’, The Daily Gazette, 3-4. 
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this important point, & displayed in their selection of names either lamentable 

ignorance or detestable partiality.130 

The central narrative of the jubilee was therefore not easily understood from the 

content of the speeches at the banquet. However, thinking about this in line with the 

guests present, like the statue unveiling this event was an opportunity to highlight the 

success of the NER using the history of the S&DR to demonstrate its progressive 

development and financial success. 

Commemorative literature was a significant way to leave a lasting memorial of 

the history of the industry that was being celebrated as well as the celebratory event 

itself. Books could project a literal narrative about the events and the history of the 

S&DR more so than the symbolic or physical elements of the celebrations. In 1875, 

two books were produced by J. S. Jeans. The first, entitled History of the Stockton & 

Darlington Railway: Jubilee Memorial of the Railway System, was created 

specifically to be presented as a gift to the guests at the banquet on the 27 

September.131 The book, written in a very short timeframe, documented the history 

of the railways up to 1875, with a focus on the North-Eastern railway system. Each 

of the books also had a personalised hand-written note on the first page stating that it 

was presented by the Directors of the NER ‘at the jubilee Marquee at Darlington on 

27th September 1875’.132 At the close of the introduction, Jeans drew together some 

important themes of the jubilee more broadly: 

the past and the present are now sufficiently within range to enable us to judge 

of the future, and to appreciate, more justly than could possibly have been done 

at any previous date, the momentous and far-reaching results of the work that 

 
130 West, ‘The Railway “Do” at Darlington’, 50. 
131 Jeans, Jubilee Memorial of the Railway System, 307. 
132 Ibid., iii. 
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was consummated by the pioneers of the first public railway on the 27th 

September 1825.133 

The book therefore gave a history of the S&DR but also aimed to show how the hard 

work of notable men enabled this to become, as stated in Pease’s speech, the ‘first’ 

public railway in the country, and remind the readers of the progress that had been 

occurred in the years following its conception. 

The final event was a firework display which was repeated on the 28 

September.134 The fireworks were provided by the same pyrotechnician who put on 

displays at The Great Exhibition in 1851.135 Presumably only visible to those 

attending the display in the field next to the banquet marquee, two of the ‘special 

devices’ used represented Locomotion No. 1 and an engine from 1875.136 Once 

again, these components were used to solidify the narrative of progress by 

demonstrating the development of railway technologies from 1825 to 1875.  

Despite the ‘muddled’ narratives that were used across the commemorative 

components that made it difficult for the press and the public to properly understand 

what the celebrations were trying to achieve, there were key themes that become 

apparent when examining them as interlocking parts of an overall event that 

legitimised and demonstrated the prowess and success of the NER to their carefully 

selected audiences. There was a respect for and celebration of men who had been 

instrumental in creating and sustaining the railways in the North East, with a 

particular focus on the Pease family who were still very influential in the town, a 

demonstration of progress between 1825 and 1875, a defence of the S&DR as the 

 
133 Ibid., x. 
134 ‘North-Eastern Railway. Fiftieth Anniversary of the Opening of the Stockton and Darlington 
Railway. Programme of Fireworks’. 
135 ‘The Railway Jubilee at Darlington’, The Eastern Morning News, 27 September 1875, 3. 
136 ‘The Railway Jubilee’, Standard, 25 September 1875, 3. 
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first public railway, and more generally a celebration of the success of North Eastern 

railways since the S&DR that continued to be financially profitable and benefit the 

local areas they served. 

2.3.2 Centenary 

Once again, a range of commemorative components were used to project the core 

narratives of the centenary celebrations in 1925 – that the LNER and British railways 

more broadly were forward-facing, had a place in the future, represented modernity, 

and were an equal contender in the battle for passenger transportation in Britain and 

internationally. More so than the jubilee, the organisers successfully solidified their 

key narratives over a wider variety of components, including events, exhibitions and 

the use of historic and new ephemeral and physical objects. LNER-organised events 

were held over three days from 1-3 July across both Stockton and Darlington (table 

2.1), with the locally organised events held on the second and third days only.137 

Some of the commemorative components mimicked those used during the jubilee 

while adding elements that made tactical use of the centenary for LNER’s gains.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
137 Details of events in: National Railway Museum, NRM – Documents, 1998-10717: Borough of 
Stockton-on-Tees, Railway Centenary Celebrations, 2nd and 3rd July, 1925: Official Programme & 
Sports Catalogue (Stockton: Edward Appleby, 1925). 
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Date Events 

1 July The opening of an exhibition of historic relics of the railways displayed at 
the Faverdale Wagon Works, Darlington. 

2 July 

A procession of historic and modern locomotives along the former S&DR 
line. 

Luncheon for invited guests at Stockton Borough Hall for the Duke and 
Duchess of York and invited guests. 

The unveiling of a commemorative tablet in Stockton. 

The opening of the exhibition at the Faverdale Wagon Works to general 
visitors. 

A banquet for invited guests at the Faverdale Wagon Works. 

3 July A luncheon and for the delegates of the IRC at the Faverdale Wagon 
Works. 

Table 2.1: LNER programme of events for S&DR centenary, 1925.138  

 
Strongly mimicking the design of the jubilee display, an ‘exhibition of items of 

historical interest in the development of Railways’ was officially opened on 1 July 

by the Duke and Duchess of York solely for invited guests at the new Faverdale 

Wagon Works in Darlington.139 The use of the Faverdale Wagon Works for both the 

exhibition and the two events appears to have been tactical to showcase the new 

facility to the wider public and, in particular, LNER’s economically and politically 

important guests. The content of the exhibition was provided by all of the Big Four 

railway companies and the Metropolitan Railway Company. Again, as in 1875, the 

engines displayed demonstrated how the railways had developed since 1825, but this 

 
138 National Railway Museum, NRM – Documents, 1996-7476: London and North Eastern Railway, 
‘Programme of Ceremonies in Connection with The Commemoration of the Centenary of Railway, 
Wednesday 1st July 1925’, (Leeds: Chorley and Pickersgill Ltd., 1925), 5; Borough of Stockton-on-
Tees, Railway Centenary Celebrations, 2nd and 3rd July, 1925: Official Programme & Sports 
Catalogue. 
139 London and North Eastern Railway, ‘Programme of Ceremonies in Connection with The 
Commemoration of the Centenary of Railway, Wednesday 1st July 1925’, 5. 
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time also included prints, models, documents, and signalling apparatus.140 The 

opening ceremony was attended by invited guests and was opened up for public 

viewing the following day. Tactically, by exhibiting the development of the railways 

nationally up to 1925 in their new Works, the LNER company was also able to 

showcase their new facility to the wider public and their economically and politically 

important guests.  

In addition to the static display, and employing a new component that had not 

been used during the jubilee, on 2 July, LNER staged a moving procession of old 

and modern locomotives and rolling stock along the original S&DR line, which were 

later added to the Faverdale Wagon Works exhibition. Available to view by a range 

of spectators, a grandstand was erected to accommodate around five hundred invited 

guests, paid plank seating was provided for around one thousand five hundred 

members of the general public, a section of the fields nearby was reserved for the 

Car Club (figure 2.6), and the public were charged 6d. to view the cavalcade from 

the fields in Yarm next to the line.141 The programme for the procession stressed that 

this was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to see the century-long progress of railway 

technology as something that may never be witnessed again.142 Further, it described 

the procession as ‘thoroughly representative of a century of progress in the art of 

providing comfortable travel’.143 Like the exhibition, the procession was comprised 

of engines that had served all parts of the British railway network, past and present, 

rather than solely the North Eastern system. Five engines still serving the national 

 
140 The National Archives, ZSPC 11/416/11: London and North Eastern Railway Company, 
‘Catalogue of the Collection of Railway Relics and Modern Stock at Faverdale Darlington in 
Connection with the Railway Centenary Celebrations, July 1925’, (York: BBN Johnson & Co. Ltd. 
Printers, 1925), 8. 
141 The National Archives, RAIL 390/1602, ‘Stockton and Darlington Centenary Celebrations’, 3. 
142 Ibid., i. 
143 Ibid., 1. 
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rail network from all of the Big Four Companies (GWR represented by two engines) 

concluded the cavalcade, with LNER’s Pacific type City of Newcastle drawing the 

Flying Scotsman as the last of these modern engines.144 To distinctly show the 

progress of the technology, the LNER engines were immediately followed by the 

standout historical spectacle of the event – the original Locomotion No. 1 hauling a 

replica train (figure 2.7).145  

 

 
Figure 2.6: Observers of the S&DR centenary procession in Car Club Enclosure, Urlay 

Nook, 1925.146 

 

 
144 National Railway Museum, NRM – Documents, 1996-7476: London and North Eastern Railway, 
‘Programme of Ceremonies in Connection with The Commemoration of the Centenary of Railway, 
Thursday 2nd July 1925’, 16. 
145 Ibid., 16. 
146 J. W. Armstrong, Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust, ‘S&DR 1925 Celebrations, Urlay 
Nook’. 
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Figure 2.7: Locomotion No.1 hauling a replica train at the centenary cavalcade, 1925.147 

 
Supporting this narrative of national and international technological progress, a 

series of ‘tableaux’ were staged in the middle of the cavalcade of engines ‘to show 

the evolution of the wheel in transport’, with a banner above each saying how long 

since the present day each of these scenes were set (figure 2.8).148 It commenced 

with an ‘allegorical’ tableau showing early astrologers alongside Modern 

Engineering Practice’.149 The subsequent tableaux included ‘Earlyman’ and the 

wheel, the Pharaohs drawn along on wheeled platforms by slaves, the eighteenth 

century where ‘fashion discarded the wheel’, George Stephenson explaining a model 

 
147 NRM – Photographic Collection, 1997-7245, ‘Collection of Photographic Prints B&W, ex-BR 
Headquarters, York’. 
148 London and North Eastern Railway, ‘Programme of Ceremonies in Connection with The 
Commemoration of the Centenary of Railway, Thursday 2nd July 1925’, 10; NRM – Photographic 
Collection, 1997-7245, ‘Collection of Photographic Prints B&W, ex-BR Headquarters, York’. 
149 London and North Eastern Railway, ‘Programme of Ceremonies in Connection with The 
Commemoration of the Centenary of Railway, Thursday 2nd July 1925’, 10. 
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of the steam engine Rocket in Darlington, and finally the modern use of railways.150 

The programme describes the final tableau as:  

the world-wide use of Railways. From the few miles of permanent way which 

united Stockton and over Darlington and which the first train ran in 1825 have 

evolved the steel ribbons which to-day are traversed by millions of wheels, tying 

every corner of the Land to the Empire’s Capital.151 

By processing their most modern technology alongside their oldest engines, and 

supporting this with the tableaux, the centenary cavalcade therefore provided a 

visual experience that expressed the narrative of technological progress, and 

economic and political power. British railways were situated in a linear narrative of 

industrial development, this time one that extensively predated that of the early 

nineteenth-century developments of the industry. 

 
Figure 2.8: Historic tableaux in the steam cavalcade at the S&DR centenary celebrations, 

July 1925.152 

 
150 Ibid., 10. 
151 Ibid., 10. 
152 NRM – Photographic Collection, 1997-7245, ‘Collection of Photographic Prints B&W, ex-BR 
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Physical and ephemeral commemorative objects designed specifically for the 

celebrations were again an important element of the centenary celebrations. The 

image of the two engines presented together as the procession finale was echoed in a 

commemorative centenary medallion made for the celebrations (figure 2.9).153 

Designed by Mr. Gilbert Bayes, the centenary medallion was available in two 

different sizes (1¾“ dia. at 5s. and 3“ dia. at 10s.) on sale at Kings Cross Station and 

the makers in London, with the proceeds going to the Railway Benevolent 

Society.154 The imagery on the medallion retold the story of the long history of 

progress developed through the steam cavalcade. On the obverse side, the coin 

shows Vulcan, the Greek god of metalwork, holding Locomotion No. 1 with an 

LNER Pacific type engine above and the phrase ‘FIRST IN THE WORLD’. The addition 

of Vulcan can be read as a continuation of the narrative of the ancient connections of 

the railway seen in the first tableau. On the reverse, the busts of George Stephenson 

and Edward Pease are situated in between the civic crests of Stockton and Darlington 

with the phrase ‘STOCKTON AND DARLINGTON RAILWAY – INCLUDED IN LONDON & 

NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY 1825-1925’. The image of Stephenson as an important 

figure in the history of the railways was carried forward, but the image of Edward 

Pease replaced that of his son Joseph as part of the jubilee events. As discussed 

above, Edward Pease was economically influential in the establishment of the 

railway. Therefore, his image alongside Stephenson suggests that technological 

development and business acumen were important features of the celebrations. 

 
Headquarters, York’. 
153 National Railway Museum, NRM – Coins and Medals, 1960-76, ‘Bronze Medal Struck to 
Commemorate the Centenary of the Stockton & Darlington Railway’. 
154 ‘Railway Centenary Medal’, The Financial Times, 26 June 1925, 8; Philip Attwood, ‘The Medals 
of Gilbert Bayes’, The Numismatic Chronicle 152, (1992), 148-9. 
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Overall medallion was able to solidify different elements of the narrative LNER 

wanted to showcase through the centenary celebrations. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2.9: S&DR centenary medallion.155 

 
155 NRM – Coins and Medals, 1960-76, ‘Bronze Medal Struck to Commemorate the Centenary of the 
Stockton & Darlington Railway’. 
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Though not as central a feature as during the jubilee celebrations, a 

commemorative plaque was unveiled to commemorate a specific and defining 

moment of the S&DR. Much like the ceremonial procession to the Joseph Pease 

statue in 1875, a procession of cars carrying officials and the royal guests was led 

from Stockton Borough Hall to the unveiling of a commemorative plaque installed at 

St. John’s Crossing in Stockton where the first passenger railway ticket was sold in 

1825 (figure 2.10).156 The plaque was an important narrative device, as it not only 

cemented Stockton as an important location in the history of the S&DR, but also 

highlighted a central narrative strand of the S&DR as the first passenger railway in 

the world. Again, not a central feature of the celebrations, the centenary consciously 

connected back to the Joseph Pease statue by ensuring this procession drove past the 

memorial from Darlington station to the exhibition at the Wagon Works.157  

 
156 London and North Eastern Railway, ‘Programme of Ceremonies in Connection with The 
Commemoration of the Centenary of Railway, Thursday 2nd July 1925’, 13-14. 
157 Ibid., 6. 
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Figure 2.10: Plaque at St. John’s Crossing, Stockton celebrating the opening of the S&DR, 

unveiled by the Duke and Duchess of York, 1925.158 

 
Acting as a more ephemeral record, a series of souvenir napkins were 

designed, most likely to be used at the dining events and for the guests at the 

grandstand viewing the cavalcade (figures 2.11-2.14), that highlighted key elements 

of the S&DR and the centenary.159 All were intricately bordered, had text setting out 

all or parts of the programme of events for the centenary, and finally had images that 

represented important elements of S&DR history and the centenary celebrations. 

Sequentially, the imagery shows the progress of the travel prior to the development 

 
158 National Railway Museum, NRM – Photographic Collection, 1997-7236, ‘An Album of 140 Silver 
Gelatine Prints, Featuring the Centenary Celebrations of the Stockton & Darlington Railway’. 
159 Andrew Stove Private Collection, ‘Souvenir Napkin, S&DR Centenary, 1925, Depicting Edward 
Pease, George Stephenson, and Locomotion No. 1’; Andrew Stove Private Collection, ‘Souvenir 
Napkin, S&DR Centenary, 1925, Depicting the Duke and Duchess of York’; Andrew Stove Private 
Collection, ‘Souvenir Napkin, S&DR Centenary, 1925, with Photograph of Locomotion No. 1’; 
National Railway Museum, NRM – Documents, 2004-7163, ‘Commemorative Paper Napkin Printed 
with Programme and Souvenir of the Railway Centenary event Wednesday July 1st, and Thursday 
July 2nd, 1925. Illustrated with Drawing of Travelling by Stagecoach and Horses and Surrounded by 
Yellow and Green Floral Motif’. 
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of the railways (figure 2.11), the chosen main contributors to the success of the 

S&DR, Edward Pease and George Stephenson (figure 2.12), and finally the 

importance of the centenary nationally using images of the Duke and Duchess of 

York (figure 2.13) and a separate napkin tracing their participation in centenary 

(figure 2.14). Though they may not have been intended to have as lasting an effect as 

the commemorative medallion or the plaque due to the fragility of their materials, 

the napkins again tied together key narratives of the S&DR used during the 

centenary while memorialising the event itself. 

 

 
Figure 2.11: Souvenir napkin, S&DR centenary, 1925.161 

 

 
161 NRM – Documents, 2004-7163, ‘Commemorative Paper Napkin Printed with Programme and 
Souvenir of the Railway Centenary event Wednesday July 1st, and Thursday July 2nd, 1925’. 
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Figure 2.12: Souvenir napkin, S&DR centenary, 1925.162 

 

 
Figure 2.13: Souvenir napkin, S&DR centenary, 1925.163 

 
162 ‘Souvenir Napkin, S&DR Centenary, 1925, Depicting Edward Pease, George Stephenson, and 
Locomotion No. 1’. 
163 ‘Souvenir Napkin, S&DR Centenary, 1925, Depicting the Duke and Duchess of York’. 
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Figure 2.14: Souvenir napkin, S&DR centenary, 1925.164 

 
A combination of similar and modified components from the jubilee, and the 

parallel LNER-led events, were used by Stockton Council. These events were 

intended to be more inclusive for the local people. This included competitions to 

decorate the town, a range of sporting events, a fancy-dress competition, and a series 

of ‘Children’s Teas’ on 3 July for schools across the town where the Mayor and 

Mayoress presented the children with their own centenary medallions.165 

Comparatively to the LNER components, they staged their own static historic 

tableaux which highlighted key moments in the history of the town. The first seven 

scenes celebrated elements of their history unrelated to railways, while the final five 

documented the beginning of the S&DR, from the ‘First public mention of railway 

project, (1810)’ to the ‘Banquet at Stockton Town Hall’ on 27 September 1825.166 

 
164 ‘Souvenir Napkin, S&DR Centenary, 1925, with Photograph of Locomotion No. 1’. 
165 Borough of Stockton-on-Tees, Railway Centenary Celebrations, 2nd and 3rd July, 1925: Official 
Programme and Sports Catalogue, 19-25. 
166 Ibid. 
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Further, they compiled an ‘Exhibition of the Industries of Stockton and the District’ 

which was open for public viewing from 1-9 July.167 Finally, they produced their 

own commemorative medallions which carried a similar narrative to the LNER one, 

with the bust of Stephenson on the obverse, and Locomotion No. 1 alongside a 

modern engine on the reverse (figure 2.15).  

 
Figure 2.15: Design for Railway Centenary Medallion presented to the children of Stockton 

at their ‘Children’s Teas’.168 

 
Darlington also held its own events including choral competitions, band 

contest, sporting events for children, a cricket match between staff from the ‘North 

Eastern Area, York, and the Great Eastern Cricket Club’, and both Stockton and 

Darlington held religious ‘thanksgiving services’ on Sunday 5 July which celebrated 

the role of the railways in the area.169 Further, as in Stockton, Darlington held an 

 
167 Ibid. 
168 Stockton-on-Tees Railway Centenary Committee, Stockton and Darlington Railway, The 
Centenary of Public Railways, 83. 
169 Andrew Stove Private Collection: County Borough of Darlington, ‘Railway Centenary 
Celebrations. Programme of Variety Entertainments’, (Darlington, W. H. and Sons, Printers, 1925); 
‘Visit of International Railway Congress’, Railway Gazette, 10 July 1925, 90; Andrew Stove Private 
Collection, ‘The Railway Centenary. United Service of Thanksgiving to be Held at Darlington 
Railway Station, at 2-15 p.m., on Sunday, 5th July, 1925. Order of Service and Hymns’; Stockton-on-
Tees Railway Centenary Committee, Stockton and Darlington Railway, The Centenary of Public 
Railways, 105. 
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event for the school children of the area.170 At this event, Darlington’s own 

centenary medal, which was presented by the Mayor, William Pease, to the children 

of the town, represented Locomotion No. 1 on the obverse side and a modern engine 

on the reverse (figure 2.16).171 Once again, the medals and medallions, as portable, 

lasting memorials, extended the story of the S&DR and the centenary celebrations to 

a wider audience, and in particular a young audience who could carry this narrative 

beyond 1925. Therefore, while somewhat disconnected from the LNER events, the 

narratives of the local commemorative components corresponded more clearly than 

in 1875.  

                  
Figure 2.16: Alloy commemorative medallion presented by Ald. W.E. Pease M.P., Mayor 

Darlington to children in Darlington, 1925.173 

 

 
170 ‘Visit of International Railway Congress’, 90. 
171 National Railway Museum, NRM – Coins and Medals, 1986-8015, ‘Commemorative Medallion, 
Railway Centenary’. 
173 Ibid. 
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Extending further than the localised influence of the railways, the narrative of 

the S&DR and its international impact were intertwined with elements of the IRC 

and ongoing progress of railways internationally. The organisers included 

commemorative components in the exhibition specifically for this international 

audience. This could be seen, for example, in a banner hung in the Wagon Works 

exhibition celebrating the history of S&DR (figure 2.17).174 It illustrated the busts of 

Edward Pease and George Stephenson above a short paragraph in English stating 

that Locomotion No. 1, built by Stephenson, was the first train to be used on a public 

railway, and below an image of Locomotion No. 1 the same paragraph was translated 

into French and German.175 Making the narrative accessible for their international 

guests and again featuring both Pease and Stephenson, this banner combined the 

themes of business and technological acumen which supported the core narrative 

alongside the international development this railway had encouraged. Additionally, 

as was displayed through the cavalcade tableaux, the interconnection between the 

British Empire’s international railways and the S&DR was also expressed in the 

language of the speeches at the luncheon. For example, at the beginning of the 

banquet, William Whitelaw is quoted as saying:  

the hope that railways may ever be the handmaidens of your Empire’s 

prosperity in the centuries to come as they had been in the century just 

completed.176 

Further to the rhetoric used by the organisers, the emblem for the IRC included the 

centenary dates and an image of Locomotion No. 1 (figure 2.18).177 These 

 
174 NRM – Photographic Collection, 1997-7236, ‘An Album of 140 Silver Gelatine Prints, Featuring 
the Centenary Celebrations of the Stockton & Darlington Railway’. 
175 Ibid. 
176 ‘Romance of the Locomotive’, The Northern Whig and Belfast Post, 4 July 1925, 7. 
177 National Railway Museum, NRM – Documents, 3779/57, ‘Illuminated Address: International 
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components demonstrated that the S&DR centenary was therefore tied more directly 

to their narrative of international progress more specifically for the IRC delegates. 

 

 
Figure 2.17: Banner for the S&DR centenary exhibition in the Faverdale Wagon Works, 

1925.178 

 
Railway Congress, London, 1925’. 
178 NRM – Photographic Collection, 1997-7236, ‘An Album of 140 Silver Gelatine Prints, Featuring 
the Centenary Celebrations of the Stockton & Darlington Railway’. 
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Figure 2.18: Emblem of the International Railway Congress, 1925.179 

 

 

 

 

 
179 NRM – Documents, 3779/57, ‘Illuminated Address: International Railway Congress, London, 
1925’. 
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Reciprocally, gifts were presented to the British railways by their international 

guests that celebrated the S&DR, British railways, the British nation, the IRC, and 

the progress of the industry globally. Following the centenary, an illuminated 

address was drawn up by the Swedish delegates thanking the British delegates for 

organising the IRC which displayed the Congress emblem on the cover and the 

commemorative medallion created for the centenary illustrated on the main page of 

the address (figure 2.19).180 Gifts were also presented to the British delegates at the 

luncheon on 3 July. For example, the Italian delegation presented ‘the British nation’ 

with a bronze plaque paid for by subscription by Italian railwaymen, which first and 

foremost celebrated the role of George Stephenson, whose portrait is in the centre 

held by two Italian railwaymen, in the development of the railways (figure 2.20).181 

Couched in the language of admiration for Stephenson, the railwaymen of Italy 

wanted to show gratitude for the political and economic development the S&DR 

enabled for their country. Alongside the central celebration of Italy’s railways and 

Stephenson, Locomotion No. 1 and a British Pacific-type engine are represented at 

the bottom of the plaque with the winged-wheel, the symbol for speed, in between, 

which represented the progress of the railways from 1825-1925.182 Additionally, 

three ‘scrolls of honour’ were presented to the railway companies of Britain by Dr. 

Chin Chun Wang on behalf of the Chinese delegates.183 A poem printed on them 

expressed the role of the S&DR in the development of railways internationally 

(figure 2.21): 

 
180 Ibid. 
181 ‘Italian Tribute to the British Nation’, Railway Gazette, 10 July 1925, 98; National Railway 
Museum, NRM – Documents, 2008-7606, ‘The Railway Centenary Opened by the Duke of York’. 
This will be expanded on in Chapter 3. 
182 ‘Italy’s Tribute to British Genius’, Financial Times, 4 July 1925, 2; ‘Romance of the Locomotive’, 
7. 
183 ‘Visit of International Railway Congress’, 10 July 1925, 91. 
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 In this place a century ago was born 

 The world-wide system of rail transportation. 

 Here to-day are gathered 

 The representatives of all nations in praise and celebration, 

 Conquering space and linking seas and land, 

 Leading process and prosperity hand in hand. 

 Oh! Ye Inventor, the great benefactor of mankind. 

 Yea! we shall forever enshrine thee in our hearts and our hearts and our 

grateful mind.184 

These gifts demonstrate that there was already a level of international knowledge 

about, and admiration for, the ground-breaking role of the S&DR alongside the 

people who created and developed it in shaping the development of railways across 

the world. 

 

  

 
184 ‘Visit of the International Railway Congress’, North Eastern and Scottish Magazine 15, no. 176 
(August 1925), 235. 
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Figure 2.19: Illuminated address presented to ‘the English Section of the Permanent 

Commission’ of IRC by the Swedish delegates.185 

 
185 NRM – Documents, 3779/57, ‘Illuminated Address: International Railway Congress, London’. 
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Figure 2.20: Italian delegation of the IRC alongside their bronze plaque in honour of 

George Stephenson, presented at the S&DR centenary, 1925.186 

 
186 NRM – Photographic Collection, 1997-7245, ‘Collection of Photographic Prints B&W, ex-BR 
Headquarters, York’. 
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Figure 2.21: Scrolls presented at the S&DR centenary by IRC Chinese delegates, 1925.187 

 

 

 
187 NRM – Photographic Collection, 1997-7236, ‘An Album of 140 Silver Gelatine Prints, Featuring 
the Centenary Celebrations of the Stockton & Darlington Railway’. 
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The organisers more successfully cemented their core narratives which made 

the purpose of the centenary clearer. The number of components used to convey the 

central narratives of the centenary far surpassed those of the previous anniversary, 

both in terms of the length of time over which they were held and range of styles 

they utilised. The material culture of the centenary celebrations, in conjunction with 

the narrative of the temporary events, was used by LNER to construct narratives 

about the economic and political power of the company using the history of the 

S&DR, while this time extending the narrative of technological progress into an 

ancient past. Furthermore, the archival and material records demonstrate that these 

events were understood on international, national, and local levels, and that they 

featured a number of interrelated commemorative components from these different 

vectors. Overall, LNER used symbols of their ancient and historic past alongside 

modern representations of their company to develop a continuous narrative of the 

power and importance of British railways nationally and internationally with the 

company at its centre. 

2.3.3 Sesquicentenary 

The commemorative components utilised during the sesquicentenary in 1975 were 

again more numerous and geographically wide-ranging than the previous 

celebrations. This occurred largely because of the range of different committees 

organising the anniversary, from the national BR to the local authority committees. 

The exhaustive series of events in 1975 were titled ‘Yesterday, Today and 

Tomorrow’ (table 2.2). Because several elements were planned by local bodies, the 

following analysis will focus on a sample of the components that BR had a more 

distinct role in organising and staging – the cavalcade, the exhibition train and the 

static exhibition, and commemorative souvenirs and literature – to examine how they 
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incorporated their central narratives focussing on futurism and development with an 

understanding of the importance of their history. 

Date Event 

April-September ‘British Rail Engineering’s works Open Days’. 

June-September 

‘150 Rail Trail’ organised by the Joint Committee where 
visitors could follow a trail along the accessible portions of the 
S&DR that led to ‘items of interest’ relating to its history with 
an audio-visual display at the end in Shildon. 

1 July-13 December 

‘British Rail’s Exhibition Train’ toured around Britain which 
had ‘a cinema coach, a modern Inter-City air-conditioned 
coach and two exhibition coaches’ and highlighted what BR 
‘are doing today and what is planned for tomorrow’. 

16-23 August Darlington celebrations including ‘various exhibitions besides 
the numerous other activities in the area’. 

24-30 August 
Shildon had their anniversary celebrations including ‘feature 
film shows, fairground, sports day, pageant, military and jazz 
bands and several exhibitions’. 

25 August The official opening of the ‘Rail 150 Exhibition of vintage and 
modern locomotives and rolling stock’ in Shildon. 

31 August 
A steam cavalcade, ‘promoted by the Stockton & Darlington 
150th Anniversary Committee’ between Shildon and 
Heighington. 

22-26 September 
‘International Engineering Conference’ organised by the 
Institutions of Civil, Mechanical, Electrical and railway Signal 
Engineers. 

20-27 September 

Stockton’s anniversary celebrations which included exhibitions 
at St John’s Ticket Office Museum and Preston Park museum, 
a cavalcade and pageant, a display of traction engines in steam, 
model railway and craft demonstrations, and a public lecture. 

25 September A musical gala was held at Royal Albert Hall in London. 

27 September Opening of the National Railway Museum in York by the 
Duke of Edinburgh. 

27 September Duke of Edinburgh visits to events in both Darlington and 
Stockton. 

April-October ‘Steam for Enthusiasts’ series of steam tours in the North East 
and Yorkshire by both BR and heritage railway groups. 

Table 2.2: ‘Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow’ Calendar of Events, S&DR 150th Anniversary, 
1975.188  

 
188 National Railway Museum, NRM – Documents, 2001-8399, ‘Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow: 
Passenger Railways 150th Anniversary. Including Calendar of Events to Mark the Occasion’, 14-15; 
Andrew Stove Private Collection, ‘Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council and Amenities Department, 
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Like the previous celebrations, BR designed a Rail 150 Exhibition held in the 

British Rail Engineering Limited Works in Shildon.189 Just as people with 

historically significant connections to the history of Eastern railways were included 

in ceremonial aspects of the anniversaries in 1875 and 1925, Conservative MP 

William Whitelaw was invited to open the exhibition. This William Whitelaw was 

the grandson of the Chairman of the LNER who played an instrumental role in 

organising the centenary celebrations.190 Additionally, as in previous anniversary 

celebrations, holding the static exhibition in one of BR’s engineering works 

showcased the facility as much as the content it was temporarily displaying. The 

exhibition was comprised of ‘Locomotives, Rolling Stock and other relics… on a 

scale unlikely to be repeated’.191 More specifically, the items included over forty 

steam locomotives – many of which were used in the cavalcade – with around 

twenty ‘items of vintage rolling stock’, historic and modern models, a Great British 

Post Office exhibit, and a National Union of Railwaymen (NUR) exhibit ‘showing 

the human side of railways’.192 Including the NUR in these exhibits celebrations may 

have been tactical for BR to maintain good industrial relations with the unions. 

Additionally, BR had a large section of exhibits of modern express passenger, 

freight, mixed traffic and light passenger, shunting, and diesel and petrol 

 
Stockton 150 Committee, Souvenir Programme’. The National Archives, AN 156/993, ‘Pageant at 
Preston Park, Stockton, County Durham’. The Rail Trail is an important precursor for discussions in 
Chapter 7. For more analysis on the opening of the National Railway Museum in 1975 see Chapter 5. 
189 AN 156/994, ‘British Rail Central Committee: General Correspondence’. 
190 Viscount Downe, ‘President’s Welcome’, in Stockton & Darlington Railway: Rail 150 Exhibition 
Steam Cavalcade: Souvenir Guide, ed. A. W. Bowman (Darlington: Exhibition Administration, 
1975), 3. 
191 A. W. Bowman, ‘Note from the Editor’, in Stockton & Darlington Railway: Rail 150 Exhibition 
Steam Cavalcade: Souvenir Guide, ed. A. W. Bowman (Darlington: Exhibition Administration, 
1975), 5. 
192 AN 156/994, ‘British Rail Central Committee: General Correspondence’; A. W. Bowman, ed., 
Stockton & Darlington Railway: Rail 150 Exhibition Steam Cavalcade: Souvenir Guide (Darlington: 
Exhibition Administration, 1975). 
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locomotives alongside their coaches and rolling stock, and commuter trains.193 BR 

made use of the accompanying written souvenir guide for the exhibition, which 

afforded them space to explain how they saw themselves as transforming transport 

for the twenty-first century, much like the Victorians aimed to do for the twentieth 

century. Describing their ‘Inter-City, Railfreight, Motorail, Golden Rail, British Rail 

Engineering Ltd., Seaspeed, [and] Sealink’ technologies as well as their research into 

the newly designed Advanced Passenger Train Experimental (APT-E) they projected 

that: 

modern developments and techniques are opening up still further potential and, 

given the investment, British Rail will be playing a vital role in British transport 

when the 200th Anniversary of railways comes in AD2025.194 

The technique of displaying old technologies alongside new and developing ones 

was used once again, as in the previous commemorative periods, to show the 

progress in the railways, with a stronger focus on their modern rolling stock. This 

exhibition clearly demonstrates how the celebrations not only connected to the 

history of the industry but also to the history of the previous anniversaries in using 

the same styles of commemorative components. 

Going one step further than the centenary celebrations, activities for the 

sesquicentenary used a broader variety of moving elements that, like the exhibition, 

mimicked some past practices while developing new ones. As in 1925, BR organised 

a steam cavalcade that ran from Shildon and Heighington on the 31 August 1975 on 

the day following the end of the static exhibition in the Shildon works. Despite BR, 

 
193 Ibid. 
194 British Rail, ‘The New Image’, in Stockton & Darlington Railway: Rail 150 Exhibition Steam 
Cavalcade: Souvenir Guide, ed. A. W. Bowman (Darlington: Exhibition Administration, 1975), 74-
75. 
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in their very first meeting to plan the event, stating that ‘apart from the fact that this 

was done at the centenary I suggest we forget it as too costly and backward looking’, 

they were still able to use the history of the industry to their advantage.195 Once 

again, the cavalcade represented the development of rail technology from 1825-1975 

including publicly well-known engines such as Sir Nigel Gresley and Flying 

Scotsman.196 Using a range of steam locomotives dating between 1857-1960, 

including many that had been used in 1925, the cavalcade commenced this time with 

a replica of Locomotion No. 1, built by Mike Satow, and concluded with the then 

most up-to-date BR High Speed Train (HST) to demonstrate this progress.197 The in-

development APT-E, for which BR had great hopes to dramatically shift away from 

the old technology and forms of passenger travel, was not used in the cavalcade or 

any other elements of the sesquicentenary as it was logistically too difficult and 

would disrupt the research programme and testing they had arranged that overlapped 

with the sesquicentenary dates.198  

With an interesting reverence for the past, the HST, as the representation of 

developing British rail technologies, was described in one of BR’s souvenir books as 

the ‘zenith of the Stephenson system’ because, despite being stylistically different, it 

still worked by the same principles of early railways – ‘a self-contained power unit, 

running on steel wheels, on steel rails’.199 Conversely, looking to the future, the 

souvenir book also projected that this was a turning point or ‘end of the Beginning’, 

 
195 AN 156/987, ‘General Correspondence’. 
196 K. Hoole, ‘Grande Steam Cavalcade’, in Stockton & Darlington Railway: Rail 150 Exhibition 
Steam Cavalcade: Souvenir Guide, ed. A. W. Bowman (Darlington: Exhibition Administration, 
1975), 76. See Chapter 5 for more detailed examination of the fame of Flying Scotsman. 
197 ‘Replica’, The Railway Review, 30 May 1975, 8; British Rail, Cavalcade Retrospect: Official 
British Rail Eastern Region Souvenir (York: Public Relations Department, British Rail, Eastern 
Region, 1975). 
198 The National Archives, AN 156/1021, ‘Working Group No 3: Passengers’. 
199 British Rail, Cavalcade Reflections: Official British Rail Eastern Region Souvenir (York: Public 
Relations Department, British Rail, Eastern Region, 1975), 40. 
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where rail technology could move beyond the historic model which could include 

‘the abandonment of metal rails, perhaps even the disappearance of wheels’.200  

With steam locomotives no longer in mainline service, the cavalcade also 

linked the end of steam to BR’s latest in rail technology. The last BR steam 

locomotive ever built for freight in 1960, Evening Star – named as a counterpoint to 

GWR’s first locomotive Morning Star – marked the end of steam haulage on the 

British rail network.201 In the context of the cavalcade, by running Evening Star 

directly before the HST, BR demonstrated a leap in the engineering of mainline rail 

technology over the space of fifteen years. Further, the end of steam-powered 

haulage was linked back to the purpose of early engines like Locomotion No. 1: 

As ‘Locomotion’ and all the other early locomotives were built essentially for 

hauling coal and iron, it is fitting that the steam age ended here as it began – 

with a rugged, simple machine for moving freight.202  

This element of the cavalcade and the accompanying literature can therefore be 

viewed as an opportunity for BR to bring a definitive closure to the use of steam-

powered technologies to make way for the newer, diesel and electric technologies of 

the present and future. 

In addition to the use of moving locomotives, BR designed an exhibition train 

called ‘British Rail – Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow’ that toured around the 

country stopping in twenty three towns and cities which, as quoted in a The Railway 

Review article, had its ‘emphasis on the present and the future, but with a brief 

 
200 British Rail, Cavalcade Reflections, 40. 
201 British Rail, Cavalcade Retrospect, 41; John Walford and Paul Harrison, A Detailed History of 
British Railways Standard Steam Locomotives (Long Stratton: Railway Correspondence and Travel 
Society, 1994), 17. 
202 British Rail, Cavalcade Reflections, 39. 
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glimpse of the past’.203 It aimed to show how ‘the development of railways over a 

century and a half has provided a secure foundation for the railways of today and the 

future’.204 Much like the Duke and Duchess of York taking part in the centenary 

events, the exhibition was ceremonially inaugurated by Princess Margaret on 30 

June 1975 at Marylebone Station, and officially opened again by local authority 

representatives each time it stopped at a new location.205 Using two standard 

carriages, a new MK III passenger coach, which was in service from 1975-1988, and 

a cinema coach, the exhibition content dealt only ‘briefly with the age of steam’, as 

the past was only featured at the beginning of the exhibition.206 Much like their 

contribution to the static exhibition, the content moved on to showcase ‘passenger 

railways as they are today’ by exhibiting ‘modern signalling and electrified lines’, a 

mock-up of the APT-E, information about the nautical technology Sealink and 

Seaspeed, a sizable section about BR Freight, a smaller section on research and the 

future of the railways, and the MK III coach allowed the public to experience the 

comfort and special features of the new passenger experience.207 The cinema coach 

featured a fifteen-minute-long ‘special Rail 150 film’ by British Transport Film 

called ‘Locomotion’, which combined illustrations, photographs and film, with 

accompanying music mimicking the sound of a train running along the tracks that 

built in tempo to represent the increase in speed of travel, to show the development 

of the railways.208 The content ranged from locomotive and permanent way 

 
203 ‘Royal Send-Off’, The Railway Review, 11 July 1975, 5; The National Archives, AN 156/1009, 
‘Exhibition train: “British Rail -Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow”’. 
204 ‘Royal Send-Off’, 5. 
205 AN 156/1009, ‘Exhibition train: “British Rail -Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow”’. 
206 Ibid. 
207 Ibid. 
208 AN 156/1009, ‘Exhibition train: “British Rail -Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow”’; ‘Royal Send-
Off’, 5; Locomotion, (documentary, online), Geoffrey Jones, Geoffrey Jones Films Ltd. and British 
Transport Film, UK, 1975, 15mins 52 secs, https://player.bfi.org.uk/free/film/watch-locomotion-
1975-online (accessed 1 February 2020). 
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engineering, railway staff, railways during the World Wars, the types of passenger 

experiences on the trains and at stations since 1825, and finished with footage of the 

APT-E and HST trains.209  

Finally, during the anniversary week from 20-27 September, the exhibition 

train was strategically stationed as a static exhibition at Stockton Station alongside 

two Pacific-type engines, Flying Scotsman and Sir Nigel Gresley, and at the National 

Railway Museum from 28 September to 4 October which coincided with the first 

week the museum opened to the public.210 The narrative therefore sat very clearly 

with BRs forward-facing narrative in line with the anniversary, using some historic 

themes alongside the modern elements of the exhibition as a means to show the 

progress of the railways up to 1975. The travelling exhibition was a clever way to 

showcase BR’s new and upcoming technologies across the country and, at 

pinpointed occasions where there would be large numbers of visitors, in line with the 

anniversary celebrations which adhered to their central narratives of progress. 

To memorialise the event, BR also published a trilogy of official souvenir 

books, Cavalcade Reflections, Cavalcade Retrospect, and Cavalcade Remembered – 

1925.211 The first two books in the trilogy used very similar photographic and 

written content to document the planning that had been put into organising the 1975 

cavalcade and details of the engines that had taken part in it. Retrospect was 

published as a companion souvenir book three months after Reflections because 

requests were put forward to BR from those who had already bought the first book to 

publish more photographs of the cavalcade, and to include details of how they had 

 
209 Ibid.   
210 ‘Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council and Amenities Department, Stockton 150 Committee, 
Souvenir Programme’. 
211 British Rail, Cavalcade Reflections; British Rail, Cavalcade Retrospect; British Rail, Cavalcade 
Remembered. 
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successfully brought together such a range of engines from across the country for the 

event.212 While BR did not state who the original souvenir book was created for, the 

additional content requested suggests that railway enthusiasts primarily bought and 

read the thirty thousand copies of the Retrospect that were sold in the first few 

months following the anniversary.  

In a surprisingly nostalgic way, the final book published in March 1976 looked 

back to the 1925 anniversary, specifically the cavalcade. In looking back to the 

centenary celebrations, the book not only noted the progress since the opening of the 

S&DR but perhaps more importantly what had been achieved over the fifty years 

since the previous anniversary. For example, in the introduction by Allan McLean, 

he stated: 

the multitudes who watched in 1925 could not foresee the celebrations of 1975, 

to be enacted mainly as a salute to the steam locomotive which had surrendered 

its role as motive power by then to diesel and electric. Nor could they foresee 

the presence at the 150th anniversary of the 143 mph world-beating diesel High 

Speed Train forming the prototype of the Inter-City for the late 1970’s and 

1980’s.213 

The cavalcade, and the way it was explained in the accompanying official written 

material, therefore suggested a cyclical course of steam locomotives and closed this 

circuit for a new era of technology. Overall, though this was almost entirely a 

celebration of steam and its preservation, it still worked in line with BR’s narrative 

 
212 Mr. O. W. Reynolds, ‘Foreword’, in Cavalcade Retrospect, ed. British Rail (York: Public 
Relations Department, British Rail, Eastern Region, 1975), 3. 
213 Allan P. McLean, ‘Introduction’, in Cavalcade Remembered – 1925, ed. British Rail (York: Public 
Relations Department, British Rail, Eastern Region, 1976), 1. 
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of celebrating modern and developing rail technology in counterpoint to both their 

distant and recent histories of steam locomotives.  

BR did not want to commission their own commemorative medals or 

medallions, nor did they create any form of memorial that had been practiced in 

1875 and 1925.214 Further, having received requests from five different companies, 

BR were not keen to ‘allocate sole sponsorship to any one firm’, but were ‘glad to 

assist in the interests of ensuring accuracy for any commemorative medallions 

produced’.215 Commemorative medallions were therefore still created for the 

celebrations, but none that were directly influenced by BR. The committee instead 

used a different type of material culture to solidify the narrative of their other 

commemorative components. Working in collaboration with the Royal Mail, BR 

created a series of first day covers and stamps – in a presentation pack or a special 

souvenir pack of stamps – which were officially issued on 13 August 1975 as 

souvenirs of the anniversary (figure 2.22).216 The designs were chosen through a 

competition at the Post Office.217 Once the designer was decided, there were many 

deliberations over what engines should be chosen based, in particular, on the range 

of colours that could be used, and issues over suggestions of one stamp showing an 

APT-E instead of an HST to represent the modern BR railway.218 Despite 

pinpointing the engines in the stamps, the designer identified three important 

features of the stamps. First, they should be restricted to ‘express passenger trains – 

for obvious reasons of glamour, speed etc.’.219 Second, ‘the engines must be 

 
214 The National Archives, AN 156/1011, ‘B.R. Medals and Souvenirs’. 
215 Ibid. 
216 Ibid. 
217 The National Archives, AN 156/1010, ‘Stamps and First Day Covers’. 
218 Ibid. 
219 Ibid. 
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handsome (in the eyes of railway enthusiasts, at least)’.220 Finally, working to BR’s 

narrative brief they suggested the range of engines that should be used: 

To restrict the choice of subject matter and also make the selection more 

interesting and rational, I suggest dividing the 150 years into three 50 year 

periods to give the four dates:- 1825, 1875, 1925, 1975. This will give a nice 

indication of locomotive development at 50 year intervals, and also show one 

pre-grouping engine and one post-grouping.221 

The four engines chosen would therefore reference not only the history of passenger 

travel but also the different anniversary periods in demonstrating the progress of 

railway technology. The final selections were Locomotion No. 1 (1825), a North 

British Railway Company’s Dugald Drummond Class Abbotsford (1876), GWR’s  

Caerphilly Castle (1923), and finally the BR Intercity HST (1975).222 As had been 

achieved through the imagery of LNER’s medallion in 1925, the first and final of the 

series of first day covers also corresponded with the opening and closing engines in 

the cavalcade (figure 2.23 and figure 2.24). These souvenirs created a more 

permanent, visual record of the events of the cavalcade and transmitted BR’s key 

narratives across different components within the celebrations to solidify the 

message of their lineage and their progress since 1825 while also making 

connections to the previous commemorative periods. 

  

 
220 Ibid. 
221 Ibid. 
222 ‘Stockton & Darlington Railway’, First Day Covers, British First Day Covers, 
https://www.bfdc.co.uk/1975/stockton_darlington_railway/ (accessed 17 May 2017). 
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Figure 2.22: Obverse and reverse of ‘The Railway Sesquicentennial Medallic First Day 

Cover’.223 

 
223 Andrew Stove Private Collection, ‘The Railway Sesquicentennial Medallic First Day Cover’. 
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Figure 2.23: ‘Locomotion’ First Day Cover issued for 150th anniversary of the S&DR.224 

 
 

 
Figure 2.24: ‘High Speed Train’ First Day Cover issued for 150th anniversary of the 

S&DR.225 

 

 
224 ‘Stockton & Darlington Railway’, First Day Covers. 
225 Ibid. 
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As the sesquicentenary events were organised by such a large group of 

separate committees and working groups, there were overlaps of what narratives 

were central to the celebrations. However, by unpicking the elements that BR were 

most involved with organising, it is clearer to see how their central narrative based 

on progress and futurism was woven into this highly regional celebration of railway 

history. Tactically using a range of commemorative components, BR strategically 

brought in a range of audiences and created opportunities to produce income to make 

these celebrations beneficial financially as well as to improve their national and 

international image as transport providers and leaders in engineering developments. 

2.4 Challenging the Official Celebrations  

The celebrations led by the railway companies were not seen by all as the best 

representations of the narratives of the S&DR or the communities who worked for 

and profited from the railway industry. Commemoration is ‘inherently complicated 

and contentious’ because it is part of forming both our individual and collective 

identities and our cultural landscape.226 In this context, because the organisers of the 

anniversaries were satisfying their own ‘present goals’, this created contested 

interpretations of the past by other stakeholders with different visions of S&DR’s 

history and the industry in the present.227 Alternative commemorations and 

commentaries about the official narratives that recognised the exclusion or 

marginalisation of certain groups and communities therefore worked to challenge or 

undermine the primary commemorative narrative or cement their place within it.228 

 
226 Gobel and Rossell, ‘Introduction’, 1. 
227 Frost and Laing, Commemorative Events, 9. 
228 T. G. Ashplant, Graham Dawson, and Michael Roper, ‘The Politics of War Memory and 
Commemoration: Contexts, Structures and Dynamics’, in The Politics of War Memory and 
Commemoration, eds. Timothy G. Ashplant, Graham Dawson, and Michael Roper (London: 
Transaction Publishers, 2009), 21. 
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For each of the S&DR anniversary celebrations, efforts were made to create a 

multiplicity of narratives held together by the celebration of the line that either added 

to or challenged the official narratives of the railway companies. As expressed at the 

beginning of this chapter, there were private and public concerns about the motives 

of BR and their need for profit during the sesquicentenary. Ultimately however, the 

150th anniversary more democratically celebrated the S&DR than the jubilee and 

centenary. This section will examine how the narratives were challenged or 

expanded on during the jubilee and centenary anniversaries. 

2.4.1 Jubilee 

The jubilee celebrations were not uncontested. For instance, the nineteenth-century 

satirical cartoonist Samuel Tuke Richardson was particularly critical of the selective 

narratives of the jubilee. Two pieces of his work which complement each other were 

a satirical cartoon illustrating the jubilee (figure 2.25) and a book entitled World’s 

First Railway Jubilee.229 The cartoon ‘caused a great deal of annoyance to many 

people besides those who were caricatured’ as it portrayed the NER and the S&DR 

jubilee in a particularly negative light.230 There are several images that can be 

interpreted, but the first of two examples is a small diagram at the bottom of the page 

entitled ‘DIAGRAM SHOWING THE WORKING OF THE BLOCK SYSTEM’ that illustrated a 

pile of trains that had crashed, suggesting their block signalling system was 

inefficient and potentially dangerous. This contravened the positive image the 

organisers wanted to portray about their technologies through the celebrations, and 

suggests the discontent of others regarding these narratives about the development of 

 
229 National Railway Museum, NRM – Pictorial Collection (Railway), 1977-7544, ‘The First Railway 
Jubilee in the World (Darlington)’; S. T. Richardson, The World’s First Railway Jubilee (Darlington: 
Bailey, 1876). 
230 National Railway Museum, NRM – Pictorial Collection (Railway), 1977-7544, ‘Accompanying 
Letter by Malcolm Spence Written 1911 to The First Railway Jubilee in the World (Darlington)’. 
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the railways since the S&DR. The issue of safety was expanded upon in 

Richardson’s book in a poem and cartoon entitled ‘The Jubilee Jumble’ where, quite 

drastically, a train taking the Friends (referring to the Quaker owners of the NER) to 

a Quarterly Meeting had a fault which caused the engine to explode killing all of the 

passengers as they crossed one the network’s bridges.231 These issues over safety 

were understood beyond Richardson’s criticisms, and were further expressed in a 

Punch magazine cartoon titled ‘The Golden Wedding’ (figure 2.26).232 In connection 

with the jubilee the caption stated: 

(Mr. Punch’s present to Vulcan and Vapour on the 50th Anniversary of their 

Happy Union.) Mr. P. ‘LET’S HOPE, MY DEAR FRIENDS, THAT BEFORE 

THE NEXT ANNIVERSARY YOU’LL HAVE BROUGHT BLOCK AND 

BRAKE TO PERFECTION’.233 

The reality of the safety issues of the railway system was therefore more widely 

understood, and while the NER tried to enforce a more positive image of the industry 

using selective narratives conveyed through the jubilee components for the chosen 

audiences, concerns were being voiced in potentially more impactful, public forums. 

 

 

 

 

  

 
231 Richardson, The World’s First Railway Jubilee, 25-26. 
232 ‘The Golden Wedding’, Punch, or The London Charivari, 9 October 1875, 141. 
233 Ibid., 141. 
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Figure 2.25: Satirical cartoon of the S&DR jubilee, designed by Tuke Richardson, 1875.234 

  

 
234 NRM – Pictorial Collection (Railway), 1977-7544, ‘The First Railway Jubilee in the World 
(Darlington)’. 
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Figure 2.26: ‘The Golden Wedding’, Punch Magazine 9 October 1875.235 

 

 

 

 

 
235 ‘The Golden Wedding’, 141. 
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A second negative aspect of the NER and the jubilee highlighted in 

Richardson’s cartoon was illustrated by a large iron figure captioned ‘THE NORTH 

EASTERN RAILWAY SYSTEM’ with the words ‘more more more’ coming out of its 

mouth. This figure was a representation of the over-expansion of the NER using the 

story of the North-Eastern myth of the Lambton Worm, about a small worm from a 

lake that grew to a gigantic size after consuming and destroying much of Lambton, 

as a comparison.236 This was again supported in the book, where Richardson wrote a 

story comically comparing the building of the S&DR – represented by a worm-like 

creature that hatched out of a birds egg laid on the edge of a stream in the area – and 

the myth of the Lambton Worm.237 The story said that while many of the local 

people wanted to get rid of the animal in its early stages of growth, as it began to 

develop it gained more support until it expanded ‘stretching between Stockton and 

Darlington’ and after some years ‘became very grewsome [sic]’ and ‘multiplied until 

its offspring stretched to all parts of the earth, and until there was not a county in 

England in which some of them were found’.238 In direct connection to the visual 

narrative of the cartoon and the jubilee celebrations, Richardson wrote: 

it was therefore decided to raise a statue to the same of the man who had 

originally advocated throwing the worm into the canal, and who had made an 

immense fortune out of the worm, which was appeased by coals poured down 

its throat in scuttle loads, and the constant cry of that worm was more, more, nor 

was it particular what it ate, and has frequently been known to swallow up those 

 
236 Duncan Fraiser and Robert Surtees, eds., History of the Lambton Worm near Lambton Castle, 
County Durham: To which is Annexed, a Prose Account of the Same, from Surtees’ History of 
Durham. Also, The Laidley Worm of Spindleston Heugh (Newcastle; Hull: W. and T. Fordyce, 1832). 
237 Richardson, The World’s First Railway Jubilee, 17. 
238 Ibid., 17. 
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who have done the most to assist its growth, but have had the misfortune to get 

within its clutches.239 

Though the NER would not have highlighted these types of issues connected to both 

the S&DR and the railways into the later nineteenth century, Richardson’s work 

illuminates and permanently records the concerns about the industry that would not 

have been included in any official narratives. 

Again during the jubilee, though the locals of Darlington were granted a 

general holiday from 27-29 September and were invited to decorate the town, their 

involvement in the festivities was sidelined as several of the events of the day were 

organised solely for the ticketed participants outlined above.240 Further, which was 

stressed in West’s account of the jubilee, the only evidence of workers being 

included in ticketed events is that provisions were made for NER staff with ten 

years’ service to attend the banquet.241 Issues about the lack of involvement of locals 

and workers were sounded out in a satirical piece entitled T’Gurt Railway Jubilee: 

My Prisence & Harty Approvil, written under the pseudonym of T’Licend 

Hawker.242 The article outlined the jubilee celebrations from the perspective of this 

imaginary journalist from the North East of England.243 In the account, T’Licend 

Hawker was sent an invitation to the jubilee celebrations, which he speculated was 

due to an earlier article he had written about a visit to York.244 He documented the 

events of the day and commented on how he felt particularly out of place during the 

 
239 Ibid., 17. 
240 ‘The Railway Jubilee’, Leeds Mercury, 5; Andrew Stove Private Collection, Poster, ‘H. F. Pease, 
Borough of Darlington. Railway Jubilee. “General Holiday”’; West, ‘The Railway “Do” at 
Darlington’. 
241 ‘Minutes of Meeting of Committee to Celebrate the Railway Jubilee’, 24-25; West, ‘The Railway 
“Do” at Darlington’, 16-18. 
242 T’Licend Hawker, T’Gurt Railway Jubilee: My Prisence & Harty Approvil (Barnard Castle: R.W. 
Atkinson, Gas Printing Works, 1875). 
243 Ibid. 
244 Ibid., 1. 
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ceremonies as he did not appear to be of the same social standing as the other invited 

guests. For example, he was questioned for having a first-class ticket when trying to 

board the train to Darlington and was later chastised for not knowing how to act 

appropriately at the banquet.245 This commentary called into question the notable 

lack of participation of the local people in many of the celebratory components as 

well as the design of these events as closed off to the wider communities the S&DR 

served.  

These arguments were again supported by Richardson’s book in two sections 

entitled ‘The Banquet’ and ‘The Street Banquet’.246 The former described the rich 

refreshments and entertainment for the ‘assembled multitude of eminent 

philanthropists, who had either made or been connected in some way with the 

making or development of the North Eastern Railway, solely no doubt with a view to 

the elevation and advancement of the human race’.247 The latter highlighted the 

contrasting style of the public street event ‘for those who were not sufficiently 

influential or wealthy enough to partake of the Banquet’, who were served an 

inadequate supply of tea and Pease Pudding (relating to the prevalence of the Pease 

family in the official celebrations), ‘the former brewed in the Boiler of No. 1 Engine, 

while the latter viands were piled upon the tender’.248 Though both over-emphasised 

the version of events, they again signalled the distinct difference in the way invited 

guests and local people celebrated the jubilee. Therefore, as stated by Roberts, the 

jubilee celebrations appear to have been used less as a means of showing civic pride 

 
245 Ibid., 1, 3. 
246 Richardson, The World’s First Railway Jubilee, 33-36. 
247 Ibid., 33-34. 
248 Ibid., 35-36. 
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in the railways, and were instead a means of marketing the company’s image to 

political and economic participants through the commemorative events.249 

2.4.2 Centenary 

Though the centenary celebrations and the narratives chosen did not receive the 

same level of negative criticism as the jubilee, in 1925 a second anniversary 

celebration of the S&DR was held separately from the LNER-led centenary by 

railway workers from around the country. This was important for the workers as the 

core narrative was seen to better represent the meaning and importance of the 

railways to the staff, and was purposefully designed to showcase this community’s 

involvement rather than bringing in themes of empire and investment as in the 

official celebrations.  

Railway staff were more involved as observational participants in the official 

celebrations than the jubilee, with provisions being made for them to attend certain 

events. The initiative to include the staff specifically in the celebrations was pushed 

by the railway unions, who approached the committee to accommodate them 

appropriately.250 This included reserving spaces for employees of the LNER to view 

the cavalcade procession organised by the company.251 The influence and power of 

the unions by 1925 may suggest why staff were better represented at these events 

than during the jubilee, as in 1875 the railway unions were in their infancy. 

However, the wider community of railway workers did not have the power to 

influence the organisation of the official centenary events. This led to the 

 
249 Roberts, ‘Income Before Identity’. 
250 NRM – Documents, 7612, ‘London and North Eastern Railway Committee Minutes Regarding the 
Stockton and Darlington Centenary Celebrations, 1925’. 
251 Ibid. 
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railwaymen holding their own ‘real’ centenary in Manchester on the 27 September 

(the actual anniversary date) the same year at the Belle Vue Hotel.252  

The idea to hold this centenary was conceived by a shunter from Edge Hill, 

Liverpool, and the event sold out its fifty thousand tickets to railway workers of all 

levels and from all companies.253 Open to railway workers only, and many could 

attend as fortuitously the date fell on a Sunday (a non-working day for most) that 

year. These centenary celebrations were held in conjunction with the first crowing of 

the Railway Queen – a young girl selected annually until 1975 from a railway family 

who officially represented the British workers globally – and like the official 

centenary included a cavalcade of historic tableaux of the progress of the railway.254  

The day was described by the general manager of the LMS, Mr. Burgess, in his 

speech at the event as ‘a very happy omen of the good will and enthusiasm which 

animated all grades of employees in the country’.255 The rhetoric therefore suggests 

that the anniversary was used to demonstrate collaboration between employer and 

employee.256 This is also expressed in an official statement by the secretary of the 

organising committee, Mr. H. H. Neilson, who stated that ‘The employees… had met 

with the heartiest goodwill on approaching their employers’ to arrange these 

celebrations.257 Neilson stated further that the organisers wanted ‘all grades’ to be:  

 
252 Great Western Railway Magazine 37, no. 7 (July 1925), 255. There are varying reports on who 
conceived the idea to hold the celebrations. 
253 ‘The Railway Centenary’, The Observer, 27 September 1925, 13. 
254 Ibid., 13. For more on the Railway Queen see: Reeves, ‘An Exploration of the “Railway Family”’; 
Beeston, ‘Spaces of Industrial Heritage’. 
255 ‘Railway Pageant. Centenary Display at Manchester. “Rocket” and Modern Models’, The Times, 
28 September 1925, 11. 
256 Ibid., 11. 
257 ‘The Railway Centenary’, 13. 
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joined together in the spirit of goodwill. On this day we shall unite to do honour 

to the memory of George Stephenson and other railway pioneers, such as 

Richard Trevithick, and to the craft that we all serve.258 

Gillis suggests that since the nineteenth century, commemorations were ‘largely for, 

but not of, the people’.259 The necessity to hold both an official and a real centenary 

of the S&DR demonstrates this. By staging their own event, the railwaymen could 

better represent their role in the history and present shape of the industry.260  

The railway workers used the ‘real’ centenary celebrations as a vehicle to 

demonstrate the importance of the employees and employers in the development of 

the railways through practices of their own – namely the Railway Queen crowning – 

as well as similar techniques used by the LNER. Therefore, though the underlying 

historical reasons for celebrating were the same as the official anniversary, the 

railway workers used the events to create a narrative about the importance of the 

whole railway community.  

2.5 Conclusions 

Using a series of commemorative components, the companies tactically conveyed 

narratives about the progress of the industry built on the history of the S&DR and 

also, particularly through the exhibitions and cavalcades, demonstrated this change 

over time. The image of the line as the ‘first passenger railway in the world’ was 

enhanced and cemented through the subsequent large-scale anniversary celebrations. 

In turn, by celebrating their past, the companies developed a narrative of a long 

history of technological and economic progress stemming from the S&DR to their 

 
258 Ibid., 13. 
259 Gillis, ‘Introduction’, 9. 
260 Cecil J. Allen, ‘Celebrating the Real Railway Centenary’, Great Eastern Magazine 15, no. 179 
(November 1925), 185. 
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chosen audiences. Further, while these events, more notably the jubilee and 

centenary, were industry-focussed and spoke primarily to an industrial audience 

using the history of the S&DR, they also projected a narrative about the 

developments locally, nationally and internationally. 

Famous individuals and commemorative objects were significant vehicles in 

demonstrating this successful progression of the industry while developing and 

sustaining new identities. For the companies, figures like Stephenson, the Pease 

family, and notable engines were figureheads that became synonymous with the 

success of the S&DR, and in turn the NER and LNER as they assimilated these 

images into their own identities. Locomotives and historic items were used as a 

physical representation of the technological advancement, while new 

commemorative objects like statues and memorabilia could more overtly deliver this 

narrative. By employing similar commemorative practices in both celebrations, such 

as using historic and current locomotive engines, they also created new 

commemorative cultures not only through their conjoined history, but how they 

came to remember it.  

Crucially, these narratives were not uncontested. An array of other 

communities ranging from groups of workers to local town councils highlighted the 

selective nature of commemorative narratives and the communities the celebrations 

aimed to represent. As counternarratives to the jubilee, satirical literature in 1875 

mocked the commemorative styles used by the organisers, and in doing so 

emphasised the both the narrowness and ambiguity of their central narratives and the 

realities of the present railway industry. As an alternative to the official narrative 

however, the workers in 1925 used the centenary as an opportunity to strengthen 
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community bonds by overlaying their own celebratory traditions on a narrative of the 

history of the railways and their part in that progression. 

Overall, the S&DR anniversaries were used as a platform to develop narratives 

about and of the present using the prestige of the past as a means of creating or 

supporting an identity of those carrying out the commemorative practices. For the 

NER and LNER, this enhanced their present economic and political successful 

image, and suggested a continuation of the industry in Britain into the future both 

nationally and internationally. For the railway workers, they could show their 

solidarity to their peers, companies, and craft. Finally, BR could demonstrate the 

importance of the industry to the public by focussing on the present and future of the 

railways, and, despite their disregard for the past, show their continued commitment 

to remembering the past. 
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Chapter 3: Heroes of the Railways 

 
Two of the defining features of the railway industry are the technology and the 

people who create, improve, manage, and work on different aspects of it. Shifting the 

focal point in the study of railway commemoration from the technological aspects of 

the early stages of the industry to the people who helped to shape it, this chapter 

examines the commemorations of two early railway engineers, George Stephenson 

and Richard Trevithick, credited with important inventions and innovations that 

would shape the industry in the future.1  

Categorised as one of Walter Houghton’s thirteen defining ‘frame[s] of mind’ 

of the Victorian period, ‘hero-worship’ was crucial for developing and sustaining 

public interest in the lives and work of the railway engineer.2 The ‘cult of the secular 

hero’ that developed in the early nineteenth century across Europe saw men of 

technology develop national heroic status and worship alongside rulers, politicians 

and military figures.3 Further, following the end of the Napoleonic Wars and the 

need for people in Britain to redefine their heroic ideals, shifting away from 

celebrating only heroes of war to heroes in peacetime who instead represented the 

enterprising and industrial strength of the nation, British railways and their 

representatives gained increasing renown.4 This was also true of other types of 

heroic figures with a parallel growth in the celebration of historic writers and artists 

 
1 Comparisons could be made between other early railway engineers including James Watt, Isambard 
Kingdom Brunel, and Timothy Hackworth. There are other critiques of the overshadowing of other 
engineers’ work by Stephenson, for example: E. M. S. Paine, The Two James’s and the Two 
Stephensons; or The Earliest History of Passenger Transit on Railways (London: G. Philips, 1861). 
2 Walter Houghton, The Victorian Frame of Mind, 1830-1870 (Newhaven: Yale University Press, 
1957), ch. 12. 
3 Quinault, ‘Cult of the Centenary’: 305-6. Also see: Macleod, Heroes of Invention, 2-3. 
4 Macleod, Heroes of Invention, 2-3, 1-2; Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation, 1707-1837 
(London: Yale University Press, 1992). 
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on an international scale.5 At its peak in the mid-nineteenth century, engineers were 

notable additions to literature about the lives and accolades of national pantheons of 

heroes, and The Great Exhibition (1851) acknowledged the contributions of men of 

science and technology to the nation and the Empire through the physical 

presentation of their innovations.6 Those chosen to represent this new pantheon, 

notably James Watt, Isambard Kingdom Brunel, and George and Robert Stephenson, 

were engineers defined not only by their ‘exemplary’ characteristics, actions, and 

inventions, but also by the morals and ethics they demonstrated that the general 

public were encouraged to reproduce in their own day-to-day lives.7 However, while 

the reputations of certain early engineers like Stephenson were successfully 

sustained, others like Trevithick had limited or no recognition outside of small, local, 

and regional communities. Stephenson’s fame was in fact regularly observed as an 

obstacle to Trevithick receiving the credit he deserved, and this was noted in the 

commemorative practices that aimed to reinstate Trevithick in the history of the 

development of early railways.8 Commemorative practices were important tools for 

 
5 See for example: Rigney and Leerssen, ‘Introduction’, 1-23; Ann Rigney, ‘Scot 1871: Celebration as 
Cultural Diplomacy’, in Commemorating Writers in Nineteenth-Century Europe: Nation-Building 
and Centenary Fever, eds. Joep Leerssen and Ann Rigney (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 
65-87. 
6 Macleod, Heroes of Invention, 3, 212-218. 
7 Geoffrey Cubitt, ‘Introduction: Heroic Reputations and Exemplary Lives’, in Heroic Reputations 
and Exemplary Lives, eds. Geoffrey Cubitt and Allen Warren (Manchester: Manchester University 
Press, 2000), 3. 
8 See For example: Diane Drummond, Tracing Your Railway Ancestors: A Guide for Family 
Historians (Casemate Publishers, 2010), eBook, 
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=kWPNDwAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_sum
mary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false (accessed 12 February 2019); Philip Payton, ‘Trevithick, 
Richard (1771–1833), Engineer’, Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-
9780198614128-e-27723 (accessed 11 January 2018); Francis Trevithick, Life of Richard 
Trevithick: With an Account of His Inventions, 2 volumes (Cornwall: E. & F.N. Spon, 1872); H. W. 
Dickinson and Arthur Titley, Richard Trevithick: The Engineer and the Man (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1934). 
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the upkeep of these engineers’ legacies and for shaping and maintaining their heroic 

identities over time. 

The success of keeping the engineers’ names and accomplishments publicly 

relevant was largely dependent on the people who were willing and able to maintain 

their reputations. As argued by Juliette Atkinson in her examination of literature 

about heroes, it is important to consider the role of the ‘worshipper’ as the creator of 

the hero’s identity, as well as how they engage with and relate to the hero.9 In the 

nineteenth-century, Thomas Carlyle defined the ‘hero worship’ in that period as 

‘submissive’, typified by ‘infinite admiration’ with ‘no limit or measure’, and a 

practice that idealised and idolised the hero without questioning their character or 

accolades.10 These worshippers affected the importance of the hero by assigning 

them relevance according to a collective group’s needs and values. As argued by 

Cubitt, this can be both in terms of what they actually did and a constructed and 

reconstructed version of their lives to reinforce their relevance to that group.11 

However, thinking instead in terms of the capitalisation on the promulgation of the 

reputation of the hero within these communities, the most important person or 

groups of people were, to take a term used by MacLeod, the ‘champions’ who 

advocated for the hero’s status and highlighted the qualities that were pertinent for 

their communities of ‘worshippers’.12 This situates the veneration of the engineering 

hero through commemorative practices somewhere between a quasi-religious cult 

 
9 Juliette Atkinson, Victorian Biography Reconsidered: A Study of Nineteenth-Century ‘Hidden’ Lives 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 54. 
10 Thomas Carlyle, On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and the Heroic in History (London: Chapman and 
Hall, 1840), 12, 15; Thomas Carlyle, Critical and Miscellaneous Essays: Collected and Republished, 
vol. 6 (New York: Scribner, Welford, and Company, 1969), 137. Also see: Houghton, The Victorian 
Frame of Mind, 1830-1870, 305-340. 
11 Cubitt, ‘Introduction’, 1-3. 
12 MacLeod, Heroes of Invention, 6. 
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requiring ‘worshippers’ and a marketable business where the ‘champion’ requires 

others to invest in the narratives they put forward. 

This chapter examines the different ways commemorative practices were used 

to shape and uphold the ‘heroic’ reputations of Stephenson and Trevithick, and 

strategically publicise the importance of their innovative contributions to the early 

developments of the railway industry. It argues that commemoration was decisive 

for sustaining the ‘afterlives’ of these engineers in international, national, regional, 

corporate and institutional worshipping communities by their ‘champions’. The 

sheer number of celebrated early and twentieth-century railway ‘heroes’ (see 

Chapters 5 and 6) suggests the centrality of the influence of this industry in 

embracing, shaping, and expanding the idea of heroes of technological and scientific 

innovations and inventions. Stephenson will be examined as a classic example of 

these ideals, while in contrast Trevithick was painted as the unacknowledged 

pioneer. From the 1850s, Stephenson had a safely established and sustainable 

reputation that could be replicated and moulded for a range of narratives about the 

history of the railways, while Trevithick’s ‘champions’ used commemorative 

practices to defend and subsequently reinforce the importance of his inventions and 

his place in the history of the railway industry.  

3.1 Background 

George Stephenson was born into a poor family in 1781 in Wylam in the North East 

of England. He was unable to read and write until the age of eighteen when he was 

able to pay for his education, and acquired a range of engineering skills from his 

work in various positions in collieries in the North East.13 Heralded in the local 

 
13 M. W. Kirby, ‘Stephenson, George (1781–1848), Colliery and Railway Engineer’, Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, 
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press, books, and in commemorative events as the ‘Father of the Railways’ since the 

mid-nineteenth century, Stephenson was credited with important developments of 

the S&DR, and most famously the L&MR five years later where he found a solution 

to traversing the marshy Chat Moss to lay down the railway that connected the two 

cities.14 He was also famous for his engineering of early locomotive engines, 

including Locomotion No. 1, which ran at the opening of the S&DR, and Rocket, 

which won the Rainhill Trials staged in 1829 to determine what locomotives would 

run on the L&MR.15 He became the first president of the Institution of Mechanical 

Engineers (IMecE) founded in 1847 with its headquarters in Birmingham following 

a break away from the London-based Institution of Civil Engineers.16 While the 

Institution of Civil Engineers provided education and training for the engineering 

community, the IMecE was formed to provide instruction for the complex skills 

needed for railway, mining and more industrial engineering professions.17 In his later 

years, Stephenson settled at Tapton House in Chesterfield, Derbyshire where he 

eventually died in 1848.18  

As argued by Robert Colls, Stephenson was not the first to invent or build the 

steam powered locomotive either locally in the North East or nationally.19 Much like 

 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-
e-26397 (accessed 3 August 2018). 
14 ‘Father of the Railways’ see: Beeston, ‘Spaces of Industrial Heritage’, 55; Ian Carter, Railways and 
Culture in Britain: The Epitome of Modernity (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2001); 
Paine, The Two James’s and the Two Stephensons, iii-iv. 
15 Christopher McGowan, The Rainhill Trails: The Greatest Contest of Industrial Britain and the 
Birth of Commercial Rail (London: Little, Brown, 2004). 
16 Ben Marsden and Crosbie Smith, Engineering Empires: A Cultural History of Technology in 
Nineteenth-Century Britain (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 160, 237. 
17 George Carpenter, ‘Institution of Mechanical Engineers’, in The Oxford Companion to British 
Railway History, eds. Jack Simmons and Gordon Biddle (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 
225-6. 
18 Thomas, The Story of George Stephenson, 152-172; Samuel Smiles, The Life of George Stephenson 
and of His Son Robert Stephenson; Comprising also a History of the Invention and Introduction of the 
Railway Locomotive (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1868). 
19 Robert Colls, ‘Remembering George Stephenson: Genius and Modern Memory’, in Newcastle 
Upon Tyne: A Modern History, eds. Robert Colls and Bill Lancaster (Chichester: Phillimore & Co. 
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the S&DR, his strengths and fame were based on his ability to draw together aspects 

of the technology together to make them ‘better, faster, cheaper [and] longer’.20 

Further, the deaths of the final three engineers of the early railways, Robert 

Stephenson (George’s son), Joseph Locke, and Isambard Kingdom Brunel from 

1859-60, marked the end of an era in which George Stephenson had been a dominant 

figure.21 This heightened public feelings to commemorate and memorialise their 

contributions to the industrial identity of Britain. As will be examined, his working-

class background and contributions to two of the earliest railways in the country 

became important themes in celebrating his character and skill. Further, his personal 

and professional connections to a range of places across the country meant that his 

life and work were celebrated and memorialised in several geographical locations. 

As will be discussed, though his professional work did not take him outside of 

Britain, he was recognised by international audiences, including through several 

Italian commemorations. 

The son of a mining engineer and part of a devout Methodist family, Richard 

Trevithick was born in 1771 in Tregajorran in the Parish of Illogan, Cornwall. As an 

engineer, he was credited with contributing to the development of the high-pressure 

steam engines for stationary and locomotive uses, as well as his work on railways, 

water transportation, dredging, and mining in Britain and South America.22 For the 

successful application of some of his inventions towards developing the modern 

shape of the railways, including the steam-powered road engine Puffing Devil (1801) 

and the locomotive engines Pen-y-darren (1804) and Catch-Me-Who-Can (1808), he 

 
Ltd., 2001), 270-1. 
20 Ibid., 270-1. 
21 Ibid., 287-8. 
22 P. M. Hosken, Oblivion of Richard Trevithick (Padstow: Trevithick Society, 2011), 3. 
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was, at times, credited as the ‘father of the locomotive’.23 In 1816, he left Britain to 

work for the mining industry in South America, and finally, following financial 

difficulties, returned in 1827.24 Following his return, he was unable to generate 

investments for his new engineering proposals, but eventually secured work 

developing a reaction turbine for a steam vessel in Dartford in 1832.25 In 1833, still 

having had no investments for his proposed inventions, and being estranged from his 

friends and relatives, he died receiving only a pauper’s burial by his fellow 

workmen.26 A good portion of Trevithick’s career was based outside Britain, and this 

relative lack of visibility affected the way narratives of his life and reputation were 

projected through different commemorative components. Further, despite having 

spent most of his career overseas, no memorials have been found so far in South 

America celebrating his achievements. His identity as a Cornishman alongside his 

inventions were played on heavily in his commemorations from the late nineteenth 

to the twenty-first century. Described as ‘historiographically invisible’, Philip Payton 

argued that the ‘unsatisfactory aspects’ of Trevithick’s life, in combination with the 

monopoly of the North East as a centre of early steam engineering, meant that 

George Stephenson and his son Robert gained the recognition for important early 

railway inventions that Trevithick had in fact already successfully applied 

temporally long before this father-son engineering duo had to their own 

technologies.27 

 
23 ‘Our London Correspondence’, The Manchester Guardian, 23 March 1933, 8. 
24 Anthony Burton, Richard Trevithick: Giant of Steam (London: Aurum Press, 2000), 105. 
25 John W. Klooster, Icons of Invention: The Makers of the Modern World from Gutenberg to Gates, 
vol. 1 (Oxford: ABC-CLIO, 2009), 84. 
26 Hosken, Oblivion of Richard Trevithick, 4. 
27 John Dunkin, The History and Antiquities of Dartford: With Topographical Notices of the 
Neighbourhood (London: John Russell Smith, 1844), 404; MacLeod, Heroes of Invention, 322. 
Payton, ‘Trevithick, Richard (1771–1833), Engineer’. 
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3.2 Biographies 

Literature was an important format to define the hero in the nineteenth century. 

Macleod argued that from around 1815 onwards there was an increasing recognition 

that Britain’s national strength and economic fortune was grounded in industrial 

invention and innovation.28 This mindset resulted in the celebration of the engineers 

and inventors as national heroes. Two key writers in this period, Ralph Waldo 

Emerson and Thomas Carlyle, delved into the meaning, importance, and use of 

heroes.29 Both writers were used as examples in rhetoric during commemorations of 

Trevithick and Stephenson to illustrate how the engineers possessed the identifying 

qualities to be defined as a ‘hero’, and to show how, despite being obvious 

candidates for heroic status, they were absent from the these writers’ work on heroes. 

For example, at the unveiling of a statue of Trevithick in Camborne in 1932, the final 

line of the inscription on a wreath placed at the foot of the statue by London Cornish 

Association read: ‘“Great men exist that there may be greater men.” – Emerson’.30 

Conversely, in Mayor of Newcastle, Lord Ravensworth’s eulogy at the unveiling of 

a bust of George Stephenson in Newcastle in 1858 he stated: 

Emerson has written essays upon ‘Representative Men,’ but in his pages the 

name of George Stephenson has no place. Carlyle has written lectures upon 

‘Heroes and Hero-worship,’ has beautifully and exquisitely discoursed of the 

hero in every form in which he has appeared…; but of the hero of the self-made 

man, of the hero as the worker, the inventor, the creator of a new motive-power, 

 
28 MacLeod, Heroes of Invention, 8. 
29 R. W. Emerson, English Traits and Representative Men, vol. 4. 3rd ed. (London: Macmillan and 
Co. and New York, 1888); Thomas Carlyle, Thomas Carlyle’s Collected Works: Heroes and Hero 
Worship, vol. 7 (London: Chapman and Hall, 1869).  
30 J. F. Odgers, Richard Trevithick “The Cornish Giant” 1771-1833: Memorials and 
Commemorations in Camborne and District (Camborne: The Camborne Printing and Stationary Co. 
Ltd., 1957), 29. 
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and, indirectly, of a new age – he, too, is silent. In his gallery there is no 

portrait, not even a ‘sketch in crayon,’ of George Stephenson! But if Emerson or 

Carlyle will not draw his portrait, Newcastle and Durham will erect his 

monument.31 

Ravensworth therefore implies that because it was remiss of these authors to 

overlook this type of hero, the duty would need to fall on others to do justice to and 

properly memorialise them. Though both engineers did not qualify as subjects of 

Emerson’s or Carlyle’s work, Stephenson and Trevithick were represented as heroic 

figures in other forms of literature where their iconic and exemplary qualities – or 

lack of recognition for these qualities – were central to the written recordings of the 

contributions to the railway industry in Britain and globally. 

The first, nineteenth-century biographical works that documented the personal 

and professional lives of these engineers were crucial components for establishing 

their heroic reputations using their engineering achievements and personal qualities. 

Though this form of literature may appear less commemorative when compared to 

the functions of events and statues, they were important mediums for creating heroic 

narratives, celebrating the lives of their subject, and were instrumental in forming 

their publicly recognised identities used in later commemorative practices. 

Regarding the role of fictional literature and the hero, Rigney has argued that it was 

an important ‘medium of collective memory-making’ in the nineteenth century 

because it could cross ‘existing cultural borders’ as well as serve as a template for 

others to express their own ‘values and defining identities’.32 Biographies more 

specifically became a format for ‘engaging in this cultural obsession’ of the 

 
31 ‘Busts of George and Robert Stephenson’, Illustrated London News, 11 December 1858, 555. 
32 Ann Rigney, The Afterlives of Walter Scott: Memory on the Move (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2012), 6. 
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nineteenth-century cult of the hero.33 The biographer as the ‘champion’ had the 

power to shape the narrative of their subject, to influence positive and negative 

popular perceptions of said subject, and construct the narrative to perform different 

tasks based on the motivations of the writer.34 With invention rarely expressed as a 

collective endeavour in these works, the selectively shaped narratives within these 

biographies of the inventions as the product of one engineer reveal two things.35 

First, what the authors perceived as important elements of Stephenson’s and 

Trevithick’s reputations as significant early railway engineers. Second, that while 

Stephenson’s biography was used to affirm his reputation, Trevithick’s was 

comprised of more defensive content and rhetoric to position him as an important 

contributor to the industry in commonly understood histories of the railways and 

therefore render him worthy of public acclaim and remembrance. 

3.2.1 The Life of George Stephenson and Self Help 

In the 1850s, the biographer and didact Samuel Smiles wrote two works about 

Stephenson which were important springboards for establishing and heightening his 

public reputation. Though his works were predated by two commemorative statues 

commissioned by the London and North Western Railway at St. George’s Hall, 

Liverpool (1851) and the IMecE Great Hall Euston Station (1854), their closed 

unveiling ceremonies did little to showcase the importance of Stephenson to the 

wider public.36 Smiles’ works more effectively shaped and disseminated 

 
33 Atkinson, Victorian Biography Reconsidered, 47. 
34 Paula R. Backscheider, Reflections on Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 8-9. 
35 See for competition and collaboration in collective invention: Alessandro Nuvolari, ‘Collective 
Invention During the British Industrial Revolution: The Case of the Cornish Pumping Engine’, 
Cambridge Journal of Economics 28, no. 3 (2004), 347–348; Denis Smith et al. eds., Perceptions of 
Great Engineers: Fact and Fantasy – Proceedings of a One-day Conference Held at the Merseyside 
Maritime Museum, Liverpool, 26 June 1993 (London: Science Museum for the Newcomen Society, 
National Museums and Galleries on Merseyside and the University of Liverpool, 1994). 
36 MacLeod, Heroes of Invention, 203. 
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Stephenson’s importance in the history of the industry. By the 1993 conference 

‘Perceptions of Great Engineers’, it was believed that the renown attributed to 

Smiles’ selection of engineers deserving popular ‘immortalisation’ had changed very 

little by the late-twentieth century.37 His work has therefore been upheld as a well-

researched record of Stephenson’s role in the development of the railway industry, 

but more importantly it was a driving force in creating and sustaining a public 

interest and admiration for his chosen subjects.  

Victorian examples of men possessing high morality provided much needed 

‘moral inspiration’ in a period of increasing ‘commercial spirit and religious 

doubt’.38 Smiles’ works in particular situated the moral characteristics of hard work 

and perseverance above that of natural intelligence or talent.39 An acquaintance of 

Stephenson, and his son Robert, and therefore having first-hand knowledge of his 

life and achievements, Stephenson was an exemplary model for the ideals Smiles 

lauded.40 The works in which Stephenson was largely featured, both of which were 

republished as several revised editions, lauded him primarily as a man possessing 

exemplary and mimicable characteristics.  

In 1857, Smiles first published The Life of George Stephenson, which later 

went through several editions to include a biography of Robert Stephenson and by 

1900 had sold around sixty thousand copies.41 The account was written with the 

 
37 Denis Smith, ‘Introduction’, in Perceptions of Great Engineers: Fact and Fantasy – Proceedings of 
a One-day Conference Held at the Merseyside Maritime Museum, Liverpool, 26 June 1993, eds. 
Denis Smith et al. (London: Science Museum for the Newcomen Society, National Museums and 
Galleries on Merseyside and the University of Liverpool, 1994), 7. 
38 Houghton, The Victorian Frame of Mind, 1830-1870, 316. 
39 Ibid., 117. 
40 H. C. G. Matthew, ‘Smiles, Samuel (1812–1904)’, in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, ed. 
H. C. G. Matthew and Brian Harrison (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004); online edition, ed. 
David Cannadine, May 2009, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/36125 (accessed 3 October 
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41 Samuel Smiles and Thomas MacKay, ed., The Autobiography of Samuel Smiles (Cambridge: 
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assistance of relatives and business partners of Stephenson, including Robert and 

Edward Pease, to most effectively make a record of his life and work.42 Smiles stated 

that the biography aimed to show how Stephenson’s work was intertwined with the 

‘origin, progress and… establishment’ of the railway industry, concluding by 

assigning him full credit for the ‘founding of the railways’.43 Further Smiles aimed 

to demonstrate, if passively, the significance of Stephenson’s personal characteristics 

– self-reliance, diligence, and perseverance – and his ability to affect such great 

change nationally and internationally through his inventions:  

The life of George Stephenson will be found to furnish subjects of interest as 

well as instruction. Strongly self-reliant, diligent in self-culture, and of 

indomitable perseverance, the characters of such men – happily numerous in 

England – are almost equivalent to institutions.44 

Therefore, while it was an account of Stephenson’s contributions to the creation of a 

nationally and internationally important system of transportation, the biography was 

also a useful pedagogical tool to inspire the reader to follow his example.   

In a second work first published in 1859 entitled Self-Help; with Illustrations 

of Character and Conduct, later changed to add the word ‘perseverance’ in the title, 

Smiles more overtly used examples of hard-working men with good character to 

emulate, including Stephenson, to help improve the lives of ordinary people.45 The 

book was particularly popular, gaining international renown, and selling twenty 

thousand copies in the first year and over two hundred thousand by 1905 in Britain 

 
Stephenson: Railway Engineer (London: John Murray, 1857), xxx. 
42 Ibid., vii. 
43 Ibid., vi. 
44 Ibid., 473. 
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alone.46 Highlighting the exemplary nature of the hero, writers were able to transmit 

‘moral or ethical qualities’ through ‘practical example’.47 True of Smiles’ work, Self-

Help specifically aimed to ‘illustrate and enforce the power of George Stephenson’s 

great word – Perseverance’.48 In the opening of the 1873 edition of Self-Help, Smiles 

stated that: 

The object of the book is: to reïculcate [sic] these old-fashioned but wholesome 

lessons – which perhaps cannot be too often urged – that youth must work in 

order to enjoy; that nothing creditable can be accomplished without application 

and diligence; that the student must not be daunted by difficulties, conquer them 

by patience and perseverance; and that, above all, he must seek elevation of 

character, without which capacity if worthless and worldly success if naught.49 

An important element of his identity, Stephenson was noted throughout the book for 

his perseverance, including learning to read and write at a late age, and taking fifteen 

years to properly perfect his locomotive before winning the Rainhill Trials in 1829.50 

These desirable characteristics were disseminated further when the book was 

translated into, as described in Smiles’ own autobiography, most foreign languages 

and distributed across the world.51 In particular, reviews suggested that it had a large 

impact on the Italian public including encouraging them to follow the advice of Self-

Help and even to write their own self-improvement books.52 
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52 Samuel Smiles, Lives of the Engineers: The Locomotive. George and Robert Stephenson (London: 
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Smiles’ biographies acted not only as a recollection of Stephenson’s life, but 

also as a pedagogic tool, to encourage his readers to emulate great men to improve 

their own lives.53 Through these biographical works, Smiles chose to augment 

Stephenson’s morality, and personal qualities and characteristics deserving 

emulation alongside an account of his life and work. Lucy Hughes-Hallet argued that 

despite the underlying purposes for celebrating heroes, they all ‘provide ways of 

thinking about morality’.54 The work of Smiles was therefore not wholly to convince 

the reader of Stephenson’s importance in the development of the railways, but also 

to show both what traits he possessed that enabled this success, and particularly in 

Self-Help, how one could emulate and follow his example. For Stephenson it was an 

important tool in the conception of his reputation as a figurehead not only of the 

railways, but also as a person who came from a poor background and still caused 

seismic national and international change. Further, the combination of lauding him 

as one of, if not the most, important figures in the development of railway system, 

Smiles also set Stephenson up as a working-class hero whose character could be 

emulated by ‘ordinary’ people. 

3.2.2 Life of Richard Trevithick 

Biographies also functioned as a way of rescuing the renown of their subjects from 

obscurity or to change negative perceptions of their life and work.55 In 1859, R. 

Edmonds, writing in The Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, posed the question 

of why no one had yet written a biography of Trevithick ‘while persons who have 

done comparatively nothing for mankind have been rescued from oblivion by 
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eminent biographers’.56 Though the Institution of Civil Engineers had offered a prize 

for someone to write a biography of Trevithick in 1849, and shorter pieces about his 

inventions had been published, no memoir had been produced some ten years 

following this article.57 It was not until 1872 that one of Trevithick’s sons, Francis, 

published a two-volume biography of his father entitled Life of Richard Trevithick.58 

Published at the height of nineteenth-century biography writing, this was a common 

example of nineteenth-century ‘domestic biography’, where family members would 

take it upon themselves to immortalise their ancestors in published works.59 

However, more than simply an account of his life, by pulling together a range of 

evidentiary support in the form of letters and drawings, Francis aimed to review the 

work of his father to reinsert him into the narrative of early railways by 

demonstrating his part in the development of stationary and locomotive steam 

engines both in Britain and South America.60 This followed an identifiable trope of 

some nineteenth-century biographers who aimed to develop a ‘communal expression 

of gratitude for hidden labours’ for people who had not received the fame or honour 

they deserved.61  

 
56 R. Edmonds, ‘Contributions to the Biography of Richard Trevithick’, The Edinburgh New 
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As stated in the opening of Life, Francis was less concerned with his father’s 

personal exploits than documenting his professional work as a means of developing 

recognition for important inventions he should be credited for.62 Importantly, Francis 

used his evidence to show how Trevithick was responsible for the development of 

engineering technologies that were improved upon by men such as Stephenson who 

did not show proper recognition of Trevithick’s earlier work.63 Invention in practice 

is not a solo enterprise because technological development requires the building 

blocks of work done by others preceding them. Alessandro Nuvolari argued that 

important innovations are the product of collective invention, and that they are 

comprised of both unnoticeable steady continues in design and more notable ‘radical 

ruptures’.64 These less invisible continuities, or ‘microinventions’, provide the basis 

for more radical changes, or ‘macroinventions’, that are more recognisable to the 

user or consumer.65 It could therefore be argued that these incremental changes do 

not appear as ground-breaking, and as such do not receive the same attention in 

commemorative cultures as inventions that created more obvious changes to the 

industry.  

In thinking about the relationship between Trevithick’s and Stephenson’s work, 

Trevithick was responsible for more microinventions that led to later 

macroinventions in the development of the modern railway system, and in turn to 

Stephenson’s fame. To insert Trevithick into this narrative of railway inventions, 

Francis used quotes from Smiles’ biography of Stephenson, and footnoted letters as 

 
62 Trevithick, Life of Richard Trevithick, vol. 1, iii. Though it did not record his personal life or 
reputation, it did make mention of his physical attributes such as wrestling an alligator in South 
America (vol. 2, 272, 274) and lifting a nine-inch iron pump which no other could do (vol. 1, 54). 
63 Ibid., iii-iv. 
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65 Ibid., 347-348. 
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proof that Smiles’ claims were false. For example, Francis argued that the design of 

Stephenson multi-tubular ‘Killingworth boiler’ used on Stephenson’s locomotive, 

Rocket, was an almost direct copy of Trevithick’s tubular boiler and surface 

condenser that he patented in 1804.66 Therefore, instead of allowing Trevithick’s 

engineering work to be sidelined as ‘microinventions’ that acted as guides for the 

later inventions in the development of the modern railway system by men like 

Stephenson, Francis aimed to write his father back into the narrative of these 

‘macroinventions’. To achieve this, part of Francis’ task was therefore to actively 

lower the reputation of Stephenson in order to raise that of Trevithick.  

Though not overtly stated, this could have been in retaliation to an account of 

Trevithick written by Smiles in 1868. Men like Trevithick undermined Smiles’ 

theory that people who possessed good personal characteristics made the most 

important contributions to industrial progress. He addressed this in a short biography 

of Trevithick added to a later edition of the biography of George and Robert 

Stephenson that predated Life.67 Directly comparing him to Stephenson, Smiles 

stated that, despite being a gifted engineer, Trevithick’s character was a ‘remarkable 

contrast to that of George Stephenson’.68 While Trevithick was remembered for his 

engineering skill, Smiles painted him as an antihero to the desired qualities he 

celebrated in Stephenson. He suggested the reason Trevithick was unable to fully 

contribute to the beginning of railway age, despite being talented, was due to his lack 

of ‘perseverance’ demonstrated by him taking on too many projects and failing to 
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complete many of them.69 Further, Smiles reduced Trevithick’s contributions to the 

development of pioneering rail technologies to merely necessary precursors for later 

ground-breaking inventions by engineers like Stephenson.70 Through Life, Francis 

attempted to reinsert Trevithick into this narrative as one of the pioneering inventors 

who had an equal claim to shaping modern railways.   

Life therefore served as a means of preventing Trevithick’s inventions from 

being forgotten or falling into ‘oblivion’, a term subsequent authors of works about 

Trevithick used repeatedly when writing about him.71 Francis used the biography as 

a form of justice and truth-seeking, where he believed Trevithick was heroically 

forgotten and the biography’s role was to insert his father into the history of the 

railways. Unlike Smiles’ account of Stephenson, Francis created a narrative about 

the importance of Trevithick’s inventions without, as in Smiles’ biographical works 

of Stephenson, the need to connect his personal life or moral characteristics to his 

achievements. Each engineer was distinctly recorded quite differently in these 

biographical writings, with the motives differing for why they were being 

remembered. Subsequent commemorative practices celebrating Trevithick and 

Stephenson that aimed to project their heroic reputations followed similar formats. 

3.3 Memorials  

3.3.1 Stephenson Memorial, Newcastle 

Memorials were a major feature of Victorian and subsequent commemorative 

practices.72 There were a range of busts, plaques, and statues created to celebrate the 
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life and work of both Trevithick and Stephenson.73 Connecting to Stephenson’s 

effect on local and regional industries, and playing on the rhetoric and content of 

Smiles’ works, a public statue of Stephenson created by John Graham Lough was 

unveiled on 2 October 1862 on Neville street near the Central Railway Station in 

Newcastle (figure 3.1).74 The first ‘public’ consultation about the design of the statue 

in October 1858 was largely attended by ‘the wealthy and the scientific classes’.75 A 

local architect, Thomas Oliver, believed that, with a broader interest in the erection 

of a local memorial to Stephenson, the proposals of local workers should be better 

represented in the planning.76 He argued that by not consulting the ‘public, on whose 

site the monument will be erected, with whose funds it will be purchased, whose 

property it becomes, and at whose it expense it will be sustained’, the memorial 

would not properly represent Stephenson’s working-class background or those who 

would engage with the memorial.77  
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Figure 3.1: Monument to George Stephenson, Newcastle-on-Tyne.78 
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The statue was positioned to overlook the thoroughfare of Westgate-street and 

Collingwood-street, designed specifically to face the street where men would travel 

to work at R. Stephenson and Co. factory.79 Paid for by public subscription, the 30ft. 

monument featured an 11ft. statue of Stephenson, which was described as a good 

representation of his look and character.80 Four classically-stylised figures 

representing workers with accompanying objects on each side of the plinth were 

used to ‘tell the story of Stephenson’s life’: a blacksmith with an anvil and hammer; 

a mining pitman holding a safety lamp designed by Stephenson known as the 

‘Geordie’ lamp; a platelayer holding a model of the Stephenson-designed fish-

bellied rail; and an engine driver leaning against a model of a locomotive.81 The four 

workers overtly represented elements of Stephenson’s life to those viewing the 

statue.82 Further, by positioning the statue in a prominent thoroughfare for workers 

walking to the locomotive factory, including it in the working rhythms of city life, 

and presenting them as the torch bearers of important junctures in Stephenson’s 

engineering career, the monument celebrated him as part of the local working-class 

community. 

Held as a general holiday, the unveiling was reported to have been attended by 

seventy thousand people.83 A procession to the statue comprised workers from R. 

Stephenson and Co. factory and other factories of various trades from Newcastle and 

the surrounding district, the memorial executive committee members, chairman and 

directors of the NER and other local railways, friendly societies, mayors and 
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corporate bodies from Newcastle and the surrounding area, members of Parliament 

and foreign consuls, and personal friends of the Stephenson family.84 In presenting 

the memorial to the Mayor of Newcastle on behalf of the city, Lord Ravensworth – a 

descendent of the Lord Ravensworth who had employed Stephenson – spoke of 

Stephenson as the Smilesian archetype of the working-class hero who represented 

the hardworking everyman of the Northern counties.85 The Newcastle Chronicle 

described the statue as ‘the production of another self-made man [Lough], of whose 

fame as a sculptor the country has reason to be proud’.86 Therefore, the heroic 

qualities and desirable character of Stephenson were therefore transplanted, through 

the ceremony of the unveiling of this statue, onto both the people of Newcastle and 

surrounding areas, and to the sculptor. The statue visually demonstrated the 

important features of Stephenson’s fame in line with Newcastle, while the ceremony 

was used to further connect his identity to that of his city. 

3.3.2 Trevithick Memorial, Camborne 

Geographically situating his relevance in his regional county of Cornwall, a statue to 

Trevithick erected outside Camborne’s public library unveiled in 1932 (figure 3.2) 

bore a stylistic resemblance to Stephenson’s statue, despite being installed eighty 

years later. In 1913, a resident of Penzance, Mrs E. D. Gordon, campaigned to 

‘secure adequate recognition of those forgotten people who by their nature and 

ability had rendered eminent service to their day and generation’ with a keen focus 

on Trevithick.88 Later that year, stemming from Gordon’s campaigning, The 

Camborne Trevithick Memorial Committee, comprised of ‘influential men in West 
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Cornwall’, was formed to find a fitting tribute to his influence on the region.89 Due 

to the First World War, plans to erect the statue were put on hold, but it was 

eventually completed by Mr L. S. Merrifield in 1932, using the same original design 

with some tweaks to the height and materials used.90 
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Figure 3.2: Richard Trevithick memorial at Passmore Public Library, Camborne. Unveiled 

1932.91 

 

 
91 Cornwall Records Office, AD/862/129/9, ‘Images of Richard Trevithick’. 
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Paid for by public subscription, this memorial highlighted elements of his life 

and career both in Cornwall and South Wales, as well as his work in South 

America.92 A 7ft. statue of Trevithick holding a model of his Camborne road 

locomotive stood at the centre.93 Three sides of the plinth depicted his inventions 

with allegorical female figures holding: on the front, a model of the Cornish Boiler; 

on the left, a model South Wales railway locomotive with a modern engine in the 

background; and on the right a model of the ladder dredger with a modern steam 

liner in the background.94 The reverse depicted a ship sailing across the ocean with 

Carn Brea, Cornwall, on the right and a mule track over the Andes in South America 

on the left, representing his eleven years of work in Peru and Costa Rica.95 Finally, 

the accompanying inscription read ‘Richard Trevithick, inventor of the locomotive 

engine. Born 1771. Died 1833’.96 The symbolism again represented selected 

elements of Trevithick’s life and work with a particularly regional slant. Even his 

exploits in South America were connected to Cornwall from across the sea. The 

statue also made strategic use of the space, like Stephenson’s memorial, and as the 

description says is ‘gazing up Beacon Hill’, subtly adding to the narrative of the 

connection of his famous trial of his road locomotive engine in 1801.97 Further, the 

memorial demonstrated the significance of these inventions by adding the most up-

to-date version of a locomotive engine and a steam liner alongside his earlier 

inventions to demonstrate how his work directly influenced new technologies in 
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1932.98 Therefore this monument, unlike the 1862 Stephenson monument, depicted 

specific examples of Trevithick’s inventions to demonstrate the contributions he had 

made to a series of industries past and present. 

The unveiling on 17 May 1932 (figure 3.3), in the presence of an audience of 

ten thousand people, was a ceremonial demonstration of local and national pride in 

Trevithick.99 It was held in conjunction with announcement of a scholarship for the 

local Camborne School of Mines in his name, which came from part of the 

subscriptions for the statue.100 It was unveiled by H.R.H. Prince George, who in his 

speech stated that the statue was a symbol of the county’s pride in Trevithick, and 

that:  

I would… like to think that this statue will also serve another purpose and that 

is that it will fire the ambition of others in Cornwall to follow in his 

footsteps.101 

The unveiling was therefore also a way of marking the prestige of the area as a 

centre for mining and engineering as well as becoming an ongoing memorial to 

Trevithick. Through the ceremonial components, in a similar vein to the Stephenson 

statue, it suggested that ordinary people could go on to possess the qualities of this 

heroic figure. Overall, like his biography, the monument added credibility to 

Trevithick’s reputation by inserting his inventions into the narrative of technological 

progress, while also this time linking him directly to his identity as a Cornishman.  

 
98 Odgers, Richard Trevithick “The Cornish Giant” 1771-1833, 14. 
99 Dickinson and Titley, Richard Trevithick, 261. 
100 Odgers, Richard Trevithick “The Cornish Giant” 1771-1833, 28. 
101 Ibid., 23. 
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Figure 3.3: Unveiling ceremony of Richard Trevithick Memorial, Passmore Public Library, 

1932.103 

 
3.4 Stained Glass 

Both engineers were connected to religious spaces and rhetoric through stained glass 

memorials in national and local contexts and settings.104 Two commemorative 

windows were installed after Stephenson’s death. The first was at Holy Trinity 

Church, Chesterfield which was commissioned by his son, Robert, and installed in 

1851 (figure 3.4).105 Depicting religious imagery with an inscription at the bottom of 

the central panel ‘Memorial to George Stephenson, C.E. died August 12, 1848, aged 

sixty-eight years’, there were no elements in the imagery or rhetoric that connected 

to Stephenson’s engineering career.106 It was, however, a way of memorialising him 

and connecting him to the town of his final resting place. In contrast to the primarily 
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religious nature of the Chesterfield window, Stephenson was depicted in a window 

installed in dedication to his son Robert in 1862 in Westminster Abbey (figure 3.5). 

The entirety of the window illustrated the progress of engineering with the earliest 

achievements on the bottom moving upwards to the most impressive engineering 

feats by that date.107 A portrait of George was included at the top of window 

alongside those of the engineers Robert Stephenson, Thomas Telford, John Smeaton, 

James Watt and John Rennie, with smaller portraits below on the main window of 

other ‘famous builders of history’ including Noah and Michelangelo.108 By being 

included in this imagery of this window, Stephenson was inserted into a pantheon of 

notable engineers that ranged temporally from the ancient and biblical to the 

contemporary. Additionally, on the centenary of his death in 1948, an image of 

Stephenson’s Rocket and an inscription reading ‘Robert Stephenson MP,DCL,FRS 

1803-1859 President of the Institution of Civil Engineers son of George Stephenson 

1781-1848 Father of Railways’ were added to the window.109 While the memorial 

window focussed primarily on Robert’s contributions to the industry, Stephenson 

and one of his most famous inventions was placed in line with an extensive history 

of engineering dating further back to its ancient and biblical beginnings. This is a 

similar line of narrative to that seen in the S&DR centenary in 1925, where both the 

S&DR and the LNER connected back to ancient engineering in both the tableaux 

and the centenary medallion.110 What could be suggested from these memorials is 

 
107 ‘The Stephenson Memorial Window in Westminster Abbey’, Newcastle Journal, 30 July 1862, 2. 
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109 Westminster Abbey, ‘Memorial Window’. 
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Commemorate the Centenary of the Stockton & Darlington Railway’; National Railway Museum, 
NRM – Documents, 1996-7476, ‘Programme of Ceremonies in Connection with The 
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that remembrance for engineers such as Stephenson was enacted in narratives that 

would both overtly and discreetly connect their achievements to a religiously-

motivated memorial. 

 

 
Figure 3.4: George Stephenson memorial window, Holy Trinity Church, Chesterfield.111 

 
111 ‘George Stephenson’, Memorials, Find a Grave, 
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/13737711/george-stephenson (accessed 12 January 2020). 
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Figure 3.5: Memorial window of Robert Stephenson, Westminster Abbey.112 

 
112 Westminster Abbey, ‘Memorial Window’. 
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In 1888, a commemorative stained glass window was also installed in 

Westminster Abbey as a belated memorial for the jubilee of Trevithick’s death 

(figure 3.6). The creation of the window stemmed from an Institution of Civil 

Engineers meeting in 1883 to discuss a memorial to Trevithick. The original 

suggestion was to design a physical memorial and a scholarship fund in his name to 

‘aid in the technical education of young men to qualify them for the profession of 

mining or other engineers’.113 To coordinate the erection of the memorial, a central 

committee headed by the HRH the Prince of Wales, a patron of the Institution of 

Civil Engineers, and a local committee in Cornwall were formed.114 In 1883 the 

central committee published an abridged version of Francis Trevithick’s Life to 

encourage donations to the memorial fund in particular from the railway working 

community.115 Not receiving enough money through the subscriptions to create the 

memorial and after discussions with the Dean and Chapter of Westminster, 

‘following the president in the case of Stephenson, [Isambard Kingdom] Brunel and 

other engineers’ a stained glass window in the north aisle of Westminster Abbey was 

agreed upon instead.116 

Of the funds collected through the subscriptions, £1,066 went towards the 

creation of the window and a further £1,000 to the ‘Trevithick Fund’ to support a 

triennially-awarded Engineering Scholarship in Owen’s College, Manchester.117 At 

the unveiling ceremony on 13 June 1888, William Bruce, president of the Institution 

of Civil Engineers at the time, stated that the memorial was installed because ‘the 
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name Trevithick ought to be raised from that oblivion in which it was shadowed’.118 

Further, a report of the memorial in the London Daily News stated that the window 

and the scholarship were ‘vindications of his memory’ and ‘compensation for his 

want of success when he [Trevithick] lived’.119 The imagery of the window depicted 

nine Cornish saints, with the portrait of Trevithick replacing the figure identified in 

the caption as St Piran, the patron saint of Cornish miners (figure 3.7).120 Much like 

the Camborne statue, at the bottom of the window, four angels carried scrolls with 

illustrations of four of Trevithick’s inventions: a tramroad locomotive a Cornish 

pumping engine, a steam dredger, and a railway locomotive.121 Despite being placed 

in a space of national religious importance and the intentions of this memorial to 

rescue him from obscurity in the narrative of technological progress, Trevithick’s 

stained glass situated him and his inventions in his regional context as a Cornishman 

in contrast to Stephenson’s which memorialised him in a visual narrative of the 

national history of the railways and engineering.  

 
118 ‘The Trevithick Memorial: Speech by George Bruce’, The Cornish Telegraph, 21 June 1888, 3. 
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Figure 3.6: Trevithick memorial window, Westminster Abbey.122 

 
122 Cornwall Records Office, AD/362/74, ‘Photograph, Trevithick Memorial Window, Westminster 
Abbey’. 
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Figure 3.7: Section of Trevithick memorial window, Westminster Abbey.123 

 
 

 
123 ‘A Window on the World’, Illustrated London News, 29 April 1933, 618. 
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3.5 Museums 

While, as examined in Chapter 2, the inclusion of Stephenson in the rhetoric and 

imagery of the S&DR celebrations supported the commemorative narratives of 

Locomotion No. 1, famous locomotives symbiotically supported the fame and heroic 

reputation of this engineer. Museums, in particular the Patent Office Museum (POM) 

in London, were spaces to create and contest narratives about these heroes using 

material culture with varying application and success. The collections were 

originally held at what was called the Museum of Patents, in the Iron Building 

known as the ‘Brompton Boilers’ connected to – but run separately from – the South 

Kensington Museum in London, which was opened in 1857 and built using the large 

surplus funds from The Great Exhibition in 1851.124 Alongside a library of relevant 

literature, the museum displayed collections of contemporary and historical 

technology curated by the Superintendent of the Patent Office, Bennet Woodcroft.125 

In 1863 it was officially named the ‘Patent Office Museum’, and was described by 

the Illustrated London News as housing ‘illustrations of the progress of mechanical 

science that may be seen anywhere’.126 In 1883 the POM was merged completely 

with the South Kensington Museum, and when, in 1909, the South Kensington 

Museum officially became two independent museums, the Victoria and Albert 

Museum and the Science Museum, what was originally the POM’s entire collection 

became part of the Science Museum’s collection.127  

 
124 F. G. Rodwell, ‘The Museum of Patents’, The Academy, 31 January 1874, 124-125. 
125 Edward P. Alexander, Museum Masters: Their Museums and their Influence (London: AltaMira 
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127 Science Museum, ‘A Brief History of the Science Museum’, 
https://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/sites/default/files/2017-10/science-museum-history.pdf (accessed 
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By 1924 Stephenson’s Rocket (1829), in conjunction with other important 

early locomotive engines in their exhibition such as William Hedley’s Puffing Billy 

(1813), was used to demonstrate the development of the railways, with plans to have 

Locomotion No. 1 (1825) installed at a later date.132 In contrast to the inclusion of 

Stephenson’s inventions, letter exchanges between Francis Trevithick, and F. V. 

Smith and Bennet Woodcroft from the Science Museum show that Smith’s attempts 

to include Trevithick’s ‘relics’ in the collection, and thereby contribute to the 

narrative of engineering progress, were unsuccessful as ‘no public funds [were] 

available for the purchase’ of them.133 Woodcroft admitted that he was personally 

funding any attempts that had been made to include Trevithick’s inventions in the 

narrative of early railways, which he could no longer provide to purchase any further 

items of Trevithick’s work for the museum.134 Two interesting points were also 

made in this letter. First, part of his task was ‘rescuing the works of inventors from 

destruction and oblivion’, showing there was an interest in continuing to collect and 

preserve objects from the recent industrial past.135 Second, Woodcroft wrote: 

I think Cornwall does not do justice to the memory of Cornish Men, or there 

would be surely be no difficulty in obtaining by public subscription the means 

required to purchase the relics of his inventions for preservation in a National 

Collection.136 
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This call suggests that in order to be recognised nationally, there needed to be local 

efforts to sustain the material culture of such men. Importantly, it was ultimately 

because Francis and his brother were unwilling to donate one of Trevithick’s engines 

to the Museum that it was not included.137 This public display of the history of the 

railways therefore situated Stephenson in the narrative of the history of the railways 

while Trevithick, as a result of the family’s unwillingness to cooperate, was 

noticeably absent. 

3.6 Stephenson Anniversary Celebrations 

3.6.1 National and Local Centenaries 

Commemorative events were important opportunities to celebrate and remember 

important dates connected to births, inventions, and deaths. Celebrations were 

organised for the centenary anniversaries of Stephenson’s birth and death. While the 

former celebrated his accomplishments at a national level, the centenary of his death 

was primarily commemorated locally in Chesterfield. 

Commencing on the centenary of the date of his birth, 9 June 1881, 

celebrations were held in Newcastle, Chesterfield, and at Crystal Palace in 

London.138 The most impressive of these celebrations were held in Newcastle and 

the surrounding area. Planning for these centenary events began in 1880, led by 

regional government officials and representatives from industrial institutes and 

trading bodies.139 As seen during the jubilee of the S&DR, the streets of Newcastle 

and neighbouring Gateshead were decorated by both the local councils and general 
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public. Many of the other events were particularly reflective of the S&DR 

anniversary celebrations. They included: a procession through the streets of 

Newcastle of ‘working horses with lorries, spring carts, and other vehicles’; a 

‘decorative engine competition’ with prizes for the best decorated passenger engines 

departing from Newcastle that day; a static exhibition of railway machinery, and old 

and modern locomotives including Locomotion No. 1 and modern vehicles from 

railway companies across the country at the Gateshead Engine Shed; a procession of 

these modern locomotive engines to Stephenson’s birthplace in Wylam to plant a 

ceremonial tree as a lasting memorial to the engineer and the event; a lecture by J. A. 

Haswell about Stephenson and Rocket; and a banquet for select guests in the 

Newcastle Assembly Rooms.140  

Several souvenirs were created for the event, including the sale of a ‘cheap 

edition’ of Smiles’ biography of Stephenson, and an ‘Account of his Life as Founder 

of the Railway Locomotive System’ published on behalf of the Centenary Festival 

Committee during the celebrations, both of which documented the life of Stephenson 

and highlighted his position in the history of railway industry.141 Further, 

‘Stephenson stationery sets’, ‘S’ monogrammed pens, and a range of medallions 

were created for the occasion. Two such medallions, with the proceeds of the sales 

going to the Railway Orphanage Fund in Derby, depicted a bust of Stephenson on 

the obverse with the dates of his birth and death, and on the reverse an image of 

either Locomotion No. 1 (figure 3.8) or Rocket. 
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Figure 3.8: Commemorative medallion struck for the centenary celebrations of George 
Stephenson’s birth, 1881.142 

 
142 National Railway Museum, NRM – Coins and Medals, 1984-7328, ‘George Stephenson 
Centenary, 1881’. 
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Demonstrated through both the performative events and the souvenirs, while 

the engineer was the focal point of these celebrations, like the S&DR anniversaries, 

these celebrations continued to link the old and new through a celebration of 

technical progress. Further, rather than the technology taking the focus of the 

commemorative medal as for the S&DR celebrations, the engines played a 

supportive role for the narrative of Stephenson as the inventor, in the case of 

Locomotion No. 1, of the first locomotive engine to pull the passenger train. 

This event was also used to claim Stephenson as a representative of the region, 

and both lauded his contribution to the railway industry on a global scale and 

extolled the moral virtues emphasised in Smiles’ biographical works. For example, 

in a speech at the event M.P. for Newcastle, Joseph Cowen, he stated that: 

this meeting of people of Newcastle, and the neighbouring counties of 

Northumberland and Durham, met to celebrate the centenary of the birth of 

George Stephenson, desires to mark in the most public manner its deep sense of 

the benefits which had accrued, not only the North of England, but to the world 

at large through the results of the application of his great genius and 

indominable perseverance, which led to the discovery of the locomotive, and 

subsequently the development of the railway system; and further records the 

pleasure which is afforded them to do honour, by the celebration to-day, to the 

memory of the father of the railway system.143 

The anniversary therefore used a narrative of progress of the railway industry 

employing similar commemorative components used for other celebrations in this 

period, but this time situating George Stephenson at its core, while the language of 
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the accompanying speeches highlighted the identity and personalities qualities set up 

through Smiles biographical works. 

As the centenary celebrations of his birth were held in his regional birthplace, 

the centenary commemorations of his death were held in Stephenson’s resting place, 

Chesterfield, in 1948. While Hunter Davies reduced the celebrations to ‘a buffet tea’, 

and with only a brief mention in MacLeod’s examination of the commemoration of 

industrial engineers, the fortnight of commemorations were grander than they have 

been examined as so far.145 They offer an insight into what Stephenson represented 

to the mining and railway industries and the nation more broadly by the mid-

twentieth century. Held from 12-28 August, the events included four exhibitions, 

two memorial services on 15 August at Trinity Church where he was buried and 

Chesterfield Parish Church at Stephenson Place, visits to events by the 1948 Railway 

Queen representing the railway unions, and cinema shows of mining-related footage 

by the National Coal Board at the Assembly Rooms.146  

The rhetoric of where Stephenson sat in the history of the railways employed 

during the centenary shifted quite dramatically from that of the nineteenth century 

celebrations, inserting him instead in a narrative of collective early railway 

engineering and enterprise. Colls argues that, into the early twentieth century, 

Stephenson became somewhat redundant as a ‘mid-Victorian cliché’.147 While the 

Chesterfield celebrations acknowledged his importance in the history of the railways, 

by this time and into the 1950s, Stephenson and his technologies were no longer 
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viewed as ‘modern’.148 Therefore, modifying the Smilesean language of the lone 

inventor of the first railway technologies, while still being upheld as the ‘Father of 

the Railways’, he was more frequently described by the organisers and in the press 

as a ‘pioneer’ or possessing a ‘pioneering spirit’.149 In his speech at the opening 

ceremony at the Town Hall on 12 August, the President of the Association of 

Municipal Corporations, Lord Kennet, still lauded Stephenson’s achievements as an 

uneducated young man who went on to achieve great things, but also stated that he 

was ‘not so much a great inventor but… a great utiliser’, and that he ‘did not invent 

the locomotive, but he made it work as nobody had before him’.150 This could be 

related to a shift in what were considered as important moments in the more recent 

histories of railway and mining engineering and their place in the national landscape, 

as well as the role of the hero in the twentieth century.151 While the 1881 centenary 

celebrated the communities that were ultimately still working with blueprints of 

Stephenson’s work, by 1948 they were recognised as relics of a former time that 

were the beginnings of what had become a vastly different landscape of railway 

technologies. This was reflected in the exhibitions and how Stephenson’s 

developments had inspired change in the present. 

Three of the four exhibitions were open to the public for the two-week period. 

An Engineering Exhibition at the Drill Hall displayed modern and historic objects 

for railway and mining equipment from local manufacturing firms including the Clay 

Cross Company Limited which was founded by Stephenson in 1837, and a model 
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engineering section with exhibits from the Chesterfield and District Model 

Engineering Society (established 1947) and the Chesterfield and District Technical 

College.152 While the manufacturing business exhibits linked their work to that of a 

long history of engineering, the inclusion of the Technical college highlighted the 

‘progress of educational opportunities’ for mechanical, and electrical, engineering 

that were not available to Stephenson in his youth.153 The National Coal Board had 

their own separate exhibition space. With displays connecting Stephenson to his 

work in Wylam and his position at Killingworth colliery, the exhibition aimed to 

demonstrate how Stephenson’s ‘pioneering spirit’ contributed not only to the S&DR, 

primarily credited as a more efficient means of conveying coal, but to the Industrial 

Revolution more widely that had shaped the running of the economically-important 

national coal industry in the twentieth century.154 Less forward-looking, a 

Stephenson Memorial Exhibition, organised by the Chesterfield Borough Librarian, 

G. Micklewright, displayed ‘Stephenson relics and documents’ loaned primarily 

from the Science Museum, Institution of Civil Engineers and IMecE, the North of 

England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, and Clay Cross Company 

Limited.155 These objects related to both his personal and engineering careers 

including a model of Rocket from the Science Museum, correspondence about the 

safety ‘Geordie’ lamp and a physical version of the lamp from IMecE and the North 

of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers respectively, and the 

original ‘Chat Moss’ portrait of Stephenson by John Lucas from IMecE.156  
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From 12-15 August, the British Railways Executive organised a 

‘representative collection of exhibits’ that illustrated what elements of the industry 

were ‘owe[d] to the versatility and imagination of George Stephenson’ to 

demonstrate his continued renown as a ‘great national figure’ to railwaymen.157 The 

exhibition showcased both historic locomotives and vehicles either directly or 

indirectly related to Stephenson’s engineering projects and ‘modern examples of 

railway, mechanical and civil engineering practice’.158 This included a replica of 

Stephenson’s Rocket, the royal carriages built to convey Queen Adelaide and Queen 

Victoria by train, formerly LNER’s A4 Pacific Class Coronation, and a rebuilt LMS 

Patriot Class engine commemoratively named ‘Stephenson’ during the 

celebrations.159 Only using a small numbers of engines and rolling stock, the 

exhibition aimed to recognise with further hindsight the importance of Stephenson’s 

work, and how it had inspired others to progress the functionality and efficiency of 

the railways and stylistically the modern, romantic style of the railways.160 Again 

this therefore placed Stephenson and examples of his work, or that during his time, 

as precursors to modern engineering. 

The narrative of these celebrations therefore shifted from those used during the 

1881 centenary celebrations. While they still recognised the role of Stephenson in 

the history of the railways and associated industries, his Smilesean qualities were no 
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longer of particular importance in explaining their progress that the organisers 

conveyed through the different commemorative components.  

3.6.2 International Reach – Italian Commemorations of Stephenson 

Cultural anniversaries that transcend their country of origin and are replicated 

across the world might be the result of multiple countries seeking to claim an 

association, however tenuous, with the giants of cultural history.161 

Despite the amount of time he spent working in South America, no international 

recognition for Trevithick has been identified. Stephenson, however, was most 

notably celebrated by Italian railwaymen in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. Though it was George’s son, Robert, that worked more closely on the 

construction of Italian railways, the international dissemination of and acclaim for 

Smiles’ Self Help arguably increased this nation’s desire to connect their own Italy’s 

industrial history to that of Stephenson’s British innovations and inventions. Having 

fallen behind the industrialisation progress of many European nations in the early 

nineteenth century, particularly that of nationalised railways, combined with the 

unification of Italy from 1860-1870, the new Liberal government under Cavour 

aimed to ‘unlock Italy’s entrepreneurial engines’ by raising the ideals of ‘hard work, 

thrift, and self-help’ in the middling classes.162 Self Help had worldwide book sales 

of one hundred and fifty thousand copies, and by 1874 had gone through several 

editions due to the sustained high demand for it.163 The book was first translated into 

Italian in 1865, and was an important text for encouraging popular interest in 

Cavour’s initiative.164 Under a further initiative led by the 1867 Italian Prime 
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Minster, Luigi Menabrea, to replicate the popularity and influence of Self Help using 

Italian examples, Michele Lessona’s Volere è Potere (Wanting is Power) in 1869 

and Paolo Mantegazza’s Le Glorie e le Gioje nel Lavoro (Glories and Joys of Work) 

in 1870 promoted the benefits of self-improvement and had ‘a marked influence on 

the social and industrial regeneration of Italy’.165 Stephenson, as one of Smiles’ 

primary examples of the new nation’s ideals, became a useful figurehead to celebrate 

while lauding the industrial improvements of Italy. Alongside more subtle 

commemorative practices, such as naming a street after him, there were three 

memorials dedicated to Stephenson by the Italians.  

Two nineteenth-century memorials commemorated the jubilee of the opening 

of the L&MR (1830) and the centenary of Stephenson’s birthday (1781). The first 

unveiled on 19 September 1880 at Turin Station celebrated the 50th anniversary of 

the opening of the L&MR in 1830, which was credited to the hard work and skill of 

Stephenson (figure 3.9). The event was attended by representatives of Italian 

municipal authorities, the English consul, and representatives from different Italian 

railway companies and workmen’s societies amongst members of the public.166 

During the event, pamphlets were on sale at the station bookstalls that contained 

accounts of the lives of great inventors and of the commemorative unveiling 

ceremony they were celebrating.167 The plaque celebrated both George and his son 

Robert Stephenson, and depicted George’s locomotive engine Rocket under the left-

hand side of the eagle in recognition of Italy’s Roman past, a bust of Robert 
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Stephenson under the right-hand side, and a larger bust in the centre of George. The 

inscription read:  

To George and Robert Stephenson, who perfected the locomotive opening new 

trade routes to the advantage of the brotherhood of peoples on the fiftieth 

anniversary of the admirable invention. Dedicated by the Italians of Turin, 

1880.168 

A report in The Derbyshire Times suggested that the Italians celebrated this event as 

the nation had ‘risen like a young giant from the state of enervation which was 

brought on by centuries of misrule, and are now making great progress’, of which 

they felt Stephenson, as one of the key developers of the railways, had played a part 

in enacting this development.169 While British press articles questioned why it was 

the Italians who were celebrating Stephenson with no celebrations of the L&MR in 

Britain, the influence of Stephenson’s reputation through Smiles could be credited as 

a component of their desire to commemorate this event.170 

 

 

 
168 ‘Stephenson in Torino’, Near You, Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 
http://nearyou.imeche.org/near-you/Europe/italy/stephenson-in-torino- (accessed 15 February 2018). 
169 ‘The Late George Stephenson a Foreign Testimonial’, The Derbyshire Times, 9 October 1880, 3. 
170 ‘Railway Jubilee in Italy’, 3. 
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Figure 3.9: George Stephenson memorial (1880), Turin railway station, Italy.171 

 

 

 
171 ‘Stephenson in Torino’. 
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A second plaque was unveiled at Rome station on 9 June 1881 celebrating the 

centenary of Stephenson’s birth (figure 3.10). Correlating with, though held 

independently from, the Newcastle Centenary events, the Italian newspapers 

eulogised the benefits of Stephenson’s achievements and character.172 The event was 

attended by the public, a large gathering of Italian railwaymen, two men who had 

worked under Stephenson in Britain, one of whom, John Elliot, was then Cavaliere 

and Chief Inspector of the Florence section of the Roman railways, and the English 

Ambassador.173 The ceremony included a long eulogy delivered by Cavaliere S. 

Agazzi, an engineer and ‘Head of the Service of Materials and Tradition in the 

Roman Railways’.174 The inscription employed a very similar rhetoric to the one 

unveiled in 1881, celebrating Stephenson as an exemplary figurehead and a part of 

an international brotherhood of railwaymen: 

In this Rome, from whence wondrous roads proceed to the empire of the world, 

the employees of the Roman railways, on the 9th of June, 1881, worthily 

commemorated the centenary of George Stephenson, who opened still more 

wondrous roads to the brotherhood of the nations, and whose virtues inspiring 

to great works have left an undying example.175 

Completing his eulogy by commending Stephenson for his concern for the well-

being of his workers, his ability to overcome his shortcomings in his youth, and a 

call to the Italian railwaymen to strive to develop the level of honour deserving of 

that type of memorialisation, Agazzi stated: 

 
172 ‘The Stephenson Centenary at Newcastle-on-Tyne’, Derbyshire Times and Chesterfield Herald, 18 
June 1881, 6. 
173 Ibid., 6. 
174 S. Agazzi, Per L’inaugurazione Della Lapide Commemorativa Del Centenario Di Giorgio 
Stephenson: Nella Stazione Di Roma Il 9 Giugno 1881, trans. Kimia Etemadi (Roma: Stabilimento 
Giuseppe Civelli, 1881). 
175 Duncan, The Stephenson Centenary 1881, 115. 
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Such was the man who pushed the means of transport to a high degree of power, 

lavished on the world immense material, intellectual and moral benefits, and not 

only facilitated the exchange of products of nature and art, but also helped to 

remove the dissensions between province and province, between nation and 

nation, to bring together, in short, the various members of the great human 

family.176 

The memorial and its unveiling ceremony therefore conveyed a strong message 

about the improvements of both Italian railways and their workforce, and the 

international collaboration they enabled, while celebrating Stephenson both as a 

member of an international brotherhood of railwaymen and a prime example of what 

their countrymen should aim to achieve. 

 
176 Agazzi, Per L’inaugurazione Della Lapide Commemorativa Del Centenario Di Giorgio 
Stephenson, 22. 
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Figure 3.10: Memorial to George Stephenson (1881), railway station, Rome.177 

 

 
177 ‘Memorial to George Stevenson, Recently Erected in the Railway Station at Rome’, Popular 
Science Monthly 63, (August 1903), 380. 
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Finally, briefly examined in Chapter 2, the Italian delegation of the IRC 

attending the S&DR centenary in July 1925 gifted a bronze plaque (figure 3.11) in 

honour, interestingly, of Stephenson rather than the railway company and line more 

specifically. The production of the memorial, and the rhetoric used in the call for 

subscriptions and the presentation ceremony, were temporally situated in the first 

year of Benito Mussolini’s Fascist leadership of Italy where improvements to the 

national economy and industrial landscape were greatly needed.178 A call for 

subscriptions to the railwaymen of Italy by the Honorary and Executive Committees 

under the leadership of the Costanzo Ciano, the Italian Minister for 

Communications, for a memorial was issued in March that year and raised funds 

from many different grades of employees.179 The plaque aimed to be ‘a tribute of 

homage to the grand inventor [Stephenson], and as a testimony of the lasting 

memory of Italian Railwaymen of the Great Genius’, and to be worthy of their 

railwaymen and ‘the glory of the Man which they intend to honour in his own 

country’.180 The gift was presented on behalf of the railwaymen of Italy with a 

speech by the Signor Chiarrugi, President of the Executive Committee, stating that 

the memorial was presented by Italy with ‘admiration for the first railwayman in the 

world’, and that they had ‘profound veneration and a deep sense of obligation to 

George Stephenson’.181 Though the symbolism of the plaque was in keeping with the 

celebration of the S&DR, Stephenson, as the central feature of the memorial was 

 
178 Peter Neville, Mussolini (London: Routledge, 2004), 66-7. 
179 NRM – Documents, 2008-7606, ‘The Railway Centenary Opened by the Duke of York’. 
180 NRM – Documents, 2008-7606, ‘The Railway Centenary Opened by the Duke of York’; ‘Bronze 
Plaque, Commemorative of the Railway Centenary Celebrations at Darlington, 1925’, Collection, 
Science Museum Group, https://collection.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk/objects/co225235/bronze-
plaque-commemorative-of-the-railway-centenary-celebrations-at-darlington-1925-plaque-
comemmorative (accessed 14 April 2019). 
181 ‘Visit of International Railway Congress’, 91. 
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effectively celebrated as an example of the railways that Italians had historically 

aspired to follow the example of to encourage regeneration. 

 

 
Figure 3.11: Italian memorial to George Stephenson presented to the British nation at the 

IRC, 1925.182 

 
182 National Railway Museum, NRM – Miscellanea & Curiosities, 1925-733, ‘Bronze Plaque, 
Commemorative of the Railway Centenary Celebrations at Darlington, 1925’. 
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3.7 Trevithick Anniversary Celebrations 

3.7.1 Centenaries, 1901 and 1933 

Two centenary events were held to celebrate both Trevithick’s life and career. In 

1901, J. H. Holman of the industrial equipment manufacturers, Holman Brothers 

Ltd. based in Camborne, and J. Beringer, Principal of the Camborne School of 

Mining, organised a procession, speeches and a screening of lantern slides of ‘local 

celebrities’ and Trevithick’s inventions in Commercial Square to celebrate the 

centenary of Trevithick’s and his partner, Andrew Vivian’s, first trial of a road 

locomotive, Puffing Devil, on Christmas Eve, 1801 (figure 3.12 and figure 3.13).183 

The procession ran from a site near Tyack’s Smith’s engine shop, where the engine 

was assembled, to Commercial Square.184 Led by the Camborne Town Band and Mr. 

T Fiddick, Chairman of the Camborne Urban District Council, the processors 

comprised of representatives from local industrial businesses and mines, members of 

the public, and eight road traction engines ‘decorated with greenery and appropriate 

mottoes’, with one of the engines drawing a car carrying miners from Dolcoath 

mines ‘where [Trevithick’s] genius was responsible for improvements’, which 

financially saved the Cornish collieries in the area.185 In a speech at Commercial 

Square, Mr. Fiddick stated they had gathered to celebrate the first trial by Trevithick, 

which ‘had enormous influences and had been productive of untold benefit to the 

 
183 Odgers, Richard Trevithick “The Cornish Giant” 1771-1833, 10; J. J. Beringer, Richard 
Trevithick. Demonstration at Camborne on the Centenary of the Camborne Locomotive, Christmas 
Eve, 1901 (Camborne Printing & Stationary Co Ltd, Camborne, 1902); ‘Unique Celebration at 
Camborne’, Cornwall Chronicle, 2 January 1902, no. 1126, 2. 
184 Odgers, Richard Trevithick “The Cornish Giant” 1771-1833, 10; Beringer, Richard Trevithick. 
185 ‘Unique Celebration at Camborne’, 2; Odgers, Richard Trevithick “The Cornish Giant” 1771-
1833, 10. 
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whole of the civilised world’.186 Further, relating it to the continuing and 

unrecognised work of the mining and engineering community in Cornwall:  

without the loyal cooperation of thousands of working miners and mechanics 

who have gone down to their graves almost unknown… the services of their 

leaders would have been of little avail to the community. The energy of our 

forefathers is still being exhibited in the locality.187  

Though focussed more specifically on his work in mining and road transportation, 

the speech placed Trevithick in a longer history of unrecognised labour and 

enterprise in the region.  

 

 
Figure 3.12: Photograph of Commercial Square Trevithick Parade, Camborne, 1901.188 

 

 
186 ‘Unique Celebration at Camborne’. 
187 Ibid. 
188 Cornwall Records Office, corn05017, ‘Photograph, Centenary Square Trevithick Parade. 
Centenary of Christmas Eve 1801, Camborne, 24 December 1901’. 
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Figure 3.13: Traction engines in Trevithick Centenary procession, Camborne, 1901.189 

 
In the year following the unveiling of the statue at Camborne Library, an 

extensive series of commemorative events were held from 1933-4 on the centenary 

of Trevithick’s death. The geographical sites of the commemorations of this 

anniversary, Cornwall, London, and Kent, represented places of his early life and 

career, his posthumous connection to the Institution of Civil Engineers, and finally 

his place of death. On 22 April 1933, the actual anniversary of his death, as in 1901, 

a memorial demonstration organised by the Cornish Institute of Engineers processed 

down the main road, Fore Street, Camborne, to the newly erected memorial statue at 

Camborne Library.190 Led by the Camborne Urban District Council and Cornish 

Institute of Engineers, the procession included members of Cornish Royal 

 
189 Cornwall Records Office, corn00390, ‘Photograph, traction engines, Trevithick centenary, 
Camborne 1901’. 
190 Cornwall Records Office, AD/862/38, ‘Order for procession, Trevithick Centenary Memorial 
Demonstration’. 
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institutions and societies, local mining and engineering business representatives, 

Camborne’s fire brigade riding on an engine (figure 3.14), local school children 

(figure 3.15), and a series of road locomotives including a traction engine, steam 

thrasher for agricultural work (figure 3.16), a steam roller (figure 3.17), and 

examples of his engineered designs, including a screw propeller and a mining drill 

bit (figure 3.18).191 At the site of the statue, a series of speeches were given, and 

commemorative wreaths were laid by the societies who took part in the procession 

(3.19). With his railway engineering having had less of an effect on this region, this 

event primarily celebrated his work on mining, agriculture and road engineering 

rather than his connection specifically to the history of the railways on a local level. 

 

 
Figure 3.14: Trevithick memorial procession 1933, ‘Modern Road Locomotive followed by 

representatives of the Cornish Scientific Society and Camborne Fire Brigade’.192 

 

 
191 AD/862/38, ‘Order for procession, Trevithick Centenary Memorial Demonstration’. 
192 Cornwall Records Office, AD/862/138, ‘Commemorative photographic 
album, Trevithick Centenary, Camborne, 1933’. 
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Figure 3.15: Trevithick memorial procession 1933, ‘Scholars of Camborne Basset Road 

School with banner’.193 

 

 
Figure 3.16: Trevithick memorial procession 1933, ‘Traction Engine and Trashing Machine 

run by Mr. J Donald, Camborne. Followed by lorry with Twist Bit and Modern Rock 
Drill’.194 

 
193 Ibid. 
194 Ibid. 
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Figure 3.17: Trevithick memorial procession 1933, ‘Camborne Urban Council’s Road 

Roller’.195 

 

 
Figure 3.18: Trevithick memorial procession 1993, ‘The Screw Propeller, Trevithick’s 

patent of 1815. Invented in 1812’.196 

 
195 Ibid. 
196 Ibid. 
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Figure 3.19: Wreaths laid at Trevithick statue (1932) during Trevithick Memorial 

Demonstration, 1933.197 

 

 

 
197 Ibid. 
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Continuing the centenary celebrations, on 23 April three religious services 

were held at Tregajorran Methodist Church in the parish where he was born, 

Dartford, Kent where Trevithick died, and during the evensong at Westminster 

Abbey where his memorial window was situated, the latter two organised by the 

Institution of Civil Engineers.198 Each of the orders of service independently made 

note of the importance Trevithick’s inventions to development of the modern railway 

system, proclaiming him as ‘the greatest [engineer] that ever lived’ (Dartford), ‘the 

pioneer of the high pressure steam engine, and the father of the steam locomotive’ 

(Tregajorran), and stating he ‘enlarged to incalculable extent man’s control over the 

powers of nature by his introduction of the high pressure steam engine’ 

(Westminster Abbey).199 Further, they all made note that his contributions to early 

feats of British engineering were ‘overshadowed’ or ‘forgotten’. For example, the 

order of service for the Tregajorran Methodist Church service stated: 

Trevithick during his life did not receive the recognition that was due to him, 

and that since his death others who were more fortunate finically through 

adopting his inventions have been given honours that should have been 

conferred on him.200 

Recurring themes of the commemorations of Trevithick, the services aimed to show 

appreciation for his inventions and to show the public appreciation he had been 

denied during his lifetime.  

 
198 Cornwall Records Office, AD/862/34, ‘Programme, Trevithick Centenary Commemoration, 1933’. 
199 Cornwall Records Office, AD/862/31, ‘Holy Trinity, Dartford, Trevithick Centenary Memorial 
Service’; Cornwall Records Office, AD/862/29, ‘Order of service, Trevithick Centenary Memorial 
Service’; Cornwall Records Office, AD/862/30, ‘Evensong in Westminster Abbey, Trevithick 
Centenary Commemoration’. 
200 AD/862/29, ‘Order of service, Trevithick Centenary Memorial Service’. 
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In addition to the local celebrations a ‘Trevithick Memorial Lecture’ was given 

by Professor C. E. Inglis, a member of the Institute of Civil Engineers at their 

headquarters in London, in which he spoke of the life and engineering work of 

Trevithick.201 He opened his lecture positively by stating that though in life and in 

the decades following his death he had not been properly recognised for his labours, 

due to the efforts of the Institution of Civil Engineers and the Trevithick and 

Newcomen Societies ‘his fame would not suffer permanent eclipse’, that ‘his genius 

shone forth, and with the passage of time he seems to rise higher and yet higher 

above his contemporaries’.202 A commemorative book by H. W. Dickinson and 

Arthur Titley was written to review Trevithick’s life, career, and posthumous 

memorials.203 A temporary commemorative Trevithick Memorial Exhibition 

organised by the Institution of Civil Engineers was installed at the Science Museum 

in London from 31 March to June 1933 with a portrait, bust, models, and archival 

drawing and letters relating to Trevithick’s different inventions.204  

Finally, belatedly in 1934, two physical memorials were erected at Merthyr 

Tydfil (figure 3.20), South Wales and at University College London by the 

Institution of Civil Engineers (figure 3.21) that celebrated Trevithick’s role in the 

development of the railway industry. The former, built from the ‘chair-stones and 

rails recovered from the old Penydarren Tramroad’, erected by the people of Merthyr 

 
201 Cornwall Records Office, AD/862/99: C. E. Inglis, ‘Trevithick Centenary Commemoration: 
Memorial Lecture. Delivered at the Institution of Civil Engineers on Monday, April 24th, 1933’ 
(London: George Revers Limited, 1934); ‘Trevithick Centenary Commemoration’, Transactions of 
the Newcomen Society 14, no. 1 (1933), 208-9. 
202 Inglis, ‘Trevithick Centenary Commemoration: Memorial Lecture’, 3. 
203 ‘Trevithick Centenary Commemoration’, 206-7. 
204 Cornwall Records Office, AD/862/35, ‘Trevithick Centenary Exhibition’; Cornwall Records 
Office, AD/862/37, ‘Science Museum notes, Trevithick Memorial Exhibition’. 
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Tydfil, and funded by the ‘Trevithick Centenary Commemoration Fund’ bore the 

inscription: 

Pioneer of High Pressure Steam Built the First Steam Locomotive to Run on 

Rails. On February 21st, 1804, it Traversed the Spot on Which this Monument 

Stands on its way to Abercynon.205 

The London memorial, in the form of a mural tablet with a bust of Trevithick and his 

locomotive, Catch Me Who Can designed by Mr Merrifield who made the Camborne 

statue, was installed on the wall of the University’s Engineering Laboratory and 

unveiled by the Minister of Transport.206 Commemorating his trial of the locomotive 

at his ‘Steam Circus’ circular railway erected at a site near what became Euston 

Station, the inscription read: 

Close to this Place Richard Trevithick Born 1771—Died 1833 Pioneer of the 

High Pressure Steam Ran in the Year 1808 the First Steam Locomotive to Draw 

Passengers.207 

The series of commemorations linked Trevithick to a range of locations and the 

extensive types of engineering enterprises he undertook. While the Camborne 

commemorations linked him to his effects on the local industries and his identity as a 

Cornishman, the Merthyr Tydfil, London, and Dartford commemorations worked to 

revive his public memory and reputation and posthumously recognised his place in 

the history of the railway engineering. 

 

 
205 ‘Trevithick Centenary Commemoration’, 206-7. 
206 Ibid. 207. 
207 Ibid. 207. 
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Figure 3.20: Unveiling of Trevithick monument Merthyr Tydfil, 1934.208 

 
208 Ibid., plate xvii. A bronze model of Pen-y-darren was installed on the 200th anniversary of 
Trevithick’s death in 1993: ‘Richard Trevithick’, Engineer Biography, Engineering Timelines, 
http://www.engineering-timelines.com/who/Trevithick_R/trevithickRichard11.asp (accessed 18 
January 2018). 
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Figure 3.21: Memorial tablet at University College London, erected by the Trevithick 

Centenary Memorial Committee, 1934.209 

 
209 Tony Hisgett, ‘Richard Trevithick Plaque’, Wikipedia Commons, 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7d/Richard_Trevithick_Plaque_%283159980812
3%29.jpg (accessed 19 December 2019). 
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3.7.2 Regional Recognition – Trevithick Days 

First held in 1984, the town of Camborne began annually celebrating ‘Camborne 

Trevithick Day’ on the final Saturday of April, as he was born and died in that 

month.210 With criticism that Camborne had not celebrated the sesquicentenary of 

the death of ‘their favourite son’ in 1983, a voluntary ‘The Trevithick Day’ 

committee, led by a local florist, Trevor Dalley, was set up to commemorate 

Trevithick.211 In a BBC Blue Peter report on the event by Simon Groom, he stated 

Trevithick ‘was always overshadowed, brilliant engineer though he was, by 

Stephenson and his Rocket’.212 The annual event was therefore used to increase the 

local knowledge about the role of Trevithick’s inventions in the development of both 

their local and national industries. Widely attended by the local people of Camborne 

and surrounding area, alongside a series of family events and small exhibitions, the 

centrepiece of the celebrations closely reflects the processional element of the 1933 

centenary. The procession, which purposefully passed by the 1933 Trevithick statue, 

included a ‘Bal Maidens and Miners’ dance performed by local school children, and 

a ‘Trevithick Dance’ performed by adults, with all the dancers wearing the Cornish 

colours of black and gold as a reminder that Trevithick was ‘a great engineer and a 

great Cornishman’.213 The most imposing elements of the processions, however, 

were the cavalcades of original and replica steam-powered road vehicles, which, 

 
210 Liz Woods, Cornish Feasts and Festivals (Penzance: Alison Hodge Publishers, 2013), 32. 
211 Cornwall Records Office, LIB/361, ‘Camborne Trevithick Day Souvenir Programme’, 2; Killivose 
Music, ‘BBC Blue Peter - The First Trevithick Day. 1984’, YouTube video, 4mins. 22secs., 25 
October 2011, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzHZr33CC8U (accessed 12 January 2018). 
212 Ibid. 
213 Ibid.; David Jewell, ‘First Trevithick Day, Camborne, 1984’, 9mins. 5secs., Cornish Memory, 
http://cornishmemory.com/item/MISC_149 (accessed 15 March 2020). The choreography for the 
‘Trevithick Dance’ was decided through a competition in 1984, and is performed to music composed 
by Geoffrey Self, the score for which is an amalgamation of two locally relevant songs, ‘Camborne 
Hill’ and ‘Camborne Worthies March’. The same processional dance choreographed in 1984 
continues to be performed to this music annually. 
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from 2001, included a replica of the famous Puffing Devil built by The Trevithick 

Society.214  

What is telling is that this event, dubbed ‘Camborne Trevithick Day: An 

Annual Celebration of Camborne and Its Most Famous Son, Richard Trevithick’, has 

been celebrated consistently each year in Camborne, with visitor numbers of around 

thirty thousand people per annum.215 Further, it continues to include many of the 

commemorative practices from the early versions of the annual event, including the 

processional features like the leading band, school children’s Bal Maidens and 

Miners and Trevithick dances (figure 3.22), and the cavalcade of road steam engines 

supplied by steam enthusiasts, including the replica of Puffing Devil (figure 3.23).216 

Therefore, while the different attractions at the yearly celebrations may have 

developed to provide more for visitors to engage with, the central demonstration of 

local pride in the region’s achievements and Trevithick’s inventions in the nation’s 

industrial history have remained constant features of the celebrations. Much like the 

earlier commemorative practices celebrating Trevithick, his Cornish heritage and his 

technological achievements were central to the narrative of this annual event. 

However, by relating his identity and achievements to this Cornish community in the 

 
214 LIB/361, ‘Camborne Trevithick Day Souvenir Programme’, 14; ‘Replica Locomotives’, 
Trevithick, Graces Guide to British Industrial History, 
https://www.gracesguide.co.uk/Trevithick:_Replica_Locomotives (accessed 16 March 2019). 
215 ‘Trevithick Day’, About, Camborne Trevithick Day, http://trevithickday.org.uk/about/ (accessed 
20 January 2020). Camborne Trevithick Day was not held in April 2020 due to ‘Covid-19’ pandemic. 
216 See for example: Tom Roland, ‘Trevithick Day 2001’, YouTube video, 16 August 2015, 25mins., 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDJpfV3uBmM (accessed 16 March 2019); ‘Cornish Living TV 
– Trevithick Day 2012’, Camborne, Visit Cornwall, https://www.visitcornwall.com/whats-
on/traditional-cultural/west-cornwall/camborne/trevithick-day (accessed 16 March 2019); Kernow 
Viddy, ‘Trevithick Day 2018, Steam Engine Parade’, YouTube video, 17mins., 28 April 2018, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UjmhIwA220 (accessed 16 March 2019); Kernow Viddy, 
‘Trevithick Day 2018’, YouTube video, 10mins. 31secs., 29 April 2018, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2GXP4eiTR54 (accessed 16 March 2019). 
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present, both the annual event and Trevithick have remained consistently relevant for 

over thirty years. 

 

 

Figure 3.22: Bal Maidens and Miners’ Dance, Camborne Trevithick Day, 2019.217 

 
217 Collin Higgs, ‘The Bal Maidens and Miners’ Dance makes its Way Along Trelowarren Street’, 
Gallery: Camborne Trevithick Day 2019, Cornwall Live, 
https://www.cornwalllive.com/news/cornwall-news/gallery/gallery-camborne-trevithick-day-2019-
2806230 (accessed 20 January 2020). 
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Figure 3.23: Cavalcade of steam-powered road vehicles, Camborne Trevithick Day, 

2019.218 

 
While the commemorations in Camborne continue to celebrate his 

contributions to mining and road steam transportation, Trevithick also remains a 

publicly recognised name in connection with railway history. In 2004, the Welsh 

towns of Merthyr Tydfil and Abercynon celebrated the anniversary of Trevithick’s 

first run of Pen-y-darren in 1804 on the Merthyr tramroad that connected the 

Dowlais and Penydarren Ironworks to the Glamorganshire Canal at Abercynon.219 

This anniversary was also recognised on a national scale, including during ‘Railfest’ 

in 2004 (see Chapter 5) and by the Royal Mint issuing a commemorative £2 coin 

depicting Pen-y-darren, with the encircled caption ‘Invention – Industry – Progress’ 

and ‘R.Trevithick 1804 2004’ (figure 3.24). The Welsh celebrations included: an 

anniversary walk of the route from Merthyr Tydfil to Abercynon on the anniversary 

 
218 Collin Higgs, ‘The Engines Line Up in Basset Road’, Gallery: Camborne Trevithick Day 2019, 
Cornwall Live, https://www.cornwalllive.com/news/cornwall-news/gallery/gallery-camborne-
trevithick-day-2019-2806230 (accessed 20 January 2020). 
219 See Chapter 5 for ‘Railfest’ in 2004 at the National Railway Museum, York. 
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date (21 February); model railway exhibitions; lectures about the history of 

Trevithick, railways, and the region; a ‘Heritage Festival’ through the month of July; 

and the launch of the creation of the ‘Trevithick Trail’ walking and cycling route 

along the original route.220 Completed in 2008 and maintained by Sustrans, a charity 

that designs and maintains walking and cycling routes for the National Cycle 

Network, the trail runs along the accessible sections of the original nine-mile railway 

line, including the ‘Trevithick Tunnel’ with a mosaic memorial of the Pen-y-darren 

run (figure 3.25) and other artwork relating to Trevithick and his engineering work 

along the route (figure 3.26).221 The events also included the commemorative 

naming of two pieces of modern rolling stock. The first, a First Great Western 

(FGW) Intercity 125 power car, temporarily renamed ‘Penydarren’ by the Minster 

for Transport, Kim Howells, at Cardiff Central station on 18 February (figure 3.27), 

and the EWS Class 37 freight locomotive named ‘Richard Trevithick’ at Merthyr 

Tydfil station by the music producer and railway enthusiast, Pete Waterman, on 21 

February.222 Further, a commemorative memorial, sponsored by the retail company, 

Tesco, was unveiled on a wall enclosing their Merthyr Tydfil site car park by Philip 

Hosken of the Trevithick Society, who also wrote The Oblivion of Richard 

Trevithick published in the bicentenary year (figure 3.28).223 The memorial was a 2D 

representation of the ‘World First Steam Train’, Pen-y-darren, with a bust of 

Trevithick and ‘Richard Trevithick 1804’. The commemorative components in the 

 
220 ‘Treading the Tracks of Trevithick’, South East Wales, BBC News, 29 April 2009, 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/local/southeastwales/hi/people_and_places/history/newsid_8022000/8022509.st
m (accessed 20 December 2019). 
221 Ibid. 
222 Pete Waterman temporarily co-owned Flying Scotsman with Sir William McAlpine (Chapter 5). 
223 ‘Trevithick Bi-centenary Celebrations’, Recordings, Creightons Collections 
http://www.creightonscollection.co.uk/index.html?Pages/Artists/A0045-Artist.htm~mainFrame (20 
December 2019); Hosken, Oblivion of Richard Trevithick; ‘The Bi-Centenary Celebrations of Richard 
Trevithick Merthyr Tydfil: Saturday 21st February 2004’, Sites, Rootsweb, 
http://sites.rootsweb.com/~wlsglfhs/trevithick.htm (accessed 12 February 2020). 
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Welsh towns and the more national events perhaps more extensively than any 

previous memorials or events recognised Trevithick’s contributions to the railway 

industry on both local and national scales. 

 

 
Figure 3.24: Commemorative £2 coin struck by Royal Mint, 2004.224 

 

 
224 ‘Invention Industry 2 Coin’, British, Chancery Collection,  
https://chancerycollection.com/coins/british/invention-industry-2-coin/ (accessed 12 February 2020). 
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Figure 3.25: ‘Trevithick Tunnel’ with mosaic memorial of the first run of Pen-y-darren, 21 

February 1804.225 

 

 
Figure 3.26: Bridge on ‘Trevithick Trail’ from Merthyr Tydfil to Abercynon with Pen-y-

darren art installation.226 

 

 
225 ‘Visit Merthyr Location Finder’, Visit Merthyr Location Finder, Visit Merthyr 
https://www.visitmerthyr.co.uk/map-page/ (accessed 12 February 2020). 
226 ‘Trevithick Trail: Merthyr Tydfil to Abercynon’, Home, Sustrans, 
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/find-a-route-on-the-national-cycle-network/trevithick-trail-merthyr-
tydfil-to-abercynon/ (accessed 12 February 2020). 
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Figure 3.27: First Great Western Intercity 125 renamed ‘Penydarren’ for Trevithick 

Bicentenary, 2004.227 

 

 
Figure 3.28: Memorial to Richard Trevithick, Tesco, Merthyr Tydfil, installed 2004.228 

 
227 Lewis Hurley, ‘43037 – Penydarren 2004 Rail Bicentenary’, Flickr, 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/133282013@N05/37998543711/in/album-72157679864003483/ 
(accessed 13 March 2020). 
228 Robert Humm & Co (@RHummBooks), tweet, 11 November 2019, 2:25p.m., 
https://twitter.com/RHummBooks/status/1192810408438054912 (accessed 20 December 2019). 
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While the 2004 event coincided with national celebrations of the anniversary, 

(taking a cue from the Camborne celebrations) from 2012 the local people of 

Merthyr Tydfil decided to commemorate Trevithick and the Pen-y-darren trial on 21 

February as an annual event.229 The commemorative components of these 

celebrations focussed largely on strategically benefitting the local area, and aimed to 

educate local people of all ages about, and instil a strong sense of pride in, their 

industrial history and heritage.230 At the first event in 2012, around two hundred 

people processed along the Trevithick Trail, and were both entertained and educated 

by costumed storytellers who recreated a meeting between Trevithick and 

ironmaster, Richard Crawshay, who is said to have placed a bet of five hundred 

guineas that Trevithick’s trial would be unsuccessful.231 The anniversary was 

deemed successful, and it was hoped it could continue to raise the profile of 

Trevithick again each year.232 In 2014, BTEC performing arts students from The 

College of Merthyr Tydfil staged a dramatized recreation of the trial, entitled ‘Iron & 

Steel’, in three separate performances to school children and local people.233 The 

performance was used to increase knowledge about the important role the town had 

in the Industrial Revolution, and to encourage local people to understand the 

importance of this history and heritage.234 Supported by Wellbeing@Merthyr, the 

2019 anniversary was used to counteract the ‘on-going bad publicity for social 

 
229 Simon Parker, ‘Welsh to Mark Anniversary of First Rail Journey with Annual Trevithick Day’, 
Western Morning News, 20 March 2012, 18-19. 
230 See Chapter 7 for how commemorations of the S&DR are being employed strategically to benefit 
the North East of England. 
231 Parker, ‘Welsh to Mark Anniversary of First Rail Journey with Annual Trevithick Day’, 19. 
232 Ibid., 19. 
233 College Merthyr Tydfil, ‘Iron & Steam’, YouTube video, 2mins. 24secs., 22 July 2014, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QV3d8Z8dvRI (accessed 15 February 2020). 
234 Ibid. 
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problems’, promote a sense of ‘civic pride’ in the area’s industrial history, and 

increase tourism levels.235  

Education about the town’s railway history was again a primary objective of 

these celebrations to ensure the history of Trevithick’s achievements could be 

preserved by developing a range of learning experiences in both the classroom and 

using the Trevithick Trail. In the month preceding the anniversary celebration date in 

2020, children from six primary schools in the area were invited to produce pieces of 

creative art and writing about Trevithick, and were lead on a walk along a trail on the 

original tramroad to the ‘Trevithick Tunnel’ to learn about his life and work by a 

costumed storyteller.236 The education of the younger residents was seen as 

important, with the local council stating that: 

This brilliant project will help the schoolchildren become familiar with what 

happened in 1804 and pass on their knowledge to their families, hopefully 

ensuring future generations of residents will continue to celebrate this historic 

event.237 

Therefore, much like the previous commemorative practices celebrating the life and 

work of Trevithick, the Merthyr Tydfil anniversaries were used to ensure that the 

industrial history relating to this specific engineer’s achievements would not fall into 

‘oblivion’ by providing a range of learning opportunities, specifically for the 

younger generations, to keep the story of their history and heritage alive. 

 
235 ‘Trevithick Day 2019’, Documents, Merthyr Tydfil, 
https://democracy.merthyr.gov.uk/documents/s45118/Appendix%202.pdf. 
236 ‘Trevithick Project will Perpetuate Historic Story for Future Generations’, Press Release, Merthyr 
Tydfil, 30 January 2020, https://www.merthyr.gov.uk/news-and-events/latest-news/trevithick-project-
will-perpetuate-historic-story-for-future-generations/ (accessed 3 March 2020). 
237 Ibid. 
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3.8 Conclusions 

The examples of Stephenson and Trevithick clearly demonstrate how heroes can be 

commemorated in different ways in the context of their contributions to a particular 

industry or field. There is a clear sense that Stephenson has been viewed as both a 

national and international figurehead of the railways, and was perpetuated as such by 

respective champions. His contributions to the industry were simpler to situate 

within the different commemorative components, owing largely to the way his life 

and work were set up in by Smiles’ biographies that extolled his virtues. He was 

relevant to a range of communities in local, national, international and professional 

communities. Conversely, Trevithick’s fame required more work to maintain his 

reputation and work for the industry. His champions consistently felt that they were 

rescuing his reputation from being forgotten. 

The cultures examined, however, had different purposes for each engineer: 

while the narratives for Stephenson were used to prop up and reiterate Smiles’ 

original narrative of his fame and virtues, Trevithick was being saved from 

‘oblivion’ or being forgotten in the public’s understanding of his part in the history 

of the railways. Narratives also ensured certain elements of their identities, whether 

that be their personal qualities or their connections to local areas, were brought to the 

fore. Biographies were used as a format to both develop and perpetuate desirable and 

imitable traits, as well as to salvage reputations in line with the history of early 

railways. Statues were used as long-lasting memorials to these engineers, developing 

narratives about both their fame and their connections to the local areas in which 

they were erected. Further, unlike the S&DR celebrations, these commemorative 

practices used their inventions to support narratives about the engineers’ 

contributions to the progression of technological achievement. Finally, religious 
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settings and narratives were used to showcase the work of the engineers, and in 

Trevithick’s case, link him more directly to his Cornish roots.  

These practices were a means of highlighting not only the reputations of these 

engineers, but what their inventions had enabled socially, politically, and 

economically in later periods for the communities who chose to celebrate them. 

Trevithick was connected most regularly to his regional settings of Cornwall and 

South Wales. Using Trevithick as a symbol of innovation and invention, his 

inventions and skills have been used as unifying figures to situate and celebrate the 

achievements and identities of regional communities in the later twentieth and early 

twenty-first centuries. Their prominence is based on the fact that men like Trevithick 

made important contributions to some of the most significant technological feats of 

the nineteenth century that subsequently became a strong, identifying feature of the 

regional communities. Perhaps most interestingly, though Stephenson’s public fame, 

demonstrated through commemorative practices, burned very brightly from the mid-

nineteenth to early twentieth century, he did not receive nearly the same level of 

sustained attention directed towards the ‘forgotten’ reputation of Trevithick into the 

twenty-first century. As argued by Colls, this is likely because Stephenson was no 

longer viewed as a ‘pioneer’ in a new breed of heroes that came to typify the 

progression of the industry more widely and its technological development in the 

twenty-first century. While Trevithick’s champions adapted their commemorative 

practices that have proved to successfully and consistently serve their worshippers 

annually for over three decades, Stephenson is yet to have a champion step up to the 

plate to develop a similar level of continued relevance to communities that can find 

their identity within aspects of his life and achievements. Overall, these practices 

were a means of creating ‘heroic’ narratives about these engineers’ part in the history 
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of the railways, but in order for them to be sustained over a long period of time there 

needed to be ‘champions’ who would carry the narratives forward. 
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Chapter 4: Internal Commemorative Cultures of the 
Railway Company and Railway Union 

 
Commemorative practices in a public setting have notably different purposes and 

outputs to those enacted within smaller and more insular communities. Functioning 

differently to the ‘outward looking’ commemorations examined in Chapters 2 and 3, 

‘inward-looking’ practices were used to cement bonds and collective identities 

within a smaller community as part of the wider network of commemorative cultures 

connected to the industry.1 These internal, private practices of remembrance and 

celebration were seen most notably amongst the communities of railway workers in 

connection with both their workplace and any workers’ union affiliations they might 

have had. These communities expanded in line with the growth of the railways 

across Britain, which in turn required widespread staffing and meant their affiliations 

to different companies and unions shifted with successive consolidations and 

amalgamations. Importantly, while these communities were connected by these 

affiliations, it was not possible for them to socially interact with the majority of their 

fellow colleagues or union members. 

Tracing how these internal communities interacted, created memories, and 

celebrated their history and accomplishments through commemorative practices is 

difficult to ascertain from many of the sources used in the previous chapters, such as 

newspapers, books, and pamphlets. Railway company and union publications created 

by and for staff, however, are fruitful sources of information not only to find 

evidence of commemorative activities that staff were engaging in, but also how these 

communities developed a shared history and interwove narratives about the history 

 
1 Rigney and Leersen, ‘Introduction’, 18. 
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of the industry into accounts of their staff. The publications served as a medium for 

sharing information about the commemorative events happening in their 

communities, as well as a forum to tactically showcase and celebrate people who 

best represented the values of those with the editorial control. 

Using a close reading approach of both the Great Western Railway Magazine 

and The Railway Review union newspaper in tandem with a range of physical and 

written ‘gifts’, this chapter will shift the focus from the physical landscape or the 

notable engineer as the protagonist of celebratory practices to demonstrate how 

ordinary railway workers were commemorated in their company and union 

communities. It will analyse how these publications both reflected and created 

internal commemorative cultures and became forums to create and sustain an 

internal identity through these commemorative practices. This is achieved by 

reviewing the publications in two ways. First, it will use the accounts of 

commemorative events to examine how and why staff and union members were 

celebrated and remembered outside of the written content. Second, it will examine 

how people were discussed and celebrated within the pages of the publications, and 

how they were placed in the narrative of the history of the companies and unions.   

The Great Western Railway Magazine (1888-1947) was one of the oldest and 

longest running railway magazines, and is a particularly interesting case to examine 

commemorative cultures in a company setting because of its stable identity over 

successive changes in the national structure of ownership, and the large geography of 

the country it covered. While other companies demonstrated similar commemorative 

styles, focussing on only one of them allows for a more detailed analysis of change 

and stability over time in their particular context. Argued by Indira Chowdhury, 

historians need to find ways to move beyond the ‘master narratives’, which largely 
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show the core values of an institution, and instead attempt to reveal the individual 

memory and negative or uncomfortable aspects of the collective group.3 

Chowdhury’s research on the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research used a range of 

oral histories and archival material to identify these challenges to, or differences 

from, the Institute’s official narratives.4 As this is not possible to ascertain through 

the GWR’s magazine, this chapter will compare the commemorative cultures of the 

railway unions using The Railway Review (1880-1990), a weekly newspaper 

published by and for the railway workers’ unions.5 This is an interesting, and at 

times, counter narrative of the paternalistic telling of the shape of the industry, which 

developed a different narrative about the railway workers and the industry’s history, 

particularly during periods of heightened unrest. However, the publication is also 

interesting as it reveals standardisations in styles of commemorative practices, 

regardless of the chosen narratives, showing that these ran through the industry and 

were not phenomena unique to company practices. 

Setting out the broader trends identified in both publications, this chapter uses 

select examples to demonstrate the forms and functions of four styles of 

commemorative practices centred on the staff and union members, and that were 

used to create a sense of community. First, how commemorative ceremonies were 

used to acknowledge accomplishments and changes in affiliations with the 

communities. Second, how personal and working lives of staff and union members 

 
3 Indira Chowdhury, Growing the Tree of Science: Homi Bhabha and the Tata Institute of 
Fundamental Research (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), xxiv. 
4 Ibid. 
5 ‘“Railway Review”/ “Transport Review”. 1913-1990’, Modern Records Centre, Warwick 
University, https://mrc-catalogue.warwick.ac.uk/records/NUR/K/1 (accessed 15 March 2018). From 
1880-1913 the paper was run by the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants of England, Ireland, 
Scotland and Wales (ASRS) and from then on until its final edition in 1990 by the National Union of 
Railwaymen (NUR). The title was changed to Transport Review in 1977 until its final publication in 
1990.  
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were expressed through short biographies. Third, how commemorative practices 

functioned in periods of unrest, for instance during workers’ strikes and shifts in the 

structure of the companies and unions undergoing amalgamations. Finally, this 

chapter concludes with an examination of an exceptional source, ‘Enginorum’, a 

scrapbook filled with stories, cartoons and photographs compiled by staff in the 

GWR Drawing Office, that had a limited, private readership to demonstrate further 

how the styles of commemorative practices were enacted in smaller community 

circles.6 Enginorum gives us an instructive insight into how colleagues and friends 

effectively constructed their own community, with their own social and cultural 

norms and, as time went on, commemorative practices. Where possible and 

necessary, the descriptions of commemorative events in the publications will be 

connected to examples of surviving physical memorials to elucidate some of the 

oftentimes bare reports used to describe elements of commemorative activity 

reported in the publications.7 Overall, this chapter will examine how commemorative 

practices were used within railway communities to support membership within them 

and sustain a sense of duty and loyalty. 

4.1 Great Western Railway 

The GWR was originally formed in Bristol in 1833, with an Act of Parliament 

officially passed on 31 August 1835 to allow the company to construct their first 

mainline railway from Bristol to London (opened in 1841).8 Because the region was 

 
6 National Railway Museum, NRM – Documents, 2015-7239, ‘Enginorum Scrapbook created by staff 
of the Great Western Railway (GWR) Drawing Office (part of the Engineering Department) 
Paddington Station’. 
7 There are few surviving physical traces connected specifically to the GWR that are held in museum 
and archive collections, or those that do exist are not fully explained in the material of the GWR 
magazine (such as items from STEAM – Great Western Railway Museum). Therefore, examples have 
been used from other companies where necessary. The examples of union gifts from ASRS and NUR 
are more numerous in museum collections. 
8 E. T. Macdermot, History of the Great Western Railway, 1833-1863, vol. 1 (London: Ian Allan, 
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suffering financially due to the increasing monopoly on industry in the North of 

England, along with the unreliability of road and water travel used for trade, creating 

this railway was a crucial step for reviving the economy in the South West by 

developing transport links for both national and foreign trade.9 In 1832, four 

Bristolian businessmen, Thomas Guppy, George Jones, John Hartford, and William 

Tothill, met to promote the creation of the railway.10 By early 1833 they had created 

a committee comprised of representatives of local commercial and political 

institutions, the City Council, the Chamber of Commerce, the Bristol Corporation, 

the Dock Company, and the Merchant Venturers to push the initiative forward.11 In 

March 1833, Isambard Kingdom Brunel was hired by the company to survey the best 

route for the new line, and engineer the most cost effective and efficient railway 

between the two cities.12 In June 1833, Brunel’s plans were approved, and two 

committees in Bristol and London were formed to oversee the construction of the 

line.13 In their first central meeting, they officially chose the name ‘Great Western 

Railway’ for the company, rather than the original proposal for the Bristol and 

London Railroad.14  

In need of an engineer to design and manufacture the locomotives for their 

new line, in 1837 Brunel hired Daniel Gooch as the first Superintendent of 

Locomotives.15 Gooch became as prominent name both in connection to the 

 
1964), 12. 
9 Andrew Roden, The Great Western Railway: A History (London: Aurum Press Limited, 2010), 1. 
10 Ibid., 2. 
11 Roden, The Great Western Railway, 2; Tim Bryan, The Great Western Railway: A Celebration 
(Hersham: Ian Allan 2010), 10.  
12 Angus R. Buchanan, ‘Brunel, Isambard Kingdom (1806–1859), civil engineer’, in Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, 23 September 2004, 
https://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-
9780198614128-e-3773 (accessed 2 March 2020). 
13 Roden, The Great Western Railway, 10. 
14 Ibid., 6. 
15 MacDermot, History of the Great Western Railway, 1833-1863, vol. 1, 27, 29. 
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company and for his more national accomplishments: he established the company’s 

locomotive works in Swindon in 1841, was made Chairman of GWR from 1865 

until his death in 1889, became a Baronet following his key role in laying the 

Atlantic cable, and was the Conservative MP for Cricklade from 1865-1885.16 

Between the company’s inception, its consolidation into the Big Four in 1923, and 

the nationalisation of the railways in 1947, GWR both created new branches from 

their original mainline and incorporated the lines of smaller railway companies. 

Their network therefore covered much of the Western region of Britain that 

geographically extended from the South West across to London, included all of 

Wales, and went as far north as Liverpool and Manchester.17  

From an early point, GWR was cognisant of its history and heritage. The 

longevity of the company, signified by the durability of the GWR name over this 

time, meant it was in a particularly solid position to both draw on and exploit its 

heritage and commemorate its historical achievements. This ranged from 

commemorative events on the scale of the S&DR commemorations examined in 

Chapter 2, to different recurring features on the company’s history and staff in the 

pages of their company magazine.18 In particular, the company prided itself on 

retaining its namesake identity from 1835 to the nationalisation of the railways in 

January 1948, as GWR was the only company to keep its original name following 

amalgamation of the nation’s railway lines into the Big Four in 1923. Immediately 

 
16 Geoffrey Channon, ‘Gooch, Sir Daniel, first baronet (1816–1889), Railway engineer and 
executive’, in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 23 September 2004,  
https://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-
9780198614128-e-10939 (accessed 2 March 2020). 
17 Michael Bonavia, The Four Great Railways (London: David & Charles, 1980), 48-49. 
18 See for examples of public-facing anniversary events: National Railway Museum, NRM – 
Documents, 2000-7367, ‘Souvenir Booklet, Great Western Railway Centenary, 1835-1935’; National 
Railway Museum, NRM – Documents, 2001-9315, ‘British Railways, Western Region, 150th 
Anniversary (1835-1985) of the Great Western Railway’. 
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before and during the amalgamation process, the company used their magazine as a 

space to remind their existing and new staff of their rich history and heritage and 

how it was unaffected by the compulsory consolidation of one hundred and twenty 

railways companies into four larger conglomerates. For example, a cartoon, 

originally published in the South Wales News in November 1922, was featured in 

their January 1923 volume as a firm reminder of how GWR had retained its pre-

grouping identity (figure 4.1). Entitled ‘A Survival of Title’, with the caption ‘The 

Great Western Railway: “Hooray! Never even blew me cap off!”, the accompanying 

explanation to the cartoon read: 

none of the companies which survive the amalgamation upheaval have come 

out of it with so much enhanced prestige as the Great Western. It is the only one 

to retain its old and familiar title.19   

This long and uninterrupted history was brought to an end in 1948 with the 

nationalisation of the railways. Unlike the certainty of the continuation of their 

identity with the 1923 amalgamation, this cartoon was used once again at the 

beginning of the magazine’s final volume in 1947 to express the company’s concern 

over its loss of identity. Following a description of the cartoon, they wrote ‘many 

members of the Company’s staff will be asking themselves how its prestige and its 

old familiar title will be affected by the events of 1947’.20 Effectively ending the 

GWR company after over one hundred years of continuity, they emphasised their 

long history and used commemorative practices to both draw a close to their history, 

while also ensuring that their identity remained intact following nationalisation and 

the creation of the British Railways Western Region. Within this framework, GWR 

 
19 ‘A Survival of Title’, Great Western Railway Magazine 35, no. 1, January 1923, 30; Thompson, 
‘“A Master Whose Heart is in the Land”’. 
20 ‘A 1922 Cartoon’, Great Western Railway Magazine 59, no. 1, January 1947, 2. 
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consistently used the commemorative practices that celebrated their workforce, and 

recorded them in the pages of the magazine to demonstrate the solid and extensive 

foundation of their identity, and showcase themselves as a company that welcomed 

in increasing numbers of staff into their community through successive 

amalgamations. 

 

 
Figure 4.1: The Great Western Railway: ‘Hooray! Never even blew me cap off!’.21 

 
4.1.1 Great Western Railway (and Temperance Union Record) Magazine 

The GWR’s magazine documented past and present developments in the company, 

and created social cohesion by sharing the types of social and commemorative 

activities that had been enacted by their staff, from the lower grades of workers to 

 
21 ‘A Survival of Title’, 30. 
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those in high positions of management. An original version of the magazine, called 

The Great Western Magazine: A Miscellany of Fact and Fiction, published from 

1862-1864, and managed by only five GWR staff members, primarily consisted of 

prose and poetry and contained very little aside from the occasional features on 

current events in the industry and interest pieces about railways.22 The magazine was 

revived by the GWR Temperance Union in November 1888, and the content 

changed from original ‘literary content’ to material and news that was of more 

interest to the staff.23 The content reflected a broader shift in British journalism as a 

whole in the 1880s. Newspapers and other printed news materials, including 

company magazines, before the 1880s focussed on education and acted as spaces 

where ‘rational discussion could take place’, and as the press increasingly felt it 

could no longer ‘“influence” or “educate” public opinion’, it instead chose to 

‘“reflect,” “express,” or “mirror” it’, with a greater focus on entertainment.24 

In the first issue of the new volumes of the magazine (1888), the editors stated 

the reasons for its revival:   

This large body of men, having, to a great extent, common aims and common 

interests, are scattered over a large part of England and Wales, and many of 

them know little of what is going on in the railway world, except upon such 

portions of the system as lie within their ken. There is little inter-

communication between them; they have few means of giving expression to 

their wants or sympathies, or of informing themselves of matters and 

 
22 The Great Western Magazine: A Miscellany of Fact and Fiction 1, (1862-1863); The Great Western 
Magazine: A Miscellany of Fact and Fiction 2, (1863-1864). 
23 ‘On a “Great Western Magazine” of Long Ago’, Great Western Railway Magazine, and 
Temperance Union Record 1, no. 3 (January 1889), 26. 
24 Mark Hampton, Visions of the Press in Britain, 1850-1950 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 
2005); Michael Heller, ‘British Company Magazines, 1878-1939: The Origins and Functions of 
House Journals in Large-Scale Organisations’, Media History 15, no. 2 (2009), 147. 
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transactions which it would interest and profit them to know…We shall… make 

it our object to publish everything that is being done for the welfare of railway 

servants in other directions, such as mission work, the proceedings of their 

various benefit societies, their concerts, fêtes, and entertainments… [W]e shall 

consult the special tastes and interests of ‘our public,’ and exclude nothing from 

our columns that in our judgement will inform their minds, quicken their 

sympathies, and elevate and purify their lives.25 

The new role of the GWR magazine was therefore to act as a written social space to 

share information on the activities being carried out by company members, with a 

large function of the it being to record the good works of their staff in line with their 

temperance stance. In 1903, the Temperance Union fell into financial difficulty, 

which led to the company agreeing to take control of the magazine, with Felix Pole, 

who would become GWR’s General Manager in 1921, appointed as editor.26 Events 

of the Temperance Union were documented to a large extent in the editions up to 

1904, though they were still featured in the magazine until the Big Four 

amalgamation in 1923. However, despite the role of the Temperance Union in the 

early volumes, as will be shown, the events and written material recorded in the 

magazine demonstrated a continuation in content and styles of commemoration 

spanning this crossover of editorial control. 

Though the magazine still functioned to serve the large GWR staff community, 

from 1905 the magazine took on a more corporate design, with a noticeable change 

in the tone of the text, including the first pages almost exclusively reserved for 

information from the management of the company, and a clearer sectioning of 

 
25 Great Western Railway Magazine and Temperance Union Record 1, no. 2 (December 1888), 1. 
26 Reeves, ‘An Exploration of the “Railway Family”’, 75; Felix Pole, His Book, (Town and Country 
Press, Bracknell, 1968), 16. 
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content. Stating that the large number of subscribers comprised of both GWR 

workers and the general public, the Editor set out the purpose of the ‘new’ magazine 

controlled by the company in their first issue in 1905:  

the Magazine [is] an effective means of acquainting the most remotely situated 

and the humblest members of the Company’s staff, as well as the directors and 

officers, with all that is of interest in matters pertaining to the line as a whole, 

and of more closely binding together all the members of the staff, whose interest 

are the interests also of the Company, its directorate and administrative heads.27 

The magazine continued to strive to represent and bring together the whole railway 

community, both in terms of their employment position as well as their geographical 

location, but the tone, and in turn the content, became more paternalistic. The earlier 

volumes of the magazine under the Temperance Union did not have a defined 

section to talk about the staff, but did include sections that might be called 

‘presentations’.28 Starting in 1905, the company-led magazine had a clear format 

with a dedicated section towards the end of the magazine entitled ‘Among the Staff’, 

which continued as a standard feature in the magazine until the final volume in 1947. 

This section, along with information on sporting events, exams, ambulance training, 

staff changes and obituaries, was a space to document the commemorative events the 

staff were involved in. The commemorative activity of those in higher positions were 

documented earlier in the magazine as feature pieces. The magazines would also 

include ‘portraits’ of staff members, which would, in most cases, include a 

photograph alongside an accompanying paragraph about their life and employment 

under the GWR. As will be shown, the portraits tended to celebrate those in higher 

 
27 Great Western Railway Magazine 17, no. 1 (January 1905), 1. 
28 See for example: Great Western Railway Magazine volumes in 1888-89, 1889-90, 1890-91, 1895, 
1900. 
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graded positions until, under the editorial control of the Temperance Union, there 

were strong suggestions from staff that they needed a better representation of the 

diversity of the workforce. Further, the recording of larger commemorative events, 

including gift giving, gave more space to the managerial staff than those of lower 

grades. Though not a definite reflection of how many people read the publications, 

evidence suggests that circulation of the GWR magazine grew from two thousand 

five hundred to eleven thousand copies between September 1903 and May 1904, and 

by 1909 had reached twenty-five thousand, being purchased by both staff members 

and the general public from sale points at their railway stations.29 By the increasing 

array of content written by and about the staff from across the country, and the range 

of different employment positions these staff could have in the company, this 

suggests both a wide representation of commemorative events held across the 

companies and an increasing and broadening readership.  

4.2 The Railway Unions  

By the end of the nineteenth century, there were five separate railway workers’ 

unions – the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servant (ASRS), the Associated 

Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen (ASLEF), the United Pointsmen’s 

and Signalmen’s Society (UPSS), the General Railway Workers Union (GRWU), 

and the Railway Clerks’ Association (RCA).30 The ASRS, the oldest of these unions 

and publisher of The Railway Review, was officially formed in 1871.31 In its opening 

 
29 Reeves, ‘An Exploration of the “Railway Family”’, 85; Pole, His Book, 18; Thompson, ‘“A Master 
Whose Heart is in the Land”’, 355; Heller, “British Company Magazines’, 148. No evidence to 
suggest sales of The Railway Review. 
30 ‘Railway Workers’, Working Lives and Working Organisations, Working Class Movement Library, 
https://www.wcml.org.uk/our-collections/working-lives/railway-unions/ (accessed 12 November 
2019). 
31 Modern Records Centre, Warwick University, MSS.127/NU/GS/3/23, ‘NUR History and 
“Historical” Miscellanea, 1900-1961. Main File, 1900-1956’; Drummond, Crewe, 83. 
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years, the union was poorly managed and faced much hostility from the companies, 

until the appointment of Edward Hartford as their leader in 1883.32 The founding 

members of this union felt that the railway company management ‘provided little 

protection against accident, and… the outlook of the management was such that it 

meant a complete denial of the right of railwaymen to be consulted regarding the 

conditions of their employment’.33 The union was therefore formed to ‘[draw] public 

attention to the actual state of things’, and to ensure the national government were 

made aware of the ‘dangers to which railwaymen and the public were subjected’.34 

The primary function of the ASRS, as with the other unions, was therefore to protect 

their members’ working conditions and to improve safety for both the railway 

workers and passengers.35  

As with the railway companies, the unions were themselves amalgamated 

(with the exception of ASLEF remaining a separate union) to more effectively 

represent the needs of the wider railway working community, which led to the 

formation of the National Union of Railwaymen (NUR). The successful combined 

efforts of the first national railway workers’ strike in 1911 created the impetus 

needed to form a general railway workers’ union, and led to the official 

amalgamation of the ASRS (England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales) with the UPSS 

and GRWU to form the NUR on 30 March 1913.36 Much like the GWR cartoon, the 

new amalgamated union published a cartoon in the newspaper to signal the 

changeover from ASRS to NUR that demonstrated a continuing pride in the history 

 
32 Howell, Respectable Radicals, 6. 
33 J. Marchbank, ‘The Story of the Fusion of Forces’, Supplement to The Railway Review, 25 March 
1938, 1. 
34 Ibid., 1. 
35 Ibid., 1. 
36 MSS.127/NU/GS/3/23, ‘NUR History and “Historical” Miscellanea, 1900-1961. Main File, 1900-
1956’. 
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of their part in the industry, but with an understanding that they needed to progress 

and expand (figure 4.2). 

 
Figure 4.2: ‘Changing Engines’ Cartoon, The Railway Review, 1913.37 

 
The new union was primarily comprised of ASRS members, with around one 

hundred and forty five thousand of the two hundred thousand members of the NUR 

coming from this former union.38 The NUR therefore primarily maintained ‘the 

tradition’ of the ASRS to ‘preserve and expand both [trade unionism] industrially 

and politically’.39 Before the amalgamation, the workers represented in The Railway 

Review were primarily comprised of railway workers from higher grades.40 The 

amalgamation opened up this forum of communication to a broader range of railway 

 
37 ‘Changing Engines’, The Railway Review, no. 796 (old series no. 1807), 29 March 1918, 9. 
38 The National Union of Railwaymen’, The Railway Review, 4 April 1913, no. 797 (old series no. 
1808), 1. 
39 Ibid.; MSS.127/NU/GS/3/23, ‘NUR History and “Historical” Miscellanea, 1900-1961. Main File, 
1900-1956’. 
40 Howell, Respectable Radicals, 6. 
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employment representation. From April 1913, NUR was responsible for editing and 

publishing The Railway Review and, much like the result of GWR’s line 

amalgamations, expanded their reader base to a broader range of railway workers 

professions.41 The ASRS, and subsequently the NUR, as longstanding advocates for 

the total unification of the unions, viewed both their own amalgamation and those of 

the railway companies in 1923 and 1948 as positive steps to consolidate railway 

workers into a national community that they could more effectively represent, serve, 

and protect.42 Loyalty towards trade unionism was an important feature of their 

identity, and in turn how they celebrated and commemorated their members, which 

they based on the length and scale of commitment to the unionist cause. 

4.2.1 The Railway Review 

The ASRS’s, and later NUR’s, weekly newspaper, The Railway Review, existed 

almost in competition to the paternalistic literature of the railway companies, 

functioning instead as a space to discuss the issues of working conditions in the 

industry and to open up a more democratic forum for discussion: 

Free from any influence of any dominant section of the Service, we may fairly 

and without reserve chronicle and review the important events transpiring on all 

the lines, and, should occasion require, criticise the management of them, or the 

conduct of the boards of directors equally with that of the officers and servants. 

Our voice will be most often heard on the side of the rank and file of the 

Service, because, though they be the most numerous they are also the least 

considered in the great systems, are the furthest removed from independence, 

 
41 Last issue under ASRS: The Railway Review, no. 796 (old series no. 1807), 28 March 1913. First 
Issue under NUR: The Railway Review, no. 797 (old series no. 1808), 4 April 1913. 
42 ‘Railway Changes’, The Railway Review, no. 2317, 5 January 1923; ‘Grand Good-Night for 1947’, 
The Railway Review, no. 3615, 26 December 1947, 1; ‘Prospect and Retrospect’, The Railway 
Review, no. 3617, 2 January 1948, 1. 
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and stand in need of an organ which shall give the assistance of publicity to 

their views and aspirations.44 

This newspaper therefore purposefully differed from the company magazines as the 

unions felt the railway staff were not being represented properly within their official 

narratives, and also provided a space to talk more negatively about their employers, 

which the unions felt could not be enabled through company-led literature. Unlike 

the company magazine, it was rare to find portraits of their unions members, both in 

terms of photographs or short biographies, that stood alone from commemorative 

gifting unless they served a purpose to discuss union morals.45 Where space 

permitted, short biographies of the staff were usually included as part of the 

reporting of these ceremonies. The recording of commemorative events, gifting, and 

these smaller biographies of the union members were found in a range of places in 

the newspaper throughout the period examined. This included in reports of branch 

meetings (for both the male union meetings and the Railway Women’s Guild), which 

were a large feature in the newspaper until 1923, the obituary section, in reports 

under ‘general news’ or ‘presentations’ scattered throughout the magazine from its 

first issue in 1880, or in ‘social gatherings’ seen in issues from around 1900 

onwards.46 Notably, the commemorative activities and rhetoric recorded within the 

newspaper reflected the principles and purposes of the union, which were to 

encourage increased worker involvement in trade unionism and to improve the 

working conditions of the railwaymen. 

 
44 James Greenwood, ed., ‘Introduction’, The Railway Review 1, no. 1 (16 July 1880), 1. 
45 See for example: ‘Sir Alfred William Tyler J. P.’, The Railway Review, no. 2681, 7 January 1930, 
8. 
46 See for example: James Greenwood ed., ‘General News’, The Railway Review, no. 3, 30 July 1880, 
1. 1900 has been taken as the final date, as the publications were examined at five-year intervals, and 
there was no mention of ‘social gatherings’ in 1895 issues. 
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4.3  Commemorative Events and Gift-Giving 

As with the celebrations examined in Chapters 2 and 3, ceremonies celebrating 

company staff and union members were made up of a series of commemorative 

components. For both the GWR and the unions, these components were consistent 

and standardised throughout the period examined for all grades of workers and 

unionists.47 Though the unions developed some of their own unique commemorative 

practices, such as the gifting of badges, medals, and medallions at union meetings, 

many also mimicked the styles used by the companies. The separate components 

were: an event organised primarily by fellow railwaymen usually within their 

department and attended by people who they physically interacted with in their 

union or professional settings; one or more of the attendees acting as masters of 

ceremonies, oftentimes referred to as the ‘chairman’ or ‘vice chairman’; the 

presentation of one or more gifts; and finally a series of speeches and responses 

about why the person was being celebrated, which could include their commitment 

to the company or union. The ceremonial aspects, rhetoric used, gifts presented, and 

recording of these events in the publications for a wider dissemination beyond those 

who actually experienced them were important ways of showing gratitude for the 

person’s commitment to their communities, and to leave a lasting memorial as a 

tangible symbol of this commitment. However, these events were more than an act 

of the recognition of the individual’s achievements. The ceremonial aspects aimed to 

commemorate their past and create a lasting record of the event in the present and 

future, while also representing and modelling the ideal behaviours and practices 

within both unions and companies. 

 
47 See a similar examination of commemorative components using anthological methods in: Pestre, 
‘Commemorative Practices at CERN’, 203-216. 
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The role of the ceremonial gift giving in employment-based communities has 

not been extensively examined.48 Classic anthropological studies of gift giving and 

cultures of exchange have explored in societies as diverse as Polynesia and the 

Pacific north-west of North America, and prehistoric societies, while studies on more 

recent, contemporary western culture, have focussed on economic exchange attached 

to social and cultural interactions, such as the function of gifting at birthday parties.49 

The study of the intentions of these exchanges is therefore not directly relevant to the 

type of material traces gifted in recognition of an individual’s or group’s identifying 

qualities or contributions and actions within a working environment. By linking the 

inference of these interactions expressed through the material culture to written 

records of these events, the wider function of these gifts in celebratory practices can 

be more fully understood. 

Gift-giving ceremonies were well documented in all of the volumes of the 

GWR magazine (1888-1947). The content of the earlier issues of The Railway 

Review focussed primarily on documenting the different shifts in the industry and 

politics that affected working conditions for railway staff, but would occasionally 

report on gift-giving ceremonies held in the context of the railway companies rather 

than any union-led events.50 Gifting ceremonies organised by the union members 

 
48 Ibid.: Pestre most effectively examines written documents as evidence for internal commemorative 
ceremonies. 
49 See for example: Marcel Mauss, The Gift: The Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic 
Societies, trans. W. D. Halls (London: Routledge, 1990) – seen as a seminal work on gift-giving; John 
F. Sherry, ‘Gift Giving in Anthropological Perspective’, Journal of Consumer Research 10, (1983), 
157-168 – this piece traces the anthropological and sociological approaches to gift giving by 1983; 
Bronislaw Malinowski, Argonauts of the Western Pacific: An Account of Native Enterprise and 
Adventure in the Archipelagos of Melanesian New Guinea (London: Routledge, 2014); James G. 
Carrier, ‘Exchange’, in Handbook of Material Culture, eds. Chris Tilley, Webb Keane, Susanne 
Küchler, Mike Rowlands and Patricia Spyer (London: SAGE Publications Ltd., 2013), 373-383 – 
literature review on anthropological analyses of gifting and exchange practices. 
50 See for example: ‘General News’, The Railway Review 1, no. 3, 30 July 1880, 13; ‘Presentation to 
Mr. T. W. Worsdell’, The Railway Review 1, no. 77, 30 December 1881, 12; ‘Presentation for Long 
Services’, The Railway Review 2, no. 199, 2 May 1884, 14.  
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with a similar structure to company events were reported more frequently from 

around 1888-1889. Material traces of this type of gift giving predated the creation of 

the magazines (see figures 4.3 and 4.4), but the written accounts give a stronger 

context for why they were presented, by who, and the rhetoric that was used during 

the events. 

 

 
Figure 4.3: Purse presented to George Hall by Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Company, 

24 June 1853.51 

 

 

 

 

 
51 National Railway Museum, NRM – Miscellanea & Curiosities, 1987-8099, ‘Purse Presented to 
George Hall esq’. Engraving says: ‘This purse containing 50 Guineas, is presented by the servants of 
the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Company, to George Hall, Esq as a warm tribute of respect for 
his considerate & proper exercise of authority during his Superintendence in that Company from 
which he is now retiring. June 24th 1853’. Though a large company until its amalgamation into LMS 
in 1922, there was no magazine for this railway company. 
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Figure 4.4: ‘Spectacles in silver case presented to Mr William Oliver by the workmen at the 

NE Railway Shops Gateshead, October 1872’.52 

 
 

 
52 National Railway Museum, NRM – Passenger Comforts, 1998-8319, ‘Spectacles in Silver Case 
Presented to Mr William Oliver by the Workmen at the NE Railway Shops Gateshead, October 
1872’. This item predates the first volume of North Eastern Railway Magazine 1, no. 1 (January 
1911). 
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Gifts acted as a structural centrepiece that the other components of the 

ceremonies worked around. Outside the context of the ceremonies, they became a 

permanent token of appreciation and a memento that recorded the celebrated 

person’s connection to the company or union, and the commemorative event itself. 

They also functioned as a tangible record of the ceremony and the worker’s 

connection to their community. For the GWR, the primary circumstances identified 

from the magazines for holding commemorative events were retirements or moving 

to positions outside the company, marriages, changes of positions within the 

company, and events connected to training of GWR members by St. John’s 

Ambulance.53 Particularly when related to leaving and changes of positions within 

the company, the written reports, and in some cases the commemorative gifts, would 

make note of the number of years the person had served under GWR.54 The union 

ceremonies worked similarly to those of the company, including retirement from 

both positions in the union and their company employment, movement to other 

branches, usually due to their change in employment in the companies, leaving the 

country, the number of years they served as a member of the union, the number of 

years of service to the railways, and for the number of new union members they had 

recruited for their branch. The union events were organised by their fellow-union 

members and were most often only attended by their fellow branch members. The 

 
53 See example of retirement or leaving company: ‘Among the Staff’, Great Western Railway 
Magazine 17, no. 5 (May 1905), 96; ‘Among the Staff’, Great Western Railway Magazine 34, no. 9 
(September 1922), 428. Changing position in company: ‘Among the Staff’, Great Western Railway 
Magazine (July 1915), 192; ‘Among the Staff’, Great Western Railway Magazine 34, no. 4 (April 
1922), 159. Marriages: ‘Among the Staff’, Great Western Railway Magazine 27, no. 12 (December 
1915), 331; ‘Presentations’, Great Western Railway Magazine 7, no. 6 (April 1895), 79. St. John’s 
Ambulance presentations: ‘Ambulance – Pontypool Road’, Great Western Railway Magazine and 
Temperance Union Record 2, no. 15 (January 1890), 32; ‘The Ambulance Movement’, Great Western 
Railway Magazine 48, no. 4 (April 1936), 197.  
54 ‘Presentations’, Great Western Railway Magazine and Temperance Union Record 2, no. 17, 
(March 1890), 53. 
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gifts and the ceremonies were used to demonstrate the members’ commitment to the 

union, as well as a way to encourage other members to show the same level of 

commitment to receive them. 

A range of commemorative gifts were presented during the ceremonies, and 

there were clear similarities between the types of gifts for both company staff and 

union members. Some of the gifts identified include large items such as writing 

desks and smoking cabinets, illuminated addresses and testimonials, walking canes 

and umbrellas, purses of monies, food service items like tea and coffee sets (figure 

4.5) or decanters, and watches and clocks.55 Many of the union gifts were the same 

as the company ones such as a walking stick presented to J. Draper on his retirement 

(figure 4.6), but also regularly included framed emblems, and a range of medallions 

and badges (figures 4.7-4.11).56 Alongside celebrating their commitment, the badges 

were a way to signify the members’ sense of belonging to the union. Some 

ceremonies, where female members of the family were present, also involved giving 

gifts to the wives and daughters of the railwayman being celebrated, such as 

jewellery, clothing accessories, and food service items during the company-led 

ceremonies.57 Female workers were also gifted with items when they became 

engaged, which meant they were effectively retiring, and in rare cases the Railway 

Women’s Guild members were gifted items both in tandem and independently of 

 
55 See for example: ‘Presentation’, Great Western Railway Magazine and Temperance Union Record 
2, no. 22 (August 1890), 114; ‘Attainments and Achievements of Great Western Men’, Great Western 
Railway Magazine 17, no. 2 (February 1905), 30; ‘Among the Staff’, Great Western Railway 
Magazine 23, no. 1 (January 1911), 23; ‘Among the Staff’, Great Western Railway Magazine 31, no. 
9 (September 1919), 180. 
56 See for example: ‘Branch Meetings, Oswestry’, The Railway Review no. 197, 4 January 1895 no. 
197 (old series no. 856), 3; ‘Branch Meetings, Guildford’, The Railway Review no. 198 (old series no. 
857), 11 January 1895, 2. 
57 ‘Among the Staff’, Great Western Railway Magazine 35, no. 1 (January 1923), 41; ‘Social 
gatherings – Stroud’, The Railway Review, no. 721 (old series no. 1732), 20 October 1911, 14. 
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their husbands at their branch meetings.58 Some of these gifts were therefore 

practical or had value beyond being a commemorative item, while others were 

purely for display or remembrance as symbols of the commemorative event. Many 

of the items, practical or not, were engraved with an inscription that permanently 

linked them to the commemorative event and the persons connection to their 

community. Therefore, though similar types of gifts were presented consistently to a 

range of staff and union members, the importance of the items was not necessarily 

what form they took, but instead who they were being presented by, how they held a 

central role in the event, and the gift’s purpose as a lasting, personal memorial of 

both the worker’s achievements and their connections to the company or union. 

While many of the gifts did not necessarily have a practical use, they were typically 

objects that might be prized, were usually durable, and were expected to be retained 

by the recipients for a long time. The gift giving ceremonies were themselves a form 

of commemoration, as they typically honoured longevity, continuity, and the 

recipient’s contribution to the company or the union. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
58 See for example: ‘Among the Staff’, Great Western Railway Magazine 34, no. 2 (February 1922), 
70; ‘Our Women’s Corner Conducted by Margery Daw’, The Railway Review, no 704 (old series no. 
1715), 30 June 1911, 7. 
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Figure 4.5: ‘Engraved tea service, presented by the Chairman, Deputy Chairman and 
Directors of the South Eastern Railway Company to James I’Anson Cudworth on his 

resignation, November 1876’.59 

 
59 National Railway Museum, NRM – Miscellanea & Curiosities, 2016-7136, ‘James Cudworth Tea 
Service’. 
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Figure 4.6: Walking stick, National Union of Railwaymen, ‘Presented to Bro. J. Draper by 

Rainford Branch NUR on his retirement’.60 

 

 
60 National Railway Museum, NRM – Miscellanea & Curiosities, 1986-8047, ‘Walking Stick, 
National Union of Railwaymen’. 
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Figure 4.7: ASRS pin-bar with ribbon medallion presented to select members of the union.61 

 
61 National Railway Museum, NRM – Miscellanea & Curiosities, 1991-7394 Pt.18, ‘Medallion, 
Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants’. 
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Figure 4.8: Silver pin badge gifted to select members of the ASRS.62 

 

 
Figure 4.9: Gold pin-badge gifted to select members of the ASRS.63 

 

 

 

 

 
62 National Railway Museum, NRM – Uniform & Costumes, 1991-7394 Pt.21, ‘Badge, Amalgamated 
Society of Railway Servants’. 
63 National Railway Museum, NRM – Uniform & Costumes, 1991-7394 Pt.24, ‘Badge, Amalgamated 
Society of Railway Servants’. 
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Figure 4.10: NUR Medallion, ‘Workers of the World Unite’.64 

 

 

      
Figure 4.11: NUR Medallion, ‘Workers of the World Unite’.65 

 

 

 
64 National Railway Museum, NRM – Uniform & Curiosities, 1991-7394 Pt.59, ‘National Union of 
Railwaymen Medallion’. 
65 National Railway Museum, NRM – Uniform & Curiosities, 1991-7394 Pt.61, ‘National Union of 
Railwaymen Medallion’. 
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A representative example that demonstrates how these events were used to 

encourage workers’ loyalty to their company is an event that was organised to mark 

the retirement of a railway inspector, John Jones, from GWR’s Caerphilly branch in 

1927.66 The ceremony was held in the presence of ‘railwaymen and others’, 

including the Mayor of Cardiff, Alderman Williams, and was presided over by the 

divisional superintendent of the area, Mr. Wainwright.67 Jones had worked for GWR, 

and the Rhymney Company before its amalgamation into the GWR, for fifty-four 

years, and was retiring due to restrictions on age for those who could continue to 

work for the railways.68 The ceremony included the presentation of a gold watch by 

the Mayor on behalf of his colleagues, with an inscription that read ‘Presented to Mr. 

John Jones, traffic inspector, by his colleagues as a token of their esteem upon his 

retirement after 54 years’ service’.69 His fellow railwayman, Mr. Lewis, also 

presented Jones’ wife with a handbag as mark of respect for her role as a ‘devoted 

wife and mother’.70 While the presentations of the gifts were the purpose of this 

ceremony, accompanying speeches by Mr. Wainwright, the Mayor, and Mr. Lewis, 

commended the hard work, loyalty, and highly regarded reputation of Jones and his 

family.71 Further, paraphrased in the report of the ceremony, Mr. Lewis stated: 

he [Mr. Lewis] appealed to the young people present to capture the same idea of 

duty and honesty as Inspector Jones had done, and to acquire such a reputation 

for honesty and steadfastness as would lead people to class railwaymen among 

the aristocrats of the labour world.72 

 
66 ‘Among the Staff’, Great Western Railway Magazine 39, no. 2 (February 1927), 70. 
67 Ibid., 70 
68 Ibid., 70. 
69 Ibid., 70. 
70 Ibid., 70. 
71 Ibid., 70. 
72 Ibid., 70. 
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The ceremony celebrating railwaymen using the combination of the gift giving and 

the speeches were used tactically to reinforce the ideals of the company. Therefore, 

in both its staged and written forms, the event not only celebrated the retirement of 

one railwayman, but also expressed his, and his family’s, acclaim in their local and 

railway communities, and demonstrated the benefits of loyalty and longevity in the 

company to others railway workers and their families.  

In a very similar format to the companies, the ASRS and NUR used their 

commemorative ceremonies to promote the principles of loyalty to, and the benefits 

of, trade unionism. Reported on the front page of their newspaper, a ceremony was 

held at the close of 1894 for Mr. Hornby to celebrate his change of position in his 

company, and for his ‘services during the long period he held the position of 

secretary’ of the union’s central branch in Newcastle.73 The chairman of the branch, 

Mr. Little, presided over the event attended by ‘friends and admirers’, and the 

presentation was made by a fellow union member, Mr. Dunglinson.74 As during the 

company event in 1927, the gift was a locally-made gold watch with the inscription: 

‘Presented to Mr. J. J. Hornby by his fellow workmen on his appointment as sub-

inspector of railways in recognition of his untiring energy and zeal as a branch 

secretary of the A.S.R.S.’.75 In making the presentation, Mr. Dunglinson stated that 

‘he hoped that the watch presented to Mr. Hornby would go down to his sons as an 

heirloom, and serve to remind them of the useful life of their father, and encourage 

them to follow in the same path of usefulness’.76 The presentation was accompanied 

by recollections of the progression of Mr. Hornby’s professional career and union 

 
73 ‘Presentation to Mr. Hornby’, The Railway Review, no. 197 (old series no. 856), 4 January 1895, 1. 
74 Ibid., 1. 
75 Ibid., 1. 
76 Ibid., 1. 
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work in line with the broader history of industry and railway trade unionism by Mr. 

Little and Mr. Dunglinson, including improvements in working conditions and the 

growth of their branch members from twenty three in 1833 to eight hundred and fifty 

by 1927.77 The ceremony concluded with a response from Mr. Hornby, in which he 

is recorded as stating: 

He then gave some words of encouragement to his former brethren in the 

railway service, remarking that although they could not all be sub-inspectors, 

they could all work to the best of their ability in the sphere in which they found 

themselves.78 

Though the ceremonial aspects were very similar to those used in the company 

setting, the narrative of the different elements supported the ideals of a union 

member and trade unionism. The gift, the actual event, and the record of it were used 

to show the merits of becoming a part of the union community and to inspire future 

generations of railway workers to join the cause by recalling the progress since 

opening of the branch, and by demonstrating the high regard Mr. Hornby was held in 

in the present because of his historic commitment to the ASRS. 

4.4  Writing Histories, Celebrating the People 

While the publications kept railway workers informed about notable events in the 

industry, like the amalgamation of railway lines or political developments affecting 

relationships between the unions and companies, they were also used as a forum to 

recall the past. This included pieces that were written intentionally to inform their 

readers about the company’s or the union’s history. Some focussed on shifts in the 

present using the past to explain the changes, while others aimed to celebrate the 

 
77 Ibid., 1. 
78 Ibid., 1. 
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present as something that would become noteworthy in the future.79 These types of 

narratives were transmitted through biographies, sketches, obituaries of the staff in 

both the general, central body of the publications and, as shown, in the 

accompanying reports on gift giving ceremonies. The accounts of railway workers’ 

lives and accomplishments in these forms, unlike reports of commemorative physical 

interactions between staff and members, had much higher levels of editorial control 

to more effectively stylise the company staff or union members as ‘ideal images’ of 

their organisations.80 The purposes of these accounts for the companies and unions 

therefore need to be viewed as having a connected yet different functionality to the 

staged commemorative practices. 

Examined in Chapter 3, the qualities of the subject of biographies was largely 

shaped by the motivations of the author. While the biographies in these publications 

were still subject to similar editorial control, the context of the production and 

dissemination of them was different to the much larger and detailed accounts of 

publicly recognisable people in the history of the industry. The broader study of 

obituaries helps to understand how these shorter, targeted biographies functioned for 

selective, community-based readership. Heynderickx and Dieltjens analysis of 

obituaries in Flemish company staff magazines from 1940-2010 identified trends in 

how they were constructed. Their content exemplified positive qualities that were 

seen as ‘asset[s] for staff members’.81 They largely featured male staff members, and 

both the amount of text and size of any accompanying portrait would increase the 

 
79 See Chapter 6 on branding for further analysis of this phenomenon in twenty-first century context. 
80 See shifting from management of identity from actual to written form: Samuel Bonsu, ‘The 
Presentation of Dead Selves in Everyday Life: Obituaries and Impression Management’, Symbolic 
Interaction 30, no. 2 (2007), 199-219. 
81 Priscilla C. Heynderickx and Sylvain M. Dieltjens, ‘An Analysis of Obituaries in Staff Magazines’, 
Death Studies 40, no. 1 (2016), 11, 17. 
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higher the position of the individual in the company hierarchy.82 Finally, obituaries 

of the managerial staff were more likely to be feature pieces while lower positions 

were given the least amount of space to summarise their working lives and 

funerals.83 Regarding content, Eliecer Crespo Fernández’s examination of Victorian 

obituaries showed that they were a combination of ‘information and publicity’, a 

midway between ‘truth and an exaggerated display of virtues of the deceased’.84 

Moving into the twentieth-century, Bridget Fowler’s analysis of newspaper 

obituaries found that the use of selective content in the obituaries meant they were 

not simply a ‘homage’ of the positive aspects of the deceased, but that they also had 

an important role in displaying ‘a wider play of symbolic power’.85 The identity of 

the company as some form of paternalistic, or in the case of the unions as fraternal, 

umbrella could therefore be moulded through how they celebrated and remembered 

their staff. This was therefore achieved not only by the sense of caring demonstrated 

through ceremonial acts of remembrance in of itself, but also by how they described 

the lives of their staff in line with the history and identity the wider community the 

individual was identified with. 

GWR staff biographies were regularly featured in the magazine from 1888-

1947. In the earlier volumes, they represented a range of staff members, from engine 

drivers to managers and superintendents, to key representatives of the temperance 

movement.86 In their 1895 issue, the Temperance Union editors recognised that their 

 
82 Ibid., 17. 
83 Ibid., 17. 
84 Eliecer Crespo Fernández, ‘Linguistic Devices Coping with Death in Victorian Obituaries’, Revista 
Alicantina de Estudios Ingleses 20, (2007), 7-21, 9; Bridget Fowler, ‘Mapping the Obituary: Notes 
towards a Bourdieusian Interpretation’, The Sociological Review 52, no. 2 (2004), 148-171. 
85 Bridget, ‘Mapping the Obituary’, 149. 
86 ‘Mr. Robert Roscoe’, Great Western Railway Magazine and Temperance Union Record 1, no. 8 
(June 1889), 90; ‘Mr. John Armstrong’, Great Western Railway Magazine and Temperance Union 
Record 2, no. 15 (January 1890), 30; ‘The Death of Sir Daniel Gooch’, Great Western Railway 
Magazine, and Temperance Union Record 2, no. 13 (December 1889), 4-6; ‘Temperance Union’, 
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biographies needed to, ‘as much as possible, [be] representative of the general staff 

of the Company’, and therefore expanded their subjects to include accounts of 

managers of the GWR’s Marine Department.87 From 1905, biographies of a range of 

grades of railway workers were found almost entirely in the ‘Among the Staff’ and 

‘Official Staff Changes and Appointment’ sections. In these sections, the biographies 

accompanied reports regarding promotions, appointments, and retirements, as well 

as the records of gifting ceremonies. More commonly, when written in connection to 

the gifting ceremonies, the subjects of the biographies were commended for their 

contributions or dedication to the company, which was expressed by the number of 

years the staff member had served under the GWR. In the accounts of staff changes, 

while some were used to praise the staff member specifically for the types of 

qualities the company commended in their staff, these biographies gave also the 

editors scope to use the railway workers’ careers under the company to discuss 

GWR’s lineage and growth.  

In 1900, the retirement of Mr. House from the Tender Shop in Swindon after 

sixty-four years of employment was linked very heavily to the history of both the 

expansion of the GWR and, in turn, the town itself because of the presence of the 

railway industry.88 Entitled ‘The Oldest Railway Employe [sic]’, the majority of the 

record of his working career focussed on the development of the town and the GWR 

over the time he worked for the industry, and drew a direct connection between a 

record of his life and that of the company: 

 
Great Western Railway Magazine, and Temperance Union Record 1, no. 6 (April 1889), 65-66. 
87 ‘GWR Marine Department’, Great Western Railway Magazine 7, no. 3 (January 1895), 34. 
88 ‘The Oldest Railway Employe’, Great Western Railway Magazine, no. 7 (July 1900), 74. 
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The story of Mr. House’s life is practically the history of the Great Western 

Railway at Swindon. When he went there in 1838 the G.W.R. as far as Swindon 

was concerned, was only a name; now it is a stupendous reality.89 

His life was therefore recalled as a witness to the developments of the industry rather 

than any particular relationships to his fellow workers or his life outside of the 

industry. A further example from their 1915 volume that recorded the retirement of 

the Goods Manager of the Cardiff district, Mr. Henry Aldridge, followed a very 

similar format to that of Mr. House’s professional biography.90 Saying very little 

about his working life in his position, such as rapport with his colleagues, the 

biography focussed primarily on shifts in the railway and canal industries since he 

began working for the railways in 1863.91 Briefly noting two previous positions he 

held on the West Midland Railway and London and North Western Railway, his 

connection with GWR began with his employment on the Monmouthshire Railway 

and Canal Company in Newport in 1872, which was amalgamated into GWR in 

1875.92 Following this, the report recorded his different promotions in the company 

up to Goods Manager in 1903.93 As with House, the author paralleled Aldridge’s 

career with that of the wider developments of the industry: 

During his half-century’s work in this district Mr. Aldridge has seen the Great 

Western Railway Company grow out of all recognition, and to write the history 

of Mr. Aldridge’s railway life would simply be to chronicle the expansion of the 

Great Western Company’s interests in Monmouthshire.94 

 
89 Ibid., 74. 
90 ‘Official Staff Changes and Appointments’, Great Western Railway Magazine 27, no. 1 (January 
1915), 20. 
91 Ibid., 20. 
92 Ibid., 20. 
93 Ibid., 20. 
94 Ibid., 20. 
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The remainder of the biography set out of the amalgamations of other companies 

into the GWR as well as the age of the company in stating that ‘Mr. Aldridge during 

his service has been associated with five general managers’.95 These records, unlike 

the presentations which were primarily led by colleagues and admirers, were 

therefore used more as a means to link their long careers to the development of the 

company rather than the accolades of the staff. 

Biographies of union members in The Railway Review were almost exclusively 

written in connection with their obituaries. Some of the older issues had separate 

biographical accounts of railwaymen, but exclusively recorded their employment 

history rather their ASRS work.96 Further, the obituaries were usually short, 

primarily recorded the reasons for their death, and briefly set out the details of their 

funeral. However, within these short obituaries the recorder, most likely a fellow 

branch member, would find space to discuss their unionist qualities. For example, 

the obituary of Mr. T. Aldridge from the ASRS West Brompton Branch in October 

1911 described him as: 

Our brother joined the society in 1885 and had been a loyal and consistent 

member until his death. He was one of the first to render assistance to any 

brother in distress, and will be sadly missed, not only by the members of this 

branch, but also by the little children, to whom he was a great friend.97 

As with the ceremonial events, such accounts were useful for demonstrating their 

members’ commitment to the ideals of the union, and in turn the high regard they 

were held in by acting in such a way. Praising the same examples of trade unionism, 

 
95 Ibid., 20. 
96 See for example: ‘Death of Mr. Joseph Elliott, Engine-Driver’, The Railway Review, no. 49, 17 
June 1881, 9; ‘A Railway Veteran’, The Railway Review, no. 132 (old series no. 1144), 13 July 1900, 
9. 
97 ‘A.S.R.S Obituary’, The Railway Review, no. 720 (old series no. 1731), 13 October 1911, 2. 
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some later obituaries gave more space to better record the qualities of their deceased 

members. An obituary from 1935 recorded the life and death of a former GWR 

platelayer, Mr. John Forsey, from the NUR Llanstrisant Branch.98 While celebrating 

his life and accomplishments in GWR and the unions, the obituary was also used to 

show both the lineage and growth of the union since Forsey joined in 1891, and to 

inspire ‘younger members’ to follow his dedication to the cause.99 Opening the 

obituary with ‘another link with the stormy days of the old A.S.R.S. has been 

severed’, the account commended Forsey’s commitment to the union.100 For 

example, the writer noted his loyalty to the ASRS during a mass walkout of a large 

number of platelayers from his region in 1897, and how Forsey was able to draw 

nearly all of those in that profession back to the union over the period of his active 

membership.101 The account also used quotations from his personal diary to 

demonstrate his qualities as a trade unionist as an example to younger union 

members, including an entry that noted and made fun of the lack of concessions for 

platelayers in the late nineteenth century, such as not providing them with a 

reasonable wage or shovels to work with.102 Forsey’s obituary therefore helped to 

highlight the falls and eventual triumphs of the union, as well as the qualities of 

loyalty and concern for others they wanted to encourage in their members.  

The biographical records of railwaymen functioned in quite different ways. 

These union commemorations paralleled those in the company magazines, as they 

documented significant events, expansion, and amalgamations, but had different 

intentions. While the companies used the record of their lives and work to expand on 

 
98 ‘Passing of Bro. John Forsey’, The Railway Review, no. 2947, 15 February 1935, 3. 
99 Ibid., 3. 
100 Ibid., 3. 
101 Ibid., 3. 
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developments of the GWR, the unions used the obituaries to commend the qualities 

of the person, both as a record of their achievements and to set out the qualities they 

expected from their members as an example to others. 

4.5  The Workers Strikes  

Rupturing moments that affected both the railway industry and British society more 

broadly had an effect on the purpose and content of the magazines. Memory, history, 

and commemorative practices were deployed in more targeted ways that could 

celebrate, vilify, unify, and stabilise the industry and its workforce during these 

shifting circumstances. This content changed most dramatically during the 1911, 

1919, and 1926 worker strikes. Studies of these strikes have focussed primarily on 

the political, economic and social implications and outcomes of these periods of 

unrest.103 None have gone so far as to examine how the unions involved in, and 

companies affected by, the disputes rewarded their members and staff for their 

commitment to either side of the labour-management divide. Commemorative 

activity was given a new purpose during striking periods for both the unions and the 

companies. Because the strikes acted as a test of loyalty to either the company or the 

union, commemorative practices were used to demonstrate and recognise loyalty, 

 
103 See for example: Phillip Bagwell, The Railwaymen: The History of the National Union of 
Railwaymen (London: George Allen & Urwin Ltd, 1963);  Howell, Respectable Radicals; Norman 
McKillop, The Lighted Flame: A History of the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and 
Firemen (London: Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd., 1950); C. R. Potts, The GWR and the General 
Strike (Headington: Oakwood Press, 1996); Emilie Burns, The General Strike May 1926: Trade 
Councils in Action (Perth: Milne, Tannahiil, & Methven, 1926); J. R. Raunes, Engines and Men: The 
History of the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen (Leeds: Goddall & Suddick, 
1921); Jeffrey Skelly, ed., The General Strike 1926 (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1976); Sam 
Davies and Ron Noon, ‘The Rank-and-file in the 1911 Liverpool General Transport Strike’, Labour 
History Review 79, no. 1 (2014); Sam Davies, ‘“Crisis? What crisis?” The National Rail Strike of 
1911 and the State Response’, Historical Studies in Industrial Relations, no. 33 (2012); David 
Howell, ‘The Contribution of Direct Action to Gradualism: The Railway Strike of 1911’, Historical 
Studies in Industrial Relations, no. 33 (2012). 
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and honour ‘exemplars’ of the company or union through lasting memorials as 

expressions of gratitude. 

The first of three key striking periods in the early twentieth century was the 

first national railwaymen’s strike from 17-19 August 1911.104 Railwaymen from 

Liverpool working for the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway struck work on 5 

August during the Liverpool General Transport Strike over the summer of that 

year.105 These railwaymen joined the strike both in solidarity with their local dock 

workers, and because of their own dissatisfaction with the wages they were paid in 

comparison to those employed by other railway companies. This led to more strikes 

across the country, which began officially on 17 August, by all the railway unions in 

solidarity with the Liverpool railwaymen.106 The central reason for the railwaymen 

striking was due to their dissatisfaction with how the Railway Conciliation Board, 

set up in 1907, had failed to properly improve employees’ working conditions and 

wages.107 While the wider outcomes of this strike helped to improve working 

conditions, perhaps more importantly it also encouraged the separate railway unions 

to more seriously consider the level of power they could exert when working in 

collaboration. Discussions between the unions following the strike therefore 

eventually led to an amalgamation of the ASRS, GWRU and UPSS, creating a 

united, national union for a large number of railway workers. 

The impact of this strike on the companies and unions can be directly traced 

through the commemoratives practices documented in the magazines, and through 

gifting from this period. For ASRS, the strike led to developments in 

 
104 Davies, ‘“Crisis? What crisis?”’, 100. 
105 Davies and Noon, ‘The Rank-and-file in the 1911 Liverpool General Transport Strike’, 58. 
106 Davies, ‘“Crisis? What crisis?”, 100. 
107 Davies and Noon, ‘The Rank-and-file in the 1911 Liverpool General Transport Strike’, 58; Davies, 
‘“Crisis? What crisis?”’, 100. 
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commemorative gifting and the types of content in the newspaper during the second 

half of 1911. Immediately following the strike, The Railway Review Branch Reports 

recorded a large influx of new members to all the branches, and a consistent number 

of new members continued to join throughout the year.108 This meant that there were 

no references to medallions gifted to the existing members who proposed the most 

new members for the remainder of the year.109 Second, commemorative badges were 

created specifically to celebrate members that had been loyal to the cause. Much like 

their presentation medallions for union accomplishments, a badge was created 

cooperatively between the ASRS and ASLEF, based on the standard ASLEF 

medallion, to gift to union members who remained loyal during the strikes (figure 

4.12).110 Though they were not personalised, the unions repurposed their tokens of 

appreciation for other acts of loyalty and assistance to the union for the strike period.  

The response from the company produced very little that celebrated the loyalty 

of their staff. In fact, GWR engaged very little with discussions about the strike in 

their magazine. Though a useful forum for discussing the events in the industry, the 

company stated that, because it was ‘their custom to refrain… from the discussion of 

controversial matter in these columns’, their September issue of the magazine would 

not elucidate on the details of the strike.111 This may be because the success of the 

strike meant that the company managers, chairmen, and supervisors were less certain 

of the loyalty of their staff, having previously believed that they would not be so 

 
108 ‘Branch Reports’, The Railway Review, 25 August 1911, no. 713 (old series no. 1724), 5-7. Some 
of the numbers of new members included: Battersea, sixty-three; Cardiff, one hundred and twenty-
one; Chorley, forty; Leyton thirty-four; Neasden, ninety-nine; Paddington, one hundred and fifty; 
Stockton, one hundred; Willesden, one hundred and twenty. 
109 Ibid. 
110 National Railway Museum, NRM – Railway Uniform & Costume, 1991-7394 Pt.194, ‘Medallion, 
Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen – Railway Strike 1911’. 
111 ‘The Strike of Railwaymen’, Great Western Railway Magazine 23, no. 9 (September 1911), 1. 
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‘vulnerable to socialist agitators’.112 Though there was little detailed discussion of 

the strikes in the magazine, nevertheless the impact on the company was reflected in 

new forms of practice that commemorated workers who did not participate in the 

strike. Alongside a note of the gratification of the company management in the 

magazine, the loyal staff were gifted with ‘a special grant of three days’ pay’ and ‘a 

lettercard… containing an expression of the appreciation of the Directors and 

General Manager’ (figure 4.13), a copy of which was printed alongside the magazine 

report.113 These ‘gifts’ were tactical, showing that staff could be rewarded with extra 

pay for their loyalty, and created a tangible, easily-producible, and personalised 

expression of the company’s paternalistic appreciation. 

 

     
Figure 4.12: ASLEF/ASRS commemorative medallion ‘United We Stand’, first national 

railwaymen’s strike 1911.114 
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114 NRM – Railway Uniform & Costume, 1991-7394 Pt.194, ‘Medallion, Associated Society of 
Locomotive Engineers and Firemen – Railway Strike 1911’. 
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Figure 4.13: GWR Strike Memo (Paddington Station) 23 August 1911.115 

 
More organised than the strike in 1911, in September 1919 NUR members 

struck work for nine days in line with a dispute with the British Government over the 

rate of war wages following the First World War.116 In 1918, the Government 

proposed a standardisation of wages for each grade of workers across all British 

railway companies, so that their skills were valued the same, regardless of where 

they were employed. The primary concern of NUR was that this could mean wages 

would come down to meet the lowest rate of pay some workers were already 

receiving, rather than rising to the higher levels of others, which for some workers 

would mean their income would not be enough to support themselves and their 

families.117 By August 1919, the standardisation of pay meant that rates were set that 

worked favourably for locomotive staff members, primarily represented by ASLEF, 

 
115 Local Studies, Swindon Central Library, ‘1911: GWR Strike Memo (Padding Station)’. 
116 ‘The Railway Strike’, Great Western Railway Magazine 31, no. 11 (November 1919), 205. 
117 J. H. Thomas, ‘The National Negotiations’, The Railway Review, no. 1135 (old series no. 2146), 
26 September 1919, 1. 
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while the wages other grades’ wages were set to decrease.118 Having already shared 

their plans for industrial action with their branches on 23 September, and following 

the rejection of an offer of a daily base rate of 40s. by the Minster for Transport and 

Prime Minister, Lloyd George, on 25 September, a large proportion of NUR’s 

members struck work from midnight 26 September until 6 October.119 The 

successful outcome of the strike action led to an increase of the basic rate of pay to 

51s., the maintenance of wages until at least August 1920, and the reimbursement of 

backpay withheld over the period of industrial action.120 

The style of commemorative practices in response to this strike were almost 

identical to those in 1911. ASLEF once again created a badge to commemorate the 

cooperation between the railways unions having joined the NUR strike in solidarity 

(figure 4.14). This time however, NUR repurposed their own standard 

commemorative medallion (figure 4.15) and personalised them with an engraving 

stating the name and branch of each union in recognition of their commitment to the 

cause during the strikes (figure 4.16). GWR more emphatically engaged in the 

discussions of the strike in their magazine than they had in 1911.121 The reports 

made particular note of the large disruption to passenger travel and freight 

conveyance. Alongside publishing a statement expressed at their Board of Directors 

meeting in October that year in their magazine, the company recognised the loyalty 

of specific members of their workforce through a personalised memo (figure 4.17). 

Further, with such a large number of workers on strike, railway companies across the 
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country had to recruit voluntary staff to keep the railways running, whose assistance 

was noted in the same way as for the permanent company staff. Though visibly of a 

lesser quality than those in 1911, again these were easily and cheaply producible, 

and could be sent out efficiently to staff and volunteers to recognise their 

commitment during a very disruptive strike period. 

 

      
Figure 4.14: ASLEF/NUR commemorative medallion ‘Solidarity Won the Railway Strike’, 

Railway Strike, 1919.122 

 
 

 
122 National Railway Museum, NRM – Railway Uniform & Costume, 1991-7394 Pt.195, ‘Medallion, 
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Figure 4.15: NUR Commemorative medallion presented to Bro. Geo W. Buckley and his 

dog ‘Carlo’ for collecting for the Orphan Fund, 1912.123 

 

       
Figure 4.16: NUR commemorative medal presented to W. H. Jay, National Strike 1919.124 

 

 
123 National Railway Museum, NRM – Coins and Medals, 1996-7137, ‘Medal, Amalgamated Society 
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124 National Railway Museum, NRM – Railway Uniform & Costume, 1991-7394 Pt.66, ‘National 
Union of Railwaymen medallion’. 
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Figure 4.17: GWR Strike Note (Paddington Station) 10 October 1919.125 

 
The General Strike in 1926 has been viewed as an important turning point in 

the history of trade unionism and the labour movement. Running from 3-12 May 

1926, the strike was called by the General Council of the Trade Union Congress 

(TUC) following their unsuccessful attempts to stop the reduction of wages or to 

improve the poor conditions of British coal miners.126 The TUC limited those who 

could go on strike in solidarity with the miners to the trades most tangentially 

involved in the dispute, namely railwaymen, transport workers, printers, dockers, 

and iron and steel workers.127 The miners in conjunction with the union members 

representing these industries meant nearly two million workers in total struck over 

 
125 Local Studies, Swindon Central Library, ‘1919: GWR Strike Note (Paddington Station)’. 
126 Felix Pole, General Strike: May 1926 (London: Great Western Railway, 1926), 8-9. 
127 Modern Records Centre, Warwick University, MSS.127/NU/GS/3/100, ‘General Strike: Trade 
Union Congress (TUC) Bulletins, Circulars and Ephemeral Publications, 1-12 May 1926’. 
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the nine days. While the railway unions had nothing to gain from the General Strike, 

their participation helped cause a chain of industrial disruption.128  

Propaganda was used extensively by both the railway unions and GWR during 

this time to encourage loyalty to each side, and the company was well prepared to 

activate volunteers to fill the positions of striking workers following their 

experiences of the strikes in 1919.129 GWR in particular created a series of posters, 

which were also printed in their magazine, that aimed to remind the railway workers 

that their loyalties should lie with their employers who they relied on to financially 

support themselves.130 NUR once again used their standard medal to commemorate 

members who were loyal to the union during the strike, but they were less 

personalised than those in 1919 (figure 4.18).131 This could be attributed to the sheer 

numbers of workers who went on strike and the ability to efficiently produce a 

lasting memorial of their commitment to the cause. GWR’s acknowledgment of staff 

loyalty, however, shifted quite dramatically. The company again presented their staff 

and volunteers with notes expressing thanks for cooperation resembling more closely 

the note from 1911 (figure 4.19). In addition, the chairman in 1926, Felix Pole, also 

wanted to present them with a lasting memorial of their service. Originally, he 

wanted this to take the form of a ‘piece of Worcester china, on which could be 

reproduced a photograph showing how active Paddington station was during the 
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strike’, but the order was too large for the producers to fill.132 Instead, all staff and 

volunteers were presented with a silver ashtray inscribed with their name and 

‘General Strike 1926. With Grateful Thanks of the Great Western Railway Co.’ 

(figure 4.20).133 The posters created by the GWR during the strike, primarily written 

as notices from Pole, supported the values that the presentation of the 

commemorative ashtray was intended to recognise (figure 4.21). Unlike the previous 

gifts, both the proposed and actual commemorative memorials aimed to demonstrate 

how the company had learnt how to efficiently counteract any disruption caused by a 

mass walkout of their workforce. 

 

       
 

Figure 4.18: NUR presentation medallion, National Strike 1926.134 

 

 
132 Pole, His Book, 126. 
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Figure 4.19: Card presented to staff and volunteers following General Strike, 1926.135 

 

 
Figure 4.20: Silver Ashtray, Great Western Railway, presented to Mr W. R. Williams, 

General Strike 1926.136 

 
135 Potts, The GWR and the General Strike, 76. 
136 NRM – Miscellanea & Curiosities, 1997-7292, ‘Silver Ashtray, Great Western Railway - General 
Strike 1926 - Presented to Mr W R Williams’. 
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Figure 4.21: GWR ‘Notice to Staff’, General Strike, 1926.137 

 

 
137 ‘The Story of the Strike, in Posters’, Great Western Railway Magazine 38, no. 6 (June 1926), 214. 
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Together, the three strike periods show that the commemorative gifting 

became a means of more permanently signifying loyalty and triumph. Because the 

unions already had their commemorative objects to reward members for their 

commitment, they could repurpose them simply by changing the accompanying 

inscriptions or written elements of the medallions. While the companies did not 

produce physical memorials in 1911 and 1919, their written notes clearly 

commended the loyalty of their workforce. The 1926 ashtray reflected the types of 

commemorative gifting used during the ceremonies recorded in the magazine, and 

instead celebrated their ability to combat the effects of the loss of a good proportion 

of their workforce. Ultimately, it is apparent that in a period of sustained industrial 

conflict and strikes, both the GWR and the trade unions developed standardised 

ways of recognising and commemorating railway workers’, and volunteers’, efforts. 

4.6 Enginorum 

Having examined commemorative practices on a macro level, one particular source 

provides a window into the micro levels of how communities developed their own 

commemorative practices in the GWR. Filled with a wide array of material from 

1891-1936, a scrapbook called ‘Enginorum’ was populated by and for the staff 

working at the GWR’s Drawing Office at Paddington Station, whose staff members 

produced the drawn plans for the company’s engineering department.138 A private 

and oftentimes esoteric record of their lives within and connected to the staff’s 

working life in the GWR, the scrapbook was not necessarily intended to be read or 

understood by those outside the office’s community. There is also no sense of order, 

a use of a range of media formats jumbled together out of chronological sequence, 

 
138 NRM – Documents, 2015-7239, ‘Enginorum Scrapbook created by staff of the Great Western 
Railway (GWR) Drawing Office (part of the Engineering Department) Paddington Station’. 
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much of the material dates between 1898-1912, and many of the entries do not 

identify who has added them. Cultures of privately produced narratives of company 

cultures have been produced elsewhere – taking for example the cartoons hidden in 

the Bank of England ‘Ledger 99’ by staff member, Robert Shirlaw, which comically 

documented his feelings about his working environment – but are still rare to find.139 

However, though this is an exceptional case, Enginorum provides insight into how 

memories and commemorative practices were recorded untainted by wider corporate 

or political intentions.  

Enginorum documented both public and private commemorative activities the 

office staff were involved in, and is a valuable compendium of their experiences 

together as a smaller community both within and outside of the GWR company. It 

provides an insight into office working cultures that cannot be recreated from official 

sources like the company magazine. For example, their ‘boozy’ office outings were 

recorded in more detail than would be permitted in the magazines, especially given 

the influence of the Temperance Union in the earlier volumes.140 The 

commemorative practices mimicked and satirised the more widely adopted 

commemorations used by the company and their workforce. The collective entries 

were documented through different media, including photographs and hand-drawn 

cartoons, as well as typed and hand-written material like letters, memoranda, 

scrawled notations, newspaper cuttings, and event programmes. The content was 

very wide-ranging, from comical in-jokes and odd drawings such as a ‘pedestrian 

 
139 For analysis of Robert Shirlaw’s cartoons and the development of clerical careers see: Alan 
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140 NRM – Documents, 2015-7239, ‘Enginorum Scrapbook created by staff of the Great Western 
Railway (GWR) Drawing Office (part of the Engineering Department) Paddington Station’. 
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march’ race represented by animals, to newspaper clippings and records about their 

staff.  

The commemorative practices documented in Enginorum both copied and 

mocked the more official ones recorded in the company magazines. Programmes 

adhered at various points in the scrapbook documented celebratory events the office 

staff held. For example, one programme, with an accompanying account of the 

event, recorded a ‘Congratulatory Dinner’ on 15 February 1901 organised and 

attended by clerical staff at GWR’s Chief Engineering Office.141 The event 

celebrated the safe return of Trooper Charles Bell from his voluntary active service 

in South Africa and commemorated F. H. Harries, who was leaving to take up his 

position as Lance-Corporal in the Gordon Highlanders during the Boer War.142 The 

components of the dinner followed the format of those reported in the company 

magazine, including toasts and responses, and musical interludes, but included more 

detail about the levels of alcohol consumed and the humorous speeches that were 

delivered. Aside from two hand-drawn event bills and the typed-up report, there was 

no record of any gift giving that was a recurring feature of commemorative events 

recorded in the company magazines. This may signal that this was meant to be a 

closed event, that had no intention of reaching beyond a private ‘ceremony’ and 

recorded in a privately circulated account. The scrapbook also went on to 

commemorate Harries’ death of Typhoid during service. This included a newspaper 

clipping from the Military Mail on 18 February 1902 announcing his death, which 

was hand-edged with black ink, presumably by one of his office colleagues, as if it 

were an official mourning card.143 A presumably original letter was adhered on the 
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opposite page, which had been sent to Harries’ father by the Commanding Officer of 

the 2nd Battalion Gordon Highlanders, and provided more details of his illness, 

death, and burial, as well as setting out the high regard in which Harries was held 

within by the battalion.144 While the events and report of former celebratory dinner 

followed the more jovial format of the office’s cultures, the reports of the death were 

included more straightforwardly as a record and more permanent memorial in this 

collective office compendium to their fallen colleague. 

The contributors also took commemorative practices that had been used in 

magazine formats and made light of them. For example, handwritten pages scattered 

throughout the book called ‘The Enginorum Times’, dated around 1903, were 

formatted much like a company magazine, with fake issue numbers, corporate 

language, and non-sensical reports. Further, some of the staff chose to mock a 

‘biographical sketch’ written about their colleague, Leonard B. W. Carter, in The 

Book-Keepers’ Record in 1906 by writing their own satirical biographies about other 

colleagues in their office.145 They were meant to be light-hearted, and there is a clear 

sense that they found this type of practice amusing and took delight in mocking it. 

Further, a typed entry regarding the presentation of a ‘handsome marble clock’ 

presented by the Drawing Office to Mr. Crossley, on the occasion of his ‘recent 

marriage’, mocked the company’s commemorative gifting ceremonies.146 For 

example, recorded using a similar official tone of the company magazine, the 

account stated: 

Mr. Moore in making the presentation, referred to epidemic of weddings which 

has broken out in the Office and suggested the wholesale purchase [of marble 

 
144 Ibid. 
145 Ibid. 
146 Ibid. 
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clocks] as a measure of economy. He also mentioned that no doubt Mr. Soundy 

would be the next victim.147 

Finally, a satirical, undated illustrated ‘testimonial’ was created to commemorate the 

retirement of Mr. Holmes Kingston from the Chief Account’s Office.148 The short, 

written portion of the testimonial again used a similar corporate style of language to 

the company magazine, noting his length of service, the high regard he was held in 

by his colleagues at Paddington Station, and his commitment to various ‘institutions’ 

such as the GWR Literary Society.149 While the text is quite standard, the 

accompanying cartoon for the testimonial visually, and jokingly, represented each of 

these elements (figure 4.22). The examples given demonstrate how commemorative 

practices similar to those used by the company were shaped in an office culture that 

employed dry humour to both celebrate their colleagues while mocking official 

records of these types of practices. 

 
147 Ibid. 
148 Ibid. 
149 Ibid. 
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Figure 4.22: Satirical cartoon for ‘testimonial’ to Mr Holmes Kingston on his retirement, 

Enginorum.150 

 
While Enginorum is exceptional, it is a crucial example of how 

commemoration and vehicles of memory were used within the closed setting of such 

a large company, and was a space that allowed the staff to mark their history and 

their interactions collectively that served no other purpose than to remind and amuse 

themselves. This self-serving and cryptic compendium does not invite wide 

readership or engagement, but instead acted as an office diary that recorded social 

interactions and relationships. The commemorative practices among the group of 

colleagues in the Enginorum were internally focussed, sometimes mocking in tone 

and sometimes heartfelt. The source demonstrates how commemorative practices 

functioned within a company when they were not primarily outward-facing or 

performative to serve the wider company community. Further, Enginorum shows 

 
150 Ibid. 
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that these types of commemorative cultures were, though it cannot be said with 

certainty that they were done widely, practiced within the railway industry despite 

others not leaving such a tangible trace. 

4.7 Conclusions 

Commemorations functioned within specific organisations and communities 

associated with the rail industry, and practices were focussed both internally, aimed 

at the participants themselves, and externally for wider stakeholders like the 

government or the electorate. Though based on the history of the same industry, the 

internal commemorative cultures functioned quite differently from the outward-

looking practices examined in Chapters 2 and 3. These commemorations did not 

primarily aim to gain widespread external publicity, recognition, and participation, 

nor did they solely focus on famous or more noteworthy people in the written 

recordings of the history of the industry. Notably, however, these practices borrowed 

many commemorative cultures, namely combining a range of material, written and 

performative components, from public-facing practices. This is arguably 

unsurprising as both forms of commemorative cultures were based on, created by, 

and for communities whose identities, on micro and macro levels, were connected to 

this industry in a professional capacity. 

An analysis of the company and trade union publications has revealed how 

commemorative practices often followed standardised patterns, such as gift giving 

and the ways in which people were recognised, or the salient features of their lives 

that were acknowledged. Further, the practices used by the companies and the unions 

mirrored one another, for instance the types of gifts that were presented to the 

workers or the use of tokens of appreciation after strikes. These practices also, at 
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times, diverged when they created their own distinctive material cultures, such as the 

commemorative badges that were important tools for the unions to permanently 

recognise their members’ contributions, or the ashtrays created by the company to 

acknowledge the loyalty of their staff during the 1926 General Strike. Further, 

Enginorum has allowed for an analysis of the uses of commemoration at a micro 

level, and has provided a valuable insight into the sub-cultures of a smaller 

community of GWR office workers in in the early twentieth century. While many of 

the commemorative elements of this primarily jokey scrapbook mocked the practices 

used in a more official capacity by the companies, namely the biographical elements, 

the records of events, or the types of gifts they presented, where appropriate it also 

included moments of more serious reflection and remembrance. 

Having examined the design and function of a range of commemorative 

practices about, by, and for different communities connected to this industry over a 

broader expanse of time, the thesis will build on these conclusions and shift the 

temporal lens through which we can view the uses of railway history. It will examine 

ongoing use of commemoration by people within and connected to the railway 

industry in the twenty-first century. To contextualise this, Chapter 5 will examine 

how railway museums use commemoration as institutions that, while based on the 

same histories, are tangentially connected to the railway industry, and therefore have 

different motivations for using practices that celebrate this industrial history. 
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Chapter 5: Museums and Commemoration 

 
Celebrating the nation’s railway past is still, if not more, prevalent in the twenty-first 

century. One of a multitude of ways the public engage with and commemorate 

railway history is through the museums that have been charged with the care and 

dissemination of their written, ephemeral, and physical remains. Britain has a range 

of museums that preserve and disseminate different aspects of the nation’s railway 

history.1 Two institutions in the Science Museum Group (SMG) consortium, the 

National Railway Museum (NRM) in York and Locomotion in Shildon, however, 

are the leading institutions charged with the care of the national collection.2 They are 

more than simple storage spaces. As components of the interlinking heritage and 

tourism industries, they are consistently finding new ways to encourage increasing 

numbers of all types of people – local, national and international – to engage with 

their collections.  

In 2003, Neil MacGregor warned that museums needed to learn to respond to 

‘perpetual reverberations’ of the ‘active and ongoing dynamic’ of the memory of 

their visitors.3 Further, Divall and Scott, writing more directly about transport 

museums, stated that, in order to survive in the present and remain relevant in the 

future within the ever-increasing leisure industry, they would need to provide 

opportunities for visitors to find meaning and purpose from their collections – be that 

 
1 The number of museums holding transport-related content is not certain, but in 2001 Divall and 
Scott identified two hundred and fifty such museums: Divall and Scott, Making Histories in 
Transport Museums, 1. 
2 Both museums are part of the Science Museum Group, a consortium of five museums and a 
collections storage facility in locations across England: NRM (York), Locomotion (Shildon), Science 
Museum (London), Science and Media Museum (Bradford), Science and Industry Museum 
(Manchester), and a National Collections Centre (Wroughton). Names of the Science Museum Group 
museums correct as of May 2020. 
3 Neil McGregor, ‘Preface’, in Museum of the Mind, ed. John Mack (London: The British Museum 
Press, 2003), 9. 
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for educational reasons, to find their own sense of identity, or to think more about 

the future of transport in their own world.4 While it was assumed in the twentieth 

century that visitors to the NRM would already have a basic understanding of many 

of the objects held at the museum from their own experiences, and therefore require 

less direct interpretation, many twenty-first century visitors now need to be 

presented with more information to allow them to contextualise and properly engage 

with the collections.5 Because the objects can no longer speak for themselves, 

increasing research into their collections must work in tandem with interpretative 

schemes that make them relevant to their audiences.6 Commemorative events are a 

part of the network of ways these museums disseminate the history of the industry 

through their collections to a range of audiences. 

Contextualising the forms of commemoration in the twenty-first century, this 

chapter will show how the NRM and Locomotion, as the custodians of remains of 

the nation’s railway history, have and continue to act as key players in the staging 

and production of commemoration. It will examine the museums as products of 

commemoration that consciously celebrate their own history, forums for events 

commemorating key moments in railway history, and as resources and enablers of 

events outside the museums. First it will set out how the NRM and Locomotion were 

born out of the cumulative celebration of commemorative dates and shifts in the 

preservation of railway national collections. It will analyse how both museums 

continue to use the anniversaries of their own institutions to celebrate themselves 

and to support redevelopments of their sites and content design. Second, it will 

 
4 Divall and Scott, Making Histories in Transport Museums, 189-194. 
5 Oliver Betts, interview by author, National Railway Museum, York, 3 June 2019. 
6 Rosmarie Beier-de Haan, ‘Re-staging Histories and Identities’, in Companion to Museum Studies, 
ed. Sharon MacDonald (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), 192; Divall and Scott, Making Histories 
in Transport Museums, 194-5. 
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explore their investment in, and staging of, programmes of celebratory events for 

anniversaries of key moments in British railway history, ‘Railfest’ (2004) and 

‘Mallard 75’ (2013-2014), in their museum spaces. Finally, it will investigate how 

the museums’ collections and staff expertise contributed to commemorative events 

held by outside partners during Scotsman Season (2016). Overall, this chapter aims 

to demonstrate the importance of the NRM and Locomotion as partners in the 

creation, dissemination, and staging of commemorative practices. 

5.1  Commemoration and the National Railway Museum 

The opening of the NRM sits on a history of the commemoration of British railway 

history. As stated in Chapter 2, the museum’s opening coincided with the 150th 

anniversary of the S&DR, but its creation and the collections it holds are part of a 

broader history of preservation and commemoration. The 1921 Railway Act that led 

to the consolidation of British railways into the Big Four led to feelings of a loss of 

identity for some companies. The NER worried that the relics of their company, 

including those of the S&DR, would be lost or forgotten.7 To counteract the threat to 

the loss of their identity, a group of NER railwaymen housed a private collection, 

primarily comprising of items collected by the York Assistant Superintendent, J. 

Harper, since the 1880s containing memorials of the company’s ‘long and most 

honourable history’, in the basement of their York branch headquarters.8 Following 

the success of LNER’s 1925 S&DR centenary celebrations, it was decided to 

publicly display both the relics collected by the NER railwaymen and to find a 

permanent space to house the collection brought together for the centenary 

 
7 Simmons, Transport Museums, 149. 
8 Ibid., 149. 
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exhibition.9 The York Railway Museum, a former repair shop for NER’s Motive 

Power Department, was opened up to select guests in 1927, and then officially to the 

wider public January 1928.10  

The next major step in the growth of what would become the NRM’s 

collections stemmed from the creation of the Museum of British Transport. 

Following the nationalisation of British railways in 1948, the government’s British 

Transport Commission drew up a report to plan for the preservation and storage of 

items from their former separate companies.11 The report, published in 1951, 

specified both what historic and disused relics needed to be saved, and what rolling 

stock, that was at that stage still in service, should be preserved at the end of their 

working lives.12 The latter was an interesting exercise in deciding what the 

Commission deemed would be exceptional examples to best represent the history of 

the industry for future generations. It was decided that the York Railway Museum 

should remain as it was, and that another site should be chosen for the remainder of 

the collection of relics of the history of the industry. In 1957, a disused London 

Transport garage in Clapham proved a suitable space, and the Museum of British 

Transport was opened at this site in two stages in 1961 and 1963.13  

Finally, as part of the 1968 Transport Act that changed the role of the 

government in managing passenger transportation, the British Railway Board 

transferred the responsibilities for these collections from the Museum of British 

 
9 Paul Chrystal, ‘National Railway Museum York: History and Origins’, On Yorkshire Magazine, 
https://www.on-magazine.co.uk/yorkshire/transport/national-railway-museum-york-history/ (accessed 
12 February 2020). 
10 Paul Chrystal, York in the 1970s: Ten Years that Changed the City (Stroud: Amberley Publishing, 
2016) Kindle edition; John Coiley, Rocket to Eurostar: The National Railway Museum in Camera 
(Penryn: Atlantic Transport Publishers, 1996), 2. 
11 Simmons, Transport Museums, 50. 
12 Ibid., 50. 
13 Ibid., 50. 
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Transport in Clapham over to the Department of Education and Science. This 

therefore placed these collections under the care of the National Museum of Science 

and Industry (later renamed the Science Museum), which raised questions about 

where this newly acquired collection could be housed.14 Because it could not be 

housed at the their South Kensington site, a new single location for the nation’s 

railway collections needed to be identified. A suitable brownfield site was found in 

York, which would hold the collections from both the NER York Railway Museum 

and the Museum of British Transport .16 Housing the national collection in York was 

controversial for some, with complaints in both Houses of Parliament and from 

people in the South of England who believed it should not be situated in the North of 

the country. Despite these complaints, the decision was finalised, and both the York 

Railway Museum and the Museum of British Transport closed in 1973 in preparation 

for rehousing their collections at the new site.17 The National Railway Museum was 

officially opened on 27 September 1975, to coincide with the 150th anniversary of 

the S&DR, by the Duke of Edinburgh, who had curiously been a strong voice against 

a Northern national museum.18  

In the late 1990s, the NRM required a storage site for their rolling stock 

collections (engines, trains, power cars) that could also be opened up for public 

visitors.19 Following a search for a public or private partner to provide a site by the 

 
14 Science Museum Group, ‘National Museum of Science and Industry Account 2004-05’, 
https://www.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/annual-report-accounts-2004-
05.pdf, 27. The National Heritage Act (1983) transferred the care of these collections directly over to 
the Board of Trustees at the Science Museum. 
16 Anthony Coulls, Spirit of Locomotion: The National Railway Museum at Shildon (Wellington: 
PiXZ Books, 2011), 4. 
17 Divall and Scott, Making Histories in Transport Museums, 50. 
18 NRM – Documents, 2001-8399, ‘Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow: Passenger Railways 150th 
Anniversary. Including Calendar of Events to Mark the Occasion’, 15. 
19 Andrew Scott, ‘The National Railway Museum in York’, Japan Railway & Transport Review 
43/44, (March 2006), 39. 
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head of the NRM, Andrew Scott, the museum partnered with Sedgefield Borough 

Council to use a brownfield area in Shildon, which had both a ‘long railway history’ 

connected to the S&DR and easy access to national rail network.20 The project was 

funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund, Durham County Council, and the European 

Regional Development Fund, and was run collaboratively between Durham County 

Council and the SMG.21 Named ‘Locomotion – The National Railway Museum at 

Shildon’, it comprised a new locomotive shed to house the collections, and sites of 

historical importance including the local early railway engineer, Timothy 

Hackworth’s, house and engineering works. The Welcome Centre was in the town’s 

former Sunday School and displayed one of the Hackworth’s locomotive engines, 

Sans Pareil, which took part in the 1829 Rainhill Trials, as the centrepiece of the 

story of Shildon’s to connect the town to some of the earliest developments of the 

British railway industry.22 The soft opening of the site to select guests on 25 

September 2004 coincided as closely as possible with the S&DR anniversary date 

(27 September), and the site officially opened to the public on 22 October to finish 

stocking the collection. Beginning with a special train hauled by Sir William 

Stanier’s Duchess of Sutherland engine from the NRM up to the new site, the Prime 

Minister and MP for Sedgefield, Tony Blair, ceremonially opened Locomotion in 

attendance of ‘VIPs, local dignitaries, funders, staff and volunteers’.23 Due to its 

 
20 Coulls, Spirit of Locomotion, 4; ‘History of the Museum’, About Us, Locomotion, 
https://www.locomotion.org.uk/about-us#history-of-the-museum (accessed 12 January 2020). 
21 ‘Locomotion Reaches 2.5m Visitor Milestone’, About Us, Locomotion, 5 January 2018, 
https://www.locomotion.org.uk/about-us/press-office/locomotion-reaches-25m-visitor-milestone 
(accessed 11 January 2020). 
22 ‘History of the Museum’; ‘Proud Railway Town Enters a New Era’, Wear Valley Advertiser, 30 
September 2004, https://advance.lexis.com/api/permalink/40fd6caf-c35d-40e9-aa01-
3d9f76ca3c1c/?context=1519360 (accessed 12 January 2020); Scott, ‘The National Railway Museum 
in York’, 39-40. By building a car park next to the storage shed element of the site, the other elements 
of the museum about Timothy Hackworth’s heritage became redundant. 
23 ‘History of the Museum’; Coulls, Spirit of Locomotion, 6. 
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steady and unexpected number of visitors, with two hundred and ten thousand in the 

first twelve months versus the sixty thousand the NRM had initially predicted, 

Locomotion expanded its access and programme of events as it became one of the 

biggest tourist attractions in the North East of England.24 On 1 December 2017, the 

museum became a full part of the SMG, while continuing work in partnership with 

Durham County Council, and was officially named ‘Locomotion’.25 

Work is, at present, ongoing to extensively redevelop the NRM and 

Locomotion for the first time since the former opened in 1975.26 Named ‘Vision 

2025’, the NRM aims to have their £55million project completed in 2025 as both the 

50th anniversary of the opening of the museum and the 200th anniversary of the 

opening of the S&DR.27 At the NRM’s York site, this project falls in line with the 

city’s wider regeneration project, York Central, and therefore aims to not only shift 

how they tell the stories of the nation’s railways, but also act as a ‘social and cultural 

resource’ whether the people engaging with their spaces would enter the doors of the 

museum or not.28 The physical redevelopment includes the creation new Central 

Gallery to ‘show innovations from the rail industry’, the addition of a ‘Wonderlab’ 

to create hands-on ‘opportunities for learning and engagement’ about rail technology 

and engineering for children aged seven to fourteen, and the creation of ‘green park 

and civic spaces’ in the museum grounds.29 Alongside the change in the physical 

 
24 Scott, ‘The National Railway Museum in York’, 40; Coulls, Spirit of Locomotion, 9. 
25 ‘Who We Are’, About Us, Locomotion, https://www.locomotion.org.uk/about-us#history-of-the-
museum (accessed 12 January 2020). 
26 See Chapter 7 for information on Locomotion’s regeneration. 
27 See Chapter 7 for how regional and national planning is developing for the bicentenary. 
28 ‘Vision 2025: The World’s Railway Museum’, Vision 2025, National Railway Museum, 
https://www.railwaymuseum.org.uk/2025 (accessed 20 November 2019). 
29 Science Museum Group, Annual Review 2018-2019 (Stanstead Abbotts: Go Agency, 2019), 
https://www.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/smg-annual-review-2019.pdf 
(accessed 30 January 2020), 62; Betts, interview; ‘Vision 2025: The World’s Railway Museum’. 
Wonderlab will be a replication of the Science Museum’s Wonderlab: ‘Wonderlab: The Equinor 
Gallery’, What’s On, Science Museum, https://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/see-and-do/wonderlab-
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design of the NRM, the displays and interpretation of their collections will also shift 

quite dramatically to better serve their twenty-first-century visitors. Because it is 

believed that people no longer have the same base knowledge of railways that they 

did in 1975, Oliver Betts, Lead Researcher at the NRM stated:  

railway history… isn’t as relevant to people’s lives as it might have been when 

the Museum opened, and certainly before the Museum opened. So the idea is 

that we need to inspire and excite visitors in a way that we perhaps haven’t tried 

to as deeply before.30 

This shift in the style and interpretation of the museum content is supported by the 

expertise and research of both staff and collaborative doctoral partnership research.31 

The NRM therefore, through both the content and museum spaces, aims to more 

effectively socially represent and serve their visitors.  

Locomotion has a more geographically significant connection to the history of 

the S&DR, which is an important aspect for shaping their ‘Masterplan’ 

redevelopment in tandem with NRM’s ‘Vision 2025’.32 As a regionally important 

museum, as well as a centre of national railway heritage, Locomotion’s development 

aims to better represent the historical importance of the site.33 The plan, costing 

£4.5million and due to be completed entirely by 2025, includes building a second 

engine shed called ‘Building Two’ to house up to forty vehicles, the ‘repair and 

rejuvenation’ of Timothy Hackworth heritage sites, and the return of the original 

 
equinor-gallery (accessed 3 March 2020). 
30 Betts, interview. 
31 Ibid. The author’s doctoral research is an example of collaborative research undertaken to inform 
the new museum interpretation. 
32 Science Museum Group, Annual Review 2018-2019, 63. 
33 ‘A Vision for the Future of Locomotion’, Locomotion, The National Archives Web Archive 
(archived 1 August 2019), 
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20190801114404/https://www.locomotion.org.uk/node/65
08#towards-a-masterplan-for-locomotion (accessed 12 January 2020). 
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Locomotion No. 1 to the national collection’s care to ‘give the museum even more 

opportunities to put the heritage of Shildon and the North East on the map and to 

make 2025 a truly national celebration with a global impact’.34 With extensive 

histories connecting the sites back to the some of the earliest railway innovations, 

and because they house historically significant collections, both museums have been 

used as spaces for a range of commemorative events. 

5.2 Commemoration of the National Railway Museum 

Anniversaries of the opening of the NRM have been, and continue to be, used to 

commemorate its milestones and to signify major redevelopments of the site. Two 

commemorative practices that have celebrated the opening of the museum include 

the naming and renaming of a British Rail Intercity Class 43 High Speed Train 

(HST). On 28 September 1985 at the NRM, the HST diesel power car no. 43038 was 

ceremonially named ‘National Railway Museum – The First Ten Years 1975-1985’, 

which coincided with it setting a new speed record for diesel traction speed record at 

144mph the preceding day.35 This event was used strategically, combining the 

celebration of the NRM’s anniversary with the record-breaking achievement of the 

power car. The power car retained this name until March 1997, when it was privately 

lease to the Great North Eastern Railway, was renamed ‘City of Dundee’ and 

renumbered to no. 43238 on 9 December in 2007, until its ownership was transferred 

 
34 ‘£4.5million Development for Locomotion in Shildon’, About Us, Locomotion, 
https://www.locomotion.org.uk/about-us/press-office/ps45m-development-locomotion-shildon 
(accessed 30 January 2020). See Chapter 7 for analysis of Locomotion’s part in the regional plans for 
2025 S&DR bicentenary. 
35 Richard Clinnick, ‘Virgin Trains HST Livery Celebrates National Railway Museum’, Rail 
Magazine, 23 September 2015, https://www.railmagazine.com/news/2015/09/22/virgin-trains-hst-
livery-celebrates-national-railway-museum (accessed 18 April 2019); National Railway Museum, 
NRM – Locomotives and Rolling Stock Components, 2000-7039, ‘Nameplate, “National Railway 
Museum The First 10 Years 1975-1985”’. 
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once again to the East Coast Intercity Franchise and it was refitted with a new style 

of engine.36 

At York railway station on 23 September 2015, Virgin Trains East Coast 

(VTEC), represented by their Managing Director, David Horne, and the NRM, 

represented by the museum’s Director, Paul Kirkman, ceremonially renamed the 

same power car ‘National Railway Museum 40 Years 1975-2015’ to welcome it into 

VTEC’s fleet of trains, to showcase the franchises new ‘Virgin red’ livery and to 

celebrate the anniversary of the first national museum outside of London.37 

Alongside the nameplate, the livery design depicted the names and images of a range 

of famous historic rolling stock in the NRM’s collection, including Locomotion No. 

1, Rocket, and Flying Scotsman (figure 5.1).38 Having already formed a strong 

working relationship with VTEC on the renovation of Flying Scotsman (see section 

5.4), Kirkman stated: 

 Anniversaries are times of reflection and it is with huge pride that I recognise 

the development of the National Railway Museum over the last 40 years. I am 

truly grateful to the many organisations that have worked with us over that time 

– especially our esteemed counterparts in the railway industry. They help us to 

tell the amazing stories of the railways, old and new, so that our visitors can 

understand the importance of the industry and its impact on us and our world.39 

 
36 NRM – Locomotives and Rolling Stock Components, 2000-7039, ‘Nameplate, “National Railway 
Museum The First 10 Years 1975-1985”’; ‘GNER’, Rail Operators, Scot-rail, http://www.scot-
rail.co.uk/page/GNER (accessed 3 March 2020). 
37 Clinnick, ‘Virgin Trains HST Livery Celebrates National Railway Museum’. 
38 Science Museum Group, Annual Review: 2015-2016 (Board of Trustees of the Science Museum 
Group, 2016), 17; Clinnick, ‘Virgin Trains HST Livery Celebrates National Railway Museum’. 
39 ‘40 Years of the National Railway Museum’, The Yorkshire Post, 23 September 2015, 
https://www.yorkshirepost.co.uk/news/40-years-national-rail-museum-1812311 (accessed 20 April 
2019). 
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Further, Horne connected the progress their franchise to the growth of the museum 

by stating that their new trains represented ‘a new area of railway history, just as 

the… Museum’s birthday marks the milestone of our railway heritage’.40 Kirkman 

supported this by saying that ‘anniversaries are… a time for looking forward’, 

viewing the growth of passenger numbers and the improvement of railway 

infrastructure in the twenty-first century as equal to that of the nostalgia of the pre-

nationalisation golden ages of the industry. The event also used commemorative 

components seen in Chapter 4. Horne commemoratively gifted Kirkman a replica of 

the official nameplate (figure 5.2) with an inscribed message below, which read: 

Presented to Paul Kirkman, Director, National Railway Museum, York by 

David Horne, Managing Director, Virgin Trains East Coast to mark the entry 

into service of locomotive 43238 ‘National Railway Museum 40 Years 1975-

2015’ on Wednesday 23rd September 2015.41 

Additionally, three ‘long serving [NRM] volunteers…, marking a collective 120 

years’ service’, were invited to attend the event, who represented the longevity of the 

loyalty of the public to the museum.42 Along with Horne and Kirkman, the 

volunteers ceremonially blew out the candles on a ‘specially-designed celebration 

cake which re-created the unique livery worn by the locomotive’ (figure 5.3).43 The 

commemorative components functioned on many levels – to celebrate the history of 

the museum both by its age and the time dedicated to it by some of their volunteers, 

 
40 ‘On Track to Celebrate 40 Years of Britain’s Premier Rail Museum’, Virgin Trains, My News 
Desk, http://www.mynewsdesk.com/uk/virgintrains/pressreleases/on-track-to-celebrate-40-years-of-
britain-s-premier-rail-museum-1222522 (accessed 20 January 2020). 
41 ‘It’s All in a Name’, Virgin Trains, My News Desk, 
http://www.mynewsdesk.com/uk/virgintrains/images/it-s-all-in-the-name-470820 (accessed 12 
January 2020). 
42 ‘On Track to Celebrate 40 Years of Britain’s Premier Rail Museum’. 
43 Ibid. 
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to demonstrate the progress of both the museum and VTEC, and to symbolically 

show the bonds between the museum and the industry it represented. 

 
Figure 5.1: Livery of the Class 43 power car no. 43238, ‘National Railway Museum 40 
Years 1975-2015’, photograph taken at ‘Four Trains, Four Generations’ VTEC event, 23 

April 2017.44 
 

 
Figure 5.2: VTEC Managing Director David Horne (right) presenting a full-size train name 

plaque to NRM Director, Paul Kirkman, for the Virgin diesel locomotive no. 43238 
‘National Railway Museum 40 Years 1975 – 2015’ to celebrate the museum’s 40th 

anniversary.45 

 
44 Sophie Vohra, ‘Livery of the Class 43 Power Car No. 43238, “National Railway Museum 40 Years 
1975-2015”, at “Four Trains, Four Generations” VTEC Event’, York Railway Station, 23 April 2017. 
45 ‘It’s All in a Name’, Virgin Trains, My News Desk, 
http://www.mynewsdesk.com/uk/virgintrains/images/it-s-all-in-the-name-470820 (accessed 12 
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Figure 5.3: (From left) NRM volunteer David Eastoe, NRM Director Paul Kirkman, NRM 
volunteers Peter Brumby and Rob Tibbits, and VTEC Managing Director David Horne with 

celebration cake for 40th anniversary of the NRM.46 

 
Using the early milestones to a much higher degree than the NRM, 

Locomotion held two commemorative events to celebrate the 10th and 15th 

anniversaries of the opening of the museum. Described as a ‘birthday party with 

steam engines’ by Locomotion’s Senior Curator, Anthony Coulls, on 20-21 

September 2014 six thousand visitors attended a two-day ‘Anniversary Steam 

Gala’.47 This event brought together a series of locomotives from Locomotion’s 

collection and guest engines ‘representing 100 years of railway history’ for viewing 

and steam rides to celebrate the museum’s 10th anniversary.48 Similarly to the 

commemorations of the S&DR in the twentieth century, Locomotion both statically 

displayed and used their access to a stretch of disused S&DR tracks adjoining the 

 
January 2020). 
46 ‘“I Name this Loco the National Railway Museum”’ – NRM’s 40th Birthday Gift’, 
YorkMix, 23 September 2015, https://www.yorkmix.com/i-name-this-loco-the-national-railway-
museum-nrms-40th-birthday-gift/ (accessed 14 April 2019). 
47 ‘Doing the Locomotion’, The Journal, Newcastle, 26 August 2014, 19 
48 ‘Doing the Locomotion’, The Journal, Newcastle, 19; Science Museum Group, Annual Review: 
2014-2015, (Board of Trustees of the Science Museum Group, 2015), 61. 
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museum’s site to run their historic engines to strategically attract large numbers of 

visitors.49  

The museum celebrated their 15th anniversary with a range of events from 

May-December 2019. This included their annual ‘Festival of Steam’ to open the 

celebrations 4-6 May, Flying Scotsman statically displayed at the museum from 26 

July-12 August, model railway exhibitions in June and October, and ‘Festive Fun 

Weekends’ that included arts and crafts sessions and science experiments in 

December.50 One of the standout events was a Steam Gala on the same dates (20-21 

September) as in 2014. Activities included free activities and demonstrations within 

the museum, rides on miniature railways and trains pulled by the replica of George 

Stephenson’s Rocket, and a display of and access to the cabs of a range of 

locomotives and trains.51 One of their guest engines was the BR High Speed Train 

power car, Sir Kenneth Grange (no. 43002), that had been commemoratively named 

at the NRM earlier that year to celebrate the designer of the power car.52 Finally, 

similarly to the anniversaries of the NRM in 1985 and 2015, GB Railfreight (GBRf) 

ceremonially named one of their Class 66 diesel engines ‘Locomotion 15’, to 

‘celebrate the historical importance of freight traffic to the region, and to recognise 

the museum’s ongoing role in educating and inspiring visitors’ (figure 5.4).53 Rather 

 
49 CWSteam&Diesel, ‘Locomotion: NRM Shildon’s “10th Anniversary Steam Gala” – 21/09/2014’, 
YouTube video, 5mins. 55secs., 24 September 2014, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezH5h6fvYik (accessed 12 January 2020); ‘Locomotion Reaches 
2.5m Visitor Milestone’. 
50 ‘Must See’, Locomotion, The National Archives Web Archive (archived 1 August 2019), 
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20190801114338/https://www.locomotion.org.uk/sites/def
ault/files/2019-07/Locomotion_Must%20See%20Booklet%20A5.pdf (accessed 12 January 2020). 
51 Georgia Banks, ‘Anniversary Gala Draws Crowds at Locomotion in Shildon’, The Northern Echo, 
23 September 2019, https://www.thenorthernecho.co.uk/news/17921281.anniversary-gala-draws-
crowds-locomotion-shildon/ (accessed 15 January 2020); ‘15th Birthday Gala Draws Crowds to 
Locomotion’, Press Office, Locomotion, https://www.locomotion.org.uk/about-us/press-office/15th-
birthday-gala-draws-crowds-locomotion (accessed 16 January 2020). 
52 Ibid. 
53 Ibid. 
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than being merely self-congratulatory occasions, the anniversaries were used as 

opportunities to bring in higher levels of visitors to engage with the region’s history 

and the museum’s collections, and to show how the museum and the railway 

industry is continually evolving. 

 
Figure 5.4: Bob Tiller, GB Freightrail and Sarah Price, Head of Locomotion at naming 

ceremony of GBFr Class 66 no. 66788 ‘Locomotion 15’ in honour of the Locomotion’s 15th 
anniversary, 21 September 2019.54 

 
5.3  Commemoration in the National Railway Museum 

Commemorative events have been worked into the NRM’s programme to celebrate 

important moments in the history of the railways, and shaped to appeal to the 

twenty-first-century visitor. With the need to encourage large visitor numbers, the 

events needed to be designed to appeal to their different audience types. In the 

twenty-first century, the NRM held a select number of commemorative events within 

their museum space, primarily celebrating the history of railway rolling stock (steam 

engines and power cars). Some of these events celebrated the addition of rolling 

 
54 Ibid. 
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stock to their collection. For example, the tour of George Stephenson’s Rocket from 

the Science Museum to the Science and Industry Museum, Manchester before 

moving it into the NRM’s permanent display in 2019 coincided with the 190th 

anniversary year since the Rainhill Trials (1829).55 Further, they ceremonially 

welcomed the addition of the Intercity 125 Sir Kenneth Grange BR power car into 

the museum’s collection as an example of this type of rolling stock in 2018.56 Other, 

much larger events, were organised to commemorate of the history of their 

collections. Two examples, which will be expanded on, were ‘Railfest’ (2004) and 

‘Mallard 75’ (2013-2014).57 

5.3.1 Railfest (2004) 

Held at the NRM from 29 May-6 June as part of a national programme celebrating 

the successful run of a steam locomotive, Pen-y-darren, engineered by Richard 

Trevithick, ‘Railfest’ celebrated four hundred years of railways (Wollaton 

Wagonway, 1604), two hundred years of powered trains (Pen-y-darren, 1804), one 

hundred years since the first 100mph locomotive run (City of Truro, 1904), and ten 

years since the Channel Tunnel was opened by their event sponsor, Eurostar 

(1994).58 Planning began in 1999 to organise a celebration in 2004 that could ‘tell 

 
55 ‘Stephenson’s Rocket Returns to the Science Museum for the First time in 180 Years’, Press 
Office, Science and Industry Museum, https://www.scienceandindustrymuseum.org.uk/about-
us/press-office/rocket-returns (accessed 12 January 2020). 
56 ‘High-Speed Locomotive Sir Kenneth Grange Joins National Railway Museum Collection’, Press 
Office, National Railway Museum, https://www.railwaymuseum.org.uk/about-us/press-office/high-
speed-locomotive-sir-kenneth-grange-joins-national-railway-museum (accessed 12 January 2020). 
57 See for another example: ‘National Railway Museum to Celebrate 180th Anniversary of Rainhill 
Trails’, The York Press, 7 October 2009, https://www.yorkpress.co.uk/news/4667852.national-
railway-museum-to-celebrate-180th-anniversary-of-rainhill-trials/ (accessed 17 December 2019). A 
second Railfest was held in 2012 to coincide with the Olympics, but was less of a commemorative 
event than the former event in 2004. 
58 ‘UK 2005: The Official Yearbook’, National Statistics, The National Archives Web Archive 
(archived 1 March 2005), 
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20050301234351/http://www.statistics.gov.uk/pdfdir/year 
book1104.pdf (accessed 13 March 2020); National Railway Museum, Railfest: Official Souvenir 
Programme (Peterborough: EMAP Active, 2004); Scott, ‘The National Railway Museum in York’, 
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the story of the past, present and future of the rail in a way that engage[d] all who 

visit, and not just those with a specialist knowledge’.59 An initial proposal by the 

Director of the NRM, Andrew Scott, to stage a cavalcade of engines with stands for 

the audiences for this event, much like the celebrations of the S&DR, was curbed as 

it would not have been possible to use the mainline for the engines advised, and it 

was suggested that it may not bring in a numerous amount, or the diverse range of, 

visitors the museum wanted to attend.60 Robert Gwynne, one of the organisers of 

Railfest, instead developed an event where visitors could see and more importantly 

ride on a range of trains.61 To achieve this, from 2003-2004, Jarvis Group, North 

Yorkshire Moors Railway volunteers, the British Army’s 168th Pioneer Regiment 

Royal Logistic Corps (Volunteers), and Network Rail were involved with clearing 

the site and constructing seven operating tracks in two derelict yards at the NRM that 

were needed to run the different gauges of the engines and rolling stock for the 

event.62 

Combining the celebration of four key moments in the history of British 

railways, the event showcased engines from 1804, using a replica of Trevithick’s 

Pen-y-darren (on loan from National Museum Wales) to the ‘most recent 

innovations’ of the railway industry, including Eurostar and the BR Class 390 

Pendolino.63 Opened by Richard Branson standing in the cab of Flying Scotsman to 

 
39; Robert Gwynne, Celebrating Rail: The Story of Railfest (Appleby-in-Westmoreland: Trans-
Pennie Publishing Limited, 2004), 3, 6, 44; ‘Railfest, National Railway Museum, May 29 to June 6’, 
The York Press, 16 April 2004, https://www.yorkpress.co.uk/news/7889136.railfest-national-railway-
museum-may-29-to-june-6/ (accessed 15 January 2020); The Wollaton Wagonway serving the 
Strelley mines to Wollaton built 1603-4 is the first recorded wooden railway in England and an 
important precursor to the modern railway industry: Lewis, ‘Wooden Railways’, 567-8. 
59 Gwynne, Celebrating Rail, 7. 
60 Ibid., 13; Robert Gwynne, email to author, 24 March 2020. 
61 Gwynne, email. 
62 Gwynne, Celebrating Rail, 13-15; Gwynne, email. 
63 Corinne Field, ‘Railfest 2004 Celebrates 200 Years of Steam’, Culture24, 28 May 2004, 
https://www.culture24.org.uk/history-and-heritage/transport-and-industry/art22118 (accessed 14 
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celebrate the engine’s official acquisition into the NRM’s collection, the programme 

of events included: steam rides and demonstrations; access to the locomotive cabs of 

all the engines; talks by the York Rail Academy; a display of model engines; a 

vintage funfair; live music and theatre; and sales of railway memorabilia by the 

Great Western Bazaar.64 The event was attended by seventy thousand visitors with a 

range of levels of interest in heritage railways cumulatively over the nine days.65 For 

the NRM, the success of Railfest, based on their visitor numbers, ‘reinforced its 

position at the centre of the railway stage’ and ‘left behind a physical legacy of a site 

that is a splendid and proven arena for rail’.66 Further, far surpassing the coming 

together of a historically broad scope of the railway industry relics than any previous 

commemorations of the railways, Railfest demonstrated how effectively different 

institutions, groups, and companies connected to the railway industry could come 

together to successfully celebrate the past, present and future of the industry.  

5.3.2 Mallard 75 (2013-2014) 

In 2013, patronised by HRH Prince Charles, the NRM organised a series of events to 

celebrate the 75th anniversary of the Nigel Gresley-designed A4 locomotive, 

Mallard, taking its world record breaking run, reaching a speed of 126mph, on 3 July 

1938.68 Named ‘Mallard 75’, the series of commemorative events ran from June 

 
January 2014); Gwynne, email. See Chapter 3 for use of Pen-y-darren for local commemorations in 
Merthyr Tydfil and Abercynon. 
64 ‘Scotsman Set to Give Railfest Flying Start’, National Railway Museum, The National Archives 
Web Archive (archived 9 December 2008), 
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20081209192652/http://www.nrm.org.uk/leisureandtouris
m/marketing/index.asp (accessed 15 January 2020); National Railway Museum, Railfest. 
65 Science Museum Group, ‘National Museum of Science and Industry Account 2004-05’, 3; Scott, 
‘The National Railway Museum in York’, 39; Gwynne, Celebrating Rail, 36. 
66 Gwynne, Celebrating Rail, 59. 
68 ‘Royal Patronage for Mallard 75 Anniversary Celebrations’, National Railway Museum, The 
National Archives Web Archive (website archived 2 April 2013), 
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130402180239/http://www.nrm.org.uk/AboutUs/Press
Office/PressReleases/2013/March/royalpatronformallard75.aspx (accessed 15 January 2020); Ellen 
Tate, ‘Mallard 75 – The Story So Far’, National Railway Museum, 
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2013 to February 2014, both within and outside the NRM, including steam tours, the 

‘Mallard Experience’ simulator in the Great Hall of the NRM, and a visit from 

Prince Charles to the museum, who ceremonially entered the event riding onboard a 

royal train hauled by the A4 locomotive, Bittern.69 There were three standout events 

staged by the NRM that marked the opening and closure of the commemorative 

events. 

The beginning of the Mallard 75 celebrations were marked by an event named 

‘The Great Gathering’, which brought together the six surviving A4 Pacific Class 

engines, including two that had to be temporarily transported from American and 

Canadian collections: Sir Nigel Gresley (60007), Dwight D Eisenhower (60008), 

Union of South Africa (60009), Dominion of Canada (60010), Bittern (60019), and 

finally Mallard (60022).70 All of these engines were built in LNER’s Doncaster 

works to the iconic, art deco A4 design by Sir Nigel Gresley, Chief Mechanical 

Engineer of the company, from 1923-1941.71 From 2012, staff and volunteers from 

the NRM and Locomotion cosmetically restored all of the engines.72 On 3 July 2013, 

 
https://blog.railwaymuseum.org.uk/mallard-75-the-story-so-far/ (accessed 12 January 2020). The 50th 
anniversary of this historic event was also celebrated by the NRM in 1988. 
69 ‘Mallard 75: Celebrating Britain’s Steam Record’, National Railway Museum, The National 
Archives Web Archive (website archived 2 April 2013), 
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130402171230/http://www.nrm.org.uk/PlanaVisit/Even
ts/mallard75.aspx (accessed 15 January 2020); ‘Mallard Experience’, National Railway Museum, The 
National Archives Web Archive (website archived 9 April 2015), 
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20150409185232/http://www.nrm.org.uk/PlanaVisit/Even
ts/mallardexperience.aspx (accessed 15 January 2020); ‘Prince of Wales Starts Tour of Yorkshire’, 
England, BBC News, https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-23405162 (accessed 12 January 
2020). 
70 All engine numbers used for the event were their BR identifying numbers rather than their original 
LNER numbers. Correct at time of event 2013-2014: Sir Nigel Gresley owned by the North Yorkshire 
Moors Railway; Dwight D Eisenhower owned by the National Railroad Museum, Greenbay, 
Wisconsin; Union of South Africa privately owned by John Cameron. Dominion of Canada owned by 
the Exporail Museum, Montreal; Bittern privately owned by Jeremy Hosking and stored at the former 
Hornby factory, Margate, Kent.  
71 Julian Holland, The Train Book: The Definitive Visual History (London: Dorling Kindersley, 2015), 
148-156. 
72 Tate, ‘Mallard 75 – The Story So Far’. 
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the refurbished Mallard ceremonially re-entered the NRM, cutting through a banner 

bearing the symbol designed for the event and that of their sponsors, Hornby, across 

the museum’s turntable, much like the ceremonial cutting of a ribbon, before being 

shunted into place in the line-up of the other A4s in the museum’s Great Hall (figure 

5.5).73 Describing the event as an ‘international family reunion to mark the 

occasion’, Paul Kirkman, Director of the NRM in 2013, stated that Mallard ‘has 

earned its place in the hearts of millions and to me sums up everything great about 

British innovation: both our vision to be the best and our ability to achieve it’.74 The 

engines were displayed together until 17 July, and came together again for an 

‘Autumn Great Gathering’ from 26 October to 8 November, which coincided with 

the annual Illuminating York festival (figure 5.6).75 Finally, the events involving the 

six A4s was concluded with ‘The Great Goodbye’ from 15-23 February 2014, where 

all of six of the locomotives travelled to the NRM’s then sister site, Locomotion, to 

be displayed alongside the other for a final time before Dwight D Eisenhower and 

Dominion of Canada were shipped back to their respective museums (figure 5.7).76 

Drawing in three hundred and sixty four thousand visitors to the Gathering alone, the 

event was also extremely profitable for the NRM and Locomotion, raising around 

£690,000 in returns coming from increases in visitor spending, donations, and 

income from ticketed events.77  

 
73 National Railway Museum, ‘Mallard’s Grand Entrance to Start the Great Gathering’, YouTube 
video, 11mins. 38secs., 3 July 2013, https://youtu.be/8q5JIX7T8pQ  (accessed 14 April 2019). 
74 Robin Jones, Mallard 75 - Celebrating Britain’s Greatest Steam Moments (Mortons Media Group 
Ltd. Kindle Edition). 
75 ‘Mallard 75: Celebrating Britain’s Steam Record’; ‘York Launches One Ambitious Light Festivals 
Ever’, The Northern Echo, 29 October 2013, 
https://www.thenorthernecho.co.uk/news/10771128.york-launches-one-ambitious-light-festivals-ever/ 
(accessed 11 April 2019). 
76 Paul Kirkman, ‘The Greatest of Gatherings’, in Annual Review 2013-2014, ed. Science Museum 
Group (London: The Board of Trustees of the Science Museum, 2014), 29. 
77 Ibid., 29. 
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This overall Mallard 75 season of events was heralded in the press, and by the 

NRM, as the last opportunity to see all of the surviving A4s displayed alongside each 

other.78 Further, both a celebration of Mallard’s record-breaking achievement and 

the icons of the golden age of steam, Mallard 75 was viewed as a history-making 

moment as ‘one of the greatest events in the history of railway preservation’.79 Much 

like Railfest in 2004, this event was a clear demonstration of how commemorative 

events were successfully staged through the collaborative work, and funding from, 

railway groups and industries, steered by and using resources and expertise from 

within the NRM. 

 
Figure 5.5: ‘The Great Gathering’, NRM, York, 2013.80 

 
78 Sam Beattie, ‘The Great Reunion: “Once-in-a-Lifetime Celebration” Marks Mallard Steam Speed 
Record Anniversary’, The Independent, 3 July 2013, https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-
news/the-great-reunion-once-in-a-lifetime-celebration-marks-mallard-steam-speed-record-
anniversary-8685794.html (accessed 14 April 2019); Leon Watson, ‘Fastest Ever Steam Locomotive 
is Back with its Five “Sisters” for First Time in Half a Century’, Daily Mail Online, 19 February 
2014, https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2562924/The-great-train-reunion-Fastest-steam-
locomotive-five-sisters-time-half-century.html (accessed 14 April 2019); “‘The Great Gathering” 
Collection Makes Way for “The Great Goodbye”’, News, Hornby, https://www.hornby.com/us-
en/news/the-great-gathering-collection-makes-way-for-the-great-goodbye (accessed 15 April 2019). 
79 Tate, ‘Mallard 75 – The Story So Far’. 
80 ‘Mallard 75’, What’s On, National Railway Museum, https://www.railwaymuseum.org.uk/what-
was-on/mallard-75 (accessed 28 February 2020). 
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Figure 5.6: Union of South Africa illuminated by students from York College for 

‘Illuminating York’ at the ‘Autumn Gathering’, October-November 2013.81 

 

 
Figure 5.7: ‘The Great Goodbye’, Locomotion, Shildon, February 2014.82 

 

 
81 Tate, ‘Mallard 75 – The Story So Far’. 
82 Ibid. 
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5.4 National Railway Museum and Scotsman Season 

Far beyond the usual level of railway enthusiasm seen for other locomotives and 

trains in the twenty-first century, the locomotive, Flying Scotsman, has been both the 

subject of, and a participant in, a range of commemorative activities.83 The inclusion 

of this engine during these events sits within a wider framework of the twenty-first 

century national interest in Flying Scotsman. It is not simply about the need to 

preserve an important relic of railway history. Under the NRM’s care and 

custodianship since 2004, the engine has encouraged a sense of national ownership, 

remembrance, and celebration. The NRM’s role has, and continues to be, to preserve 

the engine on behalf of the nation so that it can be enjoyed as a symbol of the steam 

age of railways by present and future generations. 

The national interest in Flying Scotsman in the twenty-first century sits on a 

history of developing and preserving both its physical and symbolic image as a 

representation of steam, fuelled by a longing and enthusiasm for the old steam 

transportation removed from mainline service in the 1960s. As defined by Ian Carter, 

British railway preservation aims to ‘save parts from outmoded machine ensembles 

and to pass them down for future generations’ edification’.84 Further, with changes 

in the levels of enthusiasm for – rather than the actual preservation of – ‘outmoded’ 

rail technology, preservation has shifted significantly over the course of the history 

of the industry. Victorian railway companies saw preservation as unnecessary, 

viewing their old engines as ‘quaint relics’ that distracted from focussing on new 

technologies.85 Moving into the early twentieth century, companies used historic rail 

 
83 See Chapter 6 for examination of how Flying Scotsman was used to celebrate the development of 
VTEC’s and LNER’s new technology. 
84 Carter, British Railway Enthusiasm, 123. 
85 Ibid., 124. 
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technology to visually demonstrate their levels of engineering progress (see Chapter 

2). Finally, in the later twentieth century, there was a subsequent ‘mourning’ of the 

loss of the old-style of rolling stock following their removal from all mainline 

services in the 1960s.86 While Carter also notes the inherent irony of railway 

preservation – that rather than letting the rolling stock live out its days in a sedentary 

existence, usually in a museum, preservation usually insists on them being able to 

move again, which requires maintenance and, thus, a replacement of parts making it 

‘unoriginal’ – the intricate functions of the NRM in this practice in the twenty-first 

century involve more than just allowing their collections of rolling stock to exist in 

their sedentary form for museum visitors to admire.87 By forming symbiotic 

relationships between the NRM, as the custodians of examples of the steam era of 

rail, and preservation groups and industry partners to keep engines and rolling stock 

from falling into complete disrepair, as they are owned by a national body and 

physically conserved by preservation groups to keep them in a good state of repair, 

the historic technologies are able to exist in their moving and static forms well 

beyond their serviceable life. Flying Scotsman’s history of preservation has enabled 

it to continue to function as a moving representation of the steam age. The historical 

importance of the engine is predicated on this preservation, and, more importantly, 

what this preservation symbolised and how this engine’s legacy has been celebrated. 

Flying Scotsman accrued renown as a symbol of the close of the end of steam-

powered rail transportation. As argued by Andrew McLean, there was nothing 

particularly special about Flying Scotsman when it was in service from 1923-1963.88 

 
86 Ibid., 109-110. 
87 Ibid., 123. 
88 Andrew McLean, ‘Flying Scotsman: Modernity, Nostalgia and Britain’s “Cult of the Past”’, 
Science Museum Journal, no. 5 (2016), 6, para. 5, http://dx.doi.org/10.15180/160507 (accessed 1 
November 2019). 
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Built to Sir Nigel Gresley’s A1 design in 1923, and modified to the A3 design in 

1947, it was not the first of either of these designs and had no single ‘authentic’ 

style.89 Additionally, it was found to have a serious fault on its inaugural run in 1923 

and was sent back to Doncaster Works for repair.90 It briefly held a speed record 

from November 1934, but was succeeded by another engine in its class, Papyrus, 

only four months later.91 The importance of this engine was instead set up in its first 

decade of service, and was renewed at particular junctures during its service and 

eventual retirement.  

With the fault identified in 1923, and its removal from service, Flying 

Scotsman was refitted and renumbered for the British Empire Exhibition at the 

Empire Stadium in Wembley from 1924-1925.92 LNER, using the exhibition as an 

advertising opportunity, displayed Flying Scotsman alongside Locomotion No. 1 to 

showcase the technological advancement of the new Pacific-type engines.93 The 

name Flying Scotsman (along with its new number ‘4472’) was chosen to advertise 

the company’s non-stop service from London King’s Cross to Edinburgh Waverly of 

the same name.94 Under the marketing strategy of LNER’s Advertising Mangers, 

Cecil Dandridge and William Teasdale, Flying Scotsman was successfully branded 

as a symbol of the steam age through publicity stunts and the sales of memorabilia.95 

 
89 McLean, ‘Flying Scotsman’. 
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91 Ibid. 
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For example they marketed the first non-stop run from London to Edinburgh on ‘The 

Flying Scotsman’ route by Flying Scotsman in 1928, advertising it as ‘The Most 

Famous Train in the World’, and in 1934, when it became the first engine to achieve 

a speed of one hundred miles per hour, they ensured that this achievement was 

covered in the national press.96 It was therefore, almost from its inception, set up as 

LNER’s representation of speed and style during the 1920s and 1930s. 

Following its service under BR, and their move to remove steam haulage under 

the BR Modernisation Plan (1954), in 1963 Flying Scotsman was originally due to 

be scrapped.97 In 1962 it was suggested the engine be used to help celebrate the 

100th anniversary of the first run of ‘The Flying Scotsman’ route, and BR’s shift 

over to the new Deltic diesel engines, which were due to take over this service.98 In 

line with their ‘nostophobic’ stance about steam, BR chose instead to leave Flying 

Scotsman in the sidings rather than let it take part in the event, as it would have 

given the wrong message about their interest in steam.99 With the original 

fundraising attempt by the Gresley A3 Preservation Society, entitled ‘Save our 

Scotsman’, failing to bring in the £3,000 needed to buy Flying Scotsman at its scrap 

value, in 1962 it was bought outright by former railwayman and enthusiast, Alan 

Pegler.100 Argued by Robert Gwynne, alongside the public rescue of Scotsman in the 
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1960s, two television broadcasts set up Flying Scotsman as the symbol of the steam 

age. First, in 1963, John Noakes reporting from its first run under Pegler’s ownership 

for the BBC’s children’s programme, Blue Peter, described the engine as ‘the most 

famous steam locomotive in the world’.101 Second in 1968, the recreation of Flying 

Scotsman’s inaugural run of ‘The Flying Scotsman’ route in 1928 was televised to 

the public across the nation as part of 40th anniversary of Flying Scotsman’s first 

non-stop run from London-Edinburgh.102 

From 1968-1973, Flying Scotsman toured America. However, with Pegler 

facing bankruptcy and unable to finance the return of Flying Scotsman to Britain 

from San Francisco, in 1973 railway enthusiast, Sir William McAlpine, took over 

ownership and bought it for his personal collection.103 In 1996, Flying Scotsman’s 

ownership changed hands again, bought outright by Tony Marchington who used it 

to run steam tours around Britain.104 Marchington also aimed to create a ‘Flying 

Scotsman Village’ in Edinburgh to display his collection of engines and trains while 

they were not touring, but was bankrupted in September 2003 primarily due to trying 

to realise this project after facing rejection from Edinburgh City Council’s to build 

it.105 In 2004, with fears over the fate of the engine, a ‘Save our Scotsman’ fund was 

revived under the direction of the NRM to buy it for the national collection.106 For 
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104 ‘Obituary: Dr Tony Marchington – Was Bankrupted after Buying the Flying Scotsman for £1.5m’, 
The Scotsman, 9 September 2011, https://www.scotsman.com/news/obituaries/obituary-dr-tony-
marchington-was-bankrupted-after-buying-flying-scotsman-ps15m-2004482 (accessed 16 April 
2019). 
105 Ibid. 
106 Carole Green, ‘Save our Scotsman’, BBC News, 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/northyorkshire/content/articles/2009/01/21/flying_scotsman_appeal_feature.sht
ml (accessed 10 April 2020). 
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sale at £2.3million, the funding to buy Flying Scotsman was raised from a large 

contribution from the Heritage Memorial Fund (£1.8million), public donations 

(£350,000), and a donation matching the public’s fundraising by Sir Richard 

Branson, the owner of Virgin Trains.107 Taking ten years and £4.2million to fully 

restore, following a series of test runs in early 2016 Flying Scotsman took its 

inaugural run from London Kings Cross to York, with a ceremonial entrance to the 

NRM’s North Yard, on 25 February 2016.108 This was the first time the engine had 

come under the ownership of a national museum, and was restored to function for 

mainline travel and returned back to its LNER style. 

The inaugural run, while an opportunity to ceremonially welcome the engine 

into the national collection, also drew links to the past, present, and future of both 

Flying Scotsman and the railway industry more broadly. Covered heavily by the 

national press, the event began with Flying Scotsman alongside VTEC’s own 

Intercity ‘Flying Scotsman’ at King’s Cross Station. Passengers included celebrities, 

such as the popular railway historian Michael Portillo, those who had worked on 

restoring the engine, some of the fundraisers for the restoration, and people 

connected to the Flying Scotsman’s preservation history, including Sir William 

McAlpine and Alan Pegler’s daughter, Penny Vaudover.109 Following its fan-fared 

ceremonial arrival into the NRM’s North Yard, speeches were given by Dame Mary 

Archer, Chair of the SMG (2015-2018), and NRM’s Director, Paul Kirkman.110 The 

rhetoric and commemorative events surrounding both the purchase and restoration of 

 
107 Science Museum Group, Annual Review 2015-2016 (Stanstead Abbotts: Go Agency, 2016), 
https://www.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/annual-review-2016.pdf 
(accessed 14 April 2019), 68. 
108 The Return of Flying Scotsman, 20:30 27 August 2016, BBC4, 30 mins, 
https://learningonscreen.ac.uk/ondemand/index.php/prog/0C214F7F?bcast=122380467 (accessed 13 
February 2019) 
109 Ibid. 
110 Observation of the event by the author. 
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Flying Scotsman focussed on saving it for the nation as an icon of steam, speed and 

style. For example, Richard Branson stated a reason for his large donation was his 

personal regard for Flying Scotsman’s ‘record-breaking history’, and how it related 

to the continuing innovation of VTEC’s technologies.111 Having also named one of 

their East Coast HSTs ‘Flying Scotsman’, this was the historic counterpart to the 

region’s modern technology.112 Additionally, in his speech at the ceremony of the 

arrival of Flying Scotsman at the NRM on 25 February, Paul Kirkman stated that it 

was ‘the most famous locomotive in the world’, an ‘icon’ of preserved steam engine, 

a ‘national treasure’, and ‘the people’s engine’, typified by how many people had 

viewed the inaugural run along the Kings Cross to York route and the funds that had 

been raised to buy and restore it.113 Through the components of this commemorative 

event, and the accompanying rhetoric, this engine and its restoration were therefore 

seen to represent both the British railway industry and the British people as key 

players in its preservation to allow it to continue to represent the nation’s 

technological feats. 

The NRM organised a programme of events entitled ‘Flying Scotsman 

Returns!’ in 2016 (table 5.1). The museum events were organised, in part, for a more 

specifically enthusiast audience, evidenced for example by the inclusion of paid 

opportunities to photograph the engine. However, many of the temporary 

exhibitions, experiences, and displays of engines gave the general public the 

opportunity to engage with Flying Scotsman and its history. 

  

 
111 National Railway Museum, ‘Virgin Trains East Coast – Branson Message’, YouTube video, 
57secs., 25 February 2016, https://youtu.be/nDsZlHFp8nk (accessed 12 July 2019).  
112 Ibid.  
113 Paul Kirkman, Speech at Flying Scotsman Ceremony, National Railway Museum, York, 25 
February 2016. 
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Date Event 
25 February Opening ceremony in North Yard at NRM. 

25 February-19 June 
‘Starring Scotsman’ in NRM exhibition gallery space which 
showcased the history of Flying Scotsman from its working 
life to its function as a ‘modern day national treasure’. 

25 February-1 March Outside display in the NRM’s North Yard including paid 
opportunities to photograph the engine. 

2 March Cleaning of Flying Scotsman in the North Yard before 
going on display inside the museum. 

3 March ‘Arrival Dinner’ in Station Hall for ticketed guests. 
3-6 March Displayed on the NRM Great Hall turntable. 
6-24 March Left NRM to carry a series of steam tours around Britain. 

25 March-8 May 
‘Service with Style’ where visitors could take an audio tour 
through a series of carriages with costumed interpreters to 
experience the style of 1920s passenger travel. 

25 March-8 May 

Returned to NRM as the star locomotive in their ‘Stunts, 
Speed and Style’ exhibition where visitors could ‘explore 
the history of luxury travel between London and Edinburgh’ 
from the nineteenth century to the present day. Flying 
Scotsman was displayed with the Dynamometer car, which 
measured the efficiency and more importantly the speed of 
locomotives, and alongside Great Northern Railway’s 
Stirling Single, Henry Oakley, and Kings Own Yorkshire 
Light Infantry locomotives.  

28 April NRM ‘Lates’ evening event for adult visitors for ‘A Night 
at the Museum with a Roaring 20s Twist’. 

23-31 July ‘Flying Scotsman and the Shildon Shed Bash’ at 
Locomotion. 

Table 5.1: National Railway Museum ‘Flying Scotsman Returns!’ programme of events, 
2016.114 

 
A website, ran and funded by the National Lottery Heritage Fund, VTEC (and 

subsequently LNER – see Chapter 6), and the Friends of the National Railway 

Museum, was also created as an archive of history of the Flying Scotsman, and a 

record of its twenty-first century restoration, commemorations, and events.115 A 

dedicated section of the website was created to record ‘memories of Scotsman’.116 

 
114 National Railway Museum, ‘Flying Scotsman Returns!’, (York: National Railway Museum, 2016). 
Also included paid early access to enter the cabs from 1-30 April 2016. 
115 ‘Home’, Flying Scotsman, https://www.flyingscotsman.org.uk (accessed 12 August 2017). 
116 Ibid. 
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This section encouraged the public to share their memories of Flying Scotsman, past 

and present, on this official website, and also pulled social media ‘mentions’ of 

Flying Scotsman.117 Additionally, several TV programmes and documentaries on 

BBC, ITV and Channel 5, books by NRM Curatorial staff, Andrew McLean and 

Robert Gwynne, and memorabilia sold by the NRM and the retailer, Marks & 

Spencer, were created during and following the relaunch of the engine in 2016-

2017.118 One of the documentaries, BBC 4’s ‘The Return of Flying Scotsman’, for 

example, recorded the run up to the launch on 25 February.119 The documentary 

captured memories of the process and restoring and running Flying Scotsman, 

including footage of the engine during trials and the inaugural run, as well as 

interviews with people who were a part of the restoration and those who were invited 

to ride behind Flying Scotsman on the trial and inaugural runs. Through its publicity 

campaign, the museum therefore created, or collaborated in the production of, a 

 
117 Ibid. 
118 The Return of Flying Scotsman; Flying Scotsman with Robson Green, 22:15 24 April 2016, ITV 
London, 60 mins, 
https://learningonscreen.ac.uk/ondemand/index.php/prog/00591735?bcast=121513816 (accessed 13 
February 2019); The Return of Flying Scotsman, 20:30 27 August 2016, BBC4, 30 mins, 
https://learningonscreen.ac.uk/ondemand/index.php/prog/0C214F7F?bcast=122380467 (accessed 13 
February 2019); Flying Scotsman from the Footplate, 21:00 29 December 2016, BBC4, 60 mins, 
https://learningonscreen.ac.uk/ondemand/index.php/prog/0E0357DB?bcast=123204604 (accessed 13 
February 2019); The Flying Scotsman: A Rail Romance, 02:50 26 August 2016, BBC4, 60 mins. 
https://learningonscreen.ac.uk/ondemand/index.php/prog/0D3E0CEF?bcast=122367613 (accessed 13 
February 2019); Full Steam Ahead, 17:15 13 August 2016, BBC2 England, 60 mins, 
https://learningonscreen.ac.uk/ondemand/index.php/prog/0D1848EB?bcast=122285014 (accessed 13 
February 2019); Antiques Roadshow, Golden Age of Travel Special, 08:00 18 November 2016, 
BBC2 England, 60 mins, 
https://learningonscreen.ac.uk/ondemand/index.php/prog/0DD605C9?bcast=122931968 (accessed 13 
February 2019) (held the Roadshow on Flying Scotsman); Flying Scotsman: Sounds from the 
Footplate, 21:00 01 January 2017, BBC4, 60 mins, 
https://learningonscreen.ac.uk/ondemand/index.php/prog/0E1138F6?bcast=123220609 (accessed 13 
February 2019); Great British Railway Journeys, The Flying Scotsman, 18:30 02 January 2017, 
BBC2 England, 30 mins, 
https://learningonscreen.ac.uk/ondemand/index.php/prog/0E1683E3?bcast=123226659 (accessed 13 
February 2019); Gwynne, The Flying Scotsman; Andrew McLean, The Flying Scotsman: Speed, Style 
and Service (London: Scala Arts & Heritage, 2016); ‘My Scotsman Story’, Flying Scotsman, 
https://www.flyingscotsman.org.uk/my-scotsman-story/ (accessed 12 August 2017); Science Museum 
Group, Annual Review 2016-2017 (Stanstead Abbotts: Go Agency, 2016), 15. 
119 ‘The Return of Flying Scotsman’. 
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variety of media – written, virtual and visual – that generated interest in Flying 

Scotsman. It celebrated the return to the mainline of this ‘icon of steam’ and 

preserved for posterity the work that had been dedicated to restoring the locomotive. 

Since the 2016 events, Flying Scotsman has toured the country, and has 

returned to both the NRM and Locomotion for certain events. Further, as will be 

examined in Chapter 6, it was also used for rail franchise marketing campaigns as a 

symbol of speed and style. Through these twenty-first century events, the engine has 

been used as a vehicle to recall and create new memories of the steam era. On one of 

test runs of Flying Scotsman before its official inauguration, Gwynne described the 

engine as a ‘memory machine’, because, while there were many engines that still 

provided mainline steam experiences, this engine was particularly popular as it could 

create and ‘evoke’ strong memories about this historic form of travel.120 Importantly, 

by restoring it to run safely on the main line, Flying Scotsman became not only a 

‘memory machine’ but a moving memory machine. Its ability to tour around the 

country meant that the public could easily travel to the most convenient stretch of 

railway tracks to engage with this mobile product of commemoration and nostalgia 

rather than having to view it in its static state in a museum collection. Additionally, 

by viewing it as functioning engine, the pubic could see the engine demonstrate its 

speed, and experience the sights and sounds of steam travel. This was evidently a 

more desirable way of engaging with Flying Scotsman as, during the inaugural run, 

there were several images and videos showing crowds of people along the East Coast 

Main Line to watch the engine pass by, and at York Station to greet it, while only a 

small number were present for at its arrival at the NRM.121 With a large amount of 

 
120 Ibid. 
121 Event attended by author. 
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funding and restoration work provided by the British public and the NRM, Flying 

Scotsman gained a renewed, and arguably stronger, national identity as a symbol, not 

only of the steam age, but also of British engineering, speed, and style. 

5.5 Conclusions 

The NRM and Locomotion have engaged, and continue to engage with 

commemoration in a range of ways. The NRM is built on a history of 

commemoration, while Locomotion is situated in an important location with a 

significant connection to the history of the railways. Both continue to use key dates 

as markers to redevelop their content as well as to encourage visitors to engage with 

their collections. The museums have used their ‘icons’ of steam like Mallard and 

Flying Scotsman to appeal to these audiences. However, while some dates are 

probably not well known to the wider world, such as Mallard’s 75th anniversary, the 

structure of the event and its unique nature meant they generated their own appeal. 

The commemorative dates in these cases are therefore perhaps a secondary concern 

of these events, where the museum tries instead to find points to justifiably celebrate 

important and popular objects in their collections. Further, focussing on the 

technologies almost eclipses the role of the engineer to explain their importance. For 

example, Mallard and Flying Scotsman were visually more exciting for the visitor to 

engage with than the ‘concept’ or story of their engineering counterpart. 

Importantly, these museums have worked both at the forefront of, and in a 

supporting role of, the celebration of British railway history. Situating this within 

different contexts, the following chapters will expand on the functions of 

commemoration in the twenty-first century, and continue to demonstrate the 

important roles NRM and Locomotion have played, and continue to play in 
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supporting rail franchises, businesses, policy makers, and interest groups in 

developing their own commemorative practices. 
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Chapter 6: Rebranding and Remembering in the Twenty-
First Century 

 
Temporality – defined as the ongoing relationships between past, present, and 

future – becomes particularly relevant when actors in organizations make claims 

about who they are or who they are becoming as an organization.1 

Moving from how museums support the commemoration of the railway industry, 

this chapter examines how railway companies incorporate commemoration into the 

development and sustaining of their new identities in the twenty-first century. Frost 

and Laing identified that companies and businesses ‘are increasingly using 

anniversaries to promote themselves, anchor marketing campaigns and relaunch 

products’.2 This chapter takes this observation further, arguing that railway 

companies and franchises use the industry’s history to celebrate and market their 

present and future without the need for a specific significant date as an anchor point. 

This is particularly pertinent to study in a twenty-first-century context as two major 

network operator franchises in 2015 and 2019 respectively rebranded to pre-

nationalisation company names: Great Western Railway (GWR) and London North 

Eastern Railway (LNER). With this shift to historic, pre-nationalisation names came 

a range of ways they consciously and strategically connected to their pasts that fed 

into and were enhanced by commemorative practices. As the franchises welcomed 

the improvements of electrification and more efficient, Hitachi-built rolling stock, 

they also developed – and indeed invented – company identities and memories using 

a variety of techniques which pull on both themes and practices of the past.  

 
1 Schultz and Hernes, ‘A Temporal Perspective on Organizational Identity’, 1. 
2 Frost and Laing, Commemorative Events, 8. 
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Though GWR, as will be shown in this chapter, created a visibly weightier 

connection to their history, both companies used commemorative practices to 

enhance their public image. Though some of these branding strategies may not be 

obviously ‘commemorative’, as they are not characterised by material traces or 

events, the franchises’ habits of retrospection – including picking up on old visual 

styles and rhetoric – helped to create a wider context in which the commemorative 

practices sat. These contextualising elements are equally important components 

because they create the basis for targeted commemorative practices as part of brand 

marketing. Further, as seen in the first half of this thesis, the use of railway history 

has been selective and strategic, employing rhetoric and practices that effectively 

showcase the past, along with aspirations for the present and future, of their subject 

of remembrance or celebration. The narratives chosen that reference the history and 

lineage of these franchises are situated within social, political, economic, ethical, and 

environmental concerns, and in turn affect the commemorative practices they 

deployed. 

In order to best understand the commemorative practices that have been used 

by GWR and LNER, it is necessary to set up the context they are situated within and 

the purpose that they serve. This chapter will argue that commemoration is an 

important facet of the rail franchises’ wider uses of the past. It will first examine the 

changing identities from the previous franchises running these sections of the 

network, and how the new franchises set up the defining elements of these identities 

with historical cores to their modern branding. It will proceed to analyse how these 

public facing identities have been implemented and reinforced through 

commemorative practices, in both more concrete definitions of the term 

‘commemoration’, including the dedication of trains, and events marketing the 
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release of new rolling stock and more subtle habits of retrospection, to embed their 

commemorative practices within. Much like how the biographies of the engineers in 

Chapter 3 contributed to the core narratives of the heroic reputations of Stephenson 

and Trevithick, the new branding incorporated varying elements of their historic 

counterparts to ground their new identities, style, and values. Subsequently, a range 

of commemorative practices were activated to form connections to past and to 

solidify and strengthen their reinvented identities. 

6.1 Moving Back to Pre-Nationalisation Names 

The brand identities of the past are becoming increasingly useful for new rail 

franchises in the twenty-first century. Argued by Ian Carter, a sense of ‘age can be 

an important card in railway advertising’.3 The use, and effective commemoration, 

of historic names has remained an interesting component of the aspirations for 

British railways since their privatisation in the 1990s. To curb concerns that the 

British national identity would not be affected by its membership in the European 

Union, in 1993 Prime Minister John Major famously stated that ‘fifty years on from 

now, Britain will still be the country of long shadows on county [cricket] grounds, 

warm beer, invincible green suburbs, dog lovers, and—as George Orwell said—old 

maids bicycling to Holy Communion through the morning mist’.4 It was believed 

that these types of nostalgic aspirations for some form of national golden age also 

underpinned Major’s vision for railway privatisation, though Railtrack’s franchise 

 
3 Carter, British Railway, 118. 
4 ‘John Major’, in Oxford Essential Quotations, ed. Susan Radcliffe (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2016). 
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model at the time and the way the railways have evolved since then have been very 

forward-looking.5  

The more recent shifts back to the pre-nationalisation names GWR (1835-

1947) and LNER (1923-1947) have had effects that go far beyond a simple name 

change. Rebranding engages in an interplay of time where the past, present, and 

future are brought together to make sense of an organisation’s identity.6 The 

connections of these modern rail companies to their historic counterparts has been 

expressed in different ways through their branding and institutional identities. Foster 

et al. argued that institutional communities require an ongoing management of 

perceptions of their identity to maintain a sense of commonality, or ‘organisational 

remembering’, where ‘strategic and creative narrative reconstruction[s] of history’ 

are tailored to the specific communities.7 While they claimed this in relation to 

internal identities, these themes are also important for building company brands and 

improving customer recognition. ‘Symbols of the past’, in physical and rhetorical 

forms, are particularly effective in achieving this, and the repeated use of them 

creates a collective reassurance in the stability and endurance of the community 

identity.8 In this context, ‘community’ refers to a range of consumers and 

stakeholders: passengers who use and pay for the rail services; the franchises’ 

workforce who need to display pride in and identify with the brand; the government 

who award the franchise contracts; and finally non-travelling public who fund these 

public services through taxes. The symbols of the past they chose to use promoted an 

 
5 Richard Thomas and Donald MacIntyre, ‘The Story of a Bad Idea’, The Independent, 22 August 
1993, https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/the-story-of-a-bad-idea-privatisation-of-br-could-
soon-bring-higher-fares-and-higher-state-subsidies-1464062.html (accessed 12 March 2020). 
6 Schultz and Hernes, ‘A Temporal Perspective on Organizational Identity’, 1. 
7 Foster et al., ‘History as Social Memory Assets’, 298-9. 
8 Ibid., 300. 
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idealistic view of what these companies wanted to be in their twenty-first-century 

incarnation, as well as what they aimed to achieve to promote their brands and 

encourage passenger travel on their services.  

The rail franchises actively selected specific, and quite narrow, elements of 

railway history to redefine and identify themselves. Using only selective narratives 

about the technological past has been the of concern of historians of innovation and 

invention, such as David Edgerton and Alessandro Nuvolari, who argued that 

presenting history in this way does not account for the complexities of the creation, 

development, and importance of technology.9 Conversely, Michael Heller and Aidan 

Kelly argued that ‘branding must be understood as primarily a sociocultural process 

that generated mythical meanings for products’, and by studying this branding we 

can see how the narratives companies created about themselves and the past reflect 

the sociocultural changes in given communities.10 Therefore, by acknowledging 

these selected narratives in context, we can at least identify the discrepancies 

between more complex histories of technology and those chosen for strategic 

purposes by public-facing bodies, and how ‘commonly accepted’ narratives develop 

from public engagement with the latter.11 

As argued by Hobsbawm, inventing traditions is a part of ‘responses to novel 

situations’ in which those enacting the rituals refer to the past – both real and 

invented – to develop fixed practices that are then reinforced by repetition.12 This 

 
9 David Edgerton, Shock of the Old: Technology and Global History Since 1900 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2011); Nuvolari, ‘Collective Invention During the British Industrial Revolution’. 
Nuvolari has also written other works using themes from Robert C. Allen’s work on ‘collective 
invention’, which has been a central concept in several ideas on collective invention: Robert C. Allen, 
‘Collective Invention’, Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization 4, no. 1 (1983), 1-24. 
10 Michael Heller and Aidan Kelly, ‘Throwaway History: Brand Ephemera and Consumer Culture’, 
Journal of Macromarketing 35, no. 3 (2014), 404. 
11 Ibid., 404. 
12 Hobsbawm, ‘Introduction: Inventing Traditions’, 1-2, 4. 
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repetition allows for ‘values and norms of behaviour’ to become common practice 

and in turn ‘implies continuity with the past’.13 These traditions can be newly formed 

or adapted from past styles of ritual.14 In the cases we are considering, a large 

amount of work and planning went into making new technologies and other elements 

of these revived companies have, what Samuel has called, ‘a look of instant 

oldness’.15 Though the rail franchises’ names skipped a substantial portion of time – 

from 1948 to the 2010s – breaking a continuous link from the pre-nationalisation Big 

Four, both GWR and LNER reidentified themselves as a version of their past 

incarnations. These new organisational identities stem not only from the company 

names of the early twentieth century, but also from the abandonment of the names 

used before their rebranding. Similar to the functions of the industry publications 

(Chapter 4), the public-facing identities of the companies encourage a sense of 

community built on their past, present, and future. This is achieved by creating a 

repetitive and shared interaction with symbols of the past. The following analysis 

will examine how the different elements of GWR’s and LNER’s corporate identities, 

including the crossover with their movement out of the former franchises, developed 

using different elements of the industry’s past. 

6.1.1 First Great Western to GWR 

In 2015, the First Great Western (FGW) service was rebranded as the Great Western 

Railway (GWR). Having run services along this part of the national network solely 

by FirstGroup since 1998, in 2015 FGW had their contract extended to 2019 by the 

Department for Transport, but chose to change the name and overall branding of 

 
13 Ibid., 1. 
14 Ibid., 4-5. 
15 Samuel, Theatres of Memory, 428. 
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their operating company.16 With the changeover to the new name and design, GWR 

was therefore still owned by FirstGroup. In a promotional video about the redesign, 

Diane Burke from GWR stated that ‘the change from First Great Western to Great 

Western Railway started with colleagues… through a mess room discussion’.17 The 

idea for new brand therefore stemmed more directly from the staff rather than the 

management of the franchise. This was a conscious move to reconnect with the pre-

nationalisation name, and the style associated with it, as they began a range of 

improvements to their rolling stock and infrastructure. Describing FGW’s move over 

to the GWR brand, Managing Director, Mark Hopwood stated:  

This is not a return to a heritage rail service. This is a renaissance of rail looking 

clearly to the future. A leap forward to a new level of service with brand new 

trains, an electrified railway and a total commitment to the communities we 

serve.18 

Further, in a statement clarifying the visual design of their new identity of GWR as 

well as their commitment to customers, they stated that ‘inspired by the legacy of 

Brunel, the new branding is a modern adaptation of the traditional Great Western 

Railway look and feel, drawing on its 182-year-old heritage to inspire a new 

identity’.19  

The design brief given to John Rushton, a partner of design company 

Pentagram, by FGW when creating the new brand strategy and visual identity was to 

 
16 ‘FirstGroup’s Great Western Rail Deal Extended to 2019’, 25 March 2015, Business, BBC, 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-32014409 (accessed 14 April 2019). 
17 Great Western Railway, ‘GWR Investments and Improvements – 2015-2019’, YouTube video, 
4mins. 30secs., 26 October 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaDtRGEiu5g (accessed 20 
December 2018). 
18 Great Western Railway, Annual Stakeholder Report 2015-2016 (London: Great Western Railway, 
2016), 5.  
19 Ibid., 11. 
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‘put pride back into the sector, expressed as the “renaissance of rail”’.20 When 

developing the new identity, Pentagram stated they aimed to make the identity of the 

new company a ‘contemporary railway company… that was conscious of its 

history’.21 Further, to showcase a brand that would celebrate the past and showcase 

its modernity, they wanted its ‘two attitudinal facets’ to be ‘prestigious’ and 

‘straightforward’: 

‘Prestigious’ relates to GWR’s historic reputation, while ‘straightforward’ 

relates to the role of rail travel as a democratic service for everyone.22 

To further connect to the past, the livery was chosen to reflect the original green 

used on GWR locomotives. Finally, they stated that the insignia was meant to show 

‘a continuation of the brand’s original insignia’ as it would have ‘naturally evolved’ 

if there had been no break between pre-nationalisation GWR (figure 6.1) and the 

modern version (figure 6.2).23 The past therefore served as a model for the present 

and future. As argued by Schultz and Hernes, institutional identity construction and 

development in the ‘ongoing present’ – which assumes a ‘continuous state of 

creation, emergence, and becoming’ shaped by uses of the past and projection 

towards the future – can occur subconsciously as a natural state of progression or in 

instances of ‘crisis or ambiguity’ where the past is actively pursued to give a 

different vision of the future.24 Here GWR are using familiar images of the past to 

market the new.  

 
20 ‘Great Western Railway: Brand Identity’, Work, Pentagram, 
https://www.pentagram.com/work/great-western-railway-1/story (accessed 10 April 2019). 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Schultz and Hernes, ‘A Temporal Perspective on Organizational Identity’, 1. 
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Figure 6.1: ‘Newquay’ GWR poster showing pre-nationalisation branding style, 1937.25 

 

 
Figure 6.2: GWR logo and font style, 2015 onwards.26 

 

 
25 National Railway Museum, NRM – Railway Posters, Notices & Handbills, 1986-8828, ‘GWR 
Poster – “Newquay”, 1937’.  
26 ‘Logo of British Company Great Western Railway’, Wikipedia Commons, Pentagram Studio, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Western_Railway_(train_operating_company)#/media/File:Great
er_west_railw_logo.svg (accessed 31 October 2019). 
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6.1.2 Virgin Trains East Coast to LNER 

In comparison to GWR, the move over to the new LNER brand occurred under more 

restricted circumstances. Virgin Trains East Coast (VTEC) – run jointly between 

Stagecoach and Virgin Trains – had to step down prematurely from running their 

contracted services along the Intercity East Coast Franchise in June 2018 after 

failing to meet revenue targets. As announced by the Transport Secretary, Chris 

Grayling, in May that year, the service was be put back under governmental control 

under the Operator of Last Resort (DOHL – Department for Transport Operator of 

Last Resort Holding’s Limited), a governmental partnered body which handled the 

transition between VTEC and the publicly-owned LNER.27 VTEC was originally 

contracted to run the East Coast operations until the East Coast Partnership – where 

the operator and Network rail have ‘one identity’ under singular branding, 

management, and leadership – was put in place.28 The failure to achieve the required 

revenue growth meant that the termination of the franchise contract also left Stage 

Coach and Virgin owing £186million to the government.29 The outcome of their 

intervention meant there was a direct transfer of staff, infrastructure, and resources 

under VTEC to the new name and brand. Grayling announced in Parliament on 16 

May that:  

 On the same day [24 June 2018] we will start with the launch of the new long-

term brand for the East Coast Main Line through the recreation of one of 

Britain’s iconic rail brands, the London and North Eastern Railway, the 

LNER.30 

 
27 Department for Transport, Short-term Intercity East Coast Train Operator: 2018 Options Report, 
CM-9617, 2018, 7. 
28 Ibid., 7. 
29 Ibid., 7. 
30 5 News Tonight, 18:30 16 May 2018, Channel 5, 30 mins. 
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The rebrand of their design took a very different course than that of GWR. For the 

new LNER, the change in name was a feature of an effective renationalisation of the 

franchise.  

With the uncertainty over refranchising the East Coast Main Line, there was a 

short window of time in which the brand could be created, and it had to be done 

before there was any official announcement about what would happen with VTEC 

by Grayling. The type of branding shows a clear overlap between VTEC colours and 

lettering and that of LNER, but also enough of a move away from its predecessor to 

change its identity (figure 6.3 and figure 6.4). This was a pragmatic decision to not 

change back to old LNER livery colours, like green or blue, because of the potential 

rapidity of VTEC losing ownership would mean a costly redesign of both the 

exterior and interior of their new Azuma train fleet which Hitachi were midway 

through building.31 The colours were therefore the same, and there was a bold and 

modern design which was in direct contrast to the historic style of GWR. Brand 

Cooke who were responsible for the design of LNER’s branding in fact stated that: 

Resurrecting North Eastern Railway (LNER) could easily have been compared 

to the recent rebrand of First Great Western to GWR; we therefore intentionally 

steered away from a nostalgic retro feel, that railway aficionados may have 

loved, but wouldn’t have worked for LNER.32 

 
https://learningonscreen.ac.uk/ondemand/index.php/prog/06FC6D64BUF5AFC6A98?bcast=1267138
05 (accessed 31 Oct 2019). 
31 ‘Resurrecting an Iconic Brand’, LNER, Brand Cooke, https://www.brandcooke.com/project/lner/ 
(accessed 10 April 2019); Sarah Dawood, ‘Virgin Trains East Coast Rebrands as London North 
Eastern Railway’, Design Week, https://www.designweek.co.uk/issues/25-june-1-july-2018/virgin-
trains-east-coast-rebrands-as-london-and-north-eastern-railway/ (accessed 10 April 2019). 
32 Ibid. 
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The new style and the way it incorporated the past was affected not only by the 

speed of transfer over to the new brand, but also the conscious decision to move 

away from a mimicking of the old design and feel of LNER. 

 
Figure 6.3: VTEC branding style and colour scheme.33 

 

 
Figure 6.4: LNER (2018) branding style and colour scheme.34 

 
33 ‘New Logo and Identity for LNER by Brand Cooke’, Brand New, Under Consideration, 
https://www.underconsideration.com/brandnew/archives/new_logo_and_identity_for_lner_by_brand_
cooke.php (accessed 15 August 2019). 
34 ‘LNER’, Projects, Brand Cooke, https://www.brandcooke.com/project/lner/ (accessed 15 August 
2019). 
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6.2 Changing the Brand Identity 

The shifts into the new franchises came with more than a name and design change. A 

set of language and advertising were used to explain the wider context of who they 

were and what they aimed to achieve. This was couched in their connections to the 

past, what they would achieve in the present, and how they would continue to 

improve in the future. Under their new brand identity, GWR had to work to rectify 

many of the failing traits, relating amongst other things to issues of comfort, 

cleanliness and reliability the public associated with FGW.35 Shared online and in 

newspaper articles, and subsequently recognised by GWR, FGW was perceived very 

poorly by the travelling public.36 To address the problems of the former franchise, 

GWR set their ‘Strategic Priorities’, which remained consistent under the new brand 

from 2015-2019 (figure 6.5) and aimed to ‘re-value rail in the hearts and minds of 

the travelling public’.37 In a 2015 YouTube video, GWR’s Sales and Marketing 

Director, Diane Burke stated: 

in our eyes, we’re not just building stations, we’re building pride. We’re not just 

building trains, we’re building optimism. We’re not just building a greater 

railway, we’re building a greater west.38  

As will be shown, the improvement to their technology and their efficiency worked 

symbiotically with achieving their social responsibilities to both the communities 

 
35 See for example: Gwyn Topham, ‘Greater Anglia and Southeastern Bottom of Train Satisfaction 
Survey’, The Guardian, 17 February 2014, https://www.theguardian.com/uk-
news/2014/feb/17/private-train-operators-passengers-dissatisfied (accessed 28 March 2019). 
36 Great Western Railway, Annual Stakeholders Report, 2015-2016, 11; Paul Maynard, ‘Making a 
Success of Britain’s Rail Renaissance’, Global Railway Review, 
https://www.globalrailwayreview.com/article/31931/making-success-britains-rail-renaissance/ 
(accessed 2 November 2019). 
37 This is printed in the opening pages of each of the Great Western Railway Annual Stakeholder 
Reports (2015-2019), 8-9. 
38 Great Western Railway, ‘GWR Investments and Improvements – 2015-2019’. 
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along the line and the travelling public more broadly, which was cemented through 

their commemorative practices. 

 

 
Figure 6.5: ‘Our Strategic Priorities’ diagram, GWR Annual Stakeholder Report, 2015-

2019.39 

 
In line with their ‘revaluing’ strategies, GWR developed a particular set of 

language they use to redefine themselves under their new name. This rhetoric 

included ‘improving the… economic prosperity and social footprint of the regions 

we serve’, ‘adventure’, ‘renaissance of rail’, ‘pioneering spirit’, ‘legacy of Brunel’, 

and a ‘modern adaptation of the traditional Great Western Railway’ (as seen with the 

logo design).40 At the beginning of their franchise, the company stated GWR (and its 

 
39 Great Western Railway, Annual Stakeholder Report 2015-2016, 9. 
40 Ibid., 9. 
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predecessor FGW) was about community, both in terms of it staff as well as the 

people of the area. It aimed to achieve this by engaging in community-led projects 

and supported the local economy by using locally sourced produce on the train’s 

food service for example.41  

The language pulled quite distinctly on a connection to the past. The history of 

their network they used to explain their new identity swung between the earliest 

version of GWR under Isambard Kingdom Brunel (beginning in 1835) and the Big 

Four, pre-nationalisation version (1923-1947). One of their award-winning 

advertising campaigns to ‘re-value rail’ in 2018 based on Enid Blyton’s The Famous 

Five children’s books (1942-1963) typified the later style. The campaign used a 

strong nod towards the old GWR ‘Holiday Line’ style beginning in 1903, where the 

company advertised holiday destinations in the region through film, literature and 

advertising posters for the travelling public.42 Blyton’s book series was largely 

geographically based in the western region, and sat visually well with the old GWR 

advertising (figures 6.6 and 6.7). By centring on the theme of ‘adventure’ and getting 

the public to feel a positive nostalgic emotion towards rail travel, the campaign 

aimed to ‘encourage the Great British public to give up the convenience of their 

cars’,  to counteract the ‘constant drip of negative media stories around ticket prices 

and delays’, ‘produce strong ROIs [returns of investments]’, and to increase ‘brand 

awareness’ and improve ‘brand perception’.43 Through this campaign, GWR wanted 

to ‘showcase’ their products and the ‘wonderful destinations’ on their network to 

encourage more travel and get the travelling public to ‘reconsider the benefits of rail 

 
41 Great Western Railway, ‘GWR Investments and Improvements – 2015-2019’. 
42 See for work on the advertising around ‘the Holiday Line’: Bennett, ‘The Great Western Railway 
and the Celebration of Englishness’.  
43 Lucy Dering, email message to author, 5 November 2019. 
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travel’.44 The Famous Five campaign was able to incorporate their connection to the 

history of the network and the region while advertising their developing technologies 

and what travelling on it could enable for commuting and leisure. 

 

 
Figure 6.6: Great Western Railway ‘Famous Five’ advertising posters, showing the 
characters alongside the new IETs in Great Western Railway regional landscapes.45 

 
44 Brittaney Kiefer, ‘Famous Five go on a Rail Adventure in Nostalgic GWR Campaign’, Campaign, 
22 September 2017, https://www.campaignlive.co.uk/article/famous-five-go-rail-adventure-nostalgic-
gwr-campaign/1445373?bulletin=campaign_1805 (accessed 19 April 2019). 
45 ‘Great Western Railway’, Design, King Henry, 
https://www.kinghenrylondon.com/gwr/og1n85fk0rmjpsqmlmeydn4b6wbi33 (accessed 10 October 
2019). 
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Figure 6.7: Great Western Railway ‘Cornwall’ poster, 1935.46 

  

 
46 National Railway Museum, NRM – Railway Posters, Notices and Handbills, 1990-7176, ‘Cornwall, 
Great Western Railway, 1935’. 
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Brunel in particular was used in much of the early material GWR developed to 

explain the mantra and style of the new franchise, with updates to the infrastructure 

regularly expressed as ‘since Brunel’.47 In one of their promotional videos they 

stated they were picking up the mantel of Brunel, ‘reappointed as custodians of 

Brunel’s railway… we are pumping life blood into the region once more’.48 Further 

Diane Burke stated: 

GWR is all about a respectful nod to our heritage, and understanding the 

importance of being the custodian of Brunel’s legacy, driving the change that 

our customers deserve, and rebuilding our railway for the twenty-first century.49 

This language of the legacy and custodianship the new franchise had assumed was 

also discussed in terms of what the network was about. The improvement of the 

infrastructure and rolling stock was also situated in a narrative about current 

developments in line with the past by stating that this section of the network was 

historically built to open ‘the West and Wales to trade and tourism’, and that it is 

now both Network Rail’s and GWR’s responsibility to ‘look after your railway’.50 

The improvements of the technologies were also connected to their pre-

nationalisation form. Mark Langham from Network Rail highlighted the importance 

of this investment, arguing that it showed an understanding about the importance of 

railways for the nation, linking its failure to ‘post-war neglect’, and that the gap 

between historic GWR (nationalised 1948) and current GWR (2015) led to a decline 

in the maintenance of a good service that could then be rectified.  

 
47 See for example: Great Western Railway, Annual Stakeholders Report 2018-2019 (London: Great 
Western Railway, 2019), 24. 
48 Great Western Railway, ‘First Great Western – Building a Greater West’, YouTube video, 3mins. 
10secs., 18 September 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kr4mprFlzG0 (20 December 2018). 
49 Great Western Railway, ‘GWR Investments and Improvements – 2015-2019’. 
50 ‘Our Vision’, Our Business, GWR, https://www.gwr.com/about-us/our-business/our-vision 
(accessed 10 April 2019). 
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In line with their strategic priorities and their rebranding, GWR created an 

online series of videos through their YouTube account called ‘Walk the Line’.51 

Historically, Brunel famously walked from Bristol to London to survey the land for 

the line that would connect the two cities. Much like the pilgrimage – a term used 

overtly in the series – around the sites connected with George Stephenson during the 

centenary celebrations of his birth, this video created a virtual re-enactment of 

Brunel’s famous walk from Bristol to London to survey the line which was tied in 

with both the historic and current GWR network. Re-enactment is defined here as 

capturing the essence of why a line from the country’s capital to the western region 

was important and what it had to offer rather than a direct replication of the 

physically challenging activity. As in commemorative practices examined in Chapter 

2, these videos followed Brunel’s descendent, Isambard Thomas, walking and 

travelling by train along this route, visiting certain locations and ‘following in his 

[Brunel’s] footsteps to see what impact the railway he created has had’.52 The 

narrative of the videos shifted from how there was speculation in the past that 

Brunel’s work might cause social and economic change, to showcasing how it had 

achieved this by the twenty-first century, and finally how it was inspiring future 

change. Thomas visited select areas along the current GWR network: Bristol, Bath, 

Chippenham, Swindon, Didcot, Reading, Hayes and Harlington, and finally London. 

In each location he highlighted a theme of what the GWR and the development of 

railways more generally has encouraged and enabled (table 6.1): 

 

 
51 Great Western Railway, ‘GWR | Walk the Line | The Journey Begins’, YouTube video, 45secs., 14 
December 2015, https://youtu.be/MxapXVEzrso (accessed 10 April 2019). 
52 Ibid. 
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Location Connection to GWR Network 

Bristol 
Development of business efficiency between the West and London, 
and encouraging technological development which continues in the 
present. 

Bath Increased local tourism continues to thrive in the twenty-first 
century. 

Chippenham At Brunel’s famous ‘Box Tunnel’ to discuss the importance of early 
engineering feats. 

Swindon 

Urban development of the town due to the increasing employment 
opportunities on the railways, and how it linked the town to other 
areas which would be improved by the twenty-first-century 
electrification of the network. 

Didcot The longevity of the GWR name and the continuing care of its 
railway heritage. 

Reading Meeting railway workers and railway families with long generational 
connections to the industry. 

Hayes and 
Harlington 

The development of stereoscopic sound by Alan Blumlein which first 
used footage and sound of a GWR train to demonstrate how it 
worked. 

London 

Bringing together all the themes of each stop along the recreated 
walk together and its ‘Brunelian spirit’, Isambard Thomas 
summarised the progress of the influence of the Great Western 
system since Brunel that he hoped his ancestor would be ‘astonished 
by’. 

Table 6.1: Locations of Isambard Thomas’ re-enactment of Isambard Kingdom Brunel’s 
survey of the Bristol to London route for the original GWR.53 

 
 

 
53 Great Western Railway, ‘Video 2: GWR | Walk the Line | Stop 1: Bristol’, YouTube video, 5mins. 
52secs., 10 December 2015, https://youtu.be/m4KVxcusHpY (accessed 10 April 2019); Great 
Western Railway, ‘GWR | Walk the Line | Stop 2: Bath, YouTube video, 1min. 55secs., 10 December 
2015, https://youtu.be/nlK0uejrHi0 (accessed 10 April 2019); Great Western Railway, ‘GWR | Walk 
the Line | Stop 3: Chippenham’, YouTube video, 1min. 48secs., 10 December 2015, 
https://youtu.be/wIxClYyOa5w (accessed 10 April 2019); Great Western Railway, ‘GWR | Walk the 
Line | Stop 4: Swindon’, YouTube video, 4mins. 36secs., 10 December 2015, 
https://youtu.be/UUZeO2_Urk8 (accessed 10 April 2019); Great Western Railway, ‘GWR | Walk the 
Line | Stop 5: Didcot’, YouTube video, 1min. 16secs., 10 December 2015, https://youtu.be/AebPY-
cHQWM (accessed 10 April 2019); Great Western Railway, ‘GWR | Walk the Line | Stop 6: 
Reading’, YouTube video, 1min. 45secs., 10 December 2015, https://youtu.be/DMrRnWWlwho 
(accessed 10 April 2019); Great Western Railway, ‘GWR | Walk the Line | Stop 7: Hayes & 
Harlington’, YouTube video, 1min. 30secs., 10 December 2015, https://youtu.be/VPVuVk8gmVg 
(accessed 10 April 2019); Great Western Railway, ‘GWR | Walk the Line | Final Stop: London’, 
YouTube video, 3mins. 25secs., 10 December 2015, https://youtu.be/cMdd8B8YIrc (accessed 10 
April 2019). 
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By combining their place marketing with their recollection of the network’s past, 

GWR tactically celebrated both an era of their past they wanted to incorporate into 

their new identity and showcased how the network had and continued to benefit from 

the railways.  

LNER took a very different approach to their use of historical references. As 

discussed, unlike GWR they were not attempting to fully redesign their image but to 

create a seamless shift from VTEC. Using an angle that focussed on the development 

in technology, the language and imagery focussed on innovation, increasing speed 

and efficiency, and being iconic. This is not to suggest that they did not have similar 

strategies to GWR – namely supporting the environment, charity and the community 

– but these elements would not be used as their key branding image and in turn their 

commemorative practices.54 Much like GWR, they chose the early twentieth century 

as their historical point of reference. As will be examined later in this chapter, they 

focussed on the technology of Sir Nigel Gresley, which embodied their themes of 

speed, iconic style, and technological development. Shown in Chapter 5, where 

investment by Sir Richard Branson bonded VTEC with Flying Scotsman, this 

connection with Gresley’s engines and the NRM was carried forward and 

intertwined with LNER’s branding. Additionally, there was a clear crossover in the 

styles of commemorative marketing used by both VTEC and LNER. Therefore, 

though there is less that exemplifies the use of the past in the day-to-day advertising 

and rhetoric of LNER than GWR, they strategically used commemorative events that 

both used and celebrated historic east-coast technology for their marketing.  

 
54 London North Eastern Railway, Our Responsible Business Report 2019 (London: LNER, October 
2019), https://www.lner.co.uk/globalassets/_page-structure/about-us/lner-responsible-business-report-
2018-19-min-compressed2.pdf (accessed 12 November 2019). 
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6.3 Showcasing the Technology 

Both GWR and LNER replaced their old High-Speed Trains (HST) with the same 

new hybrid British Rail Class 800s built in UK Hitachi factories under the Intercity 

Express Programme (IEP).55 Launched in June 2005 by the Department for 

Transport (DfT), and officially named IEP in 2006, the programme aimed to replace 

the aging HSTs which were originally introduced in the 1970s under BR and were 

serving the Great Western and East Coast Main Lines.56 The DfT review of the IEP 

in June 2010 stated the programme wanted to: 

deliver a best overall value solution for train replacement and demand growth 

on key long-distance routes. It seeks to balance train, infrastructure and 

operational solutions to handle traffic growth and performance issues and to 

satisfy the needs of the travelling customers.57 

The tender for the rolling stock was won by Agility Trains (partnership between 

Hitachi Rail Limited and John Laing Investments) and a contract was signed with the 

DfT in July 2012 to design, build and maintain one hundred and twenty two trains 

over a twenty-seven and a half year period.58 The shift over to the Class 800s was the 

result of this government investment in the east and west coast rail. The trains had to 

increase capacity, be environmentally advantageous, and be more reliable and 

flexible.59  

 
55 Richard Clinnick, ‘Does Great Western Railway’s Class 800 IET Pass the Test?’, Rail, 
https://www.railmagazine.com/news/rail-features/does-great-western-railway-s-class-800-iet-pass-
the-test (accessed 12 October 2019). 
56 Sir Andrew Foster, A Review of the Intercity Express Programme, June 2010, Department for 
Transport, National Archives Web Archive, 
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20121104061645/http://www.dft.gov.uk/publications/iep-
review/ (accessed 20 January 2020), 3, 8. 
57 Ibid., 9. 
58 ‘Class 800/801 (IEP)’, Projects, Hitachi, http://www.hitachirail-eu.com/products/projects/class-
800/801-iep (accessed 10 October 2019). 
59 Department for Transport, Intercity Express Programme: A Summary and Overview, March 2007. 
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GWR Class 800 passenger trains, named the ‘Intercity Express Train’ (IET), 

were first introduced into service on 16 October 2017.60 The same Class 800s for the 

east coast services were originally introduced under VTEC in a 2017 launch event in 

preparation for them to go into service in December 2018.61 With the change in 

ownership, the official launch of services between London and Leeds was delayed 

until May 2019, with a further launch of the service for the whole East Coast Main 

Line (London to Edinburgh) in July 2019.62 Unlike GWR, the name for their new 

rolling stock was more symbolic. In a small, promotional booklet about their Class 

800s, LNER set out why they named their new technology ‘Azuma’: 

With Great Trains Come Great Names. Stephenson’s Rocket. The Flying 

Scotsman. The Orient Express. The best train names evoke something unique. 

So why Azuma? Derived from the ancient Japanese work for ‘East’, Azuma 

combines modern Japanese bullet train technology with our proud UK rail 

heritage. They originate in the Far East, they are built in the North East [of 

England], and most importantly, they connect people and places along the east 

coast.63 

With the shift in ownership, the original design for the train’s logo was also changed 

(figure 6.8). For example, Brand Cooke designed the ‘Z’ in Azuma so that when 

turned ninety degrees it could be used as the ‘N’ in LNER (figure 6.9).64 This word 

alone and the way it was designed could therefore represent the historical and 

 
60 They had to be taken out of service for one day on 18 October 2017 as they had problems, but were 
put back into service the next day. 
61 Paul Stephen, ‘VTEC Confirms December 2018 Start Date for Azumas’, Rail Magazine, 
https://www.railmagazine.com/news/network/vtec-confirms-december-2018-start-date-for-azumas 
(accessed 12 April 2019). 
62 Ibid. 
63 London North Eastern Railway, ‘Azuma’, information booklet, Azuma Launch, 30 July 2019. See 
also: ‘Our New Azuma Trains have Arrived’, Our Trains, LNER, https://www.lner.co.uk/the-east-
coast-experience/azuma-trains/azuma-is-here/ (accessed 13 August 2019). 
64 ‘Resurrecting an Iconic Brand’; Dawood, ‘Virgin Trains East Coast Rebrands as London North 
Eastern Railway’. 
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present, regional and international nature of the manufacturing and use of this new 

technology. Under this scheme, both GWR and LNER introduced the same new and 

improved vehicles and sought to promote them using commemorative practices each 

with references to the past, present and future of both the company and their regions.  

 

 
Figure 6.8: VTEC logo and brand design of ‘Azuma’, 2017.65 

 

 
65 ‘Stevenage Station Platform Work Ahead of Azuma Trains to Begin Next Week’, Rail Technology 
Magazine, 15 March 2017, http://www.railtechnologymagazine.com/Rail-News/stevenage-station-
platform-work-ahead-of-azuma-trains-to-begin-next-week (accessed 14 April 2019). 
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Figure 6.9: Poster for Azuma launch event, May 2019.66  

 

 
66 Tom Connell and London North Eastern Railway, ‘Azuma: 15 May 2019’, poster, 15 May 2019.  
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6.3.1 Objects of Dedication – FGW’s and GWR’s Rolling Stock 

The ceremonial naming of trains is certainly not a new tradition in the history of the 

railways, with engines and trains of the past taking the names of relevant people (Sir 

Daniel Gooch), expressing their technological attributes (Rocket), historic moments 

(Lest We Forget) or industry events (Evening Star). As Georges Augustins argued, in 

examining the traditions behind street naming, the subjects chosen – be that of a 

person or a significant event – are ‘commemorated by means of an enduring mark’ 

and that ‘the essential value embedded in these names comes through its designation 

[as] an emblematic sign of the community’.67 There is a risk that dedicated names of 

things can be lost once their relevance is no longer within a collective consciousness, 

be that that transmitted orally or through different media formats 

(written/recordings/digital). The subject therefore not only needs to be something 

representative of a community, but also something the community are willing to 

uphold the symbolic meaning of.68 This is certainly true in the naming of trains in 

the twenty-first century. GWR actively went out into their community to find those 

who are most worthy of representing the networks regions to be commemorated 

using the IETs. 

GWR and their predecessors FGW kept up the traditions of the past by naming 

trains with places, people and groups that represented their region. Both companies 

picked up on other commemorative activity using their trains. For example, in April 

2004, FGW ceremonially named one of their trains ‘Stroud 700’, one of their 

locations along the network, as part of the year-long 700th anniversary celebrations 

 
67 Georges Augustins, ‘Naming, Dedicating: Street Names and Tradition’, History and Anthropology 
15, no. 3 (2004), 289. 
68 Ibid., 290. 
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of the incorporation of the town in 1304.69 The then operations director for FGW, 

Kevin Gale, stated it was unusual for the franchise to name their trains and it ‘really 

is quite an honour’.70 With the introduction of their new IETs, GWR retired Stroud 

700 and gifted one of its nameplates to the town with the second one sold at auction 

and the £1,700 raised being donated to Stroud Station Adoption Group to assist 

station and community projects.71 Stroud Town Mayor in 2019, Kevin Cranston, 

identified this retired HST as their train and, importantly, in this ceremony the 

Business Assurance Director at GWR, John Graham, stated: 

Naming trains and locomotives is an integral part of the railway, a unique way 

to recognise and celebrate the people and communities we serve. We are thrilled 

to be able to present to Stroud this nameplate as a reminder of the important link 

between Stroud and GWR.72  

Both commemorative practices are interesting as the regional importance of the 

incorporation of Stroud was shifted to a local one as the HST became redundant.  

FGW also used their trains to celebrate their region in a more national context. 

As corporate partners with the Royal British Legion, FGW created their memorial to 

the First World War in 2014 with one hundred of their one hundred and nineteen 

HST power cars decorated with poppies and the names of the GWR staff who died in 

the conflict. The Station Manager of Plymouth Station, Mark Chorley, said of this 

memorial: 

 
69 ‘700 Reasons we Should All Celebrate’, The Gloucester Citizen, 1 March 2004, 4. 
70 ‘Town Makes a Name for Itself’, The Gloucester Citizen, 16 April 2004, 17. 
71 Jaye McGowan, ‘The Nameplate that Marks Stroud’s 700th Birthday’, Stroud News & Journal, 21 
January 2019, https://www.stroudnewsandjournal.co.uk/news/17373482.trains-nameplate-marks-
strouds-700th-birthday/ (accessed 23 October 2019). 
72 Shelley Dyte, ‘GWR Nameplate Presented to Town’, Stroud Town Council, 
https://stroudtown.gov.uk/2019/01/18/gwr-nameplate-presented-to-town/ (accessed 23 October 2019). 
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We chose to put the poppy on 100 trains, to mark the 100 years since the 

outbreak of WW1. The railways played such an important part in the First 

World War, transporting both supplies and soldiers to and from the front line. It 

is important that we remember the sacrifice made and, with our High Speed 

Trains covering as many as 1,200 miles a day over 10 counties, we continue to 

honour the fallen.73 

The theme of war during the centenary celebrations was continued in the cross over 

to GWR. On 6 November 2015, the HST no. 43172 dedicated to Harry Patch, and 

named ‘Harry Patch – The last survivor of the trenches, the longest surviving soldier 

of the great war’, was unveiled in a ceremony at Bristol Temple Meads station.74 

Patch was the last surviving soldier of the First World War and died in July 2009 at 

the age of one hundred and eleven.75 Born in Combe Down near Bath, he was not 

only a surviving symbol of the nation at war but also of the region.76 GWR later 

created an almost identical train to the FGW power cars. At Paddington Station on 9 

November 2018, the 800 306 IET was unveiled, which, once again, bore the names 

of the two thousand, five hundred and fifty-four GWR soldiers who died in the War. 

They chose one hundred of these men to provide more detailed accounts about how 

they died or what they did in service to put the individual back into the collective 

loss of their railwaymen in the War (figure 6.10).77 Finally, GWR named the train 

 
73 ‘First Great Western Commemorates the Centenary of the First World War’, Blogs, GWR, 
https://www.gwr.com/about-us/media-centre/blogs/2014/november/fgw-commemorates-centenary-of-
the-first-world-war (accessed 23 October 2019). 
74 Richard Clinnick, ‘Great Western Railway HST Honours Last Survivor of the Trenches, Harry 
Patch’, Rail Magazine, 7 November 2015, 
https://www.railmagazine.com/news/fleet/2015/11/07/great-western-railway-hst-honours-last-
survivor-of-the-trenches-harry-patch (accessed 14 April 2019). 
75 Ibid. 
76 ‘Great Western Railway Names Train After Last Survivor of the Trenches, Harry Patch’ News, 
GWR, 6 November 2015,  
 https://www.gwr.com/about-us/media-centre/news/2015/november/great-western-railway-names-
train-after-last-survivor-of-the-trenches (accessed 9 April 2019). 
77 Helena Wadia, ‘GWR Mark 100 Years Since the Great War’, London Live, 
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specifically after two of their railwaymen from the First World War: Harold Day, 

who was ‘the only railway man to become a Flying Ace’, and Allan Leonard Lewis 

who received the Victoria Cross and had been omitted from the GWR Roll of 

Honours (figure 6.11).78 Much like the addition of family members being invited to 

take a special role in the S&DR anniversaries (Chapter 2), relatives of the 

servicemen GWR had tracked down were invited to the memorial and unveiling 

ceremony including one of the great nieces of both Day and Lewis.79 Matthew 

Golton from GWR in an interview stated that:  

We want them to be proud that we still remember their relatives, we want them 

to know that we recognise the significance of what it meant for their families, 

and… pleased that Great Western still all these years later remembers… those 

men.80 

These forms of memory making were therefore developed within a framework of 

national commemoration. Patch, as with the more general memorial to the fallen 

soldiers and even that of Stroud 700, were already more widely remembered or part 

of other commemorative activity at the time FGW and GWR incorporated them into 

their own practices. GWR however then went further to celebrate people who 

represented their region more specifically. 

 

 
https://www.londonlive.co.uk/news/2018-11-09/gwr-mark-100-years-since-the-great-war (accessed 
28 December 2019). 
78 Alison Phillips, ‘Wiltshire Family Proud to see Ancestor Honoured on GWR Memorial Train’, 
Gazette and Herald, https://www.gazetteandherald.co.uk/news/17213319.wiltshire-family-proud-to-
see-ancestor-honoured-on-gwr-memorial-train/ (accessed 28 December 2019). The roll of honours 
can be found at the Dean Forest Railway Museum in Gloucester: ‘Great Western Railway Roll of 
Honour’, War Memorials Register, IWM, https://www.iwm.org.uk/memorials/item/memorial/63686 
(accessed 28 December 2019). 
79 Broadcast Exchange, ‘GWR Honours WW1 Fallen Workers with Specially Commissioned 
Armistice Train’, YouTube video, 1min. 45secs., 9 November 2018, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdQlAeuFqZQ (accessed 28 December 2019). 
80 Ibid. 
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Figure 6.10: Six of the one hundred GWR staff members with more details about their 

service during the First World War on commemorative IET.82 

 

 
Figure 6.11: GWR IET commemorating the staff who died in the First World War, unveiled 

9 November 2018.83 

 
82 ‘Today we Launched a Special Train Carrying the Names of all Great Western Railway Employees 
who Lost their Lives during the First World War’, Great Western Railway, Facebook, 
https://www.facebook.com/gwruk/photos/pcb.10155685884681806/10155685880241806/?type=3&th
eater (accessed 23 October 2019). 
83 ‘Wiltshire Family Proud to see Ancestor Honoured on GWR Memorial Train’. 
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With the retirement of their fleet, GWR continued the tradition of naming their 

IETs. Two of their naming ceremonies celebrated important, nationally recognisable 

people connected to the network’s history. The first commemorated Isambard 

Kingdom Brunel/Daniel Gooch on 30 June 2016, and second Queen Elizabeth 

II/Queen Victoria on 13 June 2017.84 The dates and use of these ceremonies were 

chosen to coincide with 175th anniversaries.85 The Queen Elizabeth II/Queen 

Victoria Class 800 commemorative event used narratives that were specific to 

GWR’s identity. It was held to mark the 175th anniversary of Queen Victoria 

becoming the first monarch to use a rail travel.86 Much like the ‘Walk the Line’ 

online series GWR created, the journey that Victoria took in 1842 from Slough to 

Paddington was recreated by Elizabeth II, this time travelling by their new IET.87 

Elizabeth II and the Duke of Edinburgh were joined on the train by descendants of 

Isambard Kingdom Brunel and Sir Daniel Gooch, Isambard Thomas and Gillian 

White.88 This was a significant feature of the modern event as Gooch and Brunel – 

aside from being publicly recognisable names connected the historic GWR in their 

own rights – ran the train Queen Victoria travelled on.89 The ceremonial nature of 

this event was therefore heavily modelled on the actual event of the past as this 

recreation reached out to different branches of the original commemorative event. It 

simultaneously brought the past in line with the present by redefining the old event 

 
84 ‘Our Named Intercity Express Trains’, About GWR, GWR, https://www.gwr.com/about-
us/modernising-gwr/iet/named-trains (accessed 30 March 2020). 
85 ‘HM The Queen Names New Intercity Express Train “Queen Elizabeth II” to Mark 175th 
Anniversary of the First British Monarch to Travel by Train’, News, GWR, 14 June 2017, 
https://www.gwr.com/about-us/media-centre/news/2017/june/hm-the-queen-names-new-intercity-
express-train-queen-elizabeth-ii (accessed 9 April 2019). 
86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid. 
88 ‘Queen Celebrates the 175th Anniversary of the First Royal Train Journey’, Royal, 12 June 2017, 
https://www.royal.uk/queen-celebrates-175th-anniversary-first-royal-train-journey (accessed 20 
January 2020). 
89 Frank Ferneyhough, The History of Railways in Britain (Reading: Osprey Publishing, 1975), 78. 
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in a modern context. The ceremony highlighted the importance of GWR’s network 

as a historically pioneering line with the first monarch travelling along it, which fed 

into the ‘pioneering’ identity the new franchise wanted had developed. Further the 

commemorative event itself gained prestige from being associated with both national 

royalty and ‘railway royalty’ such as Brunel and Gooch.  

The rest of the naming ceremonies up to February 2020 were more democratic 

and did not adhere to any commemorative dates. The names for their new IET fleet 

were chosen by an initiative that followed the idea of the ‘100 Great Britons’, a poll 

and programme series undertaken by the BBC from 2001-2002 where both the 

public and celebrities voted for people from the UK who ‘played a significant part in 

the life of the British Isles’.90 In partnership with Trinity Mirror West newspapers, in 

May 2017 GWR invited the public in the areas of the network to vote for their ‘100 

Great Westerners’.91 This was done to determine people who were ‘the most 

inspiring individuals from all walks of life, past or present, to emerge from or call 

the South West their home’.92 The list was published on 16 October 2017, and the 

top fifty were chosen to be memorialised by bearing their names on their new IET 

trains.93 The people or themes chosen were therefore selected because they are 

credited with shaping the GWR and the areas of the country it serves and were 

chosen by their regional communities rather than by the franchise itself.94 Perhaps 

more so than any of the commemorative events examined in this thesis, this practice 

 
90 ‘BBC TWO Reveals the Ten Greatest Britons of All Time’, Press Office, BBC 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/pressoffice/pressreleases/stories/2002/10_october/19/great_britons.shtml 
(accessed 29 December 2019). 
91 ‘Nominations are Open for the 100 Great Westerners’, Western Morning News, 26 May 2017, 24. 
92 David Clensy, ‘100 Great Westerners: Celebrating the Life of Hannah More’, Bristol Post, 26 May 
2017, https://www.bristolpost.co.uk/news/bristol-news/100-great-westerners-celebrating-life-76922 
(accessed 23 October 2019). 
93 ‘100 Great Westerners: Celebrating the People who Make our Region Great’, Bristol, 
Gloucestershire, Somerset & Dorset Trinity Mirror PLC, 16 October 2017, 1-46. 
94 ‘Our Named Intercity Express Trains’. 
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democratically invited the public along the network to exclusively decide who was 

worthy of celebration. Their choices were not restricted to choosing those with a 

connection to the railways and their history, but more broadly to who the public felt 

represented their vast western region. GWR’s aim of memorialising them in naming 

ceremonies was then specifically to publicly ‘celebrate these people and their 

legacies by bearing their names’ on their IETs.95 As of February 2020, ten IETs had 

been ceremonially named (table 6.2): 

  

 
95 Ibid. 
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Train Name and Number Details of Named Individual(s) 

Queen Elizabeth II/Queen 
Victoria (800 003) 

British monarchs, naming ceremony held on the 
175th anniversary since Queen Victoria became 
the first monarch to ride on a train. 

Isambard Kingdom 
Brunel/Daniel Gooch (800 004) 

Nineteenth-century GWR engineer, and GWR 
Locomotive Superintendent and Chairman 
respectively on the 175th anniversary of the first 
train running from Bristol to London. 

Sir Gareth Edwards/John 
Charles (800 009) Welsh rugby player and footballer respectively. 

Michael Bond/Paddington Bear 
(800 010) 

Writer and main character of Bond’s books named 
after Paddington Station. 

Megan Lloyd George/Edith New 
(800 014) 

First female MP for Wales and leading suffragette 
respectively for International Woman’s Day. 

George ‘Johnny’ Johnson/Joy 
Lofthouse (800 019) 

Took part in the ‘Dambusters’ raid as bomb aimer, 
and transported military planes around the UK in 
Second World War respectively. 

Bob Woodward/Elizabeth Ralph 
(800 020) 

Founder of CLIC (Cancer and Leukaemia in 
Childhood, later merged to become CLIC Sargent) 
charity, and Bristol City Archive city archivist 
who protected the archives during the Second 
World War Bristol Blitz respectively. 

Fleur Lombard/Kathryn 
Osmond (800 023) 

Firefighter who died battling a fire in Bristol in 
1996, and South Western Ambulance Service 
paramedic who died as a result of a melanoma in 
2017 respectively. 

Don Cameron (800 026) Bristol International Balloon Fiesta founder. 

Nancy Astor CH (802 101) First woman to hold a seat in the House of 
Commons as MP for Plymouth Sutton. 

Table 6.2: GWR named trains, 2015-2020.96 

 

 

 
96 List correct as of 28 February 2020: ‘Our Named Intercity Express Trains’; ‘Fallen Firefighter 
Honoured in Train Naming’, About Us, GWR, https://www.gwr.com/about-us/media-
centre/news/2019/may/fallen-firefighter-honoured-in-train-naming (accessed 23 October 2019). 
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Like the naming ceremonies for Allan Leonard/Harold Day and the Queen 

Elizabeth II/Queen Victoria trains, the ceremonial component also linked the 

celebration of the named individuals to their living relatives by inviting them to 

witness the events.97 These ceremonies were used to unveil both the name plates on 

the leading cabs of the trains as well as accompanying artwork designs and 

commemorative coins ‘designed to reflect the person themselves’.98 This practice of 

using coins was inspired by their company’s commemorative history where their 

first ‘King’ class locomotive, King George V, was given commemorative coins 

which were affixed to its cabside for its part in the Baltimore and Ohio centenary 

celebrations.99 The locomotive was shipped to America for the centenary’s 

exhibition in 1927 along with the GWR-reconstructed North Star engine designed by 

George Stephenson.100 At this exhibition, the engine was gifted a set of coins and a 

large brass bell which was displayed on its buffer plate for its part in the 

Exhibition.101 For the new GWR IETs, both sides of the coin were visible on both 

sides of the cab. The ones that were dedicated to two people either displayed both 

designs on one side (Johnny Johnson and Joy Lofthouse) (figure 6.12) or one on 

each side (Sir Gareth Edwards and John Charles).102 The designs of the new coins 

varied only slightly for each named train. Taking the Michael Bond commemorative 

coin for example (figure 6.13), it illustrated Bond’s famous fictional character, 

 
97 Ibid. 
98 Ibid. 
99 ‘HM the Queen Names New Intercity Express Train “Queen Elizabeth II” to Mark 175th 
Anniversary of the First British Monarch to Travel by Train’; ‘Queen Marks 175 Years of Royal 
Train Travel with Great Western “800” Journey’, The Railway Magazine, 28 July 2017, 
https://www.railwaymagazine.co.uk/2426/queen-marks-175-years-of-royal-train-travel-with-great-
western-800-journey/ (accessed 12 September 2019); ‘Our Named InterCity Express Trains’. 
100 ‘The “King” Class of Locomotive’, Great Western Railway Magazine 39, no. 7 (July 1927), 263-
264. 
101 ‘G.W.R. Name Locomotive After King George V.’, Cornishman, 14 January 1937, 6; ‘Baltimore 
Railway Centenary’, The Scotsman, 13 August 1927, 10. 
102 ‘Our Named Intercity Express Trains’. 
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Paddington, Bond’s name, the date of the ceremony and the number assigned to the 

train on one side. On the reverse side it bore the crests and mottos of both London 

and Bristol, and both sides had the GWR striped design as well as beading around 

the edges ‘representing all 93 of Great Western Railway’s new Intercity Express 

Trains’.103 In this example, the history of Bond and his work, the past of GWR, the 

importance of the line between Bristol and London, and the present and future of 

modern GWR, with its subtle indication of its new electrified trains, were brought 

together through a visual narrative. Much like the commemorative medals and 

medallions used to celebrate the S&DR (Chapter 2) these coins were able to 

represent a number of elements connected to the individual, the franchise, and the 

region. The naming ceremonies and the physical designs of these moving memorials 

used styles of the past in a new context while advertising their new technologies and 

demonstrating GWR’s identity as a representation of the communities and regions 

they serve both past and present. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
103 ‘Paddington Commemorative Coin’, Great Western Railway, Facebook, 
https://www.facebook.com/gwruk/photos/pcb.10155036733471806/10155036729761806/?type=3&th
eater (accessed 10 January 2020). 
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Figure 6.12: Side of IET cab dedicated to Johnny Johnson and Joy Lofthouse.105 

 

 
Figure 6.13: Diagram of the design of the Michael Bond commemorative coins affixed to 

the Class 800 dedicated to him.106 

 

 
105 GWR Help (@GWRHelp), tweet, 22 June 2018, 2:54 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/gwrhelp/status/1010158999004700673 (accessed 20 October 2019). 
106 ‘Michael Bond’, Great Western Railway, Facebook, 
https://www.facebook.com/gwruk/photos/pcb.10155036733471806/10155036729761806/?type=3&th
eater (accessed 20 October 2019). 
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6.3.2 ‘Four Trains, Four Generations’ 

VTEC used commemorative techniques to advertise their incoming and outgoing 

technology that were more reflective of the practices used during the S&DR 

anniversaries in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that advertised their new 

technologies. One of these events held on 23 April 2017, St. George’s Day and just 

before the ‘Tour de Yorkshire’ that year, linking it to both a national and regional 

calendar of events, was called ‘Four Trains, Four Generations’.108 As the name 

suggests, four trains from the East Coast Main Line’s past, present, and future were 

used to advertise their up-and-coming Class 800s (figure 6.14). In this event, the 

steam age was represented by the recently restored Flying Scotsman, with the HSTs 

Intercity 125 (Class 43) and Intercity 225 (Class 91) representing those still in 

service, and finally the Azuma (Class 800), which, as stated, was due to replace the 

Intercity trains in 2018.109 The trains moved side by side down the tracks from 

Tollerton to York to demonstrate the development of rail technology and the 

increase in speed from 1923 to 2017, celebrate the trains that were heading out of 

service, and ultimately showcase the technological advancement of the train of the 

future (figure 6.15).110 The then Directing Manager of VTEC, David Horne, 

described the event as ‘showcasing the past, present, and the future of express trains 

on the East Coast Main Line’, as well as ‘an opportunity to celebrate the icons of the 

railways and look forward to 2018 when we’ll usher in a new era for travel on the 

 
108 ‘Back to the Future as History Made with East Coast Rail Icons’, Press Office, National Railway 
Museum, https://www.railwaymuseum.org.uk/about-us/press-office/back-future-history-made-east-
coast-rail-icons (accessed 30 April 2017). 
109 Ibid. 
110 Idea of speed an important element of branding: ‘Four Trains Four Generations: History to be 
Made on Yorkshire’s East Coast Main Line’, About, Virgin Trains, 
https://www.virgintrains.co.uk/about/media-room/#/pressreleases/four-trains-four-generations-
history-to-be-made-on-yorkshires-east-coast-main-line-1868968 (accessed 19 December 2018). 
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East Coast route’.111 This was a very tactical event that fused the ‘iconic’ imagery of 

their historic and existing rolling stock with their new Azuma while also 

demonstrating how their technology was progressing beyond what has previously 

served this part of the network.  

 

 
111 ‘The Moment Four Trains Made Railway History near York’, YorkMix, 23 April 2017, 
https://www.yorkmix.com/video-16-pix-moment-four-trains-made-railway-history-near-york/ 
(accessed 13 December 2018). 
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Figure 6.14: ‘Four Trains’ event poster, 23 April 2017.112 

 
112 Sophie Vohra, ‘Four Trains Event Poster at York Station’, York Railway Station, 23 April 2017. 
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Figure 6.15: Arial image of ‘Four Trains’ VTEC event, 23 April 2017.113 

 
 

113 Science Museum Group, Annual Review 2016-2017, 14-15. 
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As well as support from Welcome to Yorkshire, Hitachi and Network Rail to 

stage and advertise this event, the NRM were also involved, as they had been with 

the Flying Scotsman season of events more broadly over that time.114 The NRM was 

further connected to commemorative elements of the event by using the Intercity 125 

power car dedicated to the museum in 2015 (see Chapter 5).115 While having its own 

commemorative history, it was given new meaning within the context of this event. 

The Director of the NRM in 2017, Paul Kirkman, who participated in the event, 

stated that ‘the four train line up epitomises the evolution of the later generation of 

fast, elegant and stylish trains – all with a shared bloodline’.116 Kirkman’s language 

supported that of the identity of speed and style VTEC, and later LNER, were 

incorporating into their branding, as well as highlighting their lineage from their 

chosen early twentieth-century origin point. Kirkman also interestingly stated that: 

In what is genuinely a world first with our engines of the past, present and 

future coming together in this way, the… Museum is delighted to have 

supported this unique celebration of our railway heritage, unlikely to be seen 

again in our lifetimes.117  

Though their running of the trains in parallel down the tracks makes this event 

‘unique’, the use of a cavalcade of engines to demonstrate technological 

development from a range of historical and present eras, as demonstrated in Chapter 

2, was tactically employed in the past. Whether there was a conscious decision to 

mimic previous older styles of commemoration is unclear, but this tried and tested 

 
114 ‘Back to the Future as History Made with East Coast Rail Icons’. 
115 Observations by author at event on 23 April 2017; Clinnick, ‘Virgin Trains HST Livery Celebrates 
National Railway Museum’. 
116 ‘British Railway First as Four Generations of Trains, Including the Flying Scotsman, Arrive at the 
Same Station’, The Telegraph, 23 April 2017, 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/04/23/british-railway-first-four-trains-including-flying-
scotsman/ (accessed 13 December 2018). 
117 ‘The Moment Four Trains Made Railway History near York’. 
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method of a procession of rolling stock to show progress and innovation has very 

clearly been carried forward into the twenty-first century. 

6.3.3 LNER Azuma Launch 

With the launch of the Azuma delayed because of the change over from VTEC to 

LNER, the new fleet was officially launched for service along the whole East Coast 

Main Line (London Kings Cross to Edinburgh Waverly) on 30 July 2019.118 Like the 

Four Trains event in 2017, the launch was planned to coincide with Yorkshire Day, 

connecting it to the regional calendar and making it a prime opportunity to market 

the area alongside their new technology. A closed event for invited guests only, 

including journalists, staff from the NRM, Network Rail and LNER, members of the 

Railway Mission and select railway academics and enthusiasts, the first ceremony 

took place on the walkway between platforms seven and nine at York Station with 

the new Class 800 pulling up on the latter platform following speeches by David 

Horne (Directing Manager of LNER) and Judith McNicol (Director of the NRM). 

Images from both the NRM’s poster and drawings collections as well as of engineers 

working at the Newton Aycliffe factory on the new trains were displayed along the 

staging area showing the development of railway technology and the engineering 

involved from the early-twenty-first century to the present. This time, two early 

locomotives were used as comparisons to the Azumas. At York, Mallard was 

specially prepared and hauled out onto platform 7 from the neighbouring NRM. The 

Azuma then conveyed invited guests to Darlington Station to be briefly displayed 

alongside Flying Scotsman, which at that time was under the care of Locomotion in 

Shildon.  

 
118 This event was attended by the author, therefore events recorded are taken from personal 
observations. 
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These two meetings of rail technology past and present were prime photograph 

opportunities to visually demonstrate the connection between the historic and current 

LNER as well as the advancement in technology. Further, the historic engines were a 

visual tool to support the language of the speeches. Horne drew on the history of 

these engines as models for how LNER would continue to innovate their technology 

for passenger travel: 

As a company, LNER is unique thanks to our rich history and heritage of 

history-making people, trains, and milestones. Sir Nigel Gresley, Flying 

Scotsman, Mallard, and the famous speed records are part of the deep well of 

inspiration that we draw upon at LNER to drive forward rail travel, create new 

milestones for our customers and our business, and what better example to 

inspire us than the world recording-breaking Mallard locomotive which set a 

new speed record for steam on the 3rd of July 1938, just over 80 years ago.119 

Further, Horne said that this history was driving the new franchise to ‘continually 

innovate and to set higher milestones’, to create their own ‘new history-making 

moments’ represented by the Azuma.120 The commemorative event was a key 

element for facilitating these instant history-making moments. Further, because 

LNER was formed out of the problematic previous deal between the national 

government and VTEC, holding such a prominent commemorative event allowed 

them to identify their prestige in running the East Coast Main Line. Later in his 

speech, Horne also pressed upon the fact that this event was not only about the 

technology, but also the regionality of their franchise and rolling stock as the first 

ceremony was held in York which housed the National Railway Museum, the 

 
119 David Horne, Speech Recorded Verbatim by Author, York Railway Station, York, 30 July 2019. 
120 Ibid. 
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Azumas were built at the Hitachi factory in Newton Aycliffe, that the event included 

travelling up to Darlington to meet Flying Scotsman, and that the Azuma was put 

into service on Yorkshire Day.121 McNicol, focussing again on the connection 

between the historic and modern engines, gave a speech where she stated ‘our two 

legendary locomotives, Mallard and Flying Scotsman, did so much to build the 

romance and style of the east-coast mainline, and it’s wonderful to see this latest 

generations of train taking up that mantle’.122 McNicol again suggested that LNER 

were developing their technologies based on the style of these early engines, where 

the franchise were creating a legacy based the technological innovation of their 

predecessors.  

As with the ‘Four Trains’ event under VTEC, iconic symbols of the railway 

past were used again not only to celebrate the history but to suggest improvements in 

the present and future. It was a prime opportunity to show those working in and for 

the industry, and reporters who could disseminate the elements of this event, how 

LNER were following in the footsteps of engineering greats like Sir Nigel Gresley 

and creating stylish and fast technologies. Despite the change in name from VTEC to 

LNER, the franchise continued to use the same connection to and celebration of their 

network’s past as a way to explain and market their services and technology, 

selecting an area of railway history – that of world-class speed and style – to best 

represent their progress. 

 
121 Ibid. 
122 Judith McNicol, Speech Recorded Verbatim by Author, York Railway Station, York, 30 July 
2019. 
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6.3.4 ‘Farewell to the Intercity 125 High Speed Trains’ 

In a different tone to their previous commemorative activity, and with the final shift 

over to an entirely Class800 fleet of passenger trains, LNER celebrated their 

outgoing Intercity 125 HSTs to ‘mark the end of an era’.123 In a press release on 4 

December 2019, LNER stated that they would hold a ‘four-day special service’ 

running one of their HSTs along existing lines on the LNER network as well as one 

new route it had never travelled before between Aberdeen and Inverness for the last 

time, with all the proceeds from sales of the tickets going to their partner charity, 

CALM.124 The routes covered a large proportion of the network LNER served, and 

the stops chosen were considered ‘the most important destinations along the LNER 

network’.125 The event therefore aimed to celebrate not only the technology but the 

regions that they served. Much like the retirement of individuals working in the 

industry examined in Chapter 4, the HST were ceremonially retired, with their ‘gift’ 

being its final runs: 

a once in a lifetime opportunity for us to express our appreciation for the 

decades of service from the iconic Intercity 125 on the East Coast route. We 

recognise the huge transformation these trains gave to rail travel when they 

were introduced in the 1970s and want to show our appreciation by taking them 

around the route one last time.126 

 
123 ‘The LNER HST Farewell’, Product, UK Rail Tours, https://www.ukrailtours.com/product/the-
lner-hst-farewell/ (accessed 11 December 2019). 
124 ‘LNER Bids Farewell to the Intercity125 High Speed Train’, News, LNER 
https://www.lner.co.uk/news/lner-bids-farewell-to-the-inter125-high-speed-train/ (accessed 9 
December 2019). The routes were The Northern Lights (Edinburgh to Inverness) on 18 December, 
The Highland Chieftain (Inverness to Edinburgh) on 19 December, The Northumbrian (Edinburgh to 
Leeds) on 20 December, and finished with The West Riding Limited (Leeds to London King’s Cross) 
on 21 December: ‘The LNER HST Farewell’. 
125 LNER, ‘Farewell to our High Speed Hero’, https://www.lner.co.uk/globalassets/lner623-hst-
farewell---event-booklet-v8----web.pdf (accessed 28 December 2019), 12. 
126 Tony Streeter, ‘Azumas Take Over LNER’s High Speed Train Operation’, Rail Magazine, 18 
December 2019, 13. 
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As part of this retirement, the power car and carriages were branded under the 

original BR logo and painted in its former BR yellow, blue, and grey livery.127 This 

livery was the same as the HST power car, Sir Kenneth Grange – named after the 

designer of the HSTs – which was preserved in the NRM’s permanent collection as 

an outgoing technology.128 The colours were changed so the HST would directly 

replicate the way it looked as when it was first in service under BR, as well as to 

celebrate to railway workers as ‘a farewell thank you to those who worked on this 

much loved train’.129 Unlike the previous marketing events, this one appeared to be 

aimed towards an ‘enthusiast’ audience, with tickets sold through well-known rail 

tour websites.130 The event was therefore serving an interested and informed 

community who wanted to actively celebrate the old HST rather than the wider 

public. 

Despite the audience, this was still an opportunity to link their brand identity 

represented in the commemorations involving the Azuma trains to their retirement of 

old rolling stock. The accompanying information booklet for the services connected 

the HSTs back to early twentieth-century railway history. It highlighted the HST’s 

Lead Engineer, Terry Miller’s, link to the famous engineer of locomotives like 

Flying Scotsman and Mallard, Sir Nigel Gresley, under whom Miller had 

apprenticed.131 They were compared to Gresley’s Mallard as symbols of ‘speed’ in 

their respective eras, with a reference to the fact that the HSTs still held the world 

speed record for diesel traction gained in 1987. The booklet ended with the 

connection between the retiring HSTs and the new Azuma fleet: 

 
127 Ibid., 13. 
128 Sir Kenneth Grange part of the NRM collection correct as of March 2020. 
129 ‘Farewell to our High Speed Hero’, 9. 
130 ‘The LNER HST Farewell’. 
131 ‘Farewell to our High Speed Hero’, 5. 
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In 2019, the Inter-City 125 handed the baton over to our newest generation 

train, the cutting-edge LNER Azuma. Both trains were introduced to shorten 

travel times and improve capacity and Azuma is the HST for a new generation: 

faster, cleaner and even more spacious. LNER will always be proud of the Inter-

City 125’s exceptional record, but we’re replacing a legend with a new icon of 

railway transport.132 

The phraseology used is important as it solidified from the language of the speeches 

at the Azuma launch event while situating it in connection with the HSTs rather than 

the earlier rail technologies. For example, the text expressed that LNER were taking 

the ‘baton’ of their HST predecessors just as McNicol stated they had taken up the 

‘mantle’ from Mallard and Flying Scotsman. The language also connected to their 

brand identity by showing the underlying elements of speed and style as a consistent 

feature of East Coast rail, and by defining their HSTs as legendary and their new 

Azumas as iconic. 

The promotional image for the event shows the HST coming out of a tunnel in 

its BR colours with the words ‘Let’s Go Round Again’ on the old BR-style totem, 

with ‘our last intercity’ interspaced between its first run date on the East Coast Main 

Line, 1978 and its final run date, 2019, the LNER logo in the bottom left and the 

phrase ‘we’ve had a good trip!’ in the bottom right (figure 6.16). The branding 

techniques used for this event are particularly interesting as they bookend the first 

promotional material released in 1978 for the introduction of the HST where the 

bottom of the image has the BR logo next to ‘Inter-City125’ and the phrase ‘have a 

good trip!’ (figure 6.17). The call and response of the greeting and the farewell of 

each poster suggests dialogue between both the company and the trains themselves 

 
132 Ibid., 5. 
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in the past with their customers to which the latter are now responding to at the close 

of their serviceable life. The choice to put the train back in BR colours and branding 

also plays on the cyclical nature of the commemoration by making the train look the 

same on its final run as it did on its first.133 Finally, like the Azuma launch and more 

broadly the historic public-facing commemorations, ephemera with the event logo 

were also created to provide lasting relics of the event and serve as takeaway 

memorials of the HST’s retirement for those who engaged in its ceremonies (figure 

6.18). Some of this was given to the people on the farewell tour trains, while more 

memorabilia was sold at a one-day pop-up stall at York Station on 2 February 2020 

(figure 6.19).134 

 
 

Figure 6.16: LNER ‘Let’s Go Round Again’ advertising material for final run of the Inter-
City 125 as they are taken out of service on the east coast network, December 2019. 135 

 
133 ‘Farewell to our High Speed Hero’, 9. 
134 LNER (@LNER), tweet, 29 January 2020, 1:27 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/lner/status/1222511579511644161?s=21 (accessed 2 February 2020). 
135 ‘LNER Bids Farewell to the Intercity125 High Speed Train’. 
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Figure 6.17: Inter-City125 poster, 1978.136 

 

 
136 National Railway Museum, NRM – Railway Posters, Notices & Handbills, 1979-7858, ‘British 
Railways Poster. Inter-City 125, 1979’. 
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Figure 6.18: Commemorative ephemera from the ‘Farewell to our High Speed Hero’ HST 

events, December 2019.137 

 
137 Thomas Spain, ‘Commemorative Ephemera from the “Farewell to our High Speed Hero” HST 
Events’, 21 December 2019. 
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Figure 6.19: Merchandise Price List for Intercity 125 ‘Let’s Go Round Again’ sold at York 

Station, 2 February 2020.138 

 

 
138 London North Eastern Railway, ‘Let’s Go Round Again: Merchandise List’, (London: London 
North Eastern Railway, 2020). 
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This event, unlike others used by the railway companies and franchises, pulled 

the past and present together through recreations and call and responses. The HSTs’ 

connection to LNER was expressed less so ceremonially than in the accompanying 

literature. Through this, though the focus of these events was a celebration of the 

outgoing trains patronised by LNER, they still demonstrated interconnectedness 

between their outgoing and incoming technologies which supported their brand 

identity. The ‘Farewell’ event was an opportunity to celebrate the technologies of the 

past while ceremonially closing the circuit of their use before moving onto LNER’s 

new technologies. The outcome of the celebratory retirement of the HSTs therefore 

ultimately situated them in a historical narrative rather than an ongoing one, and 

allowed for a clear new era for the Azumas. Finally, as examined in Chapter 5, this 

historicity of the HSTs was cemented by the acquisition and display of the Sir 

Kenneth Grange power car at the NRM, placing it more concretely and permanently 

in the history of the railway industry. 

6.4  Conclusions 

The rebrandings of these franchises to their pre-nationalisation names enabled the 

companies to redefine or solidify their identities. For GWR there was a clear 

connection to their historical incarnations, which they reinforced through different 

commemorative practices. LNER selectively used the aspects of their network’s 

history that fitted with their narratives of innovation and modernisation. Notably, 

there were differences between the focus of the franchises, which was manifested in 

their treatment and use of the past. For GWR, their locality, regionality, and the 

people who reside there appear to be central to how they wanted to identify 

themselves. The people were therefore important contributors, collaborators, 

partners, consumers, participants, and recipients in all the examples given in this 
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chapter. This could be, as noted earlier, because of the poor regard FGW was held 

within in the travelling public’s mind, and therefore any fundamental shifts that had 

to be achieved through their rebrand needed to change these perceptions. By pulling 

back to a nostalgic view of the company and the Western region of the past – both in 

reality and in rose-tinted visions of it – that put people at its centre of planned 

technological development, GWR arguably increased the public’s confidence in 

them.139 Their clever selections of the network’s past carried forward into the present 

painted a vision that instilled pride in and excitement about the area as well as the 

franchise itself.  

For LNER, the identity formation from VTEC was not nearly as drastic as that 

of GWR. This perhaps shows a confidence in the vision they had for their 

development of their technologies despite their shift to governmental ownership. 

However, it could also be attributed to the successful groundwork achieved under 

VTEC to harken back to their past in more recent years with support for their early 

twentieth-century history – most notably and perhaps exclusively Gresley and his 

technology, and in line with that of their historical connections to the Bullet Trains 

and as such their Japanese engineering partners, Hitachi. Further, in contrast to the 

narrative line of GWR, LNER focussed their rebranding efforts on developing the 

perceptions of their technological innovation rather than necessarily improving the 

franchise’s relationship with the travelling public. Where the public were discussed, 

it was in terms of the speed and innovation that would allow them to commute in 

less time than ever before. Their style was also very forward facing with more subtle 

hints back to the past. Their last event, examined here, to retire their HSTs was also 

 
139 The difficulty in analysing is a result of the environmental and political factors that certainly 
affected what the company may or may not have achieved had they not been disrupted.  
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situated in line with their identity of innovation and speed. Though they 

sympathetically pulled back the HST’s original BR image, the rhetoric used put them 

in a longer narrative of increasing speed and efficiency, with the Class 800s taking 

up this mantle as their predecessors did before them. 

Commemoration, both in more formal practices as well as by pulling back to 

the styles of the past, was an important tool for these franchises to develop and 

cement their identities for the travelling public. With increasing national, public 

criticism over the quality of the railways, and continuing competition from other 

forms of internal transport, this chapter has demonstrated that commemoration was 

used establish and retain a positive image moving forward. Commemorative styles 

of the past are therefore almost a proven way to be able to deliver the type of 

narrative railway companies want to project about this forward momentum, using the 

history of the industry to highlight their successful progress.  

As unified institutions, these companies had a clear and concise vision about 

what elements of the past they chose to use or ignore to rebrand their overarching 

identities. However, as will be examined in Chapter 7, the uses of and interpretations 

of the past through commemoration become a more complex process when a range 

of different stakeholders, with their own sets of objectives about their visions for the 

future, work in partnership to stage large-scale commemorative events. 
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Chapter 7: The Stockton and Darlington Railway 
Bicentenary, 2025 

 
Likely to be a significant event, preparations for the S&DR bicentenary in 2025 are 

underway. Though it is not the first of the bicentenaries celebrated in connection to 

the history of the British railway industry (see Chapters 3 and 5), the organisers plan 

for this anniversary to be one of the most prominent to celebrate a historic company 

and line of this age (smaller celebrations were held for the Swansea and Mumbles 

Railway bicentenary in 2007).1 The bicentenary has enabled funding to be secured to 

be used specifically to develop the heritage of County Durham centred on its railway 

history. Because the outcomes of this planning will not be realised until 2025, this 

anniversary cannot be analysed with the benefit of hindsight. However, as argued in 

Chapter 1, examining the organisation and planning of commemorative events is 

equally as important as the outcomes of them. Analysing this important precursory 

component of commemorative practices allows us to interrogate why anniversary 

dates are chosen to be celebrated, and who or what informs the decision-making 

processes.  

As a live and ongoing process, these preparations have been interrogated as 

this planning has progressed. Using written planning resources, online material, 

events attended by the author, and interviews with a sample of the organisers, this 

chapter analyses the proposed impact of the anniversary and the ideas that are 

affecting the shape of the celebrations and commemorative components that may be 

 
1 Niall Hammond, ‘Could Live Steam be Back on Stockton & Darlington for 2025?’, Heritage 
Railway, 18 January 2019, https://www.heritagerailway.co.uk/6709/could-live-steam-be-back-on-
stockton-darlington-for-2025/ (accessed 5 January 2020); Robin Turner, ‘Special Events to Help City 
Mark Bicentenary of World’s First Passenger Railway Service’, Wales Online, 23 March 2017, 
https://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/wales-news/special-events-help-city-mark-2268853 (accessed 
15 May 2019). 
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used for 2025. Representatives of six of these organising bodies have been 

interviewed to analyse their aims and how this might shape the bicentenary: Tees 

Valley Combined Authority (TVCA), Historic England, the Friends of the S&DR 

(FSDR), TGAC consultancy agency (TGAC), Locomotion (the NRM’s site at 

Shildon), and Hitachi.2 Though these interviews do not claim to represent the 

opinions of all the members of the organising board, the participants were chosen as 

samples of the different types of groups and organisations involved in the planning 

process of the bicentenary. The interviews were conducted using a combination of 

prepared questions formulated from research on the available planning documents 

and online resources and free-flowing conversation. This technique allowed me to 

find answers to remaining questions that could not or were not expressed through 

written documents, as well as to open up new lines of analysis I may not have 

considered. I was also able to attend certain events such as public consultation 

sessions and a planned S&DR anniversary event to understand how the planning, 

and the communication of this planning, was taking place in public-facing forums. 

Using these sources in combination, this chapter examines the aims of the different 

organisations involved in the planning, how these aims affect the proposals for the 

bicentenary, and where consensus and tensions may exist that may affect the final 

products of the celebrations.  

Though there are components that correlate with the former celebrations 

(Chapter 2), the aims and nuances of the bicentenary have been tailored to ensure 

their relevance and purpose serve their twenty-first century audiences. In comparison 

 
2 Richard Starrs and Kirsty Weston, interview by author, National Railway Museum, York, 11 
September 2019; Niall Hammond and Patricia Pemberton, interview by author, National Railway 
Museum, York, 24 April 2019; Tim Gardom, interview by author, telephone interview, 2 July 2019; 
Sarah Price, interview by author, National Railway Museum, York, 5 August 2019; Nina Harding, 
interview by author, telephone interview, 2 May 2019. 
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to the former celebrations, the unique organisational structure of the organising 

committee and different types of audiences they aim to reach makes 2025 an 

important case study to examine. While the previous anniversary celebrations were 

spearheaded largely by railway operating companies, this chapter, as also evidenced 

in Chapter 3, will demonstrate that there is ongoing movement towards these types 

of local or regional celebrations being run by and for those with an interest in 

protecting, interpreting, and disseminating their local history and heritage. Andrew 

Smith argued that ‘major events’, such as anniversaries celebrations, are oftentimes 

linked to twenty-first century urban regeneration policies.3 Using these events as a 

component of this regeneration, and much like the use of selective narratives for 

commemorative practices, the identity of a geographical area can also be reinvented 

using ‘place myths’ that are ‘designed to make the [area] attractive as a site for 

external investment’.4 These narratives, and they mediums through which they are 

communicated can, however, give rise to contestation given the larger number of 

organisational stakeholders. As found by Stevens, Franck and Ware, this diffusion of 

authority complicates how planning decisions are made in an attempt to appease all 

parties.5 Therefore, the final outcomes for the bicentenary may be at risk of one 

group or organisation overshadowing any sort of ‘democratic’ decision making. The 

level of democratic decision making for the commemorative events, and any 

proposed regeneration projects, will be explored in line with the planning of the 

S&DR bicentenary. 

 
3 Andrew Smith, Events and Urban Regeneration: The Strategic Use of Events to Revitalise Cities 
(Florence: Taylor & Francis Group, 2012), 1. 
4 P. Hubbard, ‘Re-Imaging the City: The Transformation of Birmingham’s Urban Landscape’, 
Geography 81, no. 1 (1996), 28. 
5 Stevens, Franck and Ware, ‘Contested Decision Making in Commemorative Planning and 
Regulation’. 
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Further, while the audiences of the previous S&DR celebrations were simply 

encouraged to primarily passively celebrate the technological progress fostered by 

the railway companies, short and long term commemorative components are now 

required, largely in this case in relation to funding streams, to bring lasting 

economic, social, and cultural benefits for the local community, which also requires 

drawing in steady levels of national and international tourism. Stephen Ward argued 

that, from the late twentieth century into the twenty-first century, ‘every town, city, 

region and nation’ competed for tourists to take notice, ‘however fleeting’, of their 

area.6 This necessitates organisers to engage in ‘place marketing’ or ‘place 

branding’, where areas are associated with desirable qualities to appeal to their 

selected audiences.7 Through different ‘place marketing’ initiatives, Ward stated: 

At the core of these manifold endeavours is a concern with making and 

propagating place images that are sufficiently attractive to persuade place users, 

principally understood as visitors and investors, to part with their money. The 

place is packaged and sold as a commodity. Its multiple social and cultural 

meanings are selectively appropriated and repackaged to create a more 

attractive place image in which any problems are played down.8 

Place must also have both a ‘unique selling proposition’ to appeal to outsiders, or 

tourists, and a draw that reinforces ‘“local identity” to the inside’, or locals.9 

Attaching strong and ‘compelling’ narratives to the physical space of a region or 

 
6 Stephen Ward, Selling Places: The Marketing and Promotion of Towns and Cities, 1850-2000. 
(Taylor & Francis e-Library, 2005) Kindle Edition, ch. 1. 
7 Gary Warnaby and Dominic Medway, ‘What About the “Place” in Place Marketing?’, Marketing 
Theory 13, no. 3 (2013), 346. 
8 Ward, Selling Places, ch. 1. 
9 C. Colomb and A. Kalandides, ‘“The be Berlin” Campaign: Old Wine in New Bottles or Innovative 
Form of Participatory Place Branding?’, in Towards Effective Place Brand Management: Branding 
European Cities and Regions, eds. G. Ashworth and M. Kavaratzis (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 
2010), 175. 
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locality may then encourage both inside and outside audiences to find meaning 

within, and to engage with, that place.10 Importantly, as will be examined, the 

organisers will need to build in particular commemorative components to sustain 

interest from local people and tourists in the area connected to the S&DR beyond 

2025. 

Examining the stakeholders’ treatment of the history and heritage, the assumed 

local, national and international impact of the anniversary, the core narratives, the 

proposed commemorative components, and finally the long-term outcomes, this 

chapter will broadly argue two things. First that in the twenty-first century, 

commemoration, in this case the large-numbered anniversary, can enable heightened 

interest in protecting, celebrating, and funding the heritage surrounding it. Second, 

notably more so than for the former S&DR celebrations, supporting heritage on this 

scale cannot look to the past alone, with funders requiring tangible or measurable 

benefits in the present and future that have to be worked in by the organisers as long-

term goals of the commemoratives components. This balance between past, present, 

and future therefore has to be built into the commemorations when supported by 

such a large number of stakeholders and funding from outside institutions. Overall, 

this chapter will highlight the different types of outputs required from the 

commemorations of railway history in the twenty-first century that do not 

necessarily follow the same patterns of those in the past.   

7.1 Stakeholders and Commemorative Components 

Plans for the bicentenary are, at the time of writing, being spearheaded by the 

Railway Heritage Board (RHB). This board consists of representatives from: three 

 
10 Warnaby and Medway, ‘What About the “Place” in Place Marketing?’, 346. 
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local councils (Darlington, Durham and Stockton) and TVCA; railway interest 

groups A1 Steam Locomotive Trust, Bishop Line Community Rail Partnership, and 

the FSDR; industry partners Hitachi, LNER, Network Rail, and Northern Rail; and 

heritage representation through Historic England and Locomotion.11 Meetings were 

initially held between the local authorities, the FSDR, and Locomotion in 2014-2015 

to ‘make more of the region’s rail heritage’.12 The RHB was established in 2017, and 

was formally set up in 2018 following the confirmation in late December that year of 

their successful bid to become a Historic England ‘Heritage Action Zone’ (HAZ), 

which supports, and formally recognises the historical importance of, the heritage in 

the area (see section 7.2).13 Since then, the RHB has been working on the early 

stages of planning by pulling together the themes and narratives for the 

bicentenary.14 The wider aims of the RHB are to: 

work with local people to encourage long term economic growth by developing 

heritage skills, heritage schools resources, training and tourism, as well as 

providing opportunities for health and recreation, and community events.15 

 
11 ‘Who We Are’, Culture & Tourism, Tees Valley Combined Authority, https://teesvalley-
ca.gov.uk/culture-tourism/stockton-and-darlington-railway-heritage-action-zone/who-we-are/ 
(accessed 29 April 2019). As of March 2020, the two other museums in the region connected to the 
S&DR’s history (Head of Steam and Preston Park) were not on the RHB: Price, interview. 
12 Lorraine O’Donnell and Ian Thompson, Environment and Sustainable Communities Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee, 15 January 2019: Stockton to Darlington Railway Bicentenary Celebrations 
(Durham: Durham County Council, 2019), 
https://democracy.durham.gov.uk/documents/s101160/Cover%20report%20Stockton%20and%20Dar
lington%20railway%20bicentenary%20celebrations15.1.19.pdf (accessed 15 May 2019).  
13 ‘Stockton and Darlington Heritage Action Zone’, Heritage Action Zones, Historic England 
https://historicengland.org.uk/services-skills/heritage-action-zones/stockton-darlington-railway/ 
(accessed 11 April 2019). 
14 Price, interview. 
15 ‘Who We are’. 
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As the primary stakeholders organising the commemorative components, TVCA 

representatives and the HAZ Project Manager are leading the plans on a more 

permanent basis on behalf of the RHB.16  

In its initial phase, the RHB was established to achieve three aims for the 

bicentenary: to ‘protect and conserve’ the S&DR; to ‘interpret the story’ of the line 

to develop it into ‘a major world-class visitor attraction’; and finally to ‘create 

outstanding bi-centenary celebrations in 2025’.17 By January 2019, three interlinking 

themes were more concretely identified that aim to work together to support and use 

the S&DR’s heritage most effectively: the Celebrations, Track Bed and Assets, and 

Heritage Attractions.18 There are two separate delivery groups – the HAZ Delivery 

Group which looks after the physical assets, ‘their conservation, maintenance and 

management’, and visitor assets like a walking and cycling route, and the Cultural 

Officers Group which looks more specifically at the 2025 events.19 As ever, because 

there are several groups involved in the planning of the bicentenary celebrations, 

there are some differences in what each stakeholder wants in terms of the purpose 

and style of 2025. Broadly, however, TVCA’s website notes the RHB’s overall 

vision as: 

By 2026, the Stockton and Darlington Railway will be recognised as a world 

class heritage attraction, having built on its reputation as the birthplace of the 

modern railways to strengthen and promote a strong cultural offer that provides 

 
16 Ibid. 
17 ‘Stockton and Darlington Railway Wins Heritage Backing’, News, Tees Valley Combined 
Authority, https://teesvalley-ca.gov.uk/stockton-darlington-railway-wins-heritage-backing/ (accessed 
30 April 2019). 
18 Stephen Howell, ‘Railway Heritage 2025 Update’, Durham County Council, 
https://democracy.durham.gov.uk/documents/s101130/Microsoft%20PowerPoint%20-
%20OS%202025%20presentation%20Jan%202019%20v2%20bicentenary%20celeb.pdf (accessed 15 
May 2019) 
19 O’Donnell and Thompson, Environment and Sustainable Communities Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee, 15 January 2019. 
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a distinctive experience for visitors and residents. This world class attraction 

will boost the economic growth potential of the area in this pioneering approach 

of using our historic environment to act as a catalyst to drive forward heritage 

led regeneration while conserving its historic interest.20 

There is therefore a clear aim to ensure that the bicentenary will allow for a more 

prolonged promotion of the historic importance of the area which will enable a range 

of sustainable outcomes that most effectively benefit the region.  

The interviewees strongly alluded to the fact that the different stakeholders 

represented on the RHB would need to collaborate to achieve each of their respective 

goals, though many of these objectives intersected with each other. The S&DR HAZ 

Officer, Richard Starrs, for example, stated that: 

the bicentenary won’t happen unless you’ve got… strong arts and culture, and 

then you can’t have a party in the ruins. You can’t bring the world here, and go, 

oh yeah we don’t really care about our heritage, but please spend money while 

you’re here… They have to have something to see and think, oh wow this is 

amazing. So that’s why we’ve got it all under one umbrella, so you’ve got the 

conservation and management, you’ve got the physical stuff, so it’s like 

whatever Locomotion’s doing, whatever you’re doing around the Railway 

Heritage Quarter, Preston Park, although I don’t think there’s many plans there 

at the moment, and the walking and cycling things, then you’ve got the other 

thing which is around festivals and events, and the bicentenary is obviously… 

the creme de la creme of those.21 

 
20 ‘What We Do’, Culture & Tourism, Tees Valley Combined Authority, https://teesvalley-
ca.gov.uk/culture-tourism/stockton-and-darlington-railway-heritage-action-zone/what-we-do/ 
(accessed 30 April 2019). 
21 Starrs and Weston, interview. 
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These are a complex set of elements that will therefore need to be drawn together 

using the funding and expertise of the different stakeholders to demonstrate the 

wide-ranging and geographically reaching history of the S&DR alongside the range 

of benefits the RHB wants the bicentenary to achieve. 

7.1.1 Funding and Expertise 

Representing the wider region, TVCA is a partnership between Darlington, 

Hartlepool, Middlesbrough, Redcar and Cleveland, and Stockton-on-Tees that was 

created in April 2016 to ‘drive economic growth and job creation in the area’.22 This 

consortium was formed as part of a devolution deal to allow regional authorities to 

make their own decisions about their economic growth and to control the use of their 

government funding without the oversight of the national, central government in 

Whitehall.23 This funding includes £500million of government investment for ‘local 

projects’ to be used in the first five years.24 As the main body overseeing the 

celebrations, and using money from this investment fund, TVCA are taking the main 

financial responsibility for the bicentenary, while Historic England, Darlington 

Borough Council, Stockton and Durham are contributing smaller shares.25 With such 

a large investment from the regional and local authorities, this somewhat promises 

that the bicentenary will produce significant changes and benefits to the area. 

Additionally, the levels of financial input currently given by both TVCA and 

 
22 ‘About’, Home, Tees Valley Combined Authority https://teesvalley-ca.gov.uk/about/ (accessed 3 
January 2020); Tees Valley Combined Authority, Tees Valley Combined Authority Constitution, 
August 2019 (Stockton-on-Tees: Tees Valley Combined Authority, 2019), https://teesvalley-
ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Full-Constitution-Aug-2019-v2.pdf (accessed 29 October 
2019). 
23 ‘Devolution’, About, Tees Valley Combined Authority, https://teesvalley-
ca.gov.uk/about/devolution/ (accessed 30 April 2019). 
24 Ibid. 
25 O’Donnell and Thompson, Environment and Sustainable Communities Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee, 15 January 2019. The funding from 2018-2021 is split as: TVCA 54%, Historic England 
27%, Darlington around 10%, Stockton and Durham around 5% each. 
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Historic England may allow them to more strongly influence the direction of the 

planning. Crucially however, supplementary funding will need to be secured from 

external funding bodies such as the National Heritage Lottery Fund’s (formerly 

Heritage Lottery Fund) Resilient Heritage Fund when the framework for the run up 

to, as well as the anniversary year and the aftermath, are clearer.26 This may 

therefore diffuse the regional benefits the current stakeholders expect the bicentenary 

to enable. Additionally, with a newly built Amazon distribution centre situated in the 

outskirts of Darlington and the existing Hitachi factory at Newton Aycliffe, TVCA 

hope to encourage sponsorship by directly linking the historic technology and 

distribution function of the S&DR to current businesses.27 The 1875, 1925, and 1975 

commemorations were primarily used to promote the NER, LNER, and BR 

successively. Therefore, by connecting the bicentenary to the wider impact of the 

railways historically and within a very different regional industrial and political 

landscape, this has changed the types of business ‘stakeholders’ the anniversary aims 

to appeal to. 

While the interest groups (FSDR) and museums (Locomotion) on the RHB 

have less financial input into the bicentenary, they have thus far provided extensive 

expertise about the history and heritage of the S&DR. TVCA identified that the 

primary roles of these types of stakeholders are therefore to provide strong levels of 

‘knowledge’, ‘enthusiasm’, and ‘man hours’ needed to most effectively make use of 

the funding allocated for the bicentenary and shape the outputs of the celebrations.28 

Additionally, the inclusion of current rail operators Network Rail, LNER. and 

 
26 Starrs and Weston, interview; O’Donnell and Thompson, Environment and Sustainable 
Communities Overview and Scrutiny Committee, 15 January 2019. 
27 Starrs and Weston, interview. 
28 Ibid. 
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Northern Rail in the planning will also be beneficial for any celebratory elements 

that will need the use of the national network.29 Including them in the planning 

process therefore demonstrates that the RHB are putting the necessary preparations 

in place to ensure that whatever shape the celebrations take, which is likely to 

include the use of the mainline for some form of cavalcade, they can be executed 

successfully. The collaboration between these stakeholders does not mean that there 

are no tensions within the RHB about what the celebrations will look like and the 

narratives they will project. However it does show that symbiotic relationships 

between the funders, experts, and network operators are deemed crucial. The 

expectation is that, together, these partners will deliver the focal purposes of the 

bicentenary and will use the region’s railway heritage and history most effectively 

for both short- and long-term outputs.  

7.2 Supporting the Heritage and History  

The conservation and preservation of the S&DR heritage and history are important 

preconditions to effectively staging any commemorative events in 2025 and 

achieving any long-term outcomes for the region. Academic concerns about the 

targeted mobilisation of the past in heritage and tourism settings stress that 

underlying political and economic agendas distort and narrow the complexity of 

history in order to render it purposeful.30 However, addressing Lowenthal’s 

argument, for example, that heritage must be used in a ‘consciously informed’ 

manner to demonstrate how the past is ‘essential to civilised life’, the plans for the 

bicentenary, largely due to the diversity of stakeholders involved in the planning, 

 
29 Ibid. 
30 See for example: Hewison, The Heritage Industry; Lowenthal, The Heritage Crusade and the 
Spoils of History; Wright, On Living in an Old Country. 
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may effectively develop public engagement with the complexities of the region’s 

railway history since 1825 while also benefitting the public in the present and future 

through regenerative initiatives.31 In 2016 the British government’s Department for 

Culture, Media and Sport stated in their ‘Culture White Paper’ that the ‘cultural 

sectors make crucial contributions to regeneration, health and wellbeing of our 

regions, cities, towns and villages’.32 Therefore while the academic concerns are 

valid, there clearly increasingly positive attitudes nationally towards the importance 

of history, heritage, and tourism in supporting regeneration in the twenty-first 

century.33 The importance of the S&DR in the run up to its bicentenary has fed into a 

broader agenda of regeneration which requires the support of properly conserved, 

protected, and interpreted heritage assets.  

This raises questions about how much of this push for regeneration, as argued 

by Rigney, is fuelled by a fear of the permanent loss of these heritage assets, and 

what communities would feel the effects of this loss.34 While regional stakeholders 

involved in the 1975 anniversary attempted to survey and protect the built heritage of 

the S&DR, long-term preservation was not fully achieved. Further, while the FSDR 

have worked to revive these initiatives in the twenty-first century, their influence and 

funding is limited.35 Conversely, because there has been a marked development in 

regional and national political interest in the importance of the social and the 

economic benefits of conserving the region’s railway heritage and history, 

preserving and utilising the S&DR heritage have now become key objectives of the 

 
31 David Lowenthal, ‘Why the Past Matters’, Heritage & Society 4, no. 2 (2011), 167. 
32 Department for Culture, Media and Sport, The Culture White Paper, CM-9218, 2016, 9. 
33 Melanie K. Smith, ‘Introduction’, in Tourism, Culture and Regeneration, ed. Melanie K. Smith 
(Wallingford: CABI, 2006), xiii. 
34 Rigney, ‘Plenitude, Scarcity and the Circulation of Cultural Memory’, 11-28. 
35 Hammond and Pemberton, interview. 
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bicentenary. This could therefore potentially provide the long-term care needed to 

preserve the railway heritage for future generations.  

A Historic England-led Heritage Action Zone (HAZ), financially supported by 

the Department of Culture, Media and Sport, is one of the central initiatives in line 

with the plans for 2025 that aims to benefit the regional railway heritage.36 More 

broadly, this initiative aims to support local authorities to most effectively use their 

‘historic environment as a catalyst’ for economic growth.37 Using Historic England’s 

expertise, the scheme is assisting these local authorities to restore deteriorated 

historic buildings, conserve areas to promote regeneration and renewal, and highlight 

and celebrate the ‘unique character and heritage’ of the area to ‘instil a sense of local 

pride’, ‘attract residents, tourists, businesses and investors, and create economic 

growth’.38  In terms of outputs, the HAZ needs to show the ‘number of volunteers 

engaged, number of groups funded through capacity building grant, [and] number of 

historic buildings repaired’.39 In 2018, TVCA were awarded £700,000 of this 

funding to work in partnership with and make use of Historic England’s expertise, 

training, surveying, and conservation to be used over a five-year period to rejuvenate 

and capitalise on the S&DR’s heritage.40 The S&DR HAZ aims to provide the 

 
36 Department for Culture, Media and Sport, The Culture White Paper, 9. 
37 Historic England, Heritage Action Zone: Explanatory Notes and Guidance, 
HistoricEngland.org.uk/services-skills/heritage-action-zones (accessed 12 January 2019), 2.  
38 Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, Heritage Statement: One Year On, 2018, 6, 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/762
459/Heritage_Statement_2018.pdf (accessed 18 December 2019); ‘£6m National Heritage Drive to 
Bring Economic Growth across England’, What’s New, Historic England, 
https://historicengland.org.uk/whats-new/news/national-heritage-drive-to-bring-economic-growth/ 
(accessed 2 July 2019); Historic England, ‘High Streets Heritage Action Zones: Expression of Interest 
Guidance Notes’, https://historicengland.org.uk/content/docs/haz/high-streets-haz-eoi-guidance/ 
(accessed 10 July 2019), 3. 
39 Starrs and Weston, interview. 
40 House of Commons, Town Centre Heritage Action Zones, CDP 2018/0279, 2018, 2; ‘£6m National 
Heritage Drive to Bring Economic Growth across England’; Dave Robson, ‘£700K to Help Old 
Stockton-Darlington Railway Route Become “World Class Visitor Attraction”’, Teesside Live, 14 
May 2018, https://www.gazettelive.co.uk/news/teesside-news/700k-help-old-stockton-darlington-
14652177 (accessed 24 May 2019). 
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framework for work on the heritage assets both leading up to and beyond 2025. This 

includes most importantly the rejuvenation and restoration of the former twenty-six 

miles of the line so it can function as a ‘major heritage attraction and visitor 

destination’.41  

Co-ordinated by TVCA and Historic England’s HAZ Officer, Richard Starrs, 

and with a very active input of the FSDR who have already carried out their own 

surveys and could provide higher levels of knowledge about S&DR, the HAZ 

programme has to date funded access audits and workshops to identify the heritage 

that needs to be protected and conserved.42 Aiming to encourage further funding to 

conserve the line, the HAZ designation could help to develop the physical heritage 

and landscape for both prolonged local use of the area as well as encouraging 

tourists to visit and enjoy the area during the bicentenary. For example, the HAZ has 

led to the development of initiatives like a walking and cycling route along the 

twenty-six miles that can benefit the local community both for health and wellbeing, 

and transport.43 Both the history and the heritage that are being supported and 

disseminated because of the bicentenary therefore need to be relevant to a wider 

body of the community beyond what the organisers believe is important. 

Further, as stated by the FSDR, ‘sustainability’ is a key outcome for the 

preservation, care for, and legacy of the S&DR heritage beyond 2025.44 While 

different stakeholders are in agreement that the line needs to be continually 

 
41 ‘Heritage Action Zones’, Culture & Tourism, Tees Valley Combined Authority, https://teesvalley-
ca.gov.uk/culture-tourism/stockton-and-darlington-railway-heritage-action-zone/heritage-action-
zones/ (accessed 29 April 2019); ‘Stockton and Darlington Railway Heritage Action Zone’. 
42 ‘Progress So Far’, Stockton and Darlington Railway Heritage Programme, Tees Valley Combined 
Authority, https://teesvalley-ca.gov.uk/culture-tourism/stockton-and-darlington-railway-heritage-
action-zone/progress-so-far/ (3 May 2019). 
43 Hammond and Pemberton, interview; Starrs and Weston, interview; Price, interview; ‘Progress So 
Far’. 
44 Hammond and Pemberton, interview. 
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conserved past the bicentenary year, there are divergent reasons for why they think 

this is important. On the one hand, preservation groups like the FSDR see the need to 

ensure the heritage is not allowed to fall into such a high level of disrepair again as it 

had, for example, following the sesquicentenary in 1975.45 On the other hand, for the 

local authorities this sustainability will allow them to continue to bring in steady 

levels of tourism and the consequent financial benefits.46 Though yet to be seen, if 

these stakeholders continue to work in tandem after the bicentenary, the financial 

support filtered through both institutions could bring in the necessary funding to 

provide long-term support of the heritage, which could in turn encourage higher 

levels of tourism to continue to boost the local the economy using the region’s 

railway heritage. 

In terms of tourism, it is hoped that the HAZ and bicentenary more generally 

will increase traction for future UNESCO World Heritage Site and potentially 

UNESCO Memory of the World bids.47 While they could encourage increased 

tourism and funding streams, there is a chance that pursuing these designations could 

also provide wider recognition and validation internationally of this line as a globally 

important site. The former, which could link up other railway heritage sites like the 

L&MR and Swansea and Mumbles Railway, would recognise the S&DR as having 

‘outstanding universal value’ based on criteria set out by the World Heritage Listing 

committee, while the latter would enable the ‘preservation of, and access to, 

documentary heritage’ connected to the S&DR.48 On a more regional level, by 

 
45 Ibid. 
46 Starrs and Weston, interview. 
47 Hammond and Pemberton, interview; Starrs and Weston, interview. 
48 ‘The Criteria for Selection’, World Heritage Centre, UNESCO, https://whc.unesco.org/en/criteria/ 
(accessed 17 May 2019); Starrs and Weston, interview; ‘Memory of the World’, Programme, 
UNESCO, https://en.unesco.org/programme/mow (accessed 17 May 2019). 
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linking up with other railway heritage groups like the Bowes Incline Group or 

Tanfield Railway, the FSDR hope that, alongside the important groundwork 

achieved by the HAZ, they can develop a broader railway heritage landscape for 

tourists to engage with.49 The following section will examine who the 

commemorations are being designed for and how the organisers aim to provide 

lasting benefits for local communities while encouraging higher levels of tourism 

through the bicentenary and its long-term outcomes. 

7.3 Local development and International Reach 

As argued by Foote and Azaryahu, ‘the geography of memory locates history and its 

representations in space and landscape’, and through commemorative practices at 

important anniversary points, ‘liturgical time and mythic space’ can be brought 

together and ‘exude a sense of permanence’ of the past.50 The S&DR is a prime 

example of how history and memory are firmly implanted both within the physical 

landscape and the communities it has served in the past and present. By connecting 

the present landscape with its historical purposes though commemorative practices, 

this can foster a sense of communal memory and communal use. We therefore need 

to question what impact commemoration will have on a community with such a 

strong connection to a historically significant railway location in a twenty-first 

century context. Notably, this impact will be felt by the regions along the length of 

the original S&DR line with the involvement of – and at some points conflicts 

between – several local authorities and organisations.  

The RHB believe there is a lot to capitalise on from the bicentenary that will, 

in a broad sense, encourage mass regeneration and a general boost in morale for an 

 
49 Hammond and Pemberton, interview. 
50 Foote and Azaryahu, ‘Towards a Geography of Memory’, 127. 
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area which has stagnated since the loss of a strong presence of manufacturing in their 

communities from the past.51 The bicentenary and its aftermath therefore need to be 

designed to function for local people who may or may not be actively interested in 

the S&DR’s heritage and tourists in the short and long term, and ultimately to 

encourage a range of people to enjoy and engage with the history and heritage of the 

region. As stated by Niall Hammond from FSDR, ‘it must be in the balance between 

local people being engaged, activated, having pride in it, telling people about it, and 

tourists coming and appreciating, and they’re two sides of the same coin’.52 The 

initiatives therefore need to ‘regenerate the economy, raise aspirations, provide 

opportunities and improve life for the local communities’ in order to fulfil the 

requirements of the HAZ and in turn achieve the broader cultural, social, and 

economic aims of the RHB.53 TVCA specifically see the significance of culture to 

‘attract talent, business and business leaders’ and ‘more, higher spending visitors’, 

and to encourage people to ‘live, work and study’ more permanently in the area.54 

However, a balance will need to be achieved to ensure that the bicentenary initiatives 

create enough to encourage ongoing tourism while also properly meeting the social, 

economic, and cultural needs of the local people.55 Disenfranchisement and 

economic instability in the North East were noted and well understood by the 

interviewed members of the RHB. Therefore, a large part of the celebrations is to 

piggyback off the railway history and heritage to reinvigorate the local people to 

 
51 See for example: Pete Hodson, ‘Memory, Conflict and Class: Deindustrialisation in Belfast and 
County Durham Since 1970’, Queen’s University Oral History, Technology & Ethics, 
https://quote.qub.ac.uk/case-studies/memory-conflict-class-deindustrialisation-belfast-county-
durham-since-1970/ (accessed 12 March 2020). 
52 Hammond and Pemberton, interview. 
53 Tim Gardom, interview. 
54 ‘Culture & Tourism’, Culture & Tourism Projects, Tees Valley Combined Authority, 
https://teesvalley-ca.gov.uk/culture-tourism/ (accessed 12 April 2019). 
55 Hammond and Pemberton, interview. 
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enjoy and feel pride in where they live alongside increasing their skills, employment 

opportunities and general quality of life.56 

7.3.1 Community Involvement  

Engaging with communities has become a feature of contemporary commemorations 

and, as evidenced by the aims of the HAZ project outlined above, is usually a 

condition of funders.57 If public money is invested in these projects, they need to be 

able to demonstrate how they have benefited the public. Community consultation has 

been an important part of the early stages of planning for the bicentenary and the 

development of the built heritage.  

In February 2019 the organisers held three ‘come in and have your say’ events 

at the three museums that are seen as anchor points for the story of the S&DR 

(Locomotion in Shildon, Head of Steam in Darlington, and Preston Park in 

Stockton).58 These events, attended by around two hundred people overall, asked 

‘for people to have their say on what the key stories should be and what events and 

activities they would like to see as part of the project… to capture people’s thoughts 

and ideas’.59 The RHB used information boards detailing the plans, and set up blank 

spaces for the public to leave comments on post-it notes regarding what they wanted 

to come out of the celebrations along.60 Further, formal focus groups and surveys 

were also conducted with a range of audience types to ascertain ‘what their 

preferences were and what they were looking for, and what would interest and 

 
56 Harding, interview; Price, interview; Hammond and Pemberton, interview; Gardom, interview. 
57 See also: ‘Our Corporate Strategy 2-2018-21’, About, National Heritage Lottery Fund, 
https://www.heritagefund.org.uk/about/our-corporate-strategy-2018-21 (accessed 12 January 2020). 
58 ‘Stockton and Darlington Railway Heritage – Come and Have Your Say!’, News, Tees Valley 
Combined Authority, https://teesvalley-ca.gov.uk/stockton-and-darlington-railway-heritage-come-
have-your-say/ (accessed 19 February 2019); Gardom interview. 
59 Starrs and Weston interview; Gardom, interview. 
60 Event at Locomotion on 20 February 2019 attended by the author. 
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engage them’.61 Finally, demonstrating that heritage is important on not only a 

national but also a local level, the HAZ and the bicentenary have more broadly 

sparked public consultations about the disrepair of the railway heritage and how to 

care for the surrounding environment. For example, a ‘Gaunless Bridge Workshop’ 

on 1 March 2019 led by Historic England and the FSDR guided seventy people, with 

nearly half of those people being from the local area and the remainder being 

Historic England officers, local councillors and MPs, to the S&DR heritage site to 

view some of the physical heritage around West Auckland, followed by a workshop 

session to discuss plans to conserve and beautify the area.62 This consultation 

highlighted the importance and disrepair of this historic S&DR location, which led to 

the recovery of stonework from the bridge for future restoration by Durham County 

Council, as well as a ‘big community clean-up operation’ organised by the Council’s 

Green and Clean Team and the Environment Agency to clear the area of debris and 

graffiti.63 By improving the visual appeal of the region through the conservation of 

S&DR, and reconfiguring the space for public use, the RHB broadly hope that this 

will not only help to preserve the railway heritage but also ‘create a nicer, more well 

used area which will lead to increased visitors and a decreased anti-social behaviour’ 

for the local communities.64 Further, according to the FSDR, these consultations 

demonstrated that ‘there was an enormous enthusiasm at all levels to tell the 

Stockton and Darlington story, and for it to mean something to people in the twenty-

first century’.65  

 
61 Gardom, interview. Survey was undertaken by Julia Holberry and Associates. 
62 Hammond and Pemberton, interview; Progress So Far’, Stockton and Darlington Railway Heritage 
Programme, Tees Valley Combined Authority, https://teesvalley-ca.gov.uk/culture-tourism/stockton-
and-darlington-railway-heritage-action-zone/progress-so-far/ (3 May 2019).  
63 Hammond and Pemberton, interview; ‘Progress So Far’. 
64 ‘Progress So Far’. 
65 Gardom, interview. 
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7.3.2 Walking and Cycling Route 

A similar scheme organised by the Stockton and Darlington 150th Anniversary Joint 

Committee was undertaken for the 1975 celebrations. A full survey of the condition 

of the area including nearby heritage assets was undertaken, and a ‘Rail Trail’ was 

devised.66 Using ‘way markers’, visitors could self-guide along the accessible parts 

of the S&DR line with information on the railway history and heritage and what they 

could visit if they left the trail at various points.67 The legacy of this trail, which was 

expected to be positive, was poor and has not lasted into the twenty-first century.68 

The hope for this new route is that it will survive well beyond 2025 by increasing 

public interest in the environment and heritage along the line as well as diversifying 

its use. The area has already been surveyed to ascertain what areas need to be bought 

from private ownership, and what needs serious work to become functional before 

the route can be made accessible for walking and cycling.69 If approved, as well as a 

tool for telling the story of the S&DR examined above, it will be designed to 

increase the health and wellbeing of the local people as well as facilitating 

environmentally friendly and zero-cost transport around the area.70  

Other walking and cycling routes already exist for different places in the 

region, but this will use the S&DR to pull the wider region closer together by 

creating a new option for commuting and travel to ‘local services and employment 

sites’.71 Additionally, the route could allow access to different rail, heritage, and 

 
66 AN 156/1001, ‘Stockton and Darlington Joint Committee: Research and Preservation’. 
67 Ibid. 
68 Hammond and Pemberton, interview. 
69 Hammond and Pemberton, interview; Price, interview; Progress So Far’. 
70 Nick Gullon, ‘Planning Person Sought to Start Work on Darlington Walkway and Cycle Path’, The 
Northern Echo, 29 July 2019, https://www.thenorthernecho.co.uk/news/17792470.planning-
permission-sought-start-work-darlington-walkway-cycle-path/ (accessed 13 August 2019). 
71 O’Donnell and Thompson, Environment and Sustainable Communities Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee, 15 January 2019. 
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natural conservation ‘places of interest’ as they had done in 1975.72 There were 

suggestions that it could also assist children’s and adult education by encouraging 

learning outside the classroom.73 By teaching younger generations about the history 

of the S&DR, the FSDR hope that it will continue to instil local pride in the 

community which they can continue to pass on to later generations, and for the local 

population more generally that this education will encourage them to take better care 

of their heritage.74  

The RHB also strongly plan for the route and the adjoining heritage to be used 

by tourists during and after 2025. Some of the areas along the line will require a lot 

of work to both clean up any dangerous or vandalised areas, and to install clear 

signage for easy public use and access.75 This is important, not only for safety but to 

give a good impression of the area for prolonged tourist use after the bicentenary.76 

Additionally, there are suggestions to make the route relevant during and after the 

bicentenary. First, interpretation boards could be placed in specific places along the 

line to educate any visitors about the history and importance of the line and the 

route.77 This would include the three ‘anchor point’ museums along the line, Head of 

Steam (Darlington), Preston Park (Stockton), and Locomotion (Shildon), as well less 

well-known heritage sites such as places connected to the lives and work of railway 

engineers, Timothy Hackworth and George Stephenson (particularly in Shildon), St 

John’s Crossing, Stockton, where the first railway ticket was sold, or the Joseph 

Pease statue in Darlington.78 Second, if finished, the route could be used for half or 

 
72 Ibid. 
73 Hammond and Pemberton, interview. 
74 Ibid. 
75 Price, interview. 
76 Ibid. 
77 O’Donnell and Thompson, Environment and Sustainable Communities Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee, 15 January 2019. 
78 Ibid; Hammond and Pemberton, interview. 
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full marathons (as conveniently the original line is the length of a full marathon), the 

first of which could be held during the bicentenary year.79 This would generate a 

different type of interest in the area and wider engagement with its history as well as 

an increased pride in the area to encourage continuing maintenance of it.80 By 

making it a multi-purpose space, the walking and cycling route would therefore be 

useful for the locals and continue to bring visitors to the area to develop the regional 

economy. The route therefore has the potential to encourage a range of local 

communities and people with different interests to look after and find a sustained use 

but does raise further questions, which can be analysed more concretely following 

the bicentenary, about whether such aspirations for the celebrations are realistically 

achievable.81 

7.3.3 ‘Visit Tees Valley’ and ‘City of Culture’ 

In terms of tourism, the RHB will need to create attractions that will encourage 

national and international visitors to stay and spend money, not only on railway 

heritage attractions, but also on hotels, dining, retail and nightlife during and after 

2025.82 While consultations have been conducted to ascertain what the local 

populations want out the celebrations, more research needs to be undertaken to 

gauge what would encourage a broader national and international audience to visit 

the North East’s railway heritage areas.83 However, the organisers plan to make use 

two TVCA-led marketing and cultural schemes, ‘Enjoy Tees Valley’ and ‘City of 

Culture’, to help increase national and international interest and spending in the area 

 
79 Hammond and Pemberton, interview; Starrs and Weston, interview; Archaeo-Environment, The 
1825 Stockton & Darlington Railway: Historic Environment Audit. Volume 1: Significance & 
Management (Barnard Castle: Archaeo-Environment Ltd, October 2016), 9, 128. 
80 Hammond and Pemberton, interview; Starrs and Weston, interview; Price, interview. 
81 Hammond and Pemberton, interview; Starrs and Weston, interview. 
82 Ibid. 
83 Starrs and Weston, interview; Hammond and Pemberton, interview; Gardom, interview. 
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while also bolstering the local communities’ regional pride. With large levels of the 

political and economic disenfranchisement lingering in the North East, the organisers 

suggest that this bicentenary is an opportunity to shine a positive light on the region 

nationally and internationally.84 TVCA have ‘Culture and Tourism’ one of the main 

strands of their governing role, and state that ‘the arts, culture, tourism and leisure 

are critical in shaping the quality of the Tees Valley offer and making it an attractive 

place to Invest, Work, Live, Visit’.85 They therefore assume that by supporting the 

cultural development of the area, of which the bicentenary will be a major 

contributor, this will in turn encourage local economic growth and foster social 

wellbeing.86 

Like other initiatives across Britain that market place for tourism, ‘Enjoy Tees 

Valley’ was launched in 2018 by TVCA to market the region to attract a new range 

of visitors who would stay longer in the area and spend more money to ‘support 

business growth in the tourism industry’.87 This would in turn help create more jobs 

and more broadly support the regional economy.88 Further, in line with TVCA’s 

broader aims, the scheme aims to support the local communities:  

 
84 Price, interview. 
85 ‘Culture & Tourism’. 
86 Ibid; The other stands are transport, infrastructure, skills, business investment, and housing: 
‘About’, Tees Valley Combined Authority’. 
87 ‘Welcome to Tees Valley’, Home, Enjoy Tees Valley, https://www.enjoyteesvalley.com (accessed 
14 April 2019); ‘Culture & Tourism’. For other local, regional, and national examples see for 
example: ‘Visit’, Visit Bristol, Destination Bristol, https://visitbristol.co.uk (accessed 12 January 
2020); ‘Welcome to Yorkshire’, Home, Welcome to Yorkshire, https://www.yorkshire.com (accessed 
12 January 2020); ‘Visit England’, Home, Visit England, https://www.visitengland.com (accessed 12 
January 2020); ‘Visit Wales’, Home, Visit Wales, https://www.visitwales.com (accessed 12 January 
2020). 
88 ‘Culture & Tourism’; Starrs and Weston, interview. 
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if you develop a place for people to live and work you have to have that quality 

of life and offer, and richness of culture and arts and heritage to actually make 

people want to stay and live, and come and enjoy.89  

The Head of Culture for TVCA, Linda Tuttiet, recognised that the S&DR was the 

cultural and heritage ‘gem’ that could tell ‘rich stories’ about the region and 

encourage tourists to visit and stay in the area.90 The bicentenary would therefore 

feed into the cultural aims of TVCA as well as their Enjoy Tees Valley scheme to 

encourage increased visitor numbers and local residents’ quality of life, while the 

scheme in turn could work as a marketing platform to better disseminate information 

about the bicentenary events.  

As part of the development, regeneration and a push to have the area nationally 

and internationally recognised as a historical and currently important region, in 2021 

TVCA aim to bid to become the 2025 ‘City of Culture’.91 The programme was 

developed by the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport in 2009 

modelled on the economic, social and cultural success Liverpool acquired as the 

 
89 Starrs and Weston, interview. 
90 Ibid. 
91 TVCA and Darlington Borough Council, Darlington Railway Heritage Quarter: Where Passenger 
Rail Began and Where the Story is Told. Masterplan 2025 (Darlington: TVCA and DBC, July 2019), 
9, https://democracy.darlington.gov.uk/documents/s8513/Appendix%202.pdf (accessed 14 December 
2019). Three City of Culture bids have been awarded every four years since 2013 – 
Derry/Londonderry (2013), Hull (2017), Coventry (2021): Department for Digital, Culture, Media & 
Sport and John Glenn, ‘Coventry to host UK City of Culture 2021’, 7 December 2017, Arts and 
Culture, Gov.UK, https://www.gov.uk/government/news/coventry-to-host-uk-city-of-culture-2021 
(accessed 20 December 2019). Other City of Culture bids that made the press in 2019-2020 included 
Bradford and the county of Lancashire: ‘UK City of Culture 2025: Bradford Launches Bid’, Leeds 
and West Yorkshire, BBC News, https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-leeds-49839020 (accessed 
20 December 2019); ‘Bradford 2025 UK City of Culture Bid’, Home, Bradford 2025, 
https://bradford2025.co.uk (accessed 3 January 2019); ‘Lancaster Launches UK City of Culture 2025 
Bid’, Lancashire, BBC News, https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-lancashire-50562163 
(accessed 20 December 2019). 
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European Capital of Culture in 2008.92 Chosen every four years with a four year 

period for the city, region, or cluster of towns to make preparations, the initiative: 

aims to put culture at the heart of city agendas, policies and planning. This 

includes using culture as a catalyst for social and civic agendas, using it as a 

driver for economic benefits and promoting and enabling greater participation in 

and experience of cultural excellence.93 

To achieve this, the programme requires the ‘host’ to create events that would reflect 

‘its identity and its own particular culture’ to foster ‘a sense of community, [and] a 

sense of belonging and pride’.94 Falling very conveniently in line with the 

bicentenary year, the bid would allow TVCA and the RHB to cement the region’s 

‘position as an ambitious hub of culture and creativity in the North East’.95 Further, 

as the region’s cultural ‘gem’, the S&DR history and heritage, and the bicentenary 

would be key components of the bid.96 Though it is not set that the bid will be 

successful, the anniversary has already proven an important catalyst to renew interest 

in the region’s railway history and heritage, and encourage a range of investment at 

national, regional and local levels to support, conserve and disseminate it. Though 

the groundwork for advertising and funding the region’s railway heritage and the 

bicentenary is already underway, and the range of components relating to the 

anniversary will happen in spite of the bid, becoming Britain’s City of Culture 

during the actual year of the bicentenary would bolster the region’s national and 

 
92 UK City of Culture: Working Group Report, June 2009, Gov.uk, National Archives Web Archive, 
3, 6, 
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international tourism to recognise the importance of their heritage and more 

effectively serve TVCA’s regional economic and social aims. 

7.4 The ‘Grand Narrative’ 

As demonstrated in the previous chapters, a central narrative is crucial to create 

cohesive purposes for the different components used for within commemorative 

events. One of the early outcomes of the planning for the bicentenary was the 

development of an ‘interpretation plan’, with a tender issued for an external 

company to develop what the organisers called the ‘Grand Narrative’ for the 

bicentenary.97 TGAC, who secured the contract to construct the main themes of the 

Grand Narrative, stated that this central narrative aims to: 

pull together the narrative around the Stockton and Darlington Railway, why it 

is so special and to put in place a plan for ensuring we all get the story right and 

how best to tell this unique, transformational story as both a celebration of the 

past but also as a springboard to the future, as a region still punching above its 

weight in terms of innovation and technology.98 

Unlike the previous celebrations, the narrative would situate the influence of the 

region as the instigators the ‘transformational’ change, rather than the railway 

companies who created and fostered the S&DR, at the centre of the narrative.99 As 

will be shown, this therefore does not separate out the more well-known names 

connected to the S&DR as important secondary narrative devices to define the 

importance of the history of this railway. This diffusion creates an increased level of 

 
97 Gardom, interview. 
98 ‘Progress So Far’, Stockton and Darlington Railway Heritage Programme, Tees Valley Combined 
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complexity than the previous celebrations, as the organisers want the narrative to 

both reach out to and reflect a broad range of communities and audiences. This 

would include those with an existing interest in railway history, younger audiences 

who are notably less likely to engage with sites of history and heritage, international 

visitors, and companies like Hitachi and Amazon that have set up branches of their 

businesses in the area.  

TGAC concluded that four key narrative threads should be highlighted in the 

celebrations and become part of the interpretation of the permanent components that 

will remain following the bicentenary. First, that the story of the S&DR is an 

important and unique one that can only be told in the geographical context of this 

region.100 Second, that it had national and international impact by exploring ‘how we 

changed the world from here’.101 Third, that a range of skills were employed to 

create the S&DR and to allow it continue to function beyond 1825 by more people 

than the often-cited famous inventors, engineers, and financiers who were 

highlighted in the previous celebrations.102 Finally, using a somewhat Smilesean 

tone, they aim to demonstrate that the skills, drive, entrepreneurship, and creativity 

that were employed to develop this S&DR have not been lost in the passing of time, 

and that local people today can be a part of the continuing development of this 

industry in the twenty-first century.103 Therefore, while these narrative threads are 

not in direct conflict with the earlier S&DR celebrations, they have shifted quite 

drastically to democratise both the history of the line and the entrepreneurial spirit of 

the region in the present and future. This could be attributed firstly to the fact that 
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this is the first of the S&DR celebrations not to be headed by a railway company, 

and second that the bicentenary organisers want to use the celebrations to investment 

in history and heritage of the region, and thus produce more lasting benefits for the 

local communities. 

7.4.1 Branding the Bicentenary 

An important element of the bicentenary narrative is pushing away from the long-

held renown of the S&DR as the ‘first’ railway in the world.104 ‘Rebranding’ the 

S&DR will require the organisers to choose the most central features of why it is 

historically significant, and in turn why its bicentenary should be deemed worthy 

enough to be so extensively celebrated. The defining elements of this railway 

identified by some of the interviewees were a conglomeration of important shifts in 

transportation, engineering, and business which together provided a blueprint for the 

subsequent commodification and popularisation of rail travel both in Britain and 

internationally.105 This shift in thinking from the earlier celebrations could be 

attributed to a range of things. First, that growing research into early railways and 

engineering – by both academic and popular historians – has somewhat debunked 

the accepted perception of the S&DR being the first passenger railway in the 

world.106 Second, this research has been disseminated more widely with the growth 

in different forms of written and digital media into the twenty-first allowing for 

knowledge about the S&DR to spread further and at a greater speed.107 Finally, and 

perhaps most crucially, the purposes of the celebrations, and heritage more broadly, 

 
104 Hammond and Pemberton, interview; Gardom, interview; Starrs and Weston, interview; Harding, 
interview. 
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107 See for example: Samuel, Theatres of Memory; Thomas Cauvin, Public History: A Textbook of 
Practice (London: Routledge 2016), 1-26. 
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has shifted again since the large-scale sesquicentenary celebrations. With an interest 

in protecting and sustaining heritage, as well as better supporting local communities 

and tourism, there needs to be a robust and accurate story that reflects the importance 

of the line and the local area, past and present, to a wide range of people.  

Redefining the importance of the S&DR has made it equally difficult for the 

organisers to decide what the bicentenary should be branded as. This covers both the 

name and strapline as well as any visual branding like a logo. NER and LNER were 

comfortable branding the S&DR as the first railway in the world, and though BR did 

not overly use the word in their event branding, they were prepared to defend the 

sesquicentenary as celebrating the line as a ‘first’. Additionally, because the former 

celebrations were headed by the railway companies, they could justifiably focus on 

the technological progress since the S&DR to support their own corporate identities. 

Because the organisers do not appear to be using this same central narrative, they 

need to identify the most important theme(s) of the S&DR that the bicentenary will 

celebrate. The choices for the branding are dependent on a clear interpretation plan 

of the Grand Narrative set up by TGAC. However, now this is in place, there is still 

difficulty in deciding what the celebrations are about at their core. As stated by Sarah 

Price: 

Is it the Stockton and Darlington Railway, is it Stockton Darlington bicentenary, 

is it the start of the railway story, or the modern railway story?... But there’s all 

kinds of things like Stockton and Darlington, everybody thinks it’s Stockton to 

Darlington, so the whole Durham thing gets missed out… It’s very long, 

Stockton and Darlington Railway, so do you abbreviate to S&DR, but then 

nobody knows what S&DR is.108 

 
108 Price, interview. 
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Selecting the brand is therefore complicated not only by the redefinition of why the 

S&DR is important, but also by what areas of the region it incorporates and whether 

abbreviations that may have been easily understood in the past celebrations are still 

publicly recognisable in the present.109 The strapline, the more detailed wording of 

the celebrations that will follow the main title, is seen by the TVCA as perhaps more 

important. Similarly to the organisers in 1975, Kirsty Weston stated that the phrase 

would need to be ‘robust so it can stand up to people who will try and undermine it’, 

but if they do go on to claim the S&DR as a ‘first’ the organisers would be prepared 

to ‘champion’ and defend this claim with the strong body of research they have 

undertaken to create their interpretation plan and the Grand Narrative.110 

Though the organisers do not need to have concretely decided the style or 

content of the commemorative components at this stage, creating the branding is a 

rather time-sensitive issue. More critical than the previous celebrations, having the 

branding in place is a necessary precursor before the organisers can begin to 

advertise the celebrations to the public, and more important so they succinctly 

explain why the bicentenary is important to public and potential funders and 

sponsors.111 This is equally a time-sensitive issue because, in line with their current 

redesign of the site, Locomotion aim to coordinate some of this branding in their 

permanent displays.112 However, the NRM have stated that any elements of the 

bicentenary celebrations will not be allowed to take precedent over or affect their 

long-term development.113 Because a large proportion of the site strongly links to the 

S&DR, the RHB may need to think more seriously about meeting some of their 
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stakeholder’s deadlines. A clear central theme of the narrative therefore has to be in 

place not only to shape the interpretation of the heritage and the shape of the 

commemorations, but also to explain why celebrating and remembering the S&DR 

on such a large scale is so important, and to meet external deadlines. 

7.4.2 Situating the ‘Grand Narrative’ 

The democratisation of the narrative of who was responsible for the opening of the 

S&DR has led to proposals for a narrative thread entitled ‘My Line’. This 

specifically aims to move away from focussing on the few key players, such as the 

Peases and Stephenson as isolated figures who led to the success of the company, 

and instead re-write the ordinary person back into the history of the S&DR.114 This 

demonstrates the success or continued influence of the notion of social ‘history from 

below’ even though it sits alongside a parallel focus on business and 

entrepreneurship.115 To achieve this, ‘My Line’ aims to enable and encourage local 

people to find connections to the railways, be that through their ancestry, their use of 

railways in the present, or their connections to industries that were a part of the 

wider narrative of the S&DR, such the mines connected to the region by the line and 

or the metalworkers who built the rail technologies for example.116  

The idea of narrative threads like ‘My Line’ will need to draw a balance 

between the core components of the S&DR while finding elements that pull in a 

range of audiences to find relevance in the region’s history. For example, there are 

plans to create a ‘mural’ along the original S&DR line depicting people who were 
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present at the opening ceremony, from the local people to the big names like the 

Backhouses and Peases.117 The faces in the crowd would include people from the 

local community, therefore directly situating them in the narrative of the history of 

the S&DR.118 Further, the FSDR hope that if people view the S&DR as their line, it 

will encourage them to continue to look after its heritage it past the 2025 

celebrations.119 Therefore, though filtered through the anniversary of the S&DR, the 

public’s personal connections to the area may not be railway-centred, as they may 

prefer to care for the environment around the line or use the walking and cycling 

route.120 By situating the ordinary person at the centre of the story, this narrative 

device discards the ‘top down’ histories used in the previous celebrations which 

primarily lauded the role of the companies in the progress of the railways and may 

be successful in encouraging a broader range of people to engage with the 

celebrations. 

For some of the organisers, 27 September 1825 is the pivotal moment in their 

narrative of the S&DR – the preparations to create this railway, and both the 

immediate and long-term successful development of the line will therefore be 

interpreted in relation to the official opening of the S&DR on this date.121 Using this 

as the central point of the celebrations could then be used to demonstrate that 

everything that went into creating and sustaining the S&DR was not necessarily 

special, but was instead, supporting the second and third core narrative threads of the 

Grand Narrative, the product of hard work and ingenuity that are still recognisable 

attributes of the people in the region in the present. For example, Gardom stated: 
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that was then, this is now, and that same sense of aspiration, that same sense of 

entrepreneurship and ability to do things exists in the region today, and you 

could be a part of it… Our onward journey from 2025 will… draw on those 

same qualities, that ecosystem of innovation and enterprise that make the first 

railway, and… whatever safe, green, onward journey we’re hoping for is going 

to be built on the same qualities and the same kinds of people.122 

Correlating with a growth in the influence of the social history movement both with 

and outside academia, by fostering a narrative that portrays the work of ordinary 

people as equally important as the more recognisable names in the history of the 

industry, the organisers aim to both demonstrate the collaborative efforts that were 

required to create the railway company in the past, and suggest that people today can 

be part of making bigger changes in the industry in the present and future. 

There are concerns, voiced particularly by the FSDR, that the commemorative 

components will focus too heavily on the first day being the crux of the 

celebrations.123 These concerns are not unfounded. Though academic interrogations 

of the past can more extensively analyse and demonstrate change over time, many of 

the commemorative events examined throughout this thesis have celebrated 

relatively narrow subjects or temporal instances in the history of the industry. For 

example, though secondary narratives were used to commemorate Stephenson and 

Trevithick (Chapter 3) their champions still selected quite specific primary 

characteristics and achievements to highlight their heroic reputations. Further, while 

the cavalcades and tableaux used in the 1925 centenary showcased a range of eras, 

there was a clear, singular line of narrative about technological progress. Conversely, 
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and perhaps more importantly, by drawing together several, though relevant, 

elements connected to the S&DR’s history, the 1875 jubilee was strongly critiqued 

for its unclear purpose as this made it difficult for the audiences to comprehend who 

or what they were celebrating. The bicentenary could be at a higher risk of 

unfocussed and unclear purposes of the anniversary by attempting to weave four 

narrative threads across several temporary and permanent commemorative 

components. While it may arguably be comparatively easy to commemorate specific 

instances in the history of the railways, it is certainly more challenging to combine 

this with the spirit of a place and its communities, as well as the development of the 

industry across time. 

7.5 Commemorative Components 

Though there are no concrete plans for 2025, with a more formal planning group in 

place and funding streams identified, there are clearer ideas for what types of 

commemorative components will be used. Future Events International (FEI) were 

employed to develop a business case to scope out what the shape the bicentenary 

events could take. Completed in 2018, the report set out the broad theme of the 

celebrations would be a STEAM (science, technology, engineering, arts, and maths) 

Expo staged in either Stockton or Darlington.124 They also recommended: steam 

journeys, attractions and events ‘along key sites and tracks’; a ‘heritage commission’ 

which would have a lifespan after the celebrations for educational purposes; 

‘SMART programming’ that would ‘co-ordinate the key programming of cultural 

partners and venues’ before and during the celebrations; and finally embedding 
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education and skills in all the different aspects of their programme.125 While there 

were indications from some of the interviewees, particularly the FSDR 

representatives, that the report was unnecessary as it merely confirmed ideas that had 

already been proposed by members of the RHB, for others, such as the TVCA, it 

gave the organisers more concrete reasons to approve funding for their proposed 

commemorative components and to plan to hire additional staff required to 

coordinate the events in 2025.126 The following sections critically analyse how the 

commemorative components the organisers have proposed will support the Grand 

Narrative and fit into wider visions of the functions of the bicentenary. 

7.5.1 Railway Heritage Quarter 

As part of the HAZ, a thirteen-hectare Railway Heritage Quarter (RHQ), built 

around some of the surviving parts of the S&DR in the north west of Darlington 

including the Head of Steam museum, will be developed in preparation for 2025.127 

In 2014, a similar project called Heritage Campus was proposed before the creation 

of the TVCA, but lost traction due to austerity measures and the reduction of funding 

for arts, heritage, and culture.128 A product of TVCA’s interest in the role of 

‘culture’, the HAZ designation, and with the importance of the bicentenary holding it 

together, the RHQ aims to celebrate railway heritage and create a space for different 

public use. Combining a series of ‘historic railway infrastructure and cultural 

attractions’, the RHQ will function as ‘a new cultural district’ using ‘a museum, 

innovation and technology hub, business incubator, new landscaping and public 
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realm, and a connection to operational rail lines’ to develop the site as a ‘regional 

destination’ for local, national, and international use and tourism.129 The 

development of the RHQ has been facilitated by the importance of the bicentenary, 

and will also act as a platform to stage some of the bicentenary’s commemorative 

components in 2025.  

More specifically for Darlington, their Council wants the site to ‘reveal the 

story of Darlington and its communities that saw an opportunity and seized it, 

connecting and transforming the world in the process’, and increase visitors numbers 

in the town.130 While the bicentenary will certainly acknowledge this line as a 

regional heritage asset, the RHQ could potentially, and arguably detrimentally, feed 

into the historically-held idea exemplified in Chapter 2 that Darlington is the central 

geographical location of the S&DR. 

Independent of the bicentenary celebrations, the RHQ will be designed to 

function for different types of long-term local community and tourist engagement. 

Summarised in their most up-to-date planning document, TVCA and Darlington 

Borough Council state the RHQ will ‘reimagine’ the ‘unique and authentic’ local 

heritage using ‘a strong narrative, varied interpretation, reimagined spaces and new 

experiences’ for ‘local residents, businesses and visitors from around the globe’.131 

In line with the Grand Narrative of the bicentenary, they also stated that the site will 

act as a ‘catalyst for heritage led regeneration and social cohesion, empowering our 

communities and businesses to be part of the next transformational change’.132  
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While they are still somewhat in flux, four key themes will be used to engage 

their audiences both during bicentenary and in the long-term (figure 7.1). ‘Heritage’, 

which includes restoring and interpreting the railway heritage and connecting it to 

‘the social history of the people who made it all happen’.133 ‘Engineering’, which 

aims to ‘celebrate, protect, retain and develop local engineering skills’ past and 

present.134 ‘Play’ which will include a play park to enhance children’s creativity and 

learning using the site’s heritage as well as modern engineering and technology.135 

Finally, ‘Events and Activities’ including temporary exhibitions and annual events to 

‘engage and re-engage visitors and local communities in a variety of ways’.136  
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Figure 7.1: ‘4 Key Themes’ of Railway Heritage Quarter.137 

 

 
137 Ibid., 58. 
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Further, connecting more directly to the Grand Narratives, the broader themes 

of ‘Innovation’ and ‘Skills and Learning’ will be used as tools for engaging a range 

of audiences. Because these celebrations primarily focus on the regeneration of both 

the S&DR heritage and the region more broadly, the terms ‘progress’ and 

‘innovation’ have different definitions than were used in the previous celebrations 

that focussed on the development of the railway technologies. In the context of the 

RHQ, TVCA stated: 

Celebrating past, present and future innovation and technology will… play a 

key part in the potential major visitor attraction offer and how future cutting-

edge railway innovation and technology relates to the past in terms of its 

railway heritage and the powerful messages it can bring could be a key aspect 

on site.138 

By linking a history of ‘engineers, entrepreneurs, financiers, surveyors, builders, 

navies and countless unnamed individuals’ who created and developed the S&DR 

with their modern counterparts in ‘industry, universities, entrepreneurial start-ups 

and established companies’, the RHQ can be used as a tool to present the sustained 

innovative spirit of the region since S&DR into the present, and importantly how the 

local authorities will continue to support this progress of innovation in the future.139  

This future progression would be facilitated by opportunities for both school 

and adult learning at the RHQ.140 For example, with local history becoming an 

increasingly important part of the curriculum, the RHQ could be used as a space to 

assist learning about railway history and heritage outside of the classrooms.141 
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Additionally, the space could be used to encourage students to pursue careers in 

STEM.142 For example, while the interview with Nina Harding from Hitachi, who 

design and build new railway rolling stock, revealed that the company are perhaps 

less concerned with celebrating the history of the industry, they see the potential of 

using the S&DR as a tool to encourage local school children deciding their career 

paths to seriously consider working for the railway industry rather than more 

attractive areas such as automotive and aerospace design and engineering.143 The 

RHQ could therefore allow for a range of engagement with the past, present, and 

future of this industry to better serve the local communities by increasing 

knowledge, skills, jobs, and social benefits assisted by tourism and business interest 

and involvement. 

7.5.2 Old and New Technologies 

Though the specifics of these commemorative components are not set, technology 

will be used as a vehicle, as in the past, to deliver elements of the Grand Narrative. 

Digital technologies will be an important tool for advertising bicentenary primarily 

because this will allow the organisers to reach geographically wider audiences. For 

example, TVCA suggested they could create digital content about the sites 

beforehand that could be disseminated online, or hold events before the bicentenary 

which could be broadcast on television and on the internet to generate interest for 

what is planned for 2025 to encourage national and international audiences to visit 

the area for the bigger events.144 
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Technology has been used increasingly for education, tourism, and arts and 

heritage to deliver their content to enhance visitor experience.145 In the case of the 

aims and delivery of different elements of this bicentenary, technologies past and 

present could work both to educate the audiences about the history of the S&DR as 

well as encourage some of these audiences to work within the industry in future. The 

organisers aim to showcase the rail technology of the past, use digital technologies 

of the present to deliver their narratives, and promote the thriving rail industries 

innovation to encourage more people to get involved in developing future 

technologies.146 

Digital technologies are a newer element that can be tactically used to 

encourage audiences to engage with both S&DR history and more importantly its 

bicentenary. For example, TVCA stated that technologies like virtual reality (VR) 

and augmented reality (AR) may be used to encourage younger audiences in 

particular to engage with the history of the railways from the S&DR. Suggestions so 

far include using AR technology on smart phones and tablets to visually overlay the 

historic, physical landscape of the S&DR onto the current landscape and include 

information about the sites.147 This could prove to be useful on three levels. First, it 

could reduce the number of permanent physical display boards that would need to be 

installed at sites of interest, second it could include more information than could be 

included on each physical board, and finally this information could be easily and 

regularly updated. 
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Another suggestion is a black-box experience as part of an exhibition, which 

would immerse the user in an experience running along a track from the slow speeds 

of the S&DR on Locomotion No. 1 and finish with the 125mph speeds the Hitachi-

built Class 800s have now reached.148 The actual Locomotion No. 1 could then be in 

place at the end of the experience to link the virtual to the actual and the past to the 

present and future of the industry.149 A similar technique was used at the Great 

Exhibition of the North in 2018. The three-month programme of ‘exhibits, live 

performances, displays of innovation, new artworks and magical experiences’ put on 

in different locations in the North East aimed to showcase the ‘pioneering spirit of 

our inventors, arts and designers’, and to demonstrate how the North of England’s 

‘innovative spirit has shaped the world and is building the economy of tomorrow’.150 

As part of this, there was an exhibition centred around Stephenson’s locomotive 

Rocket at the Discovery Museum in Newcastle which included a VR experience 

showing the development of the built landscape in the area over time as the user rode 

Rocket travelling along the tracks.151 Though there is no mention of it in any of the 

interviews or other available written material, the overall narrative of the Great 

Exhibition and some of the technological techniques that were employed are very 

similar to those that might be used for the bicentenary. Unlike the AR experience, 

this VR experience would more directly link the technologies of the past to the 

technologies of the present.  

While the organisers will make use of these new technologies, old railway 

technologies are likely to continue to be an important feature of these modern 
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celebrations. As in the past, TVCA suggest that they will create static displays of the 

railway technologies, specifically using the three museums along the line, 

Locomotion, Head of Steam, and Preston Park, to house the objects.152 Head of 

Locomotion, Sarah Price suggested, if possible, the museum could display some of 

the earliest locomotive engines for the bicentenary – the original Locomotion No.1, 

Puffing Billy, Sans Pareil, Rocket and the Hetton Locomotive. For Price, this would 

be a powerful way to tell the narrative of the development of early railways because 

it would be a ‘line up of earliest railway vehicles in the place where this phase of the 

story actually started’.153 Further Price wants to include displaying iconic guest 

engines that have an intimate connection to the story of the S&DR, anywhere from 

1825 to 2025, to support and explain the narrative of how this railway influenced the 

industry and what it has enabled since its conception.154  

In January 2020, strong tensions arose over SMG requiring Darlington 

Borough Council to return their loan of Locomotion No. 1 to put on permanent 

display at Locomotion.155 Because the RHB envisioned using the engine to support 

the interpretation of the Grand Narrative at Head of Steam, MP for Darlington, Peter 

Gibson, spoke out about this dispute, claiming it ‘belongs’ to the town and that they 

will fight to keep it.156 This dispute supports theories presented in this thesis about 

the importance of key objects for conveying commemorative narratives as well as 

questions raised about who can claim ownership to representatives (Chapter 3 

heroes) and relics (Chapter 5 Flying Scotsman) of the history of the railways. 
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Further, this incident may not only affect the narrative the RHB want to convey at 

the RHQ if they cannot continue to loan Locomotion No. 1 from the SMG, but may 

even cause friction between Locomotion and other members of the RHB. The use of 

limited important early technology for the celebrations will therefore have to 

negotiated carefully between the sites to avoid any further conflict.157 

In addition to static displays of rolling stock like this, there is an expectation 

for some form of cavalcade as has happened in the past.158 There are concerns from 

the organisers over the logistics of this, as it will require shutting sections of the 

national network, ensuring the rolling stock in safe working order, and having access 

to people who know how to drive a historic locomotive.159 The scale of this would 

therefore depend on the full cooperation of a range of partners such as Network Rail 

to grant use of the lines and owners of the locomotives like the SMG.160 It would 

also be difficult to include a diverse international storyline using rolling stock, as it 

would be too expensive to transport over locomotives from around the world. 

Instead, as suggested by the FSDR, a type of cavalcade could be used as an 

opportunity, as in the former anniversaries, to showcase the new Hitachi-built trains 

and what might be developed in the future to inspire young people to move into 

careers in the railway industry.161 This could therefore demonstrate how railways of 

the past have influenced technology of the future, such as Japanese engineers 

learning from British engineering to develop the Bullet Train, and how Japanese 

technology is now being integrated into present and future British technologies.162 
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These would therefore be part of the ‘Expo’ suggested by FEI.163 Further, as with the 

RHQ, Hitachi see looking to the future, promoting the current continuing innovation 

of rail technology, and encouraging young people to work in STEM as important 

elements of celebrations that could advertise their company:  

one of the values is ‘pioneering spirit’, and we want people to be thinking about 

things all the time, innovating, looking forward, and that’s what we want, to get 

sort of a sense like I say from 2025, it’s a great opportunity to celebrate the past 

and then look to the future.164 

Altogether, the range of use of technology – rail-related or otherwise – means the 

organisers could therefore connect the bicentenary and the Grand Narrative to many 

different audiences. 

7.5.3 Events  

With no Festival Director in place as of early 2020, the plans for celebratory events 

are perhaps the least concretely defined components of the bicentenary. The 

members of the RHB agree that some form of commemorative events will need to be 

held in 2025, with a special focus on 27 September, not only to mark the occasion 

but also to leave a lasting, positive impression of the area as a springboard for 

continuing tourism and economic growth.165 Some speculative events at this point 

include a grand dinner held by the Stockton Council, which has less useable, 

physical heritage to centre their celebrations on as in Darlington and Shildon.166 

Further, as discussed above, Locomotion could temporarily display some of the 

earliest locomotives alongside guest engines to show the development and 
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connection between the early and later locomotive engineering.167 Finally, digital 

technology, including television and online media, could be used not only to build 

interest in the bicentenary but also share the events with the wider audiences who 

might be physically unable to attend the celebrations.168  

One specific event that is set to continue up to and beyond 2025 is the annual 

‘birthday party’ held on the S&DR opening anniversary date by the FSDR. The 

event is supported by council funding which is rotated between Stockton, 

Darlington, and Durham councils each year. It has been, and continues to be, an 

opportunity to celebrate the opening of the line with a variety of people including 

council representatives, museums, businesses, and members of the public with a 

connection and interest in the line.169 Involving entertainment, dining, and speeches, 

this event has also become useful for the planning and funding of the bicentenary 

celebrations. The purpose of the event is to bring these interested parties together to 

network, show them how they can get involved with both the wider S&DR heritage 

and bicentenary, consolidate their involvement in future events, increase their 

knowledge and understanding of the S&DR and the FSDR, maintain the profile of 

the FSDR, and keep everyone informed about the up-to-date progress made towards 

the bicentenary year.170 They are also useful for building anticipation for the 2025 

events. For example, as part of the 194th anniversary event in 2019 at Locomotion in 

Shildon, Jeremy Dixon unveiled a time capsule created by his relative, Waynman 

Dixon (both related to John Dixon who was company officer of the S&DR and chief 

assistant to George Stephenson for the construction of the L&MR), at the 1925 
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centenary celebrations (figure 7.2).171 The package has an accompanying message 

written on the front: 

‘Intimate Story of the Origin of Railways’ 

by Waynman Dixon M.L.C.E. 

Ayton House, 

Great Ayton, Yorks. 

This Packet contains the above named Pamphlet with its reception. Also 

Photographs of note connected with The Centenary Celebrations of the Opening 

of Stockton & Darlington Railway held July 1, 2 & 3 1925. 

To be carefully preserved for the next Centenary in 2025! 

Packed up by Waynman Dixon 13/07/1925.172 

The opening of this package is very likely to woven into to 2025 celebrations, 

linking the bicentenary back to the history of the S&DR as well as the history of 

previous commemorations. These events perform an important task of maintaining 

interest in, and financial support for, the S&DR, and specifically for the bicentenary 

sharing developments towards the achievements and plans for 2025 outside of closed 

meetings.  

Though it remains to be seen, there are perhaps two different fates for this 

annual celebration. It may be useful for regularly reigniting both local and tourist 

interest in the area’s railway past following such a peak in 2025. Alternatively, a 

strong sense of commemoration fatigue over celebrating the line, given the impact 

 
171 Observations by author who attended 194th anniversary, 27 September 2019; ‘John Dixon (1796-
1865)’, Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Graces Guide to British Industrial History, 
https://www.gracesguide.co.uk/John_Dixon_(1796-1865) (accessed 17 December 2019). 
172 Sophie Vohra, ‘1925 “time capsule” packed by Waynman Dixon to be opened during the 
bicentenary of the S&DR’, Locomotion, Shildon, 27 September 2019. 
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the organisers want the bicentenary to achieve, may deem these annual events 

unsustainable as a forum to draw together a broad range interested parties to 

celebrate this history. Unlike Camborne Trevithick Day (Chapter 3), thus far the 

S&DR event has been closed off to invited guests and is still nascent, having been 

held for four years to date versus Camborne’s thirty-six years of tradition. If it is to 

survive, the organisers may need to employ commemorative components that will 

encourage the regional communities to identify themselves and find their own 

relevance within this railway history to continue celebrating it beyond 2025. 

 
Figure 7.2: 1925 ‘time capsule’ packed by Waynman Dixon to be opened during the 

bicentenary of the S&DR.173 

 
The FSDR have further concrete suggestions for commemorative events. For 

example, they aim to use events to draw attention to some of the earlier dates in the 

history of the S&DR including the 1923 Act of Parliament granting the line to carry 

 
173 Vohra, ‘1925 “time capsule” packed by Waynman Dixon to be opened during the bicentenary of 
the S&DR’. 
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passengers as well as goods.174 Holding events in the years preceding 2025 like this 

could also be used strategically to build national and international interest for the 

bicentenary year. As stated by Niall Hammond, ‘in an era which we sadly seem to be 

living in, which is sort of small-minded nationalism, this has got an international 

story to tell about cooperation…and that’s hopefully what 2025 will do’.175 Further, 

because connecting the history of Britain’s railways to international economic, 

social, and technological developments is a key element of the wider narrative of the 

bicentenary, the FSDR also plan to hold an international conference in 2025 which 

would bring together a range of interested groups from across the world.176 Perhaps 

only of interest to academics and interest groups, this event could still form or secure 

partnerships between the region and their international visitors by demonstrating the 

connection between British and world-wide railways in the past and present. In 

particular, with the bicentenary of the opening of the Baltimore and Ohio Railway 

occurring only three years later in 2028, planning for their events could be informed 

by the planning for the S&DR anniversary.177 Scoping work has already been 

undertaken by their chair of the FSDR, Patricia Pemberton, who spent much of 

October 2019 in America building connections for the FSDR and the RHB more 

broadly.178 This included early railway interest groups, the Lexington Group and the 

Railroad and Locomotive Historical Society, the Smithsonian’s curator of Division 

of Work and Industry and Friends group, and business representatives, artists and 

academics connected to Japan.179 These connections are hoped to become useful for 

 
174 Hammond and Pemberton, interview. 
175 Ibid. 
176 Ibid. 
177 Ibid. 
178 ‘News’, Friends of the Stockton & Darlington Railway, sdr1825, 
https://www.sdr1825.org.uk/news/ (accessed 12 January 2020). 
179 Ibid. 
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encouraging international attendance to the events in 2025 as well as continuing 

partnerships beyond the bicentenary.180 This does however raise questions about the 

extent to which the rail industry, and both national and regional government bodies, 

will be involved in this type of event which is aimed at more targeted academic and 

enthusiast audiences. Crucially, to achieve the broader long-term goals of the 

economic and social regeneration, the RHB will need to ensure the combination of 

commemorative components raise the national and international recognition of the 

region, its history and heritage, and its redevelopment in the present and future.181 

7.6 Outcomes and Legacy of the Bicentenary 

The previous S&DR celebrations left very little in terms of a legacy that was specific 

to each of the events. For example, the unveiling of the Joseph Pease statue in 1875, 

the International Railway Congress in 1925, and the creation of the National Railway 

Museum in 1975 would have happened regardless of their connection to the S&DR 

and its anniversary celebrations (Chapter 2). Further, though there are physical, 

written and ephemeral traces remaining from the previous anniversaries, they did 

not, in of themselves, give rise to any lasting social or economic change locally, 

regionally, or nationally. Members of RHB clearly state that they want and need to 

ensure there are lasting outcomes from celebrating the bicentenary that will most 

effectively benefit the region beyond 2025. This is in part due to requirements of the 

designated funding by local government and, at present, Historic England, alongside 

the desires of interest groups and museums to encourage prolonged maintenance of 

and engagement with the S&DR history and heritage. More broadly, the different 

elements of the bicentenary sit within the context of twenty-first-century British 

 
180 Hammond and Pemberton, interview. 
181 Price, interview. 
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politics, which have demonstrated an understanding of the value of supporting 

history and heritage for local, regional, and national social and economic 

development. Because the bicentenary is largely led by regional and local 

government bodies bringing in the majority of the funding, any elements connected 

to the celebration of the region’s railway past have to demonstrate how they will 

effect change in the present and continue to do so in the future.182 At present, it is 

only possible to speculate about how successfully the components of the bicentenary 

will create lasting change. However, it is possible to outline what different elements 

the interviewed members of the RHB would like the bicentenary to achieve, all of 

which ultimately centre around long-lasting benefits for the local people.  

Three central components of the legacy are the protection of the heritage, the 

use of the three anchor point museums to communicate the story of the S&DR, and 

the sustainability of the RHQ. Recognising that the bicentenary is a ‘window of 

opportunity’ that needs to be capitalised on, the FSDR’s outcomes centre on 

ensuring that the heritage, as happened post 1975, ‘doesn’t get forgotten about 

again’.183 They want it to be ‘conserved [and] interpreted’, for the local communities 

to be involved in supporting this before 2025, and to continue following the 

bicentenary year.184 This is dependent on laying the groundwork before the 2025, 

using the bicentenary as a ‘hook’ to get these communities interested in the S&DR, 

be that through an interest in railway history, the environment, or finding uses for the 

walking and cycling route, and encouraging the local people to continue to engage 

with it in these ways after the celebrations are finished.185 In turn, the heritage 

 
182 This could potentially expand to national government funding and influence if the City of Culture 
bid is successful. 
183 Hammond and Pemberton, interview. 
184 Ibid. 
185 Hammond and Pemberton, interview. 
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therefore has to contribute to ongoing economic and social benefits for the region by 

encouraging sustained national and international tourism, which will in turn ensure 

its need to be protected.186 The three museums along the original line would also be 

able to provide support for the built heritage by providing additional context through 

their collections and interpretation.187 

The RHQ is an important part of creating the lasting legacy. As discussed 

above, this space could continually provide a range of things, including showcasing 

the history and heritage of the region for tourism, encouraging businesses to invest in 

and use the space, and contributing to the education, employment, and wellbeing of 

the local communities. There are legitimate concerns about what happens to the site 

after 2025, as staff working for the TVCA may not be, and the HAZ Officer will not 

be, in post following the final celebratory elements of the bicentenary.188 As Weston 

affirms, in order to ensure it can continue to have lasting benefits, the RHQ has to be 

designed to be self-sustainable without the influence of the local and regional 

governments.189 This could be achieved by getting members of the RHB – such as 

the interest groups and businesses – to find use for this space even if the Board was 

disbanded, using the other components like the walking and cycling route and the 

museums to support the wider narrative of railway history and heritage for tourism, 

and encouraging  local communities to see the continued social and economic 

benefits of using the RHQ.190 

 
186 Ibid. 
187 O’Donnell and Thompson, Environment and Sustainable Communities Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee, 15 January 2019; Starrs and Weston, interview. 
188 Starrs and Weston, interview. 
189 Ibid. 
190 Starrs and Weston, interview. Harding, interview; Gardom, interview. 
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7.7 Conclusions 

In the twenty-first century, the politics of regeneration and sustainability mean that 

commemoration alone is rarely enough, and large-scale events need to be justified. 

That accords with the recurring theme throughout this thesis that all commemorative 

events are as much about the present as the past and are shaped by contemporary 

concerns. The bicentenary cannot be entirely backward looking because 

commemoration must now have longer-term, forward-facing goals that can 

measurably demonstrate their benefits to the public. These outcomes are rather 

different than the previous celebrations. For example, while in 1975 BR showcased 

the new HST prototype and their plans for the future of transport, 2025 is centred on 

themes of regeneration and promoting the region for many years to come. As such, 

historical perspectives, and therefore attitudes towards heritage and commemoration, 

have changed. 

An underlying theme of this chapter is that the shape of commemorative 

components for the bicentenary are being influenced by very strong regional, 

community, regeneration, and tourism led agendas, and reflects the political and 

cultural landscape of Britain in the early twenty-first century. While there are 

interlinking aims for the different representatives of the organising group, each have 

their own aspirations for the celebrations and their long-term outcomes. However, 

one the central focal points of the purpose of the celebrations, evident from all of the 

RHB representatives interviewed, is how to negotiate the delicate balance between 

remembering the past, improving different things for the local communities in the 

present, and looking forward to the future. This is a reflection of the organisers as 

stakeholders of the wider bicentenary plans – the celebration of the heritage of the 
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region has to reap more than fleeting celebration this line that intersects such a large 

geographical area. 

Ultimately these celebrations and their constituent components aim to deliver 

something that can encourage the deprived and disenfranchised communities of the 

North East to engage with their heritage, feel a part of it, become more economically 

stable and thriving, and ultimately enjoy living and working in the area. Further they 

need to be able to encourage tourism and international recognition of the importance 

of the S&DR and the region more broadly, not only to increase knowledge about the 

importance of the area but also to bring in a supportive economy which will continue 

to help the area prosper. Therefore, by developing the region in line with the 

bicentenary, there are hopes that tourists will extend their visits to overnight stays 

encouraging the development of businesses and increased employment. 

Finally, these celebrations are far more than just a commemoration of the past. 

They require a lasting legacy not only for the history and heritage, and all the 

interpretation work put in place for the bicentenary, but also to continue to benefit 

the local area with all the initiatives put in place because of the anniversary. This is 

predicated on the requirements of funders for such large-scale events. Therefore, the 

celebrating the S&DR bicentenary is a strategic decision to regenerate the region 

using an important railway anniversary to, hopefully, create lasting change to an area 

that has been struggling since the large loss of industry. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 

 
Commemorations are important ways communities show an interest in their history. 

Communities remember and misremember, manipulate and change these 

commemorative narratives as the past becomes both a backdrop and a resource for 

contemporary needs, obsessions, and fears. Commemorations allow people to claim 

ownership of the past, both through the transmission of narratives about their history, 

as well as through whatever physical, ephemeral, and written traces have been left 

behind. By analysing this industry as a case study and a specific forum for 

commemoration, this thesis has demonstrated that the British railway industry is a 

fertile ground for examining how social and cultural performances are designed and 

refined to function for a variety of distinct, though interlocking, communities. These 

performative practices were and continue to be important tools in corporate and 

industrial settings, and for interest groups, museums, and local, regional and national 

communities to engage with their history.1 

Similarly to the practices used in the context of the nascent nations of the 

United States of America and Australia examined by Spillman, commemoration has 

functioned over the history of British railways to justify the industry’s place in the 

past, present, and future of an increasingly modernising society.2 Over its two 

hundred-year history, combinations of commemorative components have been used 

to develop the story of the railways. This thesis has demonstrated that while certain 

commemorative components and narratives about the past were used and recycled, 

their contextual situations meant that they were used for a range of different 

 
1 Connerton, How Societies Remember, 2-4. 
2 Spillman, Nation and Commemoration, 69. 
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purposes.3 Indeed, it has demonstrated that narratives about the past for 

commemorative practices did not merely use carbon copy stories about the most 

temporally distant elements of the industry’s history to celebrate its progress. Over 

time, as the industry expanded and progressed, became more complicated and 

divisive, and was an arena for industrial and political conflict, so too did the 

narratives of its history and the ways in which these narratives were communicated 

through commemorative practices. The types of commemorations that have been 

examined are therefore part of a complex network of representational practices that 

activated history and heritage for the purposes of celebration or remembrance. 

Because there has been no extensive research on commemoration in the 

railway industry, this thesis used a holistic methodology to identify the forums for, 

and types of, practices that celebrated the history of this industry and the 

communities that identified with it. By casting the net widely over time and across 

Britain, and by using a wide variety of source material, this thesis has identified an 

academically untapped richness of ways commemoration has functioned in this 

forum.4 One of the clearest ways it delineated the analysis was by the context, 

therefore specifying under what circumstances – temporally, geographically, 

socially, economically, and politically – the past was activated through 

commemorative cultures. Further, the thesis has demonstrated that examining the 

core themes of the construction of narratives, the interplay of temporality, and 

organisational and observational agency is critical for comprehending the intricacies 

of the design and function of the commemorative components. 

 
3 Papadakis, ‘Nation, Narrative and Commemoration, 253. 
4 See similar techniques used for example by: Vandrei, ‘A Victorian Invention?’; Vandrei, Queen 
Boudica and Historical Culture in Britain; Macleod, Heroes of Invention; Samuel, Theatres of 
Memory; Pierre Nora and Lawrence D. Kritzman, eds., Realms of Memory: Rethinking the French 
Past, 3 vols., trans. Arthur Goldhammer (Chichester: Columbia University Press, 1996). 
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Importantly, this thesis has taken the analysis of commemoration a step further 

than research into this phenomenon over the longue durée by extending its examples 

to immediate and ongoing practices. Over the course of this research, and 

recognising that commemoration is still a live feature in British society, the content 

and conclusions of the second half of this thesis were largely formulated in a context 

of active reflection and engagement with commemoration as a continuing process. 

Further, by personally collecting data about the process of planning large scale 

commemorative events (Chapter 7), and basing my lines of enquiry on the 

methodological tools I used and the conclusions I reached in the preceding chapters, 

I framed my analysis of the complexities of planning for the S&DR bicentenary 

partly in comparison to earlier commemorative practices.5 Therefore, while the 

accessible documentation regarding the planning for 2025 certainly informed the 

analysis of Chapter 7, the interviews also provided answers to questions that are 

sometimes only alluded to through surviving and publicly available sources. Unlike 

in the majority of studies about commemoration, because the events of 2025 are yet 

to happen, it is hard at present to draw any definitive reflective conclusions. 

However, examining contemporary commemorative cultures revealed that the same 

contexts and types of practices are still being adopted by current stakeholders as was 

the case in previous commemorative events. 

Examining the historic commemorations of the S&DR, Chapter 2 

demonstrated how companies used key moments in their history to tactically 

showcase themselves in line with a narrative of progress to carefully selected 

audiences. This was achieved by solidifying their central narratives across a series of 

 
5 See on oral histories and interview techniques: Robert Perks and Alistair Thompson, eds., The Oral 
History Reader, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2006). 
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commemorative components, including performative events, the use of old and new 

objects in both their moving and static forms, and the creation of tangible records or 

souvenirs of what was celebrated. As an industry based on the use and improvement 

of physical technologies, the material cultures of the past, present and, in the case of 

BR, future were important components to visually explain this progress. Crucially, 

this chapter demonstrated how commemoration can be (using Carrier’s terminology) 

both ‘coercive’ and ‘critical’.6 In its coercive form, the railway companies and local 

authorities used the history of the S&DR to demonstrate the progress of the railway 

industry since 1825 and, particularly in 1925 and 1875, signal towards positive 

developments of the industry into the future. As a critical tool, events like the 

railwaymen’s centenary in 1925 questioned the narrative of the official LNER 

celebrations, and reworked the practices to insert themselves into the history of the 

progress of the railway industry. Further, this chapter demonstrated that 

commemorations can be contentious, with other individuals and communities 

highlighting the discrepancies in the narratives, or staging their own events that more 

effectively represented their role in the progress of the industry. 

Shifting from the technology to the engineer as the protagonist, Chapter 3 

demonstrated that heroic reputations of individual engineers were created and 

sustained by ‘champions’ who asserted and reasserted their relevance for different 

communities across time.7 Many of the cultures used to celebrate both Stephenson 

and Trevithick, such as statues and anniversary celebrations, followed similar 

patterns to create, enhance, and foster the reputation of these engineers.8 Biographies 

were an important component for establishing these reputations, and became the 

 
6 Carrier, ‘Historical Traces of the Present’, 444. 
7 Macleod, Heroes of Invention, 6. 
8 See for emulation of commemorative styles: Quinault, ‘The Cult of the Centenary, c.1784-1914’. 
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basis for ongoing disputes about the role of Stephenson and Trevithick in the early 

history of the industry.9 Smiles’ treatment of Stephenson moulded the latter’s 

reputation as the ‘father of the railways’ as well as a working-class hero, which 

provided the central narratives for future commemorations. Conversely, Trevithick’s 

biography attempted to resituate him in the narrative of early railways as a 

‘forgotten’ progenitor – a common theme that ran through many of the 

commemorative practices connected to him. These divergent narratives therefore 

fuelled many of the commemorative components used to support or legitimise the 

reputations of these engineers. Finally, while Trevithick’s reputation was 

consistently in competition with that of Stephenson in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries, in the later twentieth century, unlike Stephenson, he became an 

ongoing figure of regional pride in Camborne and Merthyr Tydfil. Ultimately this 

chapter showed how commemorative practices were used to reinforce the heroic 

reputations of these engineers and the level to which they were sustained and revived 

in local, regional, national and international settings. 

While these outward-facing commemorations were aimed towards public 

recognition of achievements in the industry, the internal commemorations examined 

in Chapter 4 were used to solidify bonds and identities within the industry itself and 

primarily for the wider railway family. Celebrating the railway workers in line with 

their industrial histories through commemorative practices, companies and unions 

could legitimise their actions and maintain both institutional values and a sense of 

order.10 Though the companies and unions largely had different perspectives, and 

could be on the opposing sides of arguments, there were remarkable similarities in 

 
9 See regarding disputes over narrative: Frost and Laing, Commemorative Events, 9. 
10 See for the maintaining order and values in institutional communities: Pestre, ‘Commemorative 
Practices at CERN’, 205. 
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the ways they used commemorative practices. These cultures were so deep and 

pervasive that they were identifiably used even in parodied or satirical forms as 

evidenced by Enginorum. Further, while these broader narratives of the industry, and 

the celebrations of the workforce used similar modes of transmission and 

recognition, the strike periods brought into focus how commemorative components 

were used to compete for dominance – both for the master narrative and for staff 

loyalty of the workforce – by the unions and companies.11 While internal 

commemorative cultures in historical periods appear on the surface difficult to 

examine, this chapter demonstrated that public and private institutional literature can 

open up fruitful windows into these communities’ cultures and practices. 

Shifting to the more recent past provided a different perspective on how 

commemorative forms and practices have both changed and adhered to established 

patterns. Chapter 5 highlighted the critical role of museums in staging and 

supporting commemoratives practices in the twenty-first century. The NRM and 

Locomotion are products of a long history of initiatives to celebrate, collect, and 

preserve symbols of this industry’s history for posterity. Into the twenty-first 

century, commemoration has become an important component of wider initiatives 

these institutions use to encourage multifarious contemporary audiences to engage 

with these collections, and, thus, the history of the railways. Further, as institutions 

that care for the nation’s railway history, they are situated outside of the immediate 

industrial context. But, certainly in the case of ‘Scotsman Season’, their collections 

and the expertise of their staff were applied to reflect on and celebrate the nation’s 

 
11 Gegner and Ziino, ‘Introduction – The Heritage of War’, 14. 
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railway heritage. They therefore employed similar commemorative pathways to 

those identified in previous chapters.  

As these museums became important players in the organising and staging of 

commemorative events that spoke to a broad range of audiences in the national 

forum, these reverberations also reached the corporate world. Chapter 6 reflected on 

the current rail industry and how it deployed and invested in different identifying 

features of railway history to support rebranded corporate images in the present. 

While both the ‘new’ GWR and ‘new’ LNER situated their new identities in line 

with established images of industry’s past, the extent to which they used these 

histories was markedly different. GWR chose to create a seamless movement from 

the pre-nationalisation version of the company to their twenty-first century 

reincarnation, and used commemoration, communicated through the introduction of 

their new Intercity Express Trains, to situate themselves as a brand with regional 

pride in their communities and landscape. LNER, instead, much like the 

commemorative practices seen in Chapter 2, chose to use historic technologies and 

their new Azuma trains to demonstrate their progress and international collaboration 

in the development of the industry. In both instances, reflecting on the recent past 

and on contemporary developments indicated just how varied and complex 

understanding commemorative practices within a particular industrial context can be. 

Chapter 7 shifted the focus again into the immediate and contemporary, 

revealing how the underlying reasons for creating commemorative practices has 

changed. Themes of economic and social regeneration, tourism, and the importance 

of caring for and preserving history and heritage for future generations are 

significant factors that are fundamentally changing the nature and purposes of 

commemoration. Importantly, it also demonstrated the usefulness of interrogating 
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planning procedures and processes. The source materials regarding nineteenth- and 

twentieth-century commemorative practices, particularly those examined in Chapter 

2, were largely comprised of the written records of the organisers’ conversations and 

interactions. Additionally, the planning committees examined were structured more 

simply, as they primarily comprised of railway company and local authority 

officials, and representatives of civic elites. This chapter therefore acknowledged 

that many of the intricacies of planning and designing commemorative components 

are left unrecorded in official sources, and that not all voices – particularly where the 

types of stakeholders have expanded – will be heard within them.12 It was an 

important opportunity to capture the views and motivations of the range of 

stakeholders in the RHB, and to synthesise the findings of these oral interviews in 

conjunction with the official narratives conveyed to the public. As the 

commemorative events have not yet been held, it is too early to definitively conclude 

whether these will continue to be important factors that shape the bicentenary, 

though it seems likely that they will be. 

This research has demonstrated there is a clear validity in taking a thematic 

approach to examining commemorative cultures in the railway industry over the 

longue durée. However, taking a step back and reflecting on the broader patterns of 

commemoration in this thesis has also raised interesting questions about the 

continuities or discontinuities of the styles of commemorative components and 

narratives within a chronological framework. For example, as set out in Chapter 1, 

Nora argued that commemoration is heightened during breaking points between one 

period of history and the next, and when lived memory must be replaced with 

 
12 See for example: Stevens, Franck and Ware, ‘Contested Decision Making in Commemorative 
Planning and Regulation’. 
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constructed ‘sites of memory’.13 We can distinguish separate though connected sets 

of developments that have shaped British railways over two centuries. On the one 

hand, viewed specifically in relation to this industry, commemoration moved with 

the evolution of the corporate organisation and management of the railways. As set 

out in Chapter 2, this institutional framework shifted from competitive control over 

the network, with the consolidation into larger regional management in 1923, to 

post-war nationalisation of the industry, and finally privatisation and franchising 

from the later twentieth-century onwards. On the other hand, broader changes in the 

design and purpose of commemorative practices in Britain correlated with social, 

economic, and political changes in the national forum. 

From the Victorian period and into the early twentieth century, where the 

industry was characterised by numerous railway companies with their own localised 

influence, commemorative cultures were marked by powerful local feelings and 

civic elites, and were targeted at the creation of a broad civic community in a 

national context. These characterisations were therefore part of broader national 

patterns. For example, Brad Beaven, looking at the transmission of ‘Empire Day’ 

1903 up to the outbreak of the First World War, argued that despite being created as 

a ‘single national movement’, these events were largely informed and shaped by 

local contexts.14 Therefore, civic authorities instead used the celebration of the 

nation and Empire to address their own localised social and political issues and 

solidify a sense of civic community and loyalty.15 Further, examining English 

citizens’ engagement with the past from 1890-1914, Paul Readman found that, 

despite views that ‘culture became markedly less interested in history before 1914’, 

 
13 Nora, ‘Between History and Memory’, 7. 
14 Beaven, Visions of Empire, 174. 
15 Ibid.,174. 
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the past was an important component for providing a sense of national identity, 

characterised by a ‘distinctive, largely inward-looking, and… localized sense of 

Englishness’ that aimed to project a sense of ‘continuity at a time of change’.16 He 

suggested, in relation specifically to pageantry, that civic narratives were connected 

to larger national ones, where the ‘local experience’ was superimposed onto ‘the 

story of England’.17 As demonstrated in the first part of this thesis, these narratives – 

locally centred but within a national framework – were not in opposition to 

modernisation and progress, but the past was used instead to reflect the achievements 

of the present, and provide inspiration for the future.18  

Correlating more directly with styles of commemorative components, and 

analysing commemorative practices in these localised spaces in the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries, Simon Gunn argued that ‘civic stage authority could 

be embodied and performed through the choregraphed spectacle’, which was 

disseminated to larger local, regional, and national audiences through the press.19 

Through these performances, as seen particularly during the S&DR jubilee in 

Darlington (Chapter 2) and the George Stephenson anniversaries in the 1880s 

(Chapter 3), the growing civic elites could establish a sense of local identity and 

leadership using a wider narrative of national accomplishments to support their civic 

authority.20 Further, as stated by Gillis, these commemorative practices were ‘largely 

for, but not of, the people’, and did not foreground democratically constructed 

narratives about localities or their inhabitants.21 This did not go unnoticed, evident 

 
16 Paul Readman, ‘The Place of the Past in English Culture c.1890-1914’, Past & Present, no. 186 
(2005), 149-150. 
17 Ibid., 176-177. 
18 Ibid., 194-195. 
19 Simon Gunn, The Public Culture of the Victorian Middle Class: Ritual Authority in the English 
Industrial City 1840-1914 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2007), 163. 
20 Ibid., 164, 182. 
21 Gillis, ‘Introduction’, 5, 9. 
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particularly through private and public commentaries about the S&DR jubilee by 

Theodore West and Tuke Richardson for example. Therefore, while ordinary people 

were included in the performance of these commemorative components, they were 

largely stage managed by the industrial elites. 

Over the interwar period, there was a rise in more demotic practices that 

celebrated and highlighted the worker’s place in the history of industry on both 

national and localised scales.22 As Charlotte Wildman argued, because ‘citizenship’ 

was a key element of interwar civic cultures, commemorations ‘reflected the new, 

democratic age’, and moved ‘towards a more demotic cross-cultural celebration of 

local culture’.23 In the context of the railway industry, this could be seen in 

workplace settings examined in the company commemorations found in the GWR 

Magazine (Chapter 4), and the recognition of workers’ loyalties during strike periods 

by the company and unions. As the numbers of members in their workforce grew in 

1923 with the expansion of the network under GWR’s control, the management 

found ways to reinforce company loyalty and set up their corporate image through 

their shared history and the celebration of their staff, and communicated it through 

the pages of their nationally-disseminated magazine. Further, as demonstrated 

through the S&DR workers centenary, organised by and for all grades of workers 

(Chapter 2), commemoration enabled a broader spectrum of the workforce to situate 

themselves within the narratives of the railways. 

Parallel to this development, this period was also characterised by celebrations 

of imperialism, which were projected through commemorative practices that 

 
22 Charlotte Wildman, Urban Redevelopment and Modernity in Liverpool and Manchester, 1918-1939 
(London: Bloomsbury Publishing Plc, 2016), 22. 
23 Ibid., 52. 
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‘promote[d] Britishness and nationalism’.24 Localised celebratory practices in this 

period were therefore also shaped by what Tom Hulme termed a ‘civic publicity 

movement’.25 Originally a propaganda initiative created by the government during 

First World War Britain, it aimed to ‘boost local economies and encourage social 

stability’.26 In this period, and catalysed during the British Empire Exhibition in 

1924, it became a means through which central government could showcase 

‘Britain’s competitiveness on the world stage’, as well as promote ‘wide civic 

responsibility for the success of the nation – whether in industry, war or the local 

community’ through local initiatives like Civic Weeks and pageants.27 This was an 

important feature of the 1925 S&DR celebrations, which fell in the early years of the 

restructuring of the industry as a whole into the Big Four (Chapter 2). By correlating 

the anniversary with the International Railway Congress, the centenary celebrated 

the influence of Britain on the global development of railways. Therefore, the 

primary function of these types of celebrations was not to promote a particularly 

democratic narrative of the railways, but instead to project a more global image of 

the industry and Britain’s position in this forum. 

In post-war Britain, the nationalisation of the management of the railway 

industry largely shifted the focus of commemorative activity away from expressions 

of local pride. This was a period when the governance of, and power held by, local 

authorities was overridden by a more influential, centralised government.28 Further, 

 
24 Wildman, Urban Redevelopment and Modernity in Liverpool and Manchester, 1918-1939, 51. 
25 Tom Hulme, ‘“A Nation of Town Criers”: Civic Publicity and Historical Pageantry in Inter-War 
Britain’, Urban History 44, no. 2 (2017). 
26 Ibid., 273. 
27 Ibid., 275; Wildman, Urban Redevelopment and Modernity in Liverpool and Manchester, 1918-
1939, 51, 74. 
28 Peter Shapely, ‘Governance in the Post-War City: Historical Reflections on Public-Private 
Partnerships in the UK’, International Journal of Urban and Regional Research 37, no. 4 (2013), 
1288–1304. See also: Tom Hulme, After the Shock City: Urban Culture and the Making of Modern 
Citizenship (Melton: Boydell & Brewer, 2019), 204. 
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as Hulme has shown, as central government came to control many of the social and 

economic services across the nation, ‘the emphasis on the special relationship 

between local government and the citizen became less tenable’.29 These broader 

political shifts also affected the management of the nationalised railway system, 

which ushered away the long-held power and identities of the former regional 

railway companies. This led to a variety of changes in how commemoration was 

shaped during this period. While a centrally managed railway system was welcomed 

by the railway unions, as it had been a consistent demand of theirs, there was a clear 

indication that management feared that staff would lose their company identities and 

loyalties they had fostered as their workforce became part of a new and unfamiliar 

railway family, as had been predicted in the GWR Magazine (Chapter 4). 

Additionally, for BR, the removal of steam and consolidation of the network in the 

1960s was used to tactically and quite dramatically change, and celebrate the 

improvements of, rail technologies (Chapter 2). For other communities, this removal 

of the relics of the past was viewed as a loss of their history, which was, in part, 

remedied through the development of preservationist movements and 

commemorative practices focussed particularly, but not exclusively, on the age of 

steam (Chapter 5). 

Finally, in the later twentieth and twenty-first centuries, there was a notable 

dispersal of national control over local and regional marketing, evidenced through 

the styles of commemorative practices. However, rather than catering to the civic 

communities, as in the preceding periods, commentators have argued that 

celebratory events and place marketing too strongly favoured national and 

international leisure and tourism above any real civic duty towards their local 

 
29 Hulme, After the Shock City, 203. 
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populations. In 2013, Simon Anholt lamented that increasingly ‘national, regional 

and city governments [are] putting out tenders for “branding agencies”, and funding 

lavish marketing campaigns of one sort or another, all in an effort to enhance their 

national or international images’ without implementing any tangible changes to or 

developments of these places.30 Further, in combination with urban regeneration, 

Smith argued that major celebratory events – while also ‘opportunities for 

socialising, celebrations of achievement, markers of time and vehicles for political 

posturing’ – largely became platforms to ‘sell’ the area hosting them.31 This could 

certainly be recognised in the commemorative practices used by the newly-created 

GWR and LNER as they used their regionality to refocus their identities (Chapter 6). 

While they, to different degrees, played on these regional identities forged in the 

early twentieth century, LNER in particular, which was then under state-controlled 

funding, used commemoration to appeal to wider national and international 

audiences. Further, national institutions of the industry’s history, like the NRM and 

Locomotion, which continue to be largely supported by governmental funding, were 

designed to tell much broader national stories of the railways. Commemorative 

practices, such as the long-running ‘Scotsman Season’, were used to support these 

national stories for audiences within, and certainly well beyond, their institutional 

walls. 

This period has also been characterised by the interconnectedness of these 

more national phenomenon and rather intense localism that harnessed the benefits of 

place marketing and tourism.32 Recognising that they need to effectively create long-

term benefits for their communities, local and regional authorities have used and 
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continue to use commemorative practices centred around their ‘unique’ heritage to 

draw in external funding and tourism to enable developments to their localities.33 

Some of the older and pervasive commemorative practices were adapted to draw in 

these levels of tourism while upholding their established regional identities, as could 

be seen in the evolution of Camborne Trevithick Day (Chapter 3). Others, namely in 

the case of the S&DR bicentenary (Chapter 7), have more recently latched onto large 

numbered anniversaries to draw in funding streams and expertise to symbiotically 

appeal to the tourism and leisure markets and revitalise the area for their local 

communities. 

It can be argued that the actors, the settings, and the ways in which 

performances of the past were conceived, managed, and staged in this industry have 

distinct connections with wider social, cultural, political, and economic currents in a 

changing Britain from the nineteenth to the twenty-first century. Because the railway 

industry has related, and continues to relate, to the local, regional and national in 

different political, social, and cultural ways, this complicates the correlation between 

these wider national shifts and styles of commemoration. To put it another way, the 

complexity of the continuities or discontinuities of the use of commemorative 

practices means they are often difficult to situate within these delineations of local or 

national political and social shifts. There is therefore, at times, a dialectic balance 

between the systemic evolution and persistence of commemorative cultures.   

While the styles of commemorations used to celebrate George Stephenson over 

the Victorian and interwar periods quite neatly fall within the periodisations set out 

above, Richard Trevithick’s celebrations, though markedly parallel in style, largely 
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occurred decades after those for Stephenson. Further, while the national forum was 

important for the 1975 celebrations, and museum collections were consolidated as 

spaces to collect and foster the national narrative, this happened tangentially to the 

development of regional commemorative practices, namely Camborne Trevithick 

Day, which remained consistently relevant to the local community for over thirty 

years. Additionally, there has been a steady, and in fact growing interest in the 

preservation of steam since its removal from service in the 1960s into the twenty-

first century, which has been engaged with by smaller groups of enthusiasts and 

large corporations, and has bridged these wider societal and political changes. While 

shifts in the shape of the industry have informed the way commemoration was 

designed and functioned, these examples straddle the chronological framework 

proposed above, showing a durability in these practices that are not constrained by 

the wider national landscape. Therefore, though viewing the commonalities in 

railway commemoration in these periods raises interesting reflections on the wider 

chronology of the practices, it is important to identify that there are practices that do 

not fit so neatly within these national or industry-specific chronological movements. 

How then might we understand the pervasiveness of the use of 

commemorative components and narratives? Concurring with Vandrei’s argument 

set out in Chapter 1, that successive ‘cultural histories’ of historic moments and 

figures were built upon previous cultural representations of the past, this thesis has 

demonstrated that, as new technological and business developments occurred, 

additional narratives about the railways were introduced and woven into successive 

commemorative cultures, complicating and expanding this multi-layered picture of 

the industry.34 As a new industry, what developed over these two centuries was an 
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accumulation of repertoires of commemorative components, a veritable ‘box of 

tricks’ that commemorators could pick and choose from, recombining different 

elements as they mapped the narratives of the past onto their contemporary 

situations. Further, as set out by Samuel in a wider context, this research has 

demonstrated that the railways have engaged with an increasing variety of ‘theatres’ 

of memory.35 Within these ‘theatres’ of engagement, different communities – 

institutions, museums, interest groups, regions, and local authorities to name a few – 

activated the history of the railways in performative acts that celebrated their past 

and present, and signalled towards their future. 

Studying the commemoration of British railways contributes to a range of 

academic fields. Railways continue to be a national phenomenon that physically 

reach virtually all areas of the country while having more micro levels of impact in 

local and regional contexts. They are also engaged with in personal ways, from 

company management and staff, to the travelling public, to people who enjoy them 

for leisure and learning purposes. As a continuous feature of the British landscape 

from the early nineteenth century, they have left a range of material traces, some of 

which have lasted up into the twenty-first century. Crucially, commemoration is still 

a thriving feature of the railway industry in the twenty-first century, with 

communities, heritage sites, and businesses across Britain still finding relevance in 

celebrating railways past and present, and many people having increased knowledge 

and access to interactions with this history. The number of large-numbered 

anniversary dates are increasing, and the celebration of these dates is a continuing 

feature of the twenty-first century. 

 
35 Samuel, Theatres of Memory, 26. 
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Commemoration does not exist in a vacuum. Practices and narratives that have 

been used in the twenty-first century are built upon a history of both the industry and 

how it has previously been celebrated. This thesis set out to analyse the innumerable 

ways that railways, memory, and commemoration intersect. By looking at these 

examples, the thesis has shown how interactions with the past have contributed to 

identity formation, community building, and the development of popular 

understandings of the railway industry in its historic, current, and projected future 

states. Studying railways and commemoration in tandem reveals the cultural and 

social work that commemoration can perform that does not have to be just for the 

railway historian or enthusiast to enjoy and engage with. It lends itself to everyday 

life and a range of communities who engage with it on a day-to-day basis and in 

connection to these communities’ local, regional, and national histories. 

There is a durability and diversity to railways and their commemorations, 

which means that the types of commemorative practices used have been large-scale 

and wide ranging in content. Commemorative techniques, subjects, and narratives 

have been recycled, reused, and reinvented in a range of settings that intersect and 

feed into each other. In these terms this industry is unique, both in terms of its scale, 

use, and permanence on the national landscape, as well as the types of communities 

who engage with it: railway companies, staff, governing bodies, museums, the 

travelling public, and enthusiasts to name some notable examples. 

This thesis has broadly argued three important things which can inform future 

research about commemoration and memory, as well as, more specifically, the social 

history of railways. First, that the railway industry in and of itself is a fertile ground 

for examining the ways in which communities interreact with each other and their 

shared histories. Second, that by concentrating on one forum where commemorative 
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cultures have been extensively used, we can trace how the developments of, and 

changes in, the uses of the past for and by a range of communities over time fit 

within the context of a broader, overarching framework. Finally, while sometimes 

we can be guided by what the surviving source material reveals, this thesis argues 

that historians can be more proactive in contributing to the source material – by 

gathering oral histories or participating in commemorative events to gain first-hand 

perspectives – that can inform our understandings of commemoration regardless of 

the context of enquiry. 

Stemming from this research, there is scope to further examine these social 

interactions within the railway industry. Expanding on the types of examples 

presented within the framework of this thesis could then provide a wider map of how 

commemoration functions across these different themes. This could include 

examining the context of commemoration by and within different railway 

companies, or comparing a variety of engineering ‘heroes’ who became prevalent in 

different temporal or geographical locations. Additionally, as this thesis has only 

presented a sample of the vast range of ways commemoration and railways intersect, 

it can be expanded to include commemoration in different contexts. Expanding the 

types of content could then demonstrate, for example, the role of commemoration in 

the remembrance of industrial accidents and war, how enthusiasm for railway history 

and heritage have their own distinct practices, or how the use of media such as 

television programmes has shaped popular perceptions and engagements with 

railway history. Further, there is scope to compare this research to how 

commemorations of the railway industry function in other, international contexts. In 

doing so, this may reveal broader commonalities or divergences in how the industrial 

past is mobilised outside of a British context. Finally, this research emphasises that 
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examining a specific context like a large national industry, which changes over time 

but also has strong elements of remarkable continuity across long periods, allows for 

an appreciation of the broader national frameworks at play and the specific nuances 

within that context. Therefore, this thesis has provided frameworks and 

methodologies for examining commemoration as a vehicle to explore social and 

cultural interactions in other industrial or corporate settings, as well as organised 

social communities within, but certainly not limited to, religion, the military, and 

education. 

While the expansion of research into the commemorative cultures laid out 

above could be carried out in projects led by other researchers, it is arguably critical 

to continue to trace the S&DR bicentenary celebrations in the context of my own 

research. It is not yet possible to draw rounded conclusions at this stage regarding 

the scale or final outcomes of these celebrations. By continuing to interrogate the 

planning processes of this large-scale commemoration, the staging of the events in 

five years, and crucially whether the legacy they intended to set up was achieved, 

would allow us to trace the full cycle of how these commemorative practices now 

function in the twenty first century. 
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Abbreviations 

 
APT-E: Advanced Passenger Train – Experiment  

AR: Augmented Reality 

ASLEF: Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen 

ASRS: Associated Society of Railway Servants of England, Ireland, Scotland and 

Wales 

BR: British Railways/British Rail (1948-1993) 

BTA: British Transport Authority 

DfT: Department for Transport 

FGW: First Great Western 

FSDR: Friends of the Stockton and Darlington Railway 

GBRf: GB Railfreight 

GRWU: General Railway Workers Union 

GWR: Great Western Railway (1835-1948 & 2015-2020) 

HAZ: Heritage Action Zone 

HST: High Speed Train 

IEP: Intercity Express Programme 

IET: Intercity Express Train 

IMecE: Institution of Mechanical Engineers 

IRC: International Railway Congress 

LMS: London, Midlands and Scottish Railway 

LNER: London and North Eastern Railway (1923-1948)/London North Eastern 

Railway (2018-2020) 

L&MR: Liverpool and Manchester Railway 

NER: North Eastern Railway 

NRM: National Railway Museum (York) 
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NUR: National Union of Railwaymen 

POM: Patent Office Museum 

RCA: Railway Clerks’ Association 

RHB: Railway Heritage Board 

RHQ: Railway Heritage Quarter 

S&DR: Stockton and Darlington Railway 

SMG: Science Museum Group 

SR: Southern Railways 

TUC: Trade Union Congress 

TVAC: Tees Valley Combined Authority 

UPSS: United Pointsmen’s and Signalmen’s Society 

VR: Virtual Reality 

VTEC: Virgin Trains East Coast  
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